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PliEFACE

0,

While' it is 'true 'that the American criminal Justice system has .been the
subject of unparalleled public and governmental scrutiny over the past tWo
decades, it. is also' true that national attention has been focused primarily on
the critrie problem and how we; deal with it in the urban context. 'No doubt°
this is a 'reflection of .-the increased visibility of 'the probleMs of our cities-and
the resulting natural tentency to concentrate on responses more suited fOr
application in ,urban areas than elsewhere.

Similar to what _has occurred in other fields asthe face of rural America
has 'begun to change, the Criminal lustie community has witnessed in recent
rears the einergence_of rural advocates who express concern that- thiS urban

reciccupation is causing 'policy and decision makers to 'continue to overlook
the criminal justice problems,, often unique but every, bit(\as ;real, of our small
towns and rural areas. Notwithstanding their emergence, however, rural
criminal .justice scholars and advocates remain largely an uncoordinated and
fragmented group with little national., communication among themselves. bon-
sequently, ap appropriate awareness and -understanding of contemporary rural
criminal justice problems and prceising sOlutiOns Continues to be obscured.

The National Rural Center first initiate& a response to this problem in
`planning an invitational confeience, "A Beginning Assessment of the Justice
System in Rural America," held, in -Austin, 'rexas, October 1977, Orie of the
results of this-effort was pressure to hold ail open conference on rural justice
in an' attempt to identity and link those from various disciplines who are
currently working on . rural justice issues. ° Based on thiS pressure, 'the
National Rural center contacted the University of Tennessee School of Social
Work's Office of Continuing Social Work Education to' help, initiate such a
confetrenCe whiCh resulte,d in the National Sympo.,sium on -Rural Justice held
June 20-22, 1979 in Knoxville, Tennessee. The. symposium brought together
nearly 200 rural justice scholars, practitionrs and rural citizens to identify
rural justice problenis, Share experiences and ideas,, and discuss a variety of
carefully. selected papers and presentations.

Recognizing that 'one of the problems in the rural justice field .was a lack
of orgen4-ed literature, the symposium. was planned with the' thotight of organ-
izing preSentationIpapers into a series of publications ,dealing with rural
justice. This publication and a companion publication; Juvenile Justice in
Rural 'AmeriCa---Siippoi-ted by the Office of Juvenile Justice .and Delinquency
Prevention, represent this effort.

The,, criminal justice pbpers available from the symposiu m Were reviewed
to identi,f.y. those dealing with crime and criminals, law enforcement, courts
and the' legal process, or jails and corrections. Where these were not avail-
able from the symposium, the' literature was reviewed to secure papers already
available- and/or potential authors were asked to produce relevar-7material on
the needed subject. Thus, this publication draws toget.her the urrent state
of the art in rural crimiral justice with the objective of providing an initial
attempt at' prodtking an organized body. of literature in this area. To the
extent that this is at all successful toward that end, it will have been worth
die investment. It is our however; that it can serve. several additional
purposes.

'4
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.
For example, the editors' notes and refergnces -throughout the paperscomprise an extensive literature review. As refereke material 65rOviding anassessment of aspets of the rural criminal justice systetm, ...it shouj,dr*.yeal- usef01, insights for national and local. policymakers,- planners and...practitioners., For rural justice scholars and academicians, iI shot.ild suggest

a comprehensive research agenda -,tliereby ideeitifying mportat questons we;i n i#know little ornbthing .about.
it c.

i - The material in this book has been organized into 'two major sections,one dealing with the nature of crime and driminals in. rural areas and the

ti

other with the rural criminal justice system. Within this second section',Subsections on law enforcement, courts- and the ,legal process; and jails' andcorrections will be found. Etch major section is .prefaced by 'An introductory-statement wbiOh {Provides- a review of the material contained therein and
should enable tht reader to locate specificmaterial when required.

i-rowever useful it may prove_to be, this work most certainly will standas only a modest begihning the major task we: face in developing and
centralizing- critical inf rmation-on the rural .criminal justice, system, its pro-blerks and promising %Mations/. If it should in .any way stimulate,any other .initiative's/ to that enc4/ our. fondest hopes will have been realized.
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Introduction to Part

-Part I oft this compilation focuses on what' we knOw about the incidence
and nature of rural crime and the characteristics of rural offenders. Part II
is devoted to examining the, rural criminal justice system and its three basic
coknponentslaw enforcemefit",' courts and the legal process, jails and correc-
tions

0
As. the rel4tive disparity in tht size of Parts I and II 'would suggest, the

most striking revelation of fata2.- ature 1 review, on rural crime and rural . of-
fenders is how much, we don't know. Perhaps no one is better. qualified to
'make ,that observation than Professor John R. Warner, Jr., of West Virginia
Wesleyan College, Department of Sociology, Buckhannon, West Virginia.' In

Nplit9his presentation which so appropriately le this compilation, Professor
Warner assesses the state of .rural crime reSear ;and in so doing provides a
glimpse of the nature okrural crime and the` behavior of rural offencrers past
and preSerit. He further introduces .several themes .which recur throughout
this compilation-P- the need to distinguish between the small town° and country-
side, and marktied changes in the rural crime rate in recent years. .His work

a ,uni9k.rely qualifies him to identify the gaps in a fundamental rural crime and
justice data base and 'to suggest a research agenda upon which change_an-e!

'improvement no doubt will be predicated.
. .I

r- .. % 0 0 t
A common observation of virtually, all rural juttiCe advocates is that

justice data, which` are' typically gathered from national sources such as the
. F ..B. I . is Uniform Crime `Reports, simply" dkreof provide enough aseful and

easily retrievable inforfnation relative to the 'rural- setting. Rarely is oh
urban /rural split designed into the information-colleQng instruments and,
more' often than not, the cost of massaging the hugewdata files that contain
revelant information ttcollect rural figures is prohibitive. .

In recent years a handful of rural-focused crime-surveys have cropped,.

hope
.

ups, fully signaling a new and increased level of interest in rural crime.
One a the Molt _ recent was implemented by Professors James Moore and
Raymond H..C.., Teske of Sam Houston State University in Huntsville, Texas.
TheirY Texas statewide project was a "victimization" study--that is, it gathered
data from- surveys-of the genera opulation rather than from the records and

. -..rep,v,rts of law enforcement agend_ -A principal advantage of such method-
eplogy is that it avoids the "underreporting" phenomenon so prevalent in rural'
and .snialk favittl,.environments, The results and implications of the Texas
study are 'generally consistent with f e findings of other rural. crime re-

.' searchers -and are discussed in the seco presentation OT Part I.x

%I
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CHAPTER I

RURAL CRIME, RURAL CRIMINALS, RURAL DELINQUENTS:"
PAST RESEARCH-AND FUTURE .DIRECTIONS

by John .'thatrner, Jr. 4

Records from English history indicate the, problem of rural crime is
nothing new. Rural crime reached crisis proportions in the latter half !of, the
thirteenth century wherf "(ands of robbers called Drawlatches and Roberds--
men, 2.. . concealfhg themselves in the thick' undergrowth by:-the rdadside"
waged a reign of terror °against travelers. So critical was the\FSroblem that in
1285 he Statute of We-stminsfer decreed that roads between- market towns...

.shall be enlarged so that there be 1-1. either dyke, tree nor bush
whereby a man may lurk to. do hurt, within two hundred Mot on
the one side and two hundred foot on the other side of the way
(Smith, 1933, p. 7).

No is the study of rural crime an innovation. Half, a. century ago,,
Sorokin, Zimmerman. and Galpin (1930), surveyed the literature on rural crime
in fifteen cotintries including theqr.S.A., Gyr.rat Britain, Australia, British
India and eleven European nations. Their surv&y, covering literature between
the years 1857 and 1920, led the, authors to set forth the following nine
propositions:

tV

1. In proportion to the population, the number of crimes or
offenses. is greater in the cities than in the country.

2. Data concerning 'the residence of offenders shoW that the city
population yields, a greater number of offenders thian the
country population.

3. D'ata concerning .the place of birth of offenders .indicate
produce a greater proportiorrof offenders than rural areas,
but this factor is of less importance than residence
person at the time under consideration.

4. The agricultural population is one of the least criminal of all
occupational classes.

5. On the whole, the country population is more law-abiding than
that of the city.

6." The professional and official classes of the city are definitely
less criminal than the Agricultural class taken as a whole..
This means the urban population again shows a greater varie-

s

tion than the rural population.

In the majority of countries the, criminality of the agrictAltul
class is manifested somewhat more strongly in crimes against
persons, particularly in hOmicide, infanticide and grave as-
saults, than in crimes against property, with the exception of

-) 7.
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arson and cattle stealing, which 'ere predominantly rural
crimes. . . This conclusion must not be interpreted to mean
that .the rural or agricultural population generally has a higher
rate of crimes against persons than the city population. On
the contrary,: many countries the rural ,rate still remains
below the ur rf rate. But in proportion to' all crimes, crimes
against pers ns are a larger percentage areas than in
u rban- areas .

`-

8. ', Crime in the cities has a finished' technique requiring stra-
tegy, deceit, scheming and lying, while rural crimes are more
direct, more naive, less deceitful and less strategical.

The city population yields a greater number of repeaters than
the country population.°

The author of this paper has surveyed most of tthe literature published
between 1930 and 1979 in an attempt to determine just what has been ,said
about rural crime in the past half cent y (Warner, 1978). The major themes
developed in. that literature and the s ggested directions for future research.'
will be discussed in this article.

Definition of Rural Crime

Thq problem of defining "rural crime" pervades the literature. ..lt was
noted 47 years ago*" in what may have been the; first book, on rural crime
ever published in America. Smith (1933) wrfOte;

It (is neces-sa ryr to emphasi e the fact that the terms 'urban' and
'rural' often lack any pr_ iSe significance! Even .when closely
defined for a specific parzpose, no uniform ,rule` applies, with the

*result that rural crime, statistics occasionally include areas 'which .

,are of urban character in some of their aspects.'

Over the past half century we can report no progress" in the problein
recognized by Smith. Clinar 2) divided the population offenders ail'
the loWa Men's Reformat r into ree categdNes: ruralareas/with a c;opula-
tion of less than fifty; villageareas with a population of filly to 4,999; and
urban- -areas with 5,000 or more. Wiers (1939), Lagey ( 957), Ferdinand
(1964), Han (1911), and Phillips (1975) studied "rural counties" which in-
clude rural residents and small towns located Wrthose countie,s. Boggs (1971)
used the term "rural" to include "small town and rural residepts," and for
Lentz (1956) rural meant "all open country and rural trading centers included

',withiP the rural community."'

The problem of mixing rural persons and residents of sm01 towns in
relation to crime rates is illustrated in Table 1 (on page 8) and discussed.
below.

AI,

Small Towns vs. Rural, Areas J
.... , .

; 1
Following U.S. Census Buret definitions, the F..B.I.'s Uniform Crime. ___

.Reports designate as "urban" all cortimcinities with a population of 2,500 or

6
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more and distinguish six classes of cities based on populatibn. Class VI
cities are those which are ,generally called "small towns. °- They are communi-
ties 'viitti populations-bf .2,500 to 9,999. Table 1 displays the ratio of rural
crime rates (per' 1'00;000 'population) for thirty offenses compared with crime
rate fOr small towns. `As",demonstrated in the table, rural Crime is a dif-
ferent sort of thing than small town crime. In 19'76 there Were ten categories
of crime for which polio made arrests more often in rural areas than in small
towns, /ind nineteen categories for which police made more arrests-in small
towns. Fraud, offenses -against,family and children, manslaughter and murder
occurred more than twice as. often iry rural areas as in Small towns, and rape
and embezzlement were reported more than one.and one-half times as often in
rural areas .as ih small town's. °On the other end of the scale, there were
°seven categories of crime which were reported more than twice as often in
small towns as in rural areas. _Small towns and rural areas are not homog-
eneous areas!

f

Inaccuracy of OffiFial Retords

The inaccu racy of polic records thoroughly docum,ented and discussed
in all, criminology textbooks. problemis- prpbably.greater in rural areas

in citiez and this pr lem, has led some 7Schlutz, 1976) to doubt that
urban -rural differences are great as they seem.. The problem was noted
b.y Smith (1933) ,I,9ng aged whe 'he reported:

. . . the tendency of rural residents to withhold information con=
cerning offenses fir o m police officials and the defectRie records of
rural officials udot,jbtedly affect these comparisons.

v

Magnitude-

1
t

It has long been recognized that crime rates are higher' in urban areas
than in rural areas, and fb-r--77kost (but not all) crimes there is a positive
correlation between the popul4fidn size and crime rates. Polk (1967) writes:

Over 'time, one eof the most consistent reg6larities found in crime
- ..-' ,statistics is the higher overall rate of crime in urban as compared

to rural -areas. However, the' degree to which urban rates exceed
rural rates* varies with offense, with locale-and with _time.

%

. ,Acl-_ - ,

This point is illustrated in Table 2 (on' page 9) from Uniform Crime ReIS'osr1441- )

1976 data fo'r arrest rates in six classes 'of cities sand in ruvl areas. ''''

Rural Crimes
-

Sorokin et al. (1930) found the crimes of arson,, cattle stealing, infanti-.
tide and specific violations of agricultural laws. were ribre commonly committed

ruraFareas than in urban areas, and found that crimes against the person
were more common in rural areas (in comparison to all crimes in rural areas)
than property crimes.

In oer to determine what crimes are "offi5ally rural Grimes, We divid-,
ed the arrest rates for thirty categories crimes in rural .areas by 'the arrest

34



TABLE 1

Ratio of Rural Crime Rafes to Small Town Crime Rates

RatioCrime (Per 100,000 population)

.Fraud
Offenses against family and children
Manslaughter by negligence
Mcirder and nonnegligent manslaughter
Forcible rape.
Embezzlement
Forgery and counterfeiting .-
Arson

2.90
2.70
2.49
2.46
1.72
1.58
1.29
1.04

4

r Aggravated ass.pult
Burglary, breaking and ,entering

1.04
1.01Robbery 1.00Auto theft .85Drivihg while intoxicated .84Runaways .82Narcotics and drug violations .81

Prostitution and commercialized vice .80
Possession of stolen prRperty :74Other assaults

.72All other offenses, .72'Othprseix offenses .68
Wea6,dnsiViolations .t3
Drunkenness .59
Vagrancy .56
Suspicion' .46Larceny

X .44
Gambling .43
Vandalism 'Liquor violeti s

. .39Pisouierly co duct .29
Curfew violations .12

- .
. . --e , ,--Source:` 'United States Department of Justice, Federalv Bureau of Investigation,Uniform rime Report 1976 (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1977).

Note: Based on arrests per 100,000 population. Ratio determined 'by dividing .,rural arrdst rate by Class VI urban arrest rate.

1
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TABLE 2

Arrest Rates for Cities and Rural Areas

Area type

Class I CI 'ties
52 cities

Crass;, I I Cities
98 cities 100,000

over450,000

Class III Cities
235 cities 50,000

Class IV Cities
564 cities 25,000

to 249,999-

to 99,999

to 49,999

Clas`t V cities
1,402 cities 10,000 to 24,999

Class VI Cities
5,264 cities 2,500 to 9,999

Rural Areas
1,904 areas reporting

t.

Rate of arrests per 100,000
population

1,494

k 1,333

1,139'

1,089

.930

778

Ar

i
537

1IN

Source: . Uniform Crime Report 1976, index crimes only.

rates for those, categories
R'epot 1976. The results
"rural crimes."'

in . urban areas, using data from Uniform Crime
are listed in Table 3 on page 16' for.. the thirteen

, .

Accordir F. B. I . information, the four; crimes reported more often
rural areas than in urban areas are offenses against family and children;
fraud, manslaughter by negligence and driiving while intoxicated. Of these,
manslaughter is certainly explained by traffic deaths on the highways and b
hinting accidents, neither of. which seem to be chariacteristic of rural people
but only the rural location.

It is interesting to note that Sorokin et -;a1. (1930) list fraud, forgery
* and intemperance (alcohol) as particularly urban crimes, while all three ap-

pear very high on the rural end of the continuum, according to Uniform Crime
Reports information.

Lentz' (1956) compared. rural and urban bogs° in the Wisconsin School for
Boys,. He found that rural boys yore more .often charged with, sex offenSe,
nominal breaking 'and entering, t uancy ,and general misconduct, while urban
boys were more often charged wi h serious breaking and entering, serious
and- nominal theft and cdr theft. Rural sex .offenses tended to be indecent

t./
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TABLE 3

Ratio of Rut.al Arrest Rates toCity Rates
a

Crime

ffenses

Fraud
against family and children

.

Manslaughter by negligence
Driving while intoxicated
Murder,and 'nonnegligent manslaughter
Forgery and counterfeiting
Arson ,

Aggravated assault
Liquor violations
Forcible rape
Runaways_

Narcotics

Burglary, breaking and entering

13atio

2.45

2.09

,2.08

1.21

.98

.97

.82

.79

.78

Source: Uniforni Crime Retort 1976. .1
INote: Ratio obtained by dividing. rural arrest rate. (arrests per 100,000'popu-lation) by urban rats. The,total rural/urban ratio W'as .63. The thirteencrimes listed here are those for which the. ratio is higher than .63.

.71A

.70

.70

exposure, rape of small kjirls and sodomy, while urban boys, were more ofteninvoRed in prostitution and "gang shags,"
o

In his study of delinquency in rural:-lichigani *Wiers (1939) found thatburglary and steating constituted sixty percent of the offenses, kr which maledelinquents were Charged, while thirty percent of the females were chargedas being "ungovei-nable," and nineteen percent were charged with -sex' of-fenses.
I ft

44 ,,4 ..Phillips (1975), found that in rural Ohio vandalisrri" was the most commonCrime and rural mailboxes were the primary' targets .of this vandalism. Rank-ing second was theft with the primary targets of. rural theft bring gasolinetanks in farmyards. Rural sheriffs, rported, how,ever, that sixty percent ofthpir arrest's were of urban' boys. .. . W .
.

, . .P Gibbons (1972) shows that in rural Oregon.."fblk). crimes" are the greatestproblem faced by law enforceMent officers. Folk" crimes., include highwayviolations and violations of hunting and fishing codes. Ferdinand (1964),found as urbanism increased, offenses against authority' ,increased (status
$

10
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:offenses), 'while offenses agafrtst property remained',6Ongtant for juveniles in
Michigan.

Characteristics of ',Rural Offenders .

, ,,,, .
Although several studies deal with the issue of rural offenders, perhaps

the best sketch was developed by-Clinard (1942, 144`,, 1060) more than three
decades, ago. According to Clinard, the typical rural offender. was character-
ized by the following. . . ,

4 ..
I- .4.- . .

1. Rlaral.-4iffenders were highly mobile as compared to rural nonoffend-.
erg'. .

2. Rural offenders parti, ipated only to a limited exterat in loCa com-
munity affairs. ,

3. / Rural offenders' tended to establish "impersonal" relationships.-
4. Their criminal or delinquent behavior commenced relatively late in

their youth r
-

--,

5. They did not generally- engage -in drganiieol -criminal activity:
/.11.;

6. .- Their criminality was largely adventitious. ,,

7. Their knowledge of 'criminal techniques was limited.
. .

,8`. : They did not -conceive of themselves as criminals nor their acts as
crimes. i- .

,... Il - ..
- 9. Delinquent gangs were not an important factor in-the lives,, of rural

# T.'offenders.
3,

--\\.,
cCrime .Rateg- as a Variable of Rural Structure-or Rural Culture?

/ . 8 6

Using ten ditructural variables," Quinney (1956) compared crime, rates in. .

rural, urban (small and; medium-sized cities) and inetropolitan, areas. Those
. --"structural variables" were: -median years of schooling, median family income,.

,
percent white collar males, -percent nonwhite, percent change in residence,
percent employed in manufacturing, occupational diversity, percent abed fifty
and ever, percent females in the labor force, and percent owner-occupied
dwelling! He found that rural and- urban areas =were "more sensitive to
structural, variations in relation to..'crime rates than were.the larger (netrO
politan) areas." ..

71... ,
The question of rural structu re and rUral culture emerges fro," a visual

analysis of Graph 1 .(on the following two pages). Here Crime rates for six
classes of cities and for rural _arias are presented graphically/ superimposed. :.
an the. nationalraverage.. .

Essentiallyfour patterns The ,pest, pattern fits thepOpular
stereotype of urban-rural--.crime rates es ,illustrated- by the graph for robs,
bery. Here the motes are-.highest urban''- areas and decrease. with .

-
11-..,'

t
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Graph 1: Crime* an-Cf- Population 'Areas: 1976
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Enforcement Pattern A

.

DriVing while intoxicated
k

Cutturial Pattern

Murder

cr

----N-csicgen-tmanstaugirter Forgery and 'counterfeiting

rI

Offenses against family and
children

Forcible rape

..111Pof

Fraud

Enforcement Pattern 6

Vandalism

A

'Drunkenness

J.

Disorderly conduct

Curfew and loitering
violations

Liquor law violations

Source: Uniform. Crime Reports 1976. 'Arrests by population areas. See
Table 2 for definitions of classes of cities.
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the size of the community. There. Is a. simple, positive correlation between
population and crime rates. This is the most common 'pattern, characterized'
by fifteen categories of crime including most property crimes, vice (sex, Astr-

°cotics, gambling), arson (contrary to Sprokin's findings),- runaways, "other
assaults," vagrancy, suspicion and weaponso/iolations. The fifteen categoriesillustrate, I believe, a structural pattern in which crime rates are a functionof population density. .

The second, pattern- indicates a negative correlation between crime rates
and population density: as 'population decreases, crime rates increase. Thi'spattern is illbstrated by' one category only, driving while intoxicated. Thi's
arrests pattern_ might well be a function of police -boredom rather than popula-
tion structure! Studits by ,Wiers (1939), Lentz (1956), Polk (19671 andGibbons (1972) suggest that rural justice is more punitive than urban justice.Persons in smaller cities and rural areas are often arrested for minor crimes
which would be overlooked in more urban areas. Judges or juries are more
punitive in smaller cities and rural areas than in larger cities. Lacking theexcitement of urban ,crime, police in rural, areas "over arrest" violators ofminor ordinances such al, traffic laws. I suggest labeling this pattern En-
forcement Pattern A.

1-he -third, pattern is characterized by a radical discontinuity between
rural crime rates and the 'structural pattern for cities. The- pattern is Mills-trated by categories of murder, manslaughter, forcible rape, forgery and4__
counterfeiting, fr.?, ud and offenses against family and children . In eachcategory there is a negative correlation between population and crime ratesfor cities, yet crime rates increase in rural- areas. I suggest labeling this dosepattern a cultural pattern, which is suggested as. an untested hypothesis.
Because population struc.ture does not account for these crime rates in rural
areas, the explanation may lie in cultural characteristics of rural society ._

The fourth pattern isE the r e. Here crime rates, generally increase
or remain stable as population decrea es for cities, yet for rural areas crirpe
rates decrease. This pattern is illustrated' by vandalism, drunkeness, liquor
law violations,- -disorderly cotiduct7, curfew and loitering violations. In at-
tempting to make sense out o this pattern, I am particularly mindful of the
Phillips study (1975) indicating thgt vandalism was the farmer's number one
complaint._ I suggest 'that the low arrest rate for these crime categories in
rural areas is more likely a function of the difficulties of rural law enforce-
Ment rather than of rural structure or rural culture. I label this Enforce-
ment Pattern B but, lacking better infprmation, I recognize that this is done
only as a hypothesis.

Type of Rural Community

Crime rates vary with the economic characteristics of 'rural areas, as
noted by Yoke (1932), Wier (1939), and Polk (1967).. Polk ,writes:

From time to time and place to place, there have been exceptions to
this trend [low- crime rates in rural areas]. Elliott (1944) suggests
ft rat the existence, of 'frontier mores' accounted

in
high rates of

crime in some communities even though small in size during the
developing years of the United States, and may still have an im-
pact. Thus, frontier towns, river towns, seaports, and bcirder
areas - have had high rates of (crime regardless of the degree of

' 14
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population concentration. Logging countjes and mining counties
have also been found to have rejpatively Vgh crime' rates, in spite
of the nonurban classification of the counties. This has often been
accounted for by the preponderance in these areas-of young,- single
males who constitute a high criminal risk category.. 4."

Wiers found that among rural counties in Michigan delinquency rates
were lowest for agricultural counties, followed by upstate logging and mining
counties and higher still fbr rural industrial counties. Yoke found crime
rates were higher in rural coal-producing counties in West Virginia than in

.rural Countiee'with higher agricultural populations.

Ecological Studies

Using a method not unlike the 'Shaw (1929) concentric circle studies of
crime rates in Chicago, Smith (1937) studied delinquency rates in "concentric"
tiers of counties surrounding urban a,reas'in Kansas.* Results were similar
to ,thoSe in Chicago's concentric zones. . Delinquency rates were highest for
the urban counties, followed by the next tier of- 'counties adjaceht to the
urban county and were loWer still for the second tier,' etc. .

Lagey (1957) plotted, the location of delinqwents' residences in a rural
county in western 'Pennsylvania over a three-year period' it the 1950s. He

discovered that there was not a random scattering of dwelling places of de-
linqbents, but that indeed they seemed' to be located primarily in four very
specific areas of" the county. FurthermOre, there was a tendency- for delin-
quents to live within 500 feet* of a railroad track or a river, creating a "rib-
boning" pattern. .7-

A Regional Analysis of Crime Rates

A larger.: .ecological approach to crime is the regional analysis developed
by tottier (1938) and sustained by Shannon (1954) and 'Kowalski (1979).
Lottier utilized the (then) newly developer Uniform Crime Reports to deter-
mine crime rates for several categories of crimes in the forty-eight states.
Lottier ranked the states ,by crime rates for murder, robbery and lanceny,
developing six ran k-groups with eight states in each group. Plotting the
rank-groups-on the U.S. map revealed clear and definite regional patt.e.gms of
crime' rates. All eight states ranking in the top (highest rate per hundred
thousand) ,rank-group for murder were Southern states, while six of the eight
states ranking lowest in homicide rates ,,were the six New England states.
The other two states in that group were northern states--Wisconsin. and North
Dakota.

For robbery the high ranking 'group turned out tOke a belt of Central
states from Kentucky to Colorado, while New England Slates again ranked
lowest. .1rhe" regional pattern for larceny was also clear; seven' of the eight
states with the highest larceny rates were western states from Texas to
*Oregon, and again New England states r'/Inked lowest.

11.

*Smith_ does not refer to the work of Shaw, but to Park (1929).
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The pattern has clear irlipliCations for the study of rural crime (or urbancrime_ for that matter), particularly because none of the states ranking high -est in murder, robbery and larceny were urban-industrial states.

Patterns of change are seen through similar studies by Shannon (1954)
and Kowalski (19797. Kowalski's maps indicate that robbery in particular hasshifted to urban _ states, while the most stable pattern is the,* of Southern
homicide% -

The South. A Region of Violence?

Because the--South is a rural region and the caricature -or. Southernviolence is rural violence included is a discussion of those stadieiiirwhich d alwith .Sbuthern violent
4

. ,

A tendency toward violence has beltone of the character -,traits /
host frequently! attributed toSouthe rs. In varjoas. guises; theimage of the ,violentSbuth . confronts th ne .historia at..-eVe'ry turn: .

dueling gentlemen and masters'Whippinb slaves, fla-tboatMeAsindultg,- r,ing in a rough-and-tumble fight., lynching mobs, cotintry-fak-af -a t,
bear-baiting or a' gander-pulling, romantic adventurers OP -Oarlbbean
filibusters, brutal' ,polictricken communities hars.hly...-..su.p'.
pressing real and imagihed,,slave revolts, robed night riders engagT
ing in systematic to on'm uriknowna.s.s'assins,- church 'burners,
and other less phys at expressions a South whose mode of action
is freq4ently.extrem .' .Thelliage i so pervasiVe that it compels
the attention 9r an oni,, interested in understanding the South
(Hackney, 1969).. X., ' - t.

....p High homicide. rarer Smith 6were- observed at least a century ago
(Redfield, 1880) ,apciOhe topic of Scithern violence has been 't-he-.-- source' of

91/ numerous Sci*Itifit'essay,S;-(riort6 Men fora works _of fiCtion). One 'of the first.
authors to accamulete quantitative -_sfata to support the description of theSouth as "that part of the United States lying below the Smith and ViessO
line- "'was H.Q. Brearley (1934). He found;lhaNduring thefive years fro

.; =:, 1920 to 1924 the homicide rate for Southern states was more than two an
one -half times greater than for the refit` of 'the nation.

4 ,
. '''''Cash (1941) explains Southern violence by various hypotheses: frontier

mentality,__ cult of honor ---rife on the plantation, defeat in the ,Civil War,
disrespect for the developing institutions of post-Civil War laW administered
'by "carpetbaggers." ackney kids most plausible the thesis that it is t e
relative absence of law enforcernera institutions, the strength' of the plantation
in maintaining Order prior to the Civil War and 'the disrespect for agencies
durifig Reconstruction which .explains Southerh violence:-

We cannot review the debate over Southern violence, but lent only to
note° that it has been a controversial topic with heated -arguments both de-

' fending and attacking ,Southern culture. V [See Porterfield, 1949; Pettigrew,.
-1962; -Gastil, 1971; Loftin and Hill; 1974; and Doerner, 1975:)-

16
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10: Crime in the Bush

The heterogeneous character of rural crime beTmes clear to the spell-
bound audiences of John Angell who describes his study of crime in,the
Alaskan bush country. Pursuing his study on dogsled and Piper Cub across
an expanse of.. land and islands as broad as that from Baltimore to Los
Angeles, Angell (1978, 1979a, 1979b) describes preliterate villages terrorized
by a drunken clansman, the problems, of policing and administering p.,,Stkjce

when one officer is responsible for Intral,ly thousands of 'square of
barren land- north of the Arctic Circleitfilere villages of less than 100 inhabi-
tants call for, police over shortwayg Jodi° and where a hungry pack of dogs

.nearly eats a terrified child, necessitating a trip to a .hospital equal to the
distance between Boston and Chicago. No complete study of rural crime can
overlook this fascinating description of another face of a complex issue.

I

Crime in Developing Countries

Further expanding the kaleidoscopic character of our topic, Clinard and
Abbott (1973) bring together "most of the existing findings on. crime in
Africa, Asia, and Latin America, and the results of our, own extensive re-
search in Uganda.", The authors observe that almost no standard work on
urbanization nor on criminology deals with their topic, while in fact "one
measure of the effective development of a country probably is its rising crime
rate." .

4 While their focus _I's- on urbanization and change,- the process of urbaniza-
tion is; of course,, only possible in less-than-urban areas. This setudy,of
crime in developing countries is indeed a study of rural-yrban dynamics.

Criminological Theory and Rural Crime

Criminological theory has_clevelopeclein an urban Settin and is,* to some
extent, an explanation of urban crime. Most theories, whatever the origin,
explain why crime rates increase' with incr'eased population density. The flip
side is a theory which, explains why rural areas are relatively crime-free.
What is -needed is not an explanation of why crime does not happen in rural
areas, but a theory which explains why it does Happen. With this in mind,
we shall survey the criminological research which draws upon theoretical
explanations in art interpretation, of rural crime.

Absence of a Criminal Subculture in \Rural Areas
.

The rural corpmUnify is generally free of alternative cultures , or sub
cultures, including crirpirinal subcultures. Thus, a persoh may deviate from
community ,expectations-.in rural America and find a ,few friends to join !him.
But he will not find a"., value system, a tradition, a social organization, 'a

profession bi- ajargon which will support him in his deviance.

In rural areas, there is a comparative absence of continuity in the
criminal culture'as compared with the interstitial slum areas of a
mdre -heterogeheous urban culture (Polk, 1967).,

J
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In his study of `rural crime a_ nd rural criminals in America4writes:

As long as ,there exists a -pred&ninant measure of personal lation-ship and informal social control, in the farm and vile areas, it willbe impossible for a separate criminal culture to exist. Without thepresence. of criminal social types, the volume of crime committed byrural residents will continue to be '-small as compared with that ofmore urban areas.

Clinard (1960) later confirmed this hypothesis In Sweden as.well.

While subculture 'theory may be used to ,explain the relatively low pro-perty ,crime rates in rurM areas, Kaplan (1961) uses subculture theory toexplain-the relatively high rate of crimes against persons.

Differences in rural and urban [crime. rates] can perhaps be ex-plained in terms of the differences between urban and rural sub-c4Itures. The relativie homogeneity of the rural areas and thetechniques of social control are probably explanatory of the differ-ences in property crimes. Differences in crimes against the personare similarly explainable, although the relatively greater rate forcrimes against the person in rural areas can probably be under-stood ih terms of isolation, self, sufficiency, sensitivity to personal--Affront, and an individualistic tradition. .

Differential Association

'Most rural offInders are of the indiOithial rather than of the grouptype. Their diff,rential association has been /of an occasional orfortuitous character (Clinard, 1960).

Gibbons (19 2) questions the applicability of Sutherland's theory ofdifferential association to rural crime. In his sketch of "criminals of thehinterland' in rural Oregon, Gibbons writes:
4.00

Most of the offenders who are the subject of this research are pettylawbreakers. Not many of theni resemble professional criminals orAt. other career criminals who acqUired antisocial attitudes out of some--process of differential association. *Instea , it may be that theoffenses of many of the individuals in this hinterland area stemmedmore from situational contingencies and infl entes than from criminalmotivation.

In' his study of rural offenders, Clinard 1944) found that two-thirds ofthe farm boys had nbt been associated with roues of boys who stole, andthat :eighty-Seven percent of the boys who c mmitted serious thefts had notbeen so affiliated. ;"More ,often, where diff rential association occurred, itwas with one or two companions rather than i ith gangs. At times the com-.panions were chalice. acquaintances whom they met in town," he reported.A

Anomietd Rural Crime

Generally the theory of anomie suggeslts a quality of urban life. Durk=tjeim's (1964) theory of sanomie, is characterized by a transition stage from
18
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rural to .urbag_mot, ustrial life. Wirth (1938) describes the anomie of urban life,
as follows: ,,...I gia

As.

The superficiality, the anonymity, and the transitory character of
urban-social relations make intelligible . . the sophistication and
rationality generally ascribed to city-dwellers.

Using .Srole's (1956) anomie questions and scale, Killian and Grigg (1962)
found little difference between trban and rural residents so far as anomie
could be measured. In fact, Lagey (1957) and =Clinard (1944) suggest the
presence of anomie in rural areas might indeed explain sdrfie rural crime.
Lagey, finds that rural delinquents are isolated, that "the rural offender may
suffer from anomie." In Clinard's (1942) study he found that:

. . . the impersonality in the lives of the farm and village offend-
ers seemed to be [due to] a lack of general participation in com-
munity organization.

Ball and Lilly (1971) compared the anomie (Srole scale) scores .of (norm-
al) male students in a "rurban" -public school in West Virginia, 'only to dis-
cover that these studeV displayed a higher anomie score than "'tough" boys
from a high delinquency area in Columbus, Ohio. A questiOn for further
research is this: Do West Virginia boys score 'high on the anor!hie scale
becau e they are rural or because they are Appalachian, or both?

A lienation

Using "perceived Irmited opportunities" as an indicator, of alienation, Han
(1971) found a high alienation factor among rural .youths in the Upper Cum-
berland region of Tennessee.

Changing Crime Rates in Rural America

In 1972 the ratio of rural arrests to urban arrest's (Uniform Crime Report
1976) was two to five., By 1976 that ratio had increased to three to five.
That great increase in the portion of rural to =urban crimes suggests a radical
change in.the _nature of the imaginary peaceful countryside. Whether this
fifty percent increase (2,079/100,000 in ,1972, 3,171/100,000 in 1976) In -rural
Wrrests indicates improved recordkeeping or increased rural crime, the historic
view indicates that this is not the first such relative increase. Smith (1933)
points to -other "epidemics" of rural crime in other ages. Citing Webb and
Webb (1913), Smith writes of rural England:',':.

1

For the first half of the eightl nth century, all evidence leads to
the imprespion that crime And disOrder were much lesS prevalent in
the rural districts and thel provincial towns than in the metrop-
olis. . . After the middle Of the century the picture gradually
changes for the Worse. With the increase in vagrancy, coupled
with the growth of passenger traffic and I man, there appears on
the great roads, the professional highWayman. [There was also] a
general increase In rural delinquency (Smith, 1933, pl

Smith also reports a threefold increase in rural crimes compared to., urban
crimes in England between 1911 and 1928.
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Bloch (1949) is one of the few scholars who has focused on social change
as a variable tied tip rural crime. Block studied the effects of the Great
Depression on rural crime,, comparing offenders appearing before the St.
Lawrence (New York) County Court in 1927-1929 with those in 1939-1941.

The Administration of Rural Justice

Bruce Smith (1933) has given us an early start in the analysis of rural
justice. His historical approach presenteocillhunder a single cover a discussion
of the rural sheriff, the constable and ty, constabularies, the origins and
development of state- police, the county coroner and the rural justice of the
peace. He concludes his work with, a chapter entitled p,utlines of future
Development." An interesting study, would be ar"'eVieLviti-oft..this work and an
analysis of actual developments from that time'' this:. But that is for
another researcher at another time. [See `also sselstyn, 1953; Boggs, 1971;
Poveda, 1972; Schultz, 1976].

I
. v

Discussion: Directions for Future Research

The above survey has been presented t6 indicate the major themes--and
some of the resultsof. the studies `to date in the emerging field of rural
crime. I. want to'Cose with suggested directions for further research. The
field needs:

1. A better history.

2. Clear separation of "rural" and "small town" areas.

3. Work in both "small town" and "rbiral areas."

4. Continued work in the analysis of the culture of rural areas which
might help explain the etiology of rural violence.

5. Development of crime category studies: frakl, manslaughter,
arson, etc.

0

6. Studies determining whether it is true that rural police and rural
courts are more punitive than urban police and courts, and if so,
why.

7. Particular studies of rural Violence in 47-7me as suggested by
the extremely high rates of - rural, as compared to urban,liame
violence; included should be studieg of inces II as assaultive
behavior.

.8. Regional studies-.-Appa,
crime, etc.

Midwsstern farm a eas; Southern

9. Studies focusing on economic types of Tural counties: agriCultural,
coal mining and other extracting industries, lumber industries,
fishing industries, etc. . 4
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10. -Development of studies which distinguish between rural structure
and rural culture as criminogenic variables.

11. Improved self 4teports, cohor't studies and victim reports.

12. Replicatio-1of. earlier studies.

13. Class and social strticture studies: 7farm workers and' fart-1 owners,
independent farm owners and corporation fawning ekes.

14. Racial and ethnic studies of crime in rural areas.

15. Studies over time', including studies of social change, 'development,
.irbahization.

16. Studies which evaluate! the effects of rapid social change resulting
from specific events stich as the Aerdy Fri sis , war, depression,
recession and inflation-.

17. Th lication of criminological theory-: anomie, alienation,
dif ntial association, subcultural theories, gangs and isolates,
Pa n's pattern variables, Durkheim's "mechanical solidarity,"
gemeinschaft, culture lag theory, etc.

18. Inter-institutional 'studies: rural religion and rural ome,
the rural school and rural crime1,thei-ural family, etVik

qt.
19. Studies of urban persons in rural areas and particularly the

growing influence of organized crime in rural areas.
.

20. The effect legiilation and court decisions at the state and
federal level ppalathian-Act, Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act, etc.). s-

21. Studies of female 6r-iminals in rural areas.. [For a good start,
see Steffensmeier and Jordan, '1978, -and Ferdinand 1964.]

22. Finally, it will be important to read he existing literature's
in order to, gain a sense of dir ton (see Warner, 1978).

M
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Editors' Notes
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_ 1. Also. reflecting Professor Warner's extensive. surNey of rural crime
and juTttice literature is a bib iography which, he published': Warner, John R.

Jr.., Rural Crime: A Bibliogr phy, Monticello; III.: Vance Bibliographies,

197-8,.- Another notable selecte bibliography entitled Rural Crime and Criminal

Justice -is schedtred for publication\-and release in late summer9..1980 by the

LaW Enforcement Assistance Administration, .Washington, D.C. Single copies
-will be avail -able, from the National Criminhl Justice Reference Service, P. 0.
Box 6000, Rockville, Maryland 20850.

2. The rural crime and justice literature reveals,- an occasional stud/1

which has focused on a .particular geogriphic Taken together they
represent.only a patchwork data base at best, but they convincingly illustrate
the gr'eat diversity of rural areas demographically, economically and attitudi-
nally. These studies often provide some *useful Insights into factors which-
distinguifh o uniquely influence rural ,crime .patternS.-----e-K shape the rural

criminal justicersystem. The state of Ohio, in particular, has been a,fav6rite .

laboratory j ation.

William J. Gorse and Nancy J. Beran, The Community Criminal Justice

System of Lincoln, Ohio State University,1Pragram for the Study of Crime and
Delinquency; 1973, identify the uniqueness of rural .crime and criminal justice

systems and examine the implications for rural, crime policies and programs.
In noting that our national crime control efforts of late have concentrated on

increased sophistication in technology and, investigation, and on increased

professionalization, the authors questioned the relevance and wisdom,of this
strategy in the rural. setting. They also questioned whether these 'responses

are able .to take into account the many unique features of rural life which
influence the rural criminal justice system and are worthy of preservation.
Interestingly, these are the very concerns which have proMpted conemporary
rural justice advoctes. to urge separate- examination of apd initiative for
rural areas, by national and state policy makers and planners.

Ohio 'State University's Professor G. Howard Phillips is one of the best
known contemporary scholars of rural crine and delinquency. ° Under his

direction, a series of illuminating crime:surveys and victimization studies of-

rural Ohio communities- and--countryside areas have been. conducted. Pro-
fessor Phillips now heads the National Rural Crime Prevention Center, Ohio
State University, 2120 Fyffe, Road, Columbus,, Ohio. 43210./ He has directed

the following studies: a ,

Rural Crime in Ohio as PeAteived by Members 'of Farm13,yreair

lit Cpuncils (1974)
Crime in Rural Ohio Final Report (1975)..,
Vandals, and Vandalism in Rural Ohio (1976)
Environment Factors in Rural Crime (1976)
Rural Crime 'and Rural Offenders (1977)

The Center is currently_designifIg and promoting 'community crime and delin-

uency prevention programs specially tailored far the small town setting.

, ' Thee 1975 doctoral dissertatkOn of !.S.W. 'Yang was -entitled "Ecological

Analysis of Crime in Rural Ohio," University Microfilms, 300 North Zeeb ROad,

4 . t.
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Ann Arbor, MI ,48106. In showing rural -crime to be a product-of multiple,factors (e.g., finance, demographic structure; unemployment rate, familyinstability), Yang found no single factor to have a disproportiokate influenceon crime tendencies. Positive correla %ions Were found .between tlie crime rateand marital instability, crime prevntson efforts, and community satisfactionlevels, and negative correiations7wer 'fc.ind between the crime rate and thedegree of population change and le0e1 of education and poverty.
Further a dding to the Ohio' knowledge .base was the,1977 doctoral dissertation of G.M. reps, "Study of Crime 'in Rural Ohio--The RelationshipBetween Ecolbgical Factors and a Rural Crime Index," University Microfilrps,North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48106. Krep's ,examined the "defensiblespace" concept in a .rural setting to determine its usefulness in predicting'certain aspects of causes of rural crime and as a means of reducing 'crime,bythe identification of factors thought to be causally related to a lower crimerate.

John Useem and Marie Weidner, in "Patterns of Crime in, a Rural SouthDakota County," Rural Sociology, Vol. 7, No. 2, pp. 175-1:e185, 1942, examinedpatterns of rural crime in terms of the rural sociall s tting. Differentialinfluences of towns and farms upon criminal behavior, the impact of ethnicgroupings, _the relationship of marital status to criminality, the rule of age,and the link between community life and disime were all examined. Not sur-prisingly in view of more recent research, their conclusion was that criminaltendencies in rural South Dakota are largely a product of the clash betweenascribed roles or norms of 'conduct and the inability of certain populationsegments to live up to their roles. However, perhaps the most noteworthyobservation was: "Crime in a rural society requires analysis in the contextof rural life rather than merely through comparison with urban -patterns."
Some observers have taken the view that rural offenders have diffe entattitudes about the law and how they view themselveslas offenders. H.M.Nelson and R.E. Tish examined this subject in "Locality, Property Offenders,and Attitudes Toward Law," Rural Sociology, Vol. 36, No. !2 (June 1971)pp. 196-202, by studying Kentucky property .offenders from rural and urbanbackgrounds. They predicted that.white males from rural backgrounds wouldbe more 'positive about the law and the prediction was generally found to betrue only for those offenders who Aid- not previously 'served a criminal sen-tence. Age. was found to inversely relate to the anti-law attitudes, thoughinsignificantly.,.

3. Reflecting tiTe-sitsnor of the times, interest is emerging in women andrural crime, both as victims and as offenders. The former topid is treatedelsewhere in this compilation but on the subject of female offenders, DarrellJ. Steffensmeier and Charlene Jordan, "Changing Patterns of Female Crime inRural America, 1962-75," Rural Sociology, Vol. 43, No. 1 (Spring '1978)pp. 87-102, deserves mention. 'Upon examining rural and urban trends in thearrest of women rand the effect of the women's movement on ferrfale crime, theycoriclude-ltratryiolerit and property crime levels Of rural females are rising,the latter at a faster pace' than male levels. No significant independentinfluence on their patterns was found attributable to the appearance of the'women's movement in the 1960s.
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CHAPTER II

RURAL Ulf IMIZATION IN A SOUTHERN STATE

by James B. Moore
and

Raymond H. C. Teske, Jr

.

Even before the turbulent 60's turned our attention toward the plight of
America's cities, the study of crime in the United States focused primarily on
metropolitan areas. Alltugh the_ past decade, has produced a tremendous
population growth in ru al areas (Time, 1976) and has seen rural crime rates
closing the gap on urban rates (Kreps, 1977; Uniform ,Crime Reports [pcR],
1979), there has been little investigation of rural victimization and the per-
ception of rural residents towaryi' crime and. their criminal justice system.
The result has been that "rural America, lacking its own data base, often
gets urban solutions- fix- rural problems" (Cronk [ed.], 1977).

In response to these conditions, the Survey Research Program at Sam
Houston State University implemented a statewide victimization survey of rural
Texas* residents in the spring of 1979. The study was designed to investi-
gate the nature of rural victimization and the perspectives of rural residents
toward crime. At the same timer a statewide, survey of all Texas residents
(hereafter identified is the statewide survey) was implemented. Although the
two surveys were jodependent because the rural survey centered on victimize-
bon while the statewide survey focused on attitudes and perceptions, the use
of many identical questions, along with similar sampling procedures and -time
frames, made a nuinber of comparisons possible.

Subjects for both the rural and statewide surveys were sampled, from the
Department of Public Safety's driver's license list whi.th contained the names
of approximately 95 percent of Texas residents 'over the age of seventeen.
The statewide sample of 2,000 Tekans was randomly selected by taking every
nth name from the list while the rural sample of 3,003 Texans was selected
through a multistage stratified sampling process. (Moore, 1979). Rural,Texans
were defined as persons residing in a non-SMSA (Standard Metropolitan
Statistical Area) and served by a post office in a community of less than
2,500 persons. Through a multistage follow-up process-, a total of 2,272
(75.6 percent) usable rural survey instruments were returned, 'While the same
process yielded 1,530 (76.5 percent) usable statewide survey instruments.
Statistically, both samples fell within the parameters of their tspective age,

N.-sex, and racial compositions ieathe Texas population. Both survey instru-
ments, were sent in English and Spanish to subjects with Spanish surnames.

Crime Experiences

An area of central interest in, the rural survey was to obtain a more
accurate estimate of both reported and unreported crime (as compared to UCR
estimates which appear to underestimate crime [President's,Commission," 1967]),
based on t ,he victim's- perspective. Consequently, rural surrey respondents
were 'asked about their experiences as victims of eight ,selected crimes during
the period from April 1978 to April 1979, with Easter Sunday used as a refer-
&ice point. A full nineteen percent of the respondents affirmed they were
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the victim of at least one of the eight crime types listed in the survey in-strument. Furthermore these 431 N?ic4ims accounted for 669 distinct victimi-zations. Of the total number of victims, 397 respondents, or 17.5 percent ofthe recovered sample, were property crime victims (burglary, vehicle theft,larceny theft, vandalism, and arson), while only eighty-five respondents, or3.7 percent of the sample, were the victims of crimes against persons (rob -'bery, assault with weapon and assault with body).

While over half- of all the victimizations revealed by rural respondentsinvolved either .larceny theft (34.9 percent) or 4andalism (30.0 percent), it isnoteworthy that these two crime types were also the most frequent victimi-zations in the Phiflips et al. (1976) study of rural Ohio. The remainingvictimizations recorded in the rural' Texas 'survey were burglary (11.6 per-cent), assault with body (10.7 percerit),. vehicle theft (4.9 percent), assaultwith weapor) (3:4 percent), -arson....,(2.8 percent); and robbery (1.3 percent).
In terms of the nature of rural crime, surVey results revealed that manyrural victims (34.5 percent) were attacked or robbed in their home (20 per--. lcent) or on their property (14.5 percent). However these locations were.closely followed 'by- commercial; establishments (17.2 perCent), a street away-from home (-14.2 percent) and school (11.7 percent). , The post frequent loca-tion's at- which victims said a burglary or theft took place were in their vehicle/28.0 percent) or a location'not on the respondent's property (22.4 percent).Otherwise, property victimizations occurredl in the hoine .(17.2 percent),1 inbuildings ,on the respondent's property (12.0 percent) pr other places oh a. respondent's property (20.4 percerit).

Victims" Of vehicle -and larceny theft were also asked about the type ofproperty. lost. Unexpectedly, the most frequent vehicles stolen from ruralvictims were tractors (30.7 Kpercent), pickup truck (15.3 percent), or other--farm vehicles (10.2 percent), rather than cars (2.6, percent) or motorcycles(7:6 percent). Furthermore, the majority of larceny theft, involved . farmequipment (26.1- percent), raw materials (18.2 percent) or 'livestock. (7.9percent). These results were stilking, because only .10.1 'percent of the ruralsample reported bdinxffull- 'or part-time ranchers Qr farmers.

One of the primary explanations offered for the disparity between officialcriffie '-rates (UCR) and crime rates obtained in victimology surveys is, theoccurrence of unreported crime. In tx.der- to investigate this 'phenomenon in arural population, victims were asked whether they reported their victimization
to ?slew enforcement agency. Suriey results showed the majority of victimi-

, zation across all crime categories werd "always" reported (53 percent), -whileeleven percent- were reported "sometimes," . and thirty-six percent "never"
reported. ,However, there was I great disparity in srePorting between thespecific okfense categories. , vehicle- .theft -(83.3 percent), robbery (71.4percent), assault with weapon- (66.7 percent), and arsqn (65.0 percent) weremost typically "always" reported. Victims were less Iiikelysk-to have "always"reported vandalism. (53.4: percent), larceny theft (49.3 percent), or assaultwith body (33:3 percent). As in the national vietimology surveys, (National
Crime Survey), the two most frequent reasons given by the rural respondentsfor not reporting a crime were that it was "useless to report, nothing wouldbe done" (3`6 percent) or the crime was "not important enough" (29.5 per-cent). ,
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In an attempt to further explore the reasons for not reporting 'a crke, a
number of victim characteristics and attitudes as measured in the rural' sur-
vey were submitted to a stepwise'regression analysis and regressed on crime
reporting (Modire, 19.79). While vehicle theft was almost always reported
regardless of conditions, a victim's perception of the efficiency of the sheriff's
depar tment and the extent to which property loss was covered by insurance
accounted for a significant percent of the variance in reporting or not report-
ing burglary (R2=.293) or larceny theft- (R2=.109). Furthermore, a victim's
perception of the sheriff's department' alone accounted for over half of the
variance (R2=.583) in reporting an) assault with a weapon., Reporting an
assault with body appeared partially influenced by the number of persons in,
the household (R2=.229),, while the victim's- place of residence ap-
peared to impactc.the reporting-of arson (R2=.362).

4
Perceptions of Crime

Ah area of significant concern for policymakers, driminal justice.person-
nel or anyone' faced with understanding ,and responding to crime, is citizens'
perceptions of crime. The way individuals perceive the .crime" problem has
considerable impact on the preca4Lions they take and the demands they make
on the criminal justice system. In order to assess these perceptions, both
rural and statewide residents were asked about their fear of .Crime and their
views on the nature of crime in the area in which they lived.

One of the most revealing questions asked Concerned the citizens' appre-,
hension of crime. Respondents were asked wl-kether they felt they might be
the victim of a crime during the next year. [E types of 'crime were. isted
in the survey instrument: rape, robbery, assault with body, assault with
weapon, burglary, theft, vehicle theft and vandaliSm. Space was also pro-
vided for resporldents to write in other types of crimes.] While over one-half
(56 percent) of the statewide survey respondents felt they would, be a victim,
only about one-third (36 percent) of the rural Survey respondents felt this
way. The overall difference between these two groups was statistically signi-
ficant (X2=35.5; df=7; p<.001). However the focus' of this significant .
ference appeared to lf4 on property crimes (X2=29.05; df=3; rather
than person crimes (X2=3.88; df=3; p>.05). Respondents to the statewide
sample were three times more likely than the rural sarriple respondents td.._
think they would be a victim of property crime. At The same time,* rural
respondents showed the greatest apprehension .in becoming 'the victim of
burglary, theft, or vandalism (11 percent each).. .

4
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Both rural and statewide survey respondents were also asked if they
were afraid to be alone in their hothes at night. 'AlthOugh over one-half of
the rural respondents (55 percent) said they were never afraid and approxi-s
mately one-third (35 percent) stlid they were afraid only sometjrqes, these
responses were riot significantly different from thoSe'of the "stateWiclie survey
(X2=9.44; df=3; p>.05). Two other questions, detigned specifically,-for the
rural survey, continued to examine respondents' fear of crime by asking how
safe they felt being out alone tin their community during 'the day and at
night. As before, the majority of rural respondents said.they felt very safe
(28 percent) or reasonably safe (57 percent) at night, while almost all said
they felt venk safe (62 percent) or reasonably safe (34 percent) during the
day. ;



Apart from assessing the respondents' personal apprehension of victimiza-
tion, both the- rural and statewide surveys' examined residents' perceptions
concerning the extent and nature of crime in their area. Each survey group
Was asked whether they felt the crime problem in tVir community, over the
past three years, had been getting better, stayed the same, or had wor-
sened. Not surprisingly, the rural and st.atew4icl pondents differed signi-
ficantly (X2=132:87;. df=2; -p<.001) in theyr vi tver one-half,of the rural
respondents (53 percent) said that the .trim robiem was about the same.,
eight Oercent said getting better, and only t irty-six percent said it was
getting worse. On the other hand, over line -half of, the statewide respon-
dents (55 percent) said that the crime problen in their community was getting
worse with the minority saying it was about the same (38 'percent)' or getting
better (5 percent). The rural survey also asked those respondents who felt
the crime problem had been getting worse to cite the reasons they thought
this was occurring. The three major reasons cited by rural residents were:
(1) laxity of courts- and law enforcement (24 percent); (2) use of. drugs and
narcotics (24 percent)f and (3) breakdown of family life and parental disci-
pline (23 percent). In addition, a- meaningful number of rural respondents
also cited moral decay -(14 percent) and too much leisure time -(14 percent).
Interestingly, few of the quantifiable factors such as population increase Q9
percent), increased population mobility (6 percent), or the economy (6
percent)- were chosen by the rural sample.

FiLn y, 'rural residents were asked what they thought was the biggest
single crime problem in their community. As expected, respondents most
frequently cited theft or burglary (26 percent), followed by vandalism (16
percent), and drugs or narcotics (15 ,percent). Somewhat unexpectedly,
however, rural residents.lt drunk driving (10 percent) and I especially
speeding or traffic violati6ns (18 percent) were ,serious problems in rural
areas, while less than one percent cited robbery or assault.

Citizens' Response to Crime

A third area of investigation .for both the rural and statewide surveys
involved actual responses of Texas residents to the threat of crime. ,A ques-
tion designed to assess this area, asked respondents to identify, the types of
devices they had placed in their home for security riasons. Eight specific
devices were listed. As was expected, respondents to the statewide -survey

A were more likely to have at .least one security deyice (76 percent) than were
rural respondents (68 percent)., Furthermore, the overall difference Between
these two. survey groups acrOss the eight* security device categories was
significant (X2=206.65; df=8rt.001). The primary difference was a greater
likelihood for statewide respondents to have door bolts (36 percent to 18-
percent), extra door locks (33 percent to 16 percent), and ,window. guards
(19 percent to 5 percent) than for rural respondents. Approximately one-
third of the respondents to both surveys indicated they had guns for se-
curity reasons. Statewide respondents* were also more likely' to have outside
security lights (33 percent) than were rural respondents (28 percent). Other
types of security devices listed were burglar alarms, police I .D. stickers and
guard dogs.

Along.these same lines, both statewide and rural respondents were asked
why they kept a gun at home if in fact they owned a firearm. Approximately.,
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the game proportion of -rural respondents (25 percent) as statewide respon-
dents (21 percent) reported keeping 0 gun for sporting purposes. HoWever a
noticeably higher proportion of stateWide respondents (16 percent) than rural
respidndents, (9 'percent) said they

in"
a gun only for protection. The

highest proportion of :gun owners in" both the rural (47 percent) and state-?

wide (38 percent) samples kept a guril for both sporting purposes and protec-
tion. Interestingly, when both samples were asked if they were in favor of
registering, a number of different types of guns, statewide respondents (44
percent) were -significantly more in favor of registering, all guns (X2=50.08;
df=6; p<.001)' than rere rural respondents (31 percent).

- A final set of questions in this prep was specific to the rural survey and
involved securing personal property'. Specifically, rural respondents were
asked if they locked their homes beore leaving. The majority (61A.' percent)
said they "always" locked their homes, whereas twenty-nine per6ntt said
"sometimes" and only riine percent said "never." When asked whether they
kept their propenty locked up (such] as buildings, equipment, cars), respon-
dents were less likely to "always" lock up property (43 percent) than they
were to "sometimes" leave it unlocked (.40 percent) or "never" lock it at .ell
(16 percent).

Perceptions of the Criminal Justice System

A final area assessed in both the rural and statewide surveys concerned
-.-attitudes toward components of the criminal justice system. Respondents were

asiced how they viewed the courts' performance in dealing with convicted
criminals. While the majority of both rural (77 percent) and statewide re-
spondents (71 percent) said the courts were 'too easy". on convicted crir,
urinals, an analysis of all possible answers to this question showed the rural
sample to be significOntly more critical of ,the courts (X2=26.6; df=2; p <
.001) than the statewrde sample. Specifically, seventeen, percent of the rural
respondents and twenty-two percent of -the statewide respondents . felt the
courts were "doing a good job-," while only one percent of the rural and two
percent of the statewide ;respondents said".the courts,were "too harsh."

, . .1
Both survey/ groups were also asked about their- perception of the func-

tion of prisons. A greater proportion, Of statewide" respondents indicated that
rehabilitation is "very important" (89 percent) than did rural respondents (74
percent). At the same time, only three percent of-the rural respondents and
two percent of, the, statewide respondents indicated that rehabilitation was "not
important. "` Rural respondents were Somewhiat more likely to perceive punish-
ment, as a "very important" function (77 percent) than were statewide respon-
dents -(70 percent), but the difference' between'those who perceived it as "not
Importarit" was minimal (rural, one percent; statewide., :four percent). ,Ap-
pi'dximely' three-fourths (77 percentA'Of both sets of respondents indicated
that de errende -,is livery important."' illoWever, only about one-half (57 per-

.- cent) of the rural and 43 ,percent of the statewide respondents said that
incardgration is " ry important."- The. overall difference between the rural
and statewide respondents concerning

Then
perception of the function of

t,T

prison was statistically stgnifrcant 001-':36,61 ; df=3 ; P<1001).

. Finally, the rural sample was asked their dpiniph concerning the effec-
tivenesstiveness of their' law enforcement agencies. T.bi Majority of rural respondents
viewed the highway patrol as "effective". <46 percent),or "moderately effective"

. . -
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(43 percent). Of those respondents who said They were served by a niUnici-
pal police departnient, 28 percent felt the police were "effective," 22 percent
said their performance was "poor," and the remaining 50 percent felt they,
were "moderately effective." Likewise, thirty-one percent of those respond-
ents who were served' by a sheriff's department felt the department was
"effective," while forty-seven percent felt they were "moderately effective"
and twenty-two percent said the performance was "poor." a

Summary and Conclusions

In "reviewing the victimization data obtained -from the rural survey,, a
number of general observatiohs may be tentatively drawn. Vihile almost a
fifth of the rural residents sampled were victims of crime, thel majority suf-
fered property victimization, most of which involved larceny theft and van-
dalism. Although over qne-half of this property crime occurred away from
home, particulattly in vehicles, about one-third of the victimizatiohs against
persons occurred at the victim's place of residence. It is noteworthy that the
majority of both vehicle thefts and _larceny thefts involved farm-related ve-
hicles, equipment, or materials, although only about ten percent of the sample
said they were full- or part -'time farmers or ranchers.

Only about one-half of rural crimes in Texas appear to be-reported to
any lqw enforcement agency. However, this varies considerably i terms of
the type of victimization, with crimes like vehicle theft almost alwa s reported
and ,assault with lockly infrequently reported. The observation that rural
victims most typically railed to report a crime because it was "useless to
report, nothing will be done" or because it was "not important enough" may
in reality 'be more a function of their .perception of the effectiveness of the
sheriff's departnient,: as well as the extent pf insurance coverage.

.Survey results 'concerning perceptions of crime suggest that rural resi-
dents have relatively little fear of becoming a victim, particularly when com-
pgre to the apprehensidn expressed by statewide respondents. Rural resi-
dent apparently feel safe and secure in .either their. home or in their,,com-
munit regardless of the time of day. While a majority of rural residents do
not s re the pessimistic outl-cnk on crime 'expressed' by statewide respon- I
dents, r ral respondents tend to explain any worsening of the crime problem
in terms of decaying social values or lack of discipline at home, or irl..the ,

criminal justice system. Finally, rural residents appear to see their crime
problem as centering on property theft, drugS and traffic. Quite notably,
they show little concern for crimes against 'persons.

Apparently the lack of apprehension rural residents feel toward crime is
,.reflected in the more moderate precautions they take as comp red to statewide,

i!eresidafi. Rural residents'employ fewer security devices in their homes and
on their property, and are less likely than statewide residents to keepaLgun
for the sole purpose of protection. Although,,,,the majority of rural residents
always lock their home before leaving, they are more likely to leave their
property such as equipment, cars, and so forth; unlocked. It is interesting

.,/ to speculate whether this may be ,a re son why Se, much rural theft takes
place in avehicles or other way from home.\ th

I Finally, rural residents displayed 1a ,conservative attitude toward! The
criminal justice procesS. Most respondents felt that the courts are too easy
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on criminals. They are also less likely than statewide-, residents to ,yiew
rehabilitation as a very important function- of -prison. Rteal residents appear
to 'view the state highway patrol 'as mote effective than either municipal police
departments or the sheriff's office, although their view .of the sheriff's de-
partment is most likely to impact their decision to report daCrime.

r
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Editors' Notes

1. While the Moore and Teske studies didfturn_ up same unexpected
results, the findings taken as a whole confirm, at least the suspicions of most
rural justice commentators and a few, tattered earlier rural victimization
studies as welltt Moore notes, for exaffple, the works of Ohio State Uni-
versity Professor G.H. Phillips: Two Other rural studies are also worthy of
note.

N.J. Beran, in '!Criminal Victimization in Small Town USA," Interna-
tional Journal of Criminology and Penology, 1974, 2, reported on a five-year
study o official statistics, household and business victimization studies and
studies'on citizens' perceptions of crime and criminal justice admiristration
issues and prevailing social problems in small and large communities. The
crime problem was revealed largely as nonindex and property in nature and
there was a high percentage (42 and 44 percent) of unreported crime: Citi-
zens, were generally knot.vledgeable s to what their major crimes really were.
Interestingly, while the citizens stro gly supported constitutional rights, they
simultaneously advocated a "get tou h/law and order" response to their crime
problem. 6,

'A 'publication by J.J. Gibbs, Crime Against Persons in Urbahf Suburban,
and Rural Areas--A Comparative Analysis of Victimization, (1979) was* re-
cently prepared. for LEAA's National Criminal Justice Informatioi and Sta-
tistics Service (Accession No. 09900.00.053551). While GiObs' tconclusions
parallel those of 'earlter works, he notes that persona' characteristics have
more influence on victimization rates in rural areas blhan in urban or suburban
areas. He, also notes the difference between male and female rates is4Vgher
in rural areas than in subu ban or urban areas.-- e editors' note #3 follow-
ing Warnepaper, suprad

7--
`2.. Evidence o e changing face of rwral America in recent years is

quite apparent. Population_ shifts fiaPrn cities to 'rural areas for the past
several years and the flight of Lk-ban manufacturing and industrial`firms from
the cities to those areas -as well, particularly in the South and Southwest,
have been readily observed. Noting the increase in rural crime rates during
this same time, some relationship between these trends might naturally be
presum However Moore and Teske found that the majority of Texas re-
spon ents perceived no significant change in their crime problem over the
pas three fears, _perhaps suggesting some reluctance of rural Americans to
face and come to grips with their increasing -crime problem. In any event,
the existence of such a parLdox would have great impact for rural criminal
justice initiatives and deserves closer examination.-

3. One aspect of the contemporary rural crime problem tOat has 're-
!ceived a signifitant share of national attentiop lliSs been the increaSed theft of
agricultural machinery and livestock. The figyres of Moore and Teske con-
firm both the incidence of such theft and the perception of rural people as to
the dimerksion of I this particular crime problem.. However, remembering
Warner's admonition that the-probjMs of the rural- countryside are not the
same j'as those of small town and cities, the-temptation to view rural crime
problems as farm or agriculturally oriented Must be resisted. -Indeed, while
it is true that crime on the farm has ,received considerable a1 ention of late,
it- is also /true that each 'Sassing year- sees 'the disappeara e of more and
more fain families and farm units.
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Introduction to Part II

Part II of this compilation is organized into separate sections -which

reflect the primary components of any criminal justice system: law enforce-
ment, courts and the legal process, jails and corrections. While this organi-:;
zation should facilitate 'directing the reader's attention to those portions of
the compilation which might be of particular, interest, it is important to re-
member that realistically he rural criminal justice system is not at all so

simplistically compartmental ed. " In fact, recognition of this very fact is one

of the themes, running throu hout the 'following material. ,

While the 'followiwy, presentations for the most part 'focus an only' one
component, several works of recent vintage 'examining the rural criminal
fustice system as a 'whole are worthy 'of mention. Recognition of the follow-
ing particular item in no way .reflects a jadgmenti that they constitute the
most important works on this subject or ,that they represent the entire body
of available literature. They were selected primarily because of their parti-

. cular relevance to the presentations which comprise the balance of this pub.

lication and because they draw attention to the linkages and relationships of

all of the components of the rural criminal justice system.

Michael Ginsberg's, Rural Criminal Justice: An Overview, American

Journal of,, Criminal Law, Vol . .3, No. 1, pp .9135.-51, 1974, represents one of

the best efforts to concisely yet comprehensively provide such a glimpse
with emphasis on rural law enforcement, courts, prosecutors and defending
attorneys, and needed improvements in' the system as a whole., Based on his,
firSt-band experiences and familiarity with sfiall towns in,Texas. and Colorado,
it 'is his observation that 'mut'h of the evolution of ,rural criminal justice is

directly ,attributable to two characteristics of the rural or smVI town netting:
(1) a less rapid pace -of life Ulan 'is found in the city,' thi implications of
which are many, and. (2) lack of 'confidentiality and anonymitythert really

are no secrets. Indeed, the consequences of these Characteristics are the
subject of. much of the 'material that follows, particularly Profesor Eisen-'
stein' presentation. on the rural legal, process.

Also published in 1974 was D.W. Neubauer's Criminal Justice In Middle

America, General Learning Corporation, 250 James Street, Morristmr,' New

Jersey, 07960. Neubauer tabs the reader- 'through a small town justice
system ,focusing on the °interrelation of justice and /politics, 'and on the var-
ious practitioners who work within the system--police, attorneys, judges.
Plea bargaining in a rural'setting js of particular interest to'himi as are jury
selection and deliberations. He also attempts to identify and analyze the
standards and their sources, and 'motives of the major decision* makers

*throkigtiout the system.

Rounding out the list are the following:

. o

, Bean, Nancy J., Robert L. Pilgrim & Simon Dinitz,- "Crime
z, Criminal Justice in ,Small Town USA," abpearing in Politics, Crirhe

and the International Scene, .Freda Adler and Gerhard O.W. Mueller
(eds.) 1972; ..

. .

H. Wayne Johnson, "Cri m, DelinqUenCy- and Criminal Justice Ser fort,,
v,ices. in °Rural America ," Human Services in the Rufal Environment, Y- ,

University of Wisconsin, Vol. 3, No. 4, pp. 1-5,,April 1978;
..

.1,,
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Cronk, S.D. , Beginning _Assessment of the Justice System in RuralAreas, National Rural Center, 1828 L Street, N .W. , Washington; DC20036; and

Robert Lewis Pilgrim, Crime and Justice in a Small. City, Ohio StateUniyersity., Ph. D. dissertation, 1970.
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Introduction to Section I

Several themes which transcend discussion of particular problems, needs
or issues emerge from the outset in any examination of the literature on the
rural criminal justice system. While not confined only to .the rural law en-
forcement component, they perhaps are more apparent in that connection and
thus deserve mention at this point.

'Particularly apparent and of greatest concern to most commentators is ,a
general and widespread lac)( of awareness and knowledg what 1980 rural
America is really like. Contemporary' notions too often eflect a m'uch roman-
ticized and mythologized rural America that perhaps us d to exist, but cer-
tain1y is no more.' We simply have not been educated about the tremendous
chages taking place in rural areas of late betause of trends such as migra-
tion back to the small towns and 'countryside, the ever changing structure of
American agriculture and the flight of manufacturing from the city to the
country, to name a few..

ext is the observation that rural problems continue to be ignored or
o rlooked by those policymakers who control the resources needed to bring
about change and improvement. This view holds that the reason for .this
inattention to e twofold. First, the problems and nitds of rural America, so
easily obs red in the present-day political process, simply go unattended.
Secondly, those initiatives begun are too often ineffectual because they reflect
a large) urban perspective, urban responses, anda--Tack of any awareness of
the extent to which rural problems are unique.

A third commonly recurring theme seems to be that success in improving
the law enforcement function, and indeed the rural criminal justice system 'as
a whole, will depend on greater community involvement. This view is pre-
mised on the belief that we have long failed to"realize 'that crime is la com-
munity problem with economic and social dimensions. To be dealt with effec-
tively, our troubled youth and habitual a/lcoholics must no longer be viewed
only as "problems" for the county sheriff. And so contemporary criminal
justice planners and programmers are urged to concentrate on and promote
"community crime prevention" initiatives., Each of these themes is readily dis-
cernible in the material that followS. I

Steve Ward, in his presentation which leads this section on law enforce-
ment, aptly demonstrates some of the popular misconceptions of the rural law
enforcement environment and its people, and the retarding influence of their
perpetuation. He is an eloquent spokesperson for the view that until we
make a realistic appraisal of the nature of today's rural crime and law en-
forcement problems, we will' continue to fail to recognize how substantial they
have become and give them the level of attention they deserve.

The county sheriff has been and remains the pivotal rural law enforce-
ment offiCial. Because he i an elected official, he occupies a particularly
unique position in -the rur iminal justice system. Roger Handberg and
Charles Unkovic of the Uni y of Central Florida have conducted some of
the most revealing studies o rural sheriffs in recent years; they recount
some of their observations _in_the second 'presentation in this section with
particular emphasis on changes N rural law- enforcement. Their-treatment of
the personal characteristics of,zural sheriffs, their -varying perceptions of the
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-Norrural criminal justice system 0,and its effectiveness, and their attitudes towardbroader law enforcement issues they encounter daily in their communities, willbe informative and interesting.

\zyialence that the provocation of rural criminal justice- advocates inrecent yeVrs has not fallen on totally deaf ears is presented in the third lawenforcement presentation. James Vetter was an LEAA program director in1975 and administered a multi-site demonstration effort. known as the "Resi-dent Deputy-Resident TrooRer Program." Despite the success of the demon-stration, its continuation and expansion fell victim to financial cutbacks atLEAA. However Vetter-I draws on the experience and results of the demon-stration to suggest one promising ryal criminal justice system improvement.initiative wi,th nationwide implicatiorts. The success and insights resultingfrom this demonstration project would seem 'to be considerable--certainlydeserving of fur er examination. For rural .justice advocates, it was nodoubt eqUa 'cant as a short-lived sensitivity and commitment to ruralcriminal justice problems by national' policymakers which has since been aban-doned.

Perhaps no single crime prpblem today better supports., the conventionalwism of criminal justice reformers that the community must become moreinvolved in the system than spousal abus'e. This is no less true in ruralAmerica than elsewhere and, in the final law enforcement presentation, DavidYoder offers a look at the realities and obstacles in dealing with this problemin the small town setting. It is true that spouse abuse can be viewed just asaccurately as a social problem or a crime problem, but no matter what labelwe attach, the -fact remains that in most rural areas the problem is dealtwith primarily byi the law enforcement agency. Thus, we are fortunate tohave a comprehensive glimps7of LIVItchigan's highly regarded statewide rural'initiative and its early experiences.

O
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CHAPTER III

RURAL CRIME AND LAW ENFORCEMENT: A PERSPECTIVE

by Steven M. Ward

"EVery podunk police chief from every hick
town in.the V.S. is running around trying to
act like J. Edgar Heover."

This comment, overheard in a metropolitan Los Angeles restaurant near
the site of the 1977 Conference of the International Association qtaf Chiefs of
Police, typifies the perception many Americans hold of ,rural or small town law
enforcement. The popular view derives primarily from two sources: the
entertainment media or the cop who did something in every person's past to
ensure a place in his memory.

The small town police officer or sheriff is regularly portrayed by the
entertainment media in one., of three quite different but equally inaccurate
fashions. The first is the heart-of-gold, low profile offiCer who solves every-
one's problems with a. bit of' folksy wisdom and a few laughs. Any Griffith's
television sheriff, originated this characterization more than 15 yes ago; its
apparent popularity is attested to by the widespread syndication of those
early shows even today. A recent television season found the show "Carter
Country" carrying on the tradition although with an upbeat pace, and up-
dated problerris to solve,.

.4 ..
.

A second common portrayal of the rural .law enforcement officer finds him
rushing from, crime to crime,- confronting murder, mayhem and robbery. The
television. series "Cade's Country" tried this approach a few seasons ago. It
was MSc) the theme of the highly popular "Walking Tall" films. .

The final imageoofrequently offered to the entertainment-seeking' public is
of the always inept, usually corrupt and inevitably corpulent sine!l town cop
who must be rescued or punished by a "supercop" from the big city as in
the film "in the Heat of the Night" or any of a dozen television movies.

1:2*.

.- The impact of these popular views of rural law enforcement'is diffidult to
measure. In .fact, one might reasonably ask whether popular perceptions
make any difference. Law enforcement services of varying kinds are being
provided at ,varying levels to rural people regardless of what the, movies or
television say. This should be the proper focus of any attempt to understand
problems and issues elf rural law enforcement.'

. . .
-..-

Unfortunately the popular perceptions ae .important because there is
some- evidence to suggest that they influence decisions made about the law
enforcement needs of rural communities. There is an information vacuum
surrounding,decision makers reflected in; the deart it of literature describing
the realities of rural law enforcement. There are me st4dies about rural
crime but virtually none about the people who .ire called upon to deal with

vir"--. A review of criminology textbooks and journals covering the past twenty
years yields only a hagdful of references, the most recent being a study of
police officers in nonmetropolitan Misiouri comrnunLties.

1
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Even the studies focusing on crime are, limited' to relatively' confinedareas or time frames, severely restricting their value. One research effortmounted by the Rural Crime and Justice Institute at St. John's University inMinnesota yielded the, following comments:

I

New Hampihire, for example, wrote, '...we cannot provide aspecific statistical breakdown of crime in the rural areas. Ithas not reached alarming 'proportions compared to the cities.'And the South Carolina Office of Criminal Justice Programsreplied, 'Wei have no statistical breakdown of crime in ruralareas or the types of programming in operation to meet ruralcriminal: justice needs at this time.''

Both. advantages and disadvantages arise from the lack of precise dataabout 'rural 'crime and law enforcement. The most obvious advantage is thefreedom to construct! one's own arguments about° problems, and solutions, withlittle fear of being refuted by the "facts." Conversely, the primary disad-vantage is that intuitive'', arguments, unsubstantiated by adequate leVels ofstatistical data, are seldom persuasive to todayrs key decision makers.
This paper, subject as it is.to the limitations imposed by the lack' ofempirical data, exemplifies this .dilemma. While relevant studies are citedwhepe appropriate, ..tbtriajority of the following discussion including con-clusions, arcs from the writer's personal experiences in 'working with moretrthan 500 ru al law enforcement practitioners from forty-eight states duringthe past four years. It is highly subjective and is offered in the ,hope thatit will raise issues, ,suggest some possible interpretations and contribute to.adiscussion of this long-neglected problem area.

Rural Crime

At the outset it is Important to note that the very-concept of "rural". contributes to the difficulties encountered in' examining rural crime problems.'Depending on which definition one uses, the number of rural residents, in theUnited States ranges ,from about twenty-six percenit of the population toforty-two percent. In some cases, operational definitions encoawass bothincorporated and unincorporated territory. The Federal- Bureau of Investiga-tion's Uniform Crime Reports (UCR) which fkrOvide the most accessible andwidely cited, crime data, restrict the,term "rural" to unincorporated territoryin 'counties outside .Standard Metrgpolitan Statistical Areas (SMSAs).2 In1975, rural law enforcement agencieT reporting crime 'data to the FBI servedapproximately 22,352,000 °people. Incorporated areas with populations offewer than 10,0'00 residents contained an additional 16,524,000 citizens. 3 Itseems appropriate to consider both. categories in assessing the volume ofcrjminal activity in rural America.

Table-1 on the folloWing page displays crime rate data for theolears 1971through 1975, for the country as a whole . and for those cities with areas,outside SMSAs. The rates in all categories tieve been increasing more rapidlyfor the rural communities than for the country as a whole or for major metro--Dpolitan. areas. The nineteen Rercent increase .from 1974 to 1975 was threetimes that of cities of over one milljpn population. The rate has more thandoubled in the past five years.
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TABLE 1

.Crime Rats for index Offenses Known to the Police
y Selected Population Groups

1971-1973'

Population
Category

Agencies
Reporting

Cities Under
10,000
Population

Rural
Areas

Crime
Category

Total- Rate 3120.3
Violent* 422.2
Property!' 2698.1

11971

Total Rate
Violent3,'
Property!'

Total Rate
Violent*
Propertyt

1829.1
170.8

1658.2
"

1099.8
115.7

984.0

1972 1973 1974 1975

3027.7 4389.2 5169.9 5611.1-
429-.1 448.5 502.1 523.9

2598.6 3940.7 4667.8 5087.1

2067.8 3216.8 3818.2 4112.5
203.8 199.0 ,'217.8 231.5

1864.0
.

3017.8 31j00.5 3881.0

1154..3 1534.2 2011.4 2229.0

128.2 134.0 161.6 176.8

1026.1 1400.2 1849.8 2052.2

Source: Uniform Crime"-Report?, Federal Buieau 'of investigation, 1971, 1972,
1973, 1974. and 1975.

Note: Rates are per 100,000 people.

*Includes the crimes of murder, forcible rape, aggravated assault and
robbery.

1

lincludes the crimes of burglary, larceny-theft and motor vehicle theft.
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. Victimization stu dies have established that crime is underreported. Whilesuch 'studies have never been conducted' in rural areas, it appears safe to.ssume that the reasons for not qeportin4 criminal activity would occur in"rural communities as well as in thleir urban counterparts. Common reasonsfor not reporting crime, including the feeling that nothing could or would bedone, fear of' reprisals and belief that ,the occurrence was not iMOortantenough to justify- further action, or- a personal relationship with the suspectedperpetratOr, are not' uniquely urban phen'omena. In fact, one might reason-.ably 'argue that the very nature of, the rural .community and rural -law en-forcer4nt stimulates underreporting. People are likely to know one another.There is an 'understandable taVluctancei to "Make waves." The police are moreprone to treat many offenses inforthally. And police reporting is often.inadequate or nonexistent. Writing field reports takes time; ; generatingcumulative information summaries takes even more time. One study of crimereporting* practices in Vermont (which has a mandatorpstate reporting law)disclosed that fifty-eight small agencies were not doMplying because they didnot have enough time for the required paperwork.

The available statistics tell little about the qualitative characteristics ofrural crime. Turning one agaiTi to the FBI reports, Table 2 (on the follow-ing. page) displays Part I crime rates for the U.S. as a whole, for nonsubur-ban.cities with populations under 10,000 people and for nonsuburban countieswith:populations under 25,000 people. The steady increase in virtually allcategories of major- crime between 1971 and 1,975 suggests that the rural areais not being ignored by criminals. Particularlj/ startling are the increases inthe property crimes of burglary and larceny. While the rural resident neednot fear violent crime as much as his urban cousin, there appears lo causefor concern about his 'belongings. Of the violent or potentially violent crimes,robbery shows the greatest increase even in thie smallest population category.
A number of factors might reasonably be deduced as contributing to thefftcreas.e in reported crime in rural America. For example, there may be acombination of increased partidipAion in the. UCR program anck increasedaccuracy in ret'a'rding -the incidence of crime. In fact, analysis of the num-bers of agencies reporting to the FBI in the selected population categoriesdoes not reveal a significant increase in their number;'s. Improved accuracyin reporting is more difficult to ascertain, but, the proliferation of statewigecriminal justice information networks stimulated by federal grant-in-aid, fun aswould support such a:development.

4lso related to repo4ting frequency is the number of laW enforcementofficers available to observe criminal activity or to take reports from citizens.Table 5, . page 58, gives some indication of the significant increase in thenumbers of 'law enforcement personnel employed in a selection of predomin-antly., rural states. There is a direct relationship bet the ,number of law,enforcement officers and the reported !crime rate.

Beyond changes in reporting practjces, one can only 'speculate as to thereasons underlying the apparent increase in rural crime. While offenderprofiles are virtually nonexistent, law enforcement officers report the en-croachment of urban criminals on the rural scene, particularly in areas cros-' sed by the interstate highway network, Professional burglars and armed.-robbers find isolated farms and businesses tb be easy targets. ;
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TABLE 2
, -

r'\1Part One Crime Rates for Selected Cities and Counties

1971-1975

Population
Category Crime 1971

All
Agencies
Reporting

Nonsuburban
Cities

-Under
10,000
:Population

Nonsuburban
Counties
10,000 to
25,000 I

,pulatidn

1

2
3 .f

\ 4 !

5
6
7
8

1

2
3

4
5
6
7
8

2
3
4
5
6

.7
8

8.8
4.1

21.5
208.7
183.3

1228.5
969.1
500.5',

4.1 -...i
1.2
7.3

18.4
142.6
620.7
583.4
118.6

;,:.

6.1
i 2.1

10.2
12.3
90.0

499.0
371.9
54.2

,,
1 5.6

Nonsuburban 2

110.9

2.0
Counties 3 110.9
Under iA 9.2
io,000 82.7
Population 6 507

7 40 4;9,,,,

S. 83.9:

1972 19751973 1974

9.2 ,,.. 9.7 10.4 1.2
3.9 l ', 4.8 4.5 .3

23.9 *,..- 26.1 28.4 '-i28.4
201.9 203.6 '235.3 245.1

, 194.2 209.1' 228.0 240.3
1202.7 1282.7 1519.4 1606.6
932.4 1039.9 2647.6 2972.6
463.4 477.1 500.8 507.9

3.7 4.6 4.4 4!3
1.4 1.4 . 1.9 1.4
8.8 9.3 9.9 1.4

19.6 22.5 29.3 34.4
149.5 150.6 163.1 177.8
641.7 687.5 836.3 918.1
646.4 781.3 2012.8 2269.8
120.7 129.0 p56.8 159.9

6.2 7.2 7.1 6.5
2.3 5.4 2.4 2.5
9.8 1 10.8 10.4 10.3

12.8 I14.0 16.6 . 16.1
91.8 96.1 113.3 11,0,7

474.0 546.1 682.3 g. 76t,9
'''351.5 417.2 815.4 847.2

52.7 72.3 71.4 70.4

4.7 6-.7 6.0
2.5 254.3 20.A

*5.2

8.6 7i.\ 10.8 10.1 10.0
9.4 12.4 13.7 14.9

81.9 89.7 87.1 101.2
494.8 506.7 638.2 733.9
3964 426.3 745.3 906.5
51.9 65.1 70.4 '' 78.8

.

Source: I, Uniforni Crime Reports, Federal Bureau of lnvestigat on, 1971,

1972, 1973, 1974 and 1975..

Note: Rates are per 100,000 persons.

.Key:

"%' 1 =I Murder and nonnegligent manslaughter 5 = Aggravated assault
2 = Manslaughter by negligence 6 = Burglary
3 = Forcible -rape I

7.. = Larcen eft
4 = Robbery ,i :... fr= Motor le,ttleft

6 kJ
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Tourism also contributes to the. rural crime rate. Unquestionably, tour-ists commit some crimes and they add significantly to the service load of therural police agency. But they also ,create a trirsient victim pool which mightbe their greatest liability to the rural community. Recreational. vehiclesloaded with the latest, most expensive 'amenitiesmany of which are leftunattended at campsites while their owners are enjoying the nearby sights-are attractive targets for opPIttunistic thieves. Thefts from tourists areespecially burdensome to local investigators because the victims usually leavewithin a.day or two, nevei. to b.e see, again.

As unlikely as it soun4ds at first, it is possible that traditional ruralvalues are also tontributing. to the increase in crime. Lifelong rural dwellerswho grew up in an era when tlie locked door .was unheard of and when every-.
one knew everyone else are frepuently slow to protect their property., Sincemost burglaries and thefts are ;crimes of opportunity, unprotected farmhouses'
and vehicles present tempting targets.

It is frequently argued that one reason for increasing crime and othersocial problems in all areas of the country is a breakdown in family andcommunity controls over young people. Available data do not facilitate prov-'ing or disproving this impression. FBI figures of young people's involvementin criminal activity as reflected by arrests does suggest increasing numbers,,holkever. Comparing 1975 arrests with those made in 1974 in unincorporated4 rural areas, one finds an increase f 22.9 percent 'in arrests personsunder 18 years of age for violent cri es. and 5.8 percent for propedy crimes.4

While the) fact of an arrest does not indicate guilt, it -reflects somewhatthe pOpulation on which the police are focusing their attention. 'Pursuing this.thought, Tables 3,.and 4 (on the following pages) display arrest rates for allagv groups for selected offenses between 1971 and 1975. Since the making ofan arrest requires a .significant commitment of time and agency resources, itis useful to consider where these commitments are being made. Particularlynoteworthy are theincreasessin arrest rates for non-Part I offenses of vanda-lism, of narcotics laws, driving under the influence of alcohol anddrunkenness. The first three al ow significant increases in the small citiesand rural areas, in most cases excess of the national rates. It appearsthat only the unincorporated rural areas are concentrating greater amounts oftheir resources on drunkenness offenses.

Vandalism and narcotics offenses typically tend to be offenses of the'young. In fact, eighty-three percent of the arrests made for vandalism in1975 were of persons under twenty-five years of age. Nearly eighty-two.percent of the narcotic law arrests were concentrated in this age groUp,along with some twenty-seyeti percent of the arrests for driving under theinDuence.6

. In light of the amount of law enforcement time and energy spent indealing with young people, it is not difficult to see why officers regularlyidentify them .as especially troublesome. One recent study of some 210 smalltown officers inv,Missouri found juvenile probJems to be the, second most sig-'nificant difficulty in their eyes. The officers also reporOdtnat only knowncriminals are watched more carefully than young people in'their communities.6
t.

Despite the shortcomings of available data, it is 'safe 0 to, conclude thatcrime is a significant problem in rural communities. Its causes are problema-tical; they are unqrstionably many and varied. 'rffective respopses to these
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TABLE 3
111. Arrest Rates SelectediOffenses

1971-1975

Population
<;g77'.

Category Crime 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975
4 All 4446.8 4346.0 4167.2 4583.8 4455.9

Violent* 175.8 186.5 187.3 218.7 2067(.-

Property 721.4 695.0 696.1 , 878.3 852.9
All Vandalism 78.4 80.9 78 . 10'9%1 9&.1

Narcotics 257.7 269.1 312A 339.3 283.6
R porting DUIff 314.9 376.7 421.9 459.8 507.1

Drunkenness 959.7 863.2 767.4, 680.1 656.3
Disorderly 399.5 363.1 297.8 406.0 353.0

Conduct

All 4568.7 4513.0 4133.6 4966.2 4992.8
Violent 95.6 98.8 111.2 133.0 124.1

V't

Cities Propertyt 587.3 566.2 564.9 818.6 744.8:
Under Vandalism 103.4 103.5' 104.4 158.7 145.4
10,000 Narcotics 150.4 190_1 262.0 328.3 256.9
Population DLIlq . 486.2 -559.2 538.6 e" 661.3

Drunkenness 1072.8 1036:2 760.0 786.8 8991.9
Disorderly,

Conduct
466.0 429.8 389.3 476.3 4741.5

All 2243.3 2078.8 2369.5 2757.9. 3186.8
Violent* 71.2 72.2 85.5 116.5 132.0

. Property 298.8 285.2 408.8 430.4
Rural Vandalism 36.2 37.3 6.3 59.5 52.7

Narcotics 126.8 134.5 20 .2 217.7 198.6
DUIff. 272.0 95.4 385.7 391.9 570.3
Drunkenness 1368.2 336.9: 289.7 75.6 513.5
Disorderly 139.6 110.1 111.9 126.2 183.2

Conduct

Source: Uniform Crime Reports, Federal Bureau of Investigation, 1971,
-1972, 1973, 1974 and 1975.

Note: Rates are per 100,000, people.

*InclUdes the crimes of murder, forcible rape,...aggrI'avated assault and
rio4Pe r y .

fIncludes the crimes- of burglary, larceny-theft and motor vehicle theft.

441'D'riving under the influence of alcohol.
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TABLE 4

Rural Arrests by Age
1971-1975

V

Age Category 1971
)

1975
Percent
Change,

Total 462,970 676,708 +46

All Violent '14,645 27,995 +91
Ages Property 61,448 91,239 +48

ANI Other 386,&77- 557,474 414

Under Total`;: 88,836 108,332 +22'
18 Violent 1,451 2,517 +73
Years Property 24,712 33,940 +37I All Other 62,673 ,31,875 +15

Over Total 374,134 '568,376 +52
18 Violent 13,194 25,478 +93
Years Property 36,736 57,299 +56

All Other 324,204 485,599 +50

4 I

Source: Uniform Crime Reports,'Federal Bureau of Investigation, 1971 and
1975.
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causes await further study and are beyond thervdpe of, this paper. Re-
sponding to the acts themselves, however, are l cal law enforcement officers.
Further consideration of law enforcement is in order here.

Rural Law Enforcement

At best estimate, there are some 25,000 law enforcement agencies ih the
United States. In 1975, local law enforcement agencies(counties, and munici-
palities) employed 463,404 full-time-equivalent persons.? Although data on
rural areas and small towns are not readily available, one is able to subtract
the number of employees in the 394 largest cities and 334 largest counties
from the total. to obtain a ball park figure covering everywhere else. This
mathematical sleight of hand reveals that there were some 175,717 full-time-
equivalent employees in local law 'enforcement outside of metropolitan centers.

%According to the FBI's 1975 figures, there were an average of 2:1 full-
time law enforcement officers for, each 1,000 cizens nationally. This rate is
1.9 for cities with populaticAs under 10,000 and 1,.3 for sheriffs' /departments
(including only those which provide law enforcement services as part of their
regular operations). 8

Table ,5 (on the following page) highlights personnel increases in Idocal
law enforceriient agencies in tieventy:.four primarily rural states. Growth .be-
tWeen 1971 and 1975 ranges from 8.5 percent to 50.9 percent. Even more re-
vealing is the increase in the law enforcement payroll, ranging from a low of
41.4 percent to a high of 130.7. percent. The significance of these commit-
ments of personnel and budgetary resources' is heightened by the fact that
law. enforcement is typically the primary or secondary budget item for most
small cities and counties, sharing top ho'nors with streets and highways.

Obviously, ra ranges tell nothing about the actual commitment of
person power and money in a giNto community. Nor do these figures provide
any meaningful indication of tVe qualitative or quantitative productivity of
personnel. Examination of these issues foNes one'to rely upon more impres-
sionistic data.

Rural Law Enforcement Officers
ti

The media and mental -images 'aside, who is the "typical" rural Vaw en-
.forceMent officer? -

Once again, there is little research data available to help answer this
question. The Missouri study cited earlier reported that nearly thirty-eight-

. percent of the officers responding from communities of under 10,000 /population
had not completed high school. The proportion of officers with no high school
dipldma decreased as community size increased, reaching a low of ten..percent

4tfor 6ommunities in the 25,000-50,000 range.
. -

The mean age of the officers in the Missouri study also varied inversely
with community size. Personnel in nder 5,000 category had a mean age
or 44.9 years, whilh. their counterpart the largestiagencies had a mean
age of 40.7. Salaries also followed the size trend, with Officers in the small-
est communities earning salaries ranging from $100 to $495 per month and
those in,the largest salary range of $425 to $508 per month.9
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TABLE 5

.Percentage Increases in Full-Time-Equivalent Employees
and Payroll Expenditures for taw Enforcement

In Selected Predominantly Rural States
1911-1975

Increase in
Full-Time
Equivalent
Personnel

Alabama 27.2
Arkansas 8.5
Idaho 34.2
Iowa 19_.8
KanAas 23.1
Kentucky 34.7
Maine 22.5
Mississippi 13.9

-,`Missouri 9.9
Montana 24.3
Nebraska 18.2
Nevada 19.1
New Mexicq 31.1
North Carolina 24.3
North Dakota 10.7 it

Oklahoma 15.2
Oregon 57.1
South Carolina 33.8
South Dakota 23.3
Tennessee 26.5
Utah 30.8
Vermont 20.0
West Virginia 18.2
Wyoming' :50.9

rw

Increase in
Payroll

Expenditures

70.1 ,
41.4
67.1
58.2
62.7
88.1
67.0
51.4*
50.1
84.9
47.3
69.8
77.8
58.3
51.7.-
60.2

130.7
73.7
71.4
77.8

,78'.8
/ 5 .4

4.0
111.0

Source: Trends in Expenditure and Employment Data for the Criminal Justice
System 0 971-1975, U.S. Department of Justice and U.S: Department of Com-
Merce, /United- States Government Printing Office: Washington, DC, 1975.
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A profile of 167 first term county sheriffs, the majority of them fr,om
rural areas, discloses a mean age of just over forty-one years and 12.3 years
of experience in law..enforcement. Forty-nine percent were high school gra-
duates,' and sixty-eight percent had attended at least some college; eighteen
percent had earned an associate. of arts or bachelor's degree."

Unfortunately this exhausts the readily available descriptive data on
rural law enforcement officers. Personal cf4ervation suggests that there is a
lowering trend in the ages of .officers, perhaps influenced by the spread of
minimum ' hiring and training standards. The availability of college, level
training and education 'programs^ law enforcement and criminal justi.c.eksub-1
jects appears to be having an imOict. In 1967, there were 184 institutions of
higher education in the United States which offered such degree programs.
In 1976, there were 664." Table 6 (on the following page) shOUs 9,434
police officers enrolled in these colleges and urliiversities in a selected number
of predominantly rural states.

It seems safe to assume that law enfOrcement officers in the rural com-
munity reflect the characteristics of the majority popu? ace. Salaries and
highly localized recruiting practices restrict the applicant pool for most posi-
tions in the immediate area. Lateral movement 'between agencies, when it
occurs, tends to be within the same state and is generally caused by salary
considerations.

Rural Law Enforcement Agencies
z

a

Obviously rural law enforcement agenties are .small . They usually lack
tt;?e, scale to provide .,significant differentiati9n of tasks among personnel.
Specialists (e.g., homicide investigators, traffic accident investigator* crime
preventionsofficers, youth of icers) are seldom econo "tally feasible. At the
same time, knowledgeable sta f and auxiliary service e erts (e.g., statistical
analysts, crime scene technic ns) are 'also. unavailabl . Equipment and fedi-
litiets are- frequently inadequat or nonexistent. Major Crimes are particularly
demanding and complex service roblems require, borrowing, the ,expertise of a
larger neighboring department or a state' agency. The alternative is to
muddle through, perhaps with disastrous results. -

Many agencies are too small ,to 6rovicle around,-the-clock service seven
days -;a week. They commonly .rely on res4rve or auxiliary officers (many of
whom- are untrained) or on a call-back system which require that a regular
officer be available to respond from home to any calls for, assistance.

In all honesty, the volume and seriousness of rural crime in a given area
may not merit more personnel or more sophisticated equipment if measured -by,
standards of cost-efficiency. Crime and criminals are what law 'enforcement"
officers like 'Aci think they deal, with but in reality they spend most of their
time providing other kinds of services. This is ,true in both urban and rural:
settings but specially.in the latter.

Given this, efficiency may not be the most appropriate criterion by
which to measure gency stale. Effectiveness, /focusing on the extent to
which the local law enforcement agency is pro Nilding a productive and accep-
table leve of service, would seem to be a more appropriate criterion. In one
respect, money sg,e on law/ enforcement is spent on its potential. It is
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TABLE 6

Number of Institutions Offering Degree Programs in
-Criminal Justice or Law Enforcement and Number of Law

Enforcement Officers Enrolled in Selected Predominantly Rural States
1975-1976'

State

Alabama
Arkansas
Idaho
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky

`Maine
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska

6 Nevada
New Mexico
North Carolina
North Dakotan
Oklahoma
Oregon
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Utah
Vermont
West Virginia
Wyoming

Numbeir of
InstitutionS

18
1

3
14
8
7

-4
7

18
4
3
2
3

11
1

9
12
7
3
7
3
3
2

.43

O

Number of Officers
Enrolled

742
50

183
400

:.118
1,115

255,
222

1,531
95

303
144.

. -222
861

50
900
587
342
380
606

15
51

132
30

. Total ,,i,, 153 / 9,434

I 4z. .
Source: Law Enforcement and..4Criminal Justice Education Directory, Richard
W: Kobetz, International, Association of `Chiefs of Police: Gaithersburg, Md. ,' 1976.
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invested to ensure that when police service is needed it will be forthcoming,
with that measure of sensitivity, boldness or courage appropriate to the
situation. Rural citizens have a right to expect--in fact, demand--the same
level of preparedness as. urban dwellers. The frequency with which it is
actually required should be one--but not the sole--criterion for measuring its
value. .

Its important to avoid responding. to e problem of inadequate-scale by
*blindly consolidating local agencies or supp nting them with state-provided
services. There are values of smallness which should be preserved. Rural
communities must build on the strengths of small scale while correcting weak
nesses.

One 9f the major advantages of smallness is the familiarity that officers
have vN' the citizen they serve and with the people who staff other local
criminal ustice agencies. The American justice: system, as frustrating as it
can often be, was designed to diffuse power among multiple agencies and
actors. When their number is relatively few, necessary coordinatipn may be
effected without surrendering .the advantages of this power diffusion.

411

It-is also easier to measure productivity in a small system or agency. In
this era of diminishing resources and- expanding competition for the tax Jol-
la , it is critical to provide government services in a timely and accurate
f shion. Individual' and unit productivity are more visible in small scale
operations, as is progress toward goals.

Smaller agencies tend to genrate higher levels of interaction with to
community. When every officer is expected, to be able to handle every chll
from every neighborhood, a .sensitivity to the true character of those neigh-
borhoods results. The democratization effect this has. should .not be minimi-
zed. It is ironic that the concept of "team policing," which is being attempt-
ed by numerous urban police agencies, has as a core principle the need to
get officers back in touch with the people they serve.

Maintaining a Rural Focus
.

Tremendous amounts of money and effort have.been expended in the past
twelve years to improve the delivery of,criminal justice services in the United
States. Much' of it has gone into programs for law enforceMent agencies.
Some of it--albeit the mouse's share:-has gone to rural agencies. There have
been . mixed results. Law enforcement has improved. in most areas of the
country, perhaps not '*s much as some would like and perhaps not in the, .
areas in which others would like, but there has been improvement.

Now the federal largesse is disappearing. Future improvement efforts
in the rural community will find even fewer grant-in-aid dollars available than
before. It is important, therefore, to be sure that proposed changes in local
operations meet criteria of effectiveness as well as efficiency, for economic
conditions will continually push the latter to the forefront in decision makers'
deliberations.

The urban biaS of federal funding efforts as as of researchers and
pro6rams 'developers has resulted in a multiplicity of big city-oriented ap-.
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,-
..proaches to improving the delivery of law enforcement services. On the

surface, they Sound appealing, drawing as they do on the latest technology
and calling for the further "professionalizatibn" of law enforcement personnel.
Great care must be exercised in considering these models for transplantation;
for they are frequently based on assumptions about people and problems that
as yet have no parallel in the rural' community. ,

-,.
' Crime--in fact, II manner 'tif social problemsis" on the rise in rural

America. Increased lei ure time, higher levels of education, enhanced expec-tations- for affluence nd pPsition, mobility and the economy are putting astrain on traditional orces of social control in small towns and in the coun-try. James. Olila, directOr of tie Rural Crime and Justice Institute at St.John's University has noted that "there's not the community solidarity in smalltowns anymore." He sees small town AMerica as more vulnerable 'to mischief
and crime than .it has been Vaditiorially. 12

This vulnerability is in its early stages as compared to urban centers.'It is and can be only partly influenced by law enforcement practices. Itseems important, then, to avoid putting the lion's share of ,responsibility for
dealing with increased levels of deviance and crime on the local police.
Rather, enhanced .police performance must be viewed in the context of the
community's5efforts to deal with more fundamental causes.

,
Rural law enforcement should remain as close to the- people as ,possible.

Whi,le it may seem trite to say so, law enforcement should be a part of the
social fabric of the community woven in for the strength it provides when the
other thr'eads are in danger of tearing. Unlike their urban -counterparts who
can only repress crime by patrol or control it- by investigations and arrests,rural law enf rcement practitioners still have an opportunity for prevention
through the imely and sensitive provision of the full range of community-
oriented services which they are capable of delivering. ilt is important not to
respond to crime by focusing only on the acts and their (aftermath.

For law, enforcement to fulfill this mandate, hOwever, agencies must havesufficient officers to provide pore than just an occasional presence. They
must have a sufficient resource base to answer calls for service, to, mount
special programs, to gather and analyze data about community problems.
And, most importantly, they must have the resources to respond quickly and
effectively to major crime problems when they arise. OfficerS must be select-
ed for their abilities and they must be paid salaries commensurate with their
responsibilities, not just the mundanealaut the critical as well.

The obvious problems of rural and small town law enforcement such as
loth, population, density, frequently huge geographic jurilictions, low tax
bases and- lack of economy of scale must be addresS'ed by any proposed im-
provement strategy. To do so in a meaningful fashion, however, requires
more information on rural crime and law enforcement problems than ,is cur
rently available. We must not be rushed by perceptions `of problems growing.out of control. Rather, 414ye must demand with all the force we can muster
that proper attention be fdcusedioon rural problems including consideration of
funding and resource-sharing echanisms that will enhance local capabilities
without subverting local control.
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The philosophical prescription in the preceding paragraphs is easy to
write but difficult to fill. It would be easier to recommend a laundry list of
standard improvements for rural and small town law enforcement agencies.
Such a list could be quickly constructed and it would probably have wide
applicability. Costs could, pe determined and funding alternatives suggested
and explored: The result, however, would likely be tinacceptaiiikif there
was no unifying, theme to link, specific changes to those characteristics of
rural culture which make _it unique and desirable.

a
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Editors' Notes

.1. As Ward so effective) points out, one of the major obstacles to
bettering rural law enforcement dross the county is the continued tendency
of -policymakers, the media an public alike, to romanticize and otherwise
perpetuate misconceptions about the rural law enforcement scene, indeed
modern-day rural life altogether. Any attempt to accurately* and realistically
appraise rural law enforcement people, problems, and needs should begin with
Galliher, J.F., "Small-Town Police--Trouble, Tasks and Publics," Journal of-
Police Science and Administration, Vol. 3, No. 1 (March, 1975) pp. 19-28.
Galliher focuses on the officers' Perceptions of their most critical community
problems, citizen demands for service, tasks or services performed, and
sources of citizen support and opposition. He' notes the smaller community
officer's preoccupation with traffic control and youth, and the greater atten-
tion to handling family disturbances, watching known criminals, and over-
coming difficulties in communicating with the public as the towns 'become
larger. See also:

Pratt, George P., "Law Enforcement at the Grass Roots Level," The
Police Chief, Vol. 44, No. 5 (May 1977) p. 34; and Donovan, L.P., "Munici-
pal Police--A Rural and Urban Comparison," University Microfilms, 300 North
Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48106 (1971). Donovan's study of expectations
were that urban police would tend to be better educated, come from higher
social class families, be more bureaucratically organized, have a greater career
commitment and be more professionally oriented toward their work than woykd
*rural police. However, his findings could offer only limited support to these
expectations; and

Wisdom, Gayle Ann and V,ennett, Jewett Wagoner, "The Rural Peade
Officer," The Police Chief, Vol: 46, No. 3 (March 1979) p. 36-37. Undeni-
ably, some of the most frequently encountered and difficult problems which
rural peace officers) are asked to respond to involve'crisis intervention situa-
tions. The authors set out the social worker., -counselor/advisor, referral'
agent and team member with mental health practitioner roles necessarily in-
herent when dealing with such situations and express the belief that, peer
praise and administrative praise are important if rural peace ()Mors are tO
fulfill community expectations in that regard.

2. Notwithstanding Ward's justifiable indicItment of our contemporary.
.notions of rural and small town law enforcement officers,', some litdrature is
beginning to surface which probes questions such as what kind of people hold
these positiohs, where they come from, what is their motivation, how do they
perceive their job, etc. [See the Handberg/Unkovic paper, which follows,
regarding rural sheriffs.] See also:

Decker, Scott H., -"The Working Personality of Rural Policemen;" -LAE
Journal of the American Criminal Justice Association, Vol. 41., No. (Fall
1978) provides a good many_ insights into these and other questions. Decker
particularly focuses on a hypothesized greater integration of rural peaCe
officers with the value structure of their communities, the commitment of rural
peace officers vis-a-vis the police-citizen dependence that develops in rural
-areas, and the perception of rural police by rural citizens and brrural citi-
zens by rural police. He concludes that, significantly different from their
urban counterparts, the rural officer's occupational personality is shaped
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more by the social organiiation of the community than by the occupation, and
that his integration into the community, his, perceptions of community and its
perception of his occupationi, and his 'commitment to the community's ormativeideals,. mediate conflicting demands on the role and functions that stem from
this occupatiA. In short, these three elements combine to preverit the evel-opment 'oft distinctive working personality of rural law enforcement, officers.

,3. Interestingly, a review of the literature reveals considerable inte-
rest in' job-related stress on las, enforcement personnel, 5articulerly whether
streSs-related symptoms (e.g., divorce, alcoholism) can, be traced to the
nature of law enforcement +mock. Not' jurprisingly, little or none of this
attention focUsed on rural law enforcement officers until Joan Phillips Sandy
and Donald A. Devine published "Four Stress Factors Unique to Rural Patirol,"
The Police Chief, Vol. 45, No. 9 (September 1978). Attempting to treat only
'stress factors apparently unique to rural' officers, the authors first identify
security- -that is, concern for lack of personnel back-up, the common percep-tion of .the officer that he will be dealing with an armed person (most rural
homes contain firearms). Identified second are social factors -lack of anony-mity, inability to put professional identity aside, typically close family ties tothe community. Treated third are working conditions little contrpl over thelow salaries, limited training opportunities, limited promotional/cadeer oppor:tunitieSI. Finally, they list the inactivity encountered to a greater degree in
the rural setting ' which fails to provide the officer with adequate sensorystimulation and has a detrimental .effect on his or her professional esteem.
The authors concluded that these stress factors Unique to rural areas warrant

^a re-evaluation of the expectations of rural officers so that they may be
brought more in line with the valuable work they actually do in their Com-
munities, and a re=evaluation of training curricula for rural law enforcement
officers. I See also:

Barker, B.B., "Metl-ods for Reducing Stress In A Small Police Depart-
meat," from Job Stress and the Police Officer--Identifying Stress Reduction
TechniquesProceedings of Symposium, 1975, by W.H. Kroes and J.J. Hur-rell, Jr. , NCJRS Microfiche Program, Box 6000, Rockville, MD 20850. This
work discusses the sources of stress on officers in small communities and
suggests strategies for dealing with it, and strikingly parallels the findings
of Sandy and Devine.

Ward's review of the nature of rural crinie is based on data avail-
able up to 1977. For a comparison of more recent findings, see Moore'spresentation in Part 1. Also, compare Ward's 'descriptiiYe data on rural sher-
iffs with that of Unkovic and Handberg which immediately follows.
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CHAPTER IV

CHANGING PATTERNS IN RURAL LAW ENFORCEENT:
THE COUNTY SHERIFF AS A CASE.STUDY

I by Roger Handberg
and

Charles M. Unkovic

Law enforcement agencies. in rural areas are generally hidden from public
view: The primary focus of public attention is upon the urban areas where
problems are. larger or more visible to the media which often deter,mine their,
importance (Wilson, 196; 1975). It long has been observed that rural so-i,
ciety, by definition, is isolated from the mainstream of society's communication ,
flow (Smith, 1933). Unfortunately, even the emergence of television has not
chatiged the pattern of news coverage which remains sporadic and perpetuates
misguided notions of both the_i rural environment and its law enforcement

. officers.

This myopia also affects the social science-criminal justice literature
which focuses primarily upon urban-suburban criminal justice agencies and
virtually excludes rural criminal justice systems (Handberg and Unkovic,
1978). Much of the available- literature is heavily court oriented, especially in
erms of legal services programs (Rural Courts Project, 1977). The literature
n rural policy forces tends to be primarily case studies or else technically

'oriented law enforcement studies ('Esselstyn, 1953). In 'the latter category,
the .emphasis is upon departmental Organizational processes and equipment
needs (Brammer and Hurley, 1968; National Sheriffs Association, 1977).

This piper has several parts. The characteristics of s riffs in the
rural counties of fifteen sunbelt states will be described "(H ndberg and
Unkovic, at press). This approach is fairly straightforward though infor-
mative because it places the rural criminal justice system in a broader per-
spective than the usual isolated case studies or surveys of single .states.
Differences in, how the sheriffs perceive the system and its effectiveness will
be examined. The sheriffs' attitudes .toward brOader law enforcement issues
will also bei examined. The restlt is a composite portrait of the county
sheriff--the major law enforcement offiCial ih the rural South (Brammer and
Hurley, 1968).

In .so many rural counties the sheriff (and his department) is the law;
therefore, .county sheriffs are critical figures in the rural criminal justice
system. In many states the sheriff, as a matter of law, is the law enforcement
official in the county (National Sheriffs Association, 1977). Other agencies
operate in the county but they can be superseded by the sheriff. Usually
the sheriff works out agreements with these agencies as to patrolling patterns
(H. -dberg and Unkovic, 1978b). In fact, some small communities within the
cou ty ofterhcontract with the sheriff, for their law enforcement needs instead
of ,i.'g and running their own ,separate police department. Practically
soda these agreements are subject to the sheriff's discretion and can be
stru turgid to suit his needs. Because of the power and discretion inherent
in th- office, the sheriff has an enormous impact upon how "justiCe" is meted
out t different groups in the county.
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What makes the sheriff unique in another way is the fact that the sheriff
is an elected law enforcement official (German et al., 1968). Most elective
law-related positions are lawyer dominated such as prosecutor or judge.
Other law enforcement officials such as police chiefs are isually appointed by
local- governing bodies like city councils or commissions or else are selected
by single officials such as city mayors. Because appointed officials are more
directly accountable to such governing bodies, they, may often appear some-
what less responsive to community desires.

Additionally, it has been noted by observers of our .justice system that
there are greater tendencies toward police professionalism in those depart-
ments headed by appointed officers. Thus, it/ can be argued that the ap-
pointed rural law enforcement officer possesses greater tendencies toward
professionalism bLit less sensitivity to the needs of the electorate community.
Consequently, the appointed police officer comes to operate on the basis of a
set of standardized norms which in theory should be impervious to "corrup-
tion" by the community. James Q. Wilson (1968) speaks of this protess and
its (short term) consequences in the context of the "legalistic" policing style.
The result can be a department like Oakland, California which has extremely
abrasive and hostile community-police relations. The difference for the sheriff
is that such poor community-department relations are unacceptable because
such a pattern is tantamount to political suicide.

The county sheriff is normally elected for a four-year term with the
possibility of reelection. In Southern folklore and fact, the sheriff has the
power to be an important, even dominart, figure in county politics (Key,
1949). His force of( deputies provides atr,,eady-made campaign organization.
The sheriff's political position has remained basically intact while efforts by
criminal justice reformers have eroded Some of the sheriff's law enforcement
powers. This is seen most notably in large urban areas such as Dade County
(Miami), Florida. Several states have begun developing county police forces
as a supplement or replacement for the sheriff's deputies. The goal often is
to reduce the sheriff's actual law enforcement role to that of process server
and jailer. Other reform attempts have been more indirect. The deputies
can be required to undergo a certain amount of professional law, enforcement
training which tithe sheriff personally cannot be required to complete..
Through this indirect ,method, the department'S quality of performance can be
improved. Most of these reforms have been absorbed by the sheriffs without
undue difficulty, this preserving their political and legal position (-Hender
son, 1975).

Method and Sample

A two -wave survey. of county sheriffs was conducted in fifteen Southern
and Southwestefm states during the spring and summer of 1978. A total of
642 sheriffs resloonded to the survey for a return rate of forty-eight percent.
These sunbelt states were selected for the survey because the sheriff's office
is still a significant !political and law enforcement position within the region
(Sale, 1975). On a 'state-by-state basis, the.rettirn rate was: Alabama 52
percent (35), Arizona -1 79 percent (11), Arkansas 44 percent (33),
Florida 82 percent (54), Georgia 56 perceht- (89), Kentucky 40 percent
,(48), Louisiana 32 percent (21), Mississippi 54 percent (44), New
Mexico 66 percent (21), North Caroiliha 41 percent (41), Oklahoma 42
percent (32), South Carolina 46 per (21),- Tennessee 34 percent (32),

0
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Texas 48 'percent (122), and Virginia 41 percent (39) The variation in
the return rate by state makes it difficult to conduct a st e-by-state analy-
sis; therefore, the results are discussed in a regional cont- t rather than by
individual states.

The results of the surveys are reported by compari 'le three distinct
subsets within the, sheriff sample. An earlier paper has de ned rural sher-
iffs as sheriffs who operate in counties with a population oensity of forty-
four or less persons per square mile (Handberg and Unko!ic, 1979). That
conceptualization has been developed because, of difficultie1r; that a ;ose in
using population as the primary measure of ruralism. The a tempt floundered
because some states have a Large number of counties' which 1 over only rela-
tively small .geographic areas thus, in effect, capping t[ie pg ulation. Also,
many small. population counties in the South are characteriz.0 by a high level
of industrialization. The resulting counties were in fact su"urban or urban

but)-bya population measure would be classified as rural. The population
dengity measure used here correlates nicely with other facets of ruralism
including population employment patterns, income levels am: general educa-
tional levels. A, .1..-

4

analysis,Therefore in order to further refine oar analysis, we ha\f separated the
sheriffs into three distinct sub-groupings. The group cIA:4griated "small
rural" in this paper consists of those sheriffs serving,, in `counties with a
population density less than or equal to twenty persons per square mile. The
second group, designated "medium rural," consists of those sheriffs in coun-
ties with a population density greater than twenty. persons per square mile
and less than or equal to forty-four persons per square mile (the original
measure). Both groups in an absolute sense are rural sheriffs but the
density, measure used here separates those counties with small populations and
vast 'distances from those counties with small populations that are relatively
more concentrated. The former are more apt to be found in the rural South-
west, although Georgia, Florida and Mississippi also have a 66rilloer of those
counties. Finally, a third.' group of sheriffs; designated "Urban," are
analyzed. These individuals servii in counties with a population density of
forty -LJve 1oe-rsons ar more per square mile. This group' provides a counter-
weight to their rural counterparts. Their importance lies in the fact that
these sheriffs are the ones with whom most people are likely to come into
contact in an official capacity. As defined here, the small rural county group
consists of 179 sheriffs, t medium rural of 207 sheriffs, while the urban
county sample has 246 sheriffs

Personal Characteristics -

In Table 1 (on the following page) we compare the rural sheriffs with
their urban counterparts in terms of certain personal characteristics. Com-
plimenting the data in Table 1, other works have shown that Southern county
sheriffs are white, mi6dle-aged males. There are no female sheriffs Iwithin
this population although there are a number of black sheriffs. The latter are
concentrated in those counties where enough black voters exist to elect black
officeholders even when the election becomes polarized along racial lines
(Campbell and Feagin, 1975).

One fact appears startling given the usual public perceptions of the
rural sheriff; the relatively low, tenure level (2.8 years) of the small rural
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TABLE 1

Personal Characteristics of Rural Sheriffs Compared With Urban Sheriffs

Small Rural Medium Rural Urban

Median Age 45.5 yrs. 46.7 yfs. 48.9 yrs.
Median Educationa 12.2 yrs. 12.1 yrs. 12.4 yrs.

4
Median Yrs. Police Worka 8.6 yrs. 9.0 yrs. 11:8 yrs.
Median Yrs. Sheriffs 2.8 yrs. 5.0 yrs. 4.9 yrs.
S7ght Other4Political Officeb 21 percent, 19 percent 17 --percent

In-Service T.rainingc 87 percent 76 percent 87 percent

(n) (179) (2071) (256)

a
p<.05

soughtIndicates percentage of the sheriffs who sdught political offices other thanthat of sheriff.
c

Percentage of the sheriffs who had in-service police training prior to becoming
sheriff.

county sheriffsl.is unexpected. The4r median tenure as sheriff is half that of
the more urbanized county sheriffs. This newness in office implies ther4 has
been a significant electoral turnover among small rural county sheriffs over
the last four years. Such an electoral turnover is important when wile at-'
tempts to assess the changing patterns of Southern rural justice. Pdpular
misconceptions would have us believe that the county sheriff is an individual
deeply immersed in local culture with a hammerlock hold on his office. No
significant local political challenge to the sheriff can be mounted 'because of
his personal visibility, close personal links to the local power structure, and
a corps of deputies available as. a ready-made Campaign machine. While not
altogether inaccyrate, evidence shows this view is significantly dated.

I It is
true that some individual sheriffs still remain in office for long peridds of
time but the more demographically rural sheriffs in particular have suffered
considerable turnover in recent years. It is important to remember the focus
is on the sunbelt sta4test for what we may be indirectly observing are the
results of the 1965 Voting Rights Act. As an increasing number of black
voters 'register and in fact -vote, the old segregationist sheriffs fail prey to
the changing wheel of electoral fortune. The South they represented is not
dead but it is not as dominant as before (Matthews and Prothro, 1966;
Salamon, 1973; Tatalovich, '1975).
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The urban incumbents represent the mdre profes'sional -end of the sheriff
spectrum', especially in terms of formal education and police experience. This
contrasts" with the more rural situated sheriffs who subititute personal con-
nections and political experience for professional police credentials (as meas-
ured by years of police experience and -whether' the sheriff sought other
political office) (Handberg and Unkovic, 1979). The age difference is at-
tributable; to differences in; levels .of experience. bifferences in professional
credentials are best compared by reference to Table 2 (on the following
page).

For data analysis. in Table 2, each sheriff gas asked to indicate whether,
he had personal experience in various categories of police work. Generally,
the pattern is a bimodal distribution; the small rural 'counties and urban
sheriffs are more similar thaq, the two r.ural sheriff groups are to one another.
The urban sheriffs are generally more experienced than their rural counter-
parts but the biggest differences are between the medium rural group and the
urban group. What appears to occur is that the small rural county sheriffs
head small departments (median size of five deputies) where diverse police
experience becomes the norm or expectation. A deputy cannot afford to
become a true specialist in the manner typical+ of the 'large metropolitan de-
p)artment (National Sheriffs Association, 1977).

The urban sheriff heads a larger department (median size of eighteen
depUties) which allows some opportunity for specialization. The greater
length of police service of the urban sheriff/ allows him to undertake a di-
versity or tasks but over a longer time frame. The police experience ac-
quired by the sheriff is usually in the department he now heads. One ap-
parently enters the ,department as a deputy and later runs for 'office, possibly
against the person vtrho originally hired him as a deputy. Such a career
pattern has the effect of narrowing the pool of "eligible" candidates for
sheriff. An lnexperiericed outsider can- be selected since the office is elective
but the deputy has the advantage of arguing that police experience is neces-
sary to run an effective department. Becau.qe the sheriff's election opponents
are likely 'to come from within the departrrient, many sheriffs employ family
members within the deputy force or office staff. Such hiring practices are
the prerogative of the sheriff (since most statesokeave departmental organiza-
tion to ,th.e- sheriff's discretion). The result for the sheriff is improved family
income (of special importance in poor rural counties) and reduction in the

--11,Cimber of competitors. In some counties, the attempt is, to pass the office
from generabdn to generation, almost in the manner of a fiefdom.

Beyond this crude measure of diversity and length of experience, we
have no measure of the quality of that experience. The rural sheriff appears
in composite to be basically a politico with a certain amount of professional
experience. This political dimension of the rural sheriff, in contrast to the
urban sheriff, is highlighted, when you c9nsider the origins of the respective
sheriffs. Rural sheriffs are more likely t6 have been born in the county they
presently serve. Locally born sheriffs are more likely to be found in those
counties with a high percentage of pers'ons of low income and a low level of

.education. Sheriffs, from urban counties tend to have more cosmopolitan
backgrounds than rural officeholders.

Relative to political identification, one survey revealed the sheriffs to be
overwhelmingly Democratic in their par2ty affiliation (in excess of eighty-eight
percent DeMocratic). What is more startling is the fact that .seventeen per-.
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TABLE 2

Professional Experiences oil Sheriffs

Type Experience
Percent

Small Rural Medium Rural Urban
Patrolman* 60 54 66

Detective* ,' 34 28 48

Juveniles*. 31 '17 26

Lab Wbrk ,6 5 7

Desk Officer 20 16 20

Field Supervisor* 30
o

22 35

Headquarters Supervisor* j,17 17° 31

Corrections 29 26 26,

Note: Percentages add to more than 100 percent because individuals can re-port multiple experiences.

*p<.05

ig*

cent of the small _rural sheriffs identify themselves as political liberals. Sucha Self-identification is not notmalOgssociated with Southern county sheriffs.What we may be seeing is the newly-elected rural sheriffs bending to, theprevailing political wind blowing within their county. However there has been
no examination of whethe'r 'these newly-elected rural sheriffs actually exhibitthe "liberal" ehavior one might expect from their self-professed political per-suasions. In act, the sheriffs surveyed may only be paying lip sec/vice tothe new politic of the South that have emerged as ea segregationistpatterns have become unacceptable.

The degree of the sheriff's and his department's responsiveness to thedemands of the public depends in large part on whether those demanding
services interact directly with the sheriff. HistricalIVI in the South, this has
meant that blacks and other minorities had no real influence upon the sheriffand his-department. The department, reflecting the dominant political struc-,ture of the community, saw black demands and needs Las either irrelevant andto be esSentially ignored,' or threatening and demands to be repressed be,cause of their potential for social and political change (e.g. the "outsideagitators" of the 1960s). As the electorate' expanded, sheriffs came under

4
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increasing pressure to extend at least ostensible equality of treatment to all
citizens. From a wide 'range of possible responses, the sheriffs appear to
have become Tore receptive to requests from the black community. How'ever
the decreasing number of senior Southern sheriffs in recent years would
indicate that they, its particular, have not been able to make this transition
(Handberg and AuStliW".1977).

The Sheriff's Department

Rural sh riffs run small departments. The urban departments are gen-
erally three / r four times larger. One effect of this small size is that the
rural departments do not run their own training programs (only three percent
report running their own police acaderriy). In addition, the requirement that
the sheriff run a jail severely cuts into available manpower resources. Small
rural county sheriffs are more likely to run a jail than the urban sheriTf
despite the disparities in available manpower resources. The result is that
the rural sheriff has to make what are often hard choices: maintain a visible
and viable patrol presence or run the jail. Different sheriffs make..different
choices. In some rural counties there is no systematic patrol activity by
-deRuties after sundown or some other arbitrary time period. Rather., the
jailer serves as the contact point qith deputies dispatched in the event of
serious felonies but not fbr routine, investigations. This patrol pattern par-
tially, explains why rural crime statistics are often artificially low. People
stop reporting minor crimes,a.when the only official response comes the nex.t
day if at all.

Other sheriffs Minimize the resource commitment made in maintaining the
jail. Given the low priority of corrections, abu s are bound to occur when
the sheriff, is indifferent to the jail and has ha little, if any, personal ex=
perience in corrections. The in-service training received by most rural sher-
iffs is oriented toward improving the law enforcement activities of the de-
partment, not its corrections arm. Jailers are often just individuals assigned
temporarily to those duties with/ no training or prior experience.

Reform and improvempnt of the corrections services in rur sheriff
departments. would . seem tie a major reform \task facing the go ernment.
enforcement of existing standards , for jails an jailers would significantly%
improve the situation. Many sheriffs are not opposed to such changes and
improvements, but rather are indifferent and reluctant to pursue such -.secon-.
dary goals at the expense of the primar=y departmental goal of law enforce'

6meht. Some sheriffs might welcome state inspection visits as useful devices in
generating- leverage against the county commission which usually mutt author-
ize the actual 'construction of improved facilities and provide continuing re-
sources for increased staffing. Sporadic inspections with minimal follow-up
rarely generate sufficient pressure. The sheriff remains relatively indifferent
since only so many accomplishments are possible with. his limited resources.

Perceptions of EfftfVeness

Since most crimes go unreported and, according to the annual FBI Crime
. Reports, go pnsolved when reported, we were intrigued to discover how the
sheriffs evaluated the relative effectiveness of their department in handling
certain crimes. Table 3 (on the following page) reports the results of that
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"TABLE 3

Sheriff Perceptions of Departmental Ef4ctiveness

Crime
1 Percent*,

Small Rural MediugRUral
Hard Drugs 60 58

, .Prostitution 52 ... 47

Marijuana
6,I 0 61

Juvenile Offense
'5 66

Drvn kenness i46., 67 . 70

Assault
I

88 .87

Murder 89
t 85

Fraud 74 76

Burglary 81 77
.

White Collar Crime 46 46

\ . 1

*Indicates percentage who evaluated the department as effective.

. / .

Urban

. 65

49

61

A70 -

65

I 90

91

.....
74

84
.

44

questioning. The crimes evaluated by the sheriffs run the gamut from "vic-
.

timless" crimes to murder: ,

Statistics relative to the actual reporting rate for the various crimes andtheir actual clearance rates would indicate title sheriffs are exceedingly opti-mis,tic about their departments' effectiveless. The trend, though, is clearlyuniform across the various offense categories and across the three subgroups. "The resultiiig pattern is that the urban sheriffs see their departments asmore effective in dealing with crimes for which a specialized, unit is likely toexist, especially in a larger department. The obvious example is the use ofthe vice squad to crack down on,,,prpstitution and drugs. Juvenile offenders'are also often handled by specially /trained and selected officers within thedepartment. Generally, the sheriffs evaluate their ,departments as capable ofhandling the crimes reported. Actually, what, is surprising is the fact somany sheriffs are willing ;to indicate their department is ineffective in han-dling certain offenses.. The percentage changes down the list indicate thesheriffs are trul, giving their honest appraisal of how, well they personally.perceive their department as effective. Offenses such as murder gene'r7//,
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ally beyond the power of the department to control but once reported, the
sheriffs feel the department will effectively handle the case.

4

Professionalism

($,

In order to further assess the professionalism of the sheriffs, we con-
structed a composite five-item index of police prpfessionalism. The sheriffs
responded to a series of questions about variouSr matters related to law en-
forcement. The range of scores was five to twenty; a score 4f five means
the more professional individual, at least in terms of attitudes. The purpose
was not to iso4te any partictilbr set of qUestions which would identify profes-
sionally oriented sheriffs, but to provide a common basis for comparison
among the three groups.

One might have assumed that urban sheriffs, give* their added pro-
fesional experience, would exhibit more professional attitudes than their
ryral colleagues. That assi1mption was not true. The average and median
Oofessional index score for the three groups was: small rural (mean--11.0,-
median--11 .7), medium rural (11.0, 11.2) and urban (11.4, '11.7): These
results indicate minimal differences between the three groups. The respective
standard deviations were: 3.0, 2.4 and 2.5. This indicates the dispersal
patter'n Was similar although the 1small rural county sheriffs were somewhat
less' clustered but not significantly so.

This finding is noteworthy as it relates to the lack of difference found
among the three groups. It indicates that at least the rhetorical norms of law
enforcement professionalism have ,spread even into these more isolated seg-
ments of American law enforcement. Whether adherence to these norms is
accompanied by consistent professional behavior is a question beyond the
scope of this paper. Impressionistic evidence indicates that significant devia-
tions from apse professional standards still occur although it is not clear
whether more' incidents in fact occur in rural than in urban areas. Instances
of urban police misbehavior are reported more quickly than in rural areas.
Whether the actual incident rate varies significantly is unknown since most of
the evidencie is episodic and largely unreported (Reiss, 1971),

The Department and Community

Given the intensely political nature of the sheriff's office along with the
individual sheriff's strong 'local ties, it is to be expected that the sheriffs see
themselves and, by extension their department, as deeply involved in the
community (Handberg and Unkovic, 1979). The sheriffs 'overwhelmingly
accept ,the idea t t the department must be actively' involved in the com-
munity beyond p .law enforcement activities. A sheriff who neglects these
community ties is viously less likely to survive the next election when an
opponent appears ing greater personal responsiveness to the electorate's
needs.

The °one hint we have which might explain the low tenure level of the
small rural county sheriff is the fact that, when asked to rate public coopera-
tion with the deparitment, those sheriffs have the highest reported percentage

ia of poor public cooperatiqp ratings (Handberg and Unkovic, 1978). Apparently
these sheriffs have not%een able to solidify public support for their activities.
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We do -not know whether this breakdown in cooperatiori occurred because of"acts of commission (e `g. acts of brutality) ,or omission .(e.g. failure to re-.
spond to crime reports). The sheriffs' reports gathered by our surveyregarding their relationship with local news media show no major ,differences.All three groups reported their media relations as generally friendly with onlyabout sixteen percent indicating unfriendly- media relations. Thus, while weknow that small rural sheriffs have the shortest tenure of the groups studiedand have apparently alienated significant segments of the electorate, thecause does not appear to be due to poor media relations.

Obviously, then, the fact that the sheriff is an elected officer is bothadvantageous and disadvantageous. If all citizens can vote, there is thepot6ntial to purge from office those sheriffs who are unresponsive to publicneeds. FrOm the community perspeCtive, reform and change are possible butlikely to be gradual. Other law enforcement agencies and their administrativeheads are not as 'amenable to such public pressures. In those situations,pressure for removal is exerted through intermediaries such as city council-men and' the news media. In 1the sheriff's case, such pressures are directlyproportional to the number of eligible voters and their turnout On electionday. Moreover, this "accountability" can be a double-edged sword whereby
one group (the dominant one) might' use the office to repress the other (e.g.the old segregationist pattern). The long-term solution becomes ameliorationof the hatreds and prejudices in the community. The rural sheriff reflectsthose pressures although not necessarily with s much intensity as desired bysome segments of the community.

Conclusion

The broadbroad discretion exercised daily by rural sheriffs and their depart-ments, perhaps more than any other single characteristic, makes them apivotal link in the rural justice system. In terms of external characteristics,the %Iral sheriff appears to be-more the linchpin of American law enforcement.than one would expect given popular misconceptions. The critical element ofjust;ce in rural society,' at least in relation to the office of sheriff, is electoralaccountability. Rural voters must consciously vote on the. basis of perform-ance of the sheriff and his, department. More importantly, rural and espec-ially poor rural (regardless of race), voters must vote; otherwise they -areconceding the field to those who may not have the same goals or interests.
.While electoral rationality cannot be calculated to introduce radical changesrural *cciminal justice, it can reduce the potential for injustice within tcontext of this one institution. By the nature of their office, sheriffspolitical and must represent the mainstream of the local community. Threform and improvement require changing the course of the current.
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Editors' Notes

1. Perhaps thee most extensive and comprehensive examination of
daily functions performed by County sheriffs and assessment of ,their "nuts
and bolts" capabilities, problems, and needs,. is the recently publisheld. County
Law Enforcement--An Assessment of Capabilities and Needs, National .Sheriffs
Association, Washington, D.C. 20036. Since the majority of counties in this
country kre partially or wholly rural (eighty percent)-1 this work avoids much
of the urban bias usually so difficult to repress from nationwide studies and
surveys. Additionally, considerable effort is made throughout to compare and
distinguish among rural, suburban, and urban counties. Th, publication
covers topics ranging from salaries to support services, from ,traffic control
to jail operations, and vividly illustrates the dimensions of current dilemmas
faced by county sheriffs such as the competing demands rf law enforcement
and jailer.,

2. As Handberg and Unkovic hint, thel inherent ".politicalization" of the
county sheriff's office can often cause friction and power play maneuvering
between sheriffs and state criminal justice policyma'kers. Professor James
Jordan provides one example of how such friction can manifest itself. in "Rural
County Sheriffs on Trial in Oh/o: Reform Movement or Power Politics?",
"paper presented at the National Symposium on Rural Justice, Knoxville,
Tennessee, June, 1979.

3. For comparison of an earlier work, on rural sheriffs with that of
Handberg and Unkovic, T . C. Esseistyn's "The Social Role of a County Sher-
iff," Journal of Criminal Law, Criminology and Police Science, Vol. 44,, No. 2,
pp. 177-184 (1953) is interesting reading. Esselstyn's examination is particu-
larly interesting in the way the "social role" of rural sheriffs is broken into
four components: (1) social circle; (2) social person; (3) social status of of-
fice; and (4) social' furiction. It should be remembered, however, that Es-
selstyn studied sheriffs between 1946 and 1950. Inasmuch as the rural en-
vironment' l-res significantly cilanged since then and rural county sheriffs and
their. offices apparently have also alandberg and ynkovic; supra) the impli-
cations bf this study' may not be hat they originally*ere. However even
at that time trural justice commentators recognized that " . . . open country
crime, does not conform in all particulars to general i'deas of crime beyond the
metropdlis thus far advant:edr However generalizations can hardly be made
until further studies have been conducted along similar lines. Important
by-products of such studies will probably be a fresh understanding of the
law and of law enforcement."

'.
4. If it is true' that rural areas are changi , rural crime is changing

and the role and/or functions of the rural county eriff is changing (Hand-
berg and Unkovic, supra) 1s, there any evidence hat hirel law enforcement
can keep up with this change? While admittedly scant, the literature reveals
a few encouraging examples that it Can. Perhaps typifyipg the ffew modern-
izing efforts that have been documented is the account of Lt. Richard Piland
of the Multnomah Coteinty. (Oregon) sheriff's office, "The Changing Role of
the County Sheriff-aPbrt IX," The Police, Chief; Vol. 44, No. 2, pp. 68-70
(Febryary, 1977). MUltnomah County has pioneered improving and supPOrt-
ing rural raw enforicement efforts and. Piland describes the kind of 'creativity
and imagi1ation sheriffs offices are capable of in their .crime preve.ntion efforts.
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It can be noted, however, that much of the progress made there is attributeddirectly to the availability pf LEAA funding, resources that have been on asteady decline in recent years and are not likely to be .renewed.
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CHAPTER V

AN APPROACH TO ENHANCE
LAW ENFORCEMENT

by James Vetter

RURAL.

Rural America's criminal justice system. is .responsible for over one-third
of this nation's population and slightly over eighty percent of the land mass.'
Unfortunately, rural criminal justice systems are generally. small and lack
resources required. for the development and implementation of` change None-
theless, within these times of decreasing resources and increasing service
demands, .it is important for rural criminal justice practitioners and citizens. to
have alternative ".models" from whidh, to choose, vis-a-vis the improvement of
their criminal justice systems. .

The Law EnforceMent Assistance Administration (LEAA) was created to
help- all of this country's local criminal justice organizations upgrade their
services delivery capability. However since its inception,, the major focus of
LEAA's effort has been on the improvement -of urban criminal-.justice systems.
Until recently, the "models" for change that were developed and tested
through LEAH,-supported efforts lacked ',"rural character." As such, they
were not often adopted' by rural practitioners and decision .makers.

.
, .

.

v .Cognizant of he need to incorporate the concept of "ruralness" into
models related to ithproving the rural criminal justice system, LEAA sponsored
a conference in Keystones, Colorado during the latter% part of 1975. Based on
the inputs provided by the rural 'criminal justice practitioners from through-
out the West who attended the conference, LEAA initiated a modest program
to serve rural enforcement needs.

This paper will describe' the program that has resulted as well as ex-
plain the intricacies of -the varying approaches and "models" that were devel-
oped and are now being utilized to improNle the efficiency and effectiveness
of rural la'w enforcement qperations. This writer believes important lessons
were ,learned as a result of thi.0 effoi.t. Those lessons relate to organizational
aspects of implementing change in the rural "environment as well as socio-

political parameters which must be recognized and dealt with by anyone who
wishes to alter any rural law enforcement system.

The ,various topics that will be covered All thit paper will include, but
1 not be limited to, the following:

LEAA's assumptions/expectations; ,

Alternative "modelS" related to law enforcement' services de-
livery (e.g., resident deputy/resident trooper program);

It
Key irmlplementation is 'sues related to the variou "moclels;"

.

'I,
H

'James H H. Olila, et ak , Challenging' t e Myths of Rural Criminal.
Alstice (St. Cloud, Minn. : St.- John's University, 1975).
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Results and impacts bf, the program, and
et.14r

Lessons Yearned.

Moreover, this paper will provide valuable insight for thorn who hope toinitiate change in this nation's rural criminal justice system.

Background

As a police planner with a predominately rural constituency, I becaineincreasingly aware of the needs of . rural law enforcement, but most of thedata we had for planning purposes reflected "Conventional wisdom." In orderto fill this void, I appridached the LEAA Regional Administrator, JosephMulvey& and outlined the parameters of the problem and need to gather betterinformation for developing approaches to the specific rural problems. Heapproved the funds necessary to conduct a data - gathering effort.
During our review of the' limited amowt of literature in the field, wediscovered some work done by the Rural Crime and Justice Institute at St.J hns University in St. Cloud, Minnesota. This group of skilled professional'sdedicated to improving i rural systems, directed by Dr: Dennis Kliensasser,assisted us in puttind together a conference format' which .used modified,nominal grouping techniques to identify rural enforcement problems.

This conference, the Keystone (Colorado) ,Conference in lats001-975, wasthe stimulus for' several programs that attempted to- influence change within.rural 'enforcement systems, using Law Enforckment Assistance Administration'dollars, located in the Rocky Mountaih Region.

The follov4ing year, using regional LEAA discretionary funds, we wereable to put to ether a training ptogram for rural practitioners in Billifi gs,Montana. This three-day conference was designed to allow the attendees topiCk subje6t areas that were of particular importance to them. The programwas three-tracked with each track being presented twice. Each subject areawas carefully developed 501 that it represented rural applications-'and' everyeffort was made to screen but urban bias. evalOations of theprogram were very favorable. In fail, the pr rarri was 'repeated for threeadditional years.
.

.
. The Keystoge Conference generated an additional notionthat of a resi-dent deity or, in essence a hybrid, TexaS Rang-er., a-skilled Anti trained lawenforcement practitioner who would' be'laced in' remote areas. of the cotintry(and western counties are extremely large.).&to the community, he ser-viced and provide .all the 'law enforcement -sertvices:.

.,
.This' general notion was passed, on to Robert *Heck ,of LEAA's Central:Cjffice:_during a police specialist 'Meeting in Louisville, Kentucky; _He, took theskeletal notion ,and .pOt together LEAA's Resident Deputy/Residen. ,TDoperDiscretionary Program'. -The .fitst fieldo derribtrItrations were --thistia-t-ecl .in early1977. Though , the program was a minor:- pant LEAA national discretionaryeffort, its impactais sighificar

:1 .S

enough to examine...
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LEAA's Expectations

The rural program Was intended, to assist a limited number of rural
enforcement agencies throughout the United States to better direct, coordi-
nate and implement a variety of rural-oriented enforcement programs. It was
also intended to provide an operational labtf)ratory to test a number of poten-
tial, enforcement models in a rural setting. There was an additional hope that
all or parts of the program would be institutionalized within the local depart-
ment's structure after the federal funding period ended.

The original estimate was that there would be little, if any, .impact on
crime redUction during the project period because of the limited personnel and
dollar resources involved. As later discussion discloses, this was an impact
we underestimated and in several sites crime reduction was quite significant.

Lastly, LEAA assuimed that calls. for .service would increase as the
resident would be- "on call" twenty-four hours per day.

What LEAA Required of the Projects

To ensure that the program _ functioned smoothly and effectively, the
"host" agency for organization was asked to meet specified minimum require-

. mentg.. It was required to prOvide a full-time offjcer to the project" who
would be able to:

Work in the selected. project area on a full-time basis;'

Live in the project area, and

.Be assigned to fur-Tme law enforcemea functions.

In addition, the host agency would have to agree to:
A

Have communications coordinated through the resident deputy
trooper assigned to the project;

Provide backup and support services for the resident deputy
trooper, and

Participate on the rural law enforcement advisory committee
(generic,, to all sites) as an equal partner with the participat-
irig jurisdictions. 9..

While each program took on different6dimensions, one cbmponeht as

required of each--the advisory committee. This committee was made up of one
elected representative from each jurisdiction served and the host agency, and
was r'espohsible for grant preparation, program monitoring, budget overview
and general policy'llevelopment. In essence,,, these committees were the
strength of the program and the touchstone of local "buy-in ."

1
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Program Models

. While each -program had individual characteristics and uniqueness, threegeneral models emerged. They could be grouped as follows:
1

, Resident Trooper

The trooper was assigned to serve in a particular portion of a
county and had no other assignment with. the parent organiza-
tion .

-1

Territorial Deputy
.

The deputy was assigned a portion of a county and provided
law enforcement services, to that area but' did not reside in
that area.

Resident Model

The deputy was assigned a portion of the county, provided
law enforcement services and lived. in that area.

An assessment of these models by Public Administration Services2 inAugust of 1978 concluded that each ". . ..either works or has the capabilityof working within the context in which it was de'Veloped."

, General Findings3

Although neither complete documentation
a
nor empirical evidence is avail-able to substantiate the following findings nd conclusions, the experiencegained to date in the ten fended Firogr'ams led to the following conclusions:

0 The program appears. to reduce 45 th,e fear of crime and increase peace
of mind. Many citizens of areas served by a resident officer com-
mented the program . has "reduced the incidence of burglary, lar-
ceny, criminal mischief; harassment, etc." Although neither local
crime data hor victimization study. information -waaavailable to
document this claim, it was apparent from cascussiOs with these
people that what has- occurred is' that the availability of. improved.
law enforcement service has. reduced their fear' of crime and has
generally increased their peace of mind. A number' of persons
commented that they felt much more comfortable in their home town,
that they could sleep more peacefully a night and that they had
far less fear of being a victim of a crime or having their property
damaged by a troublemaker.

. 2Terry W. Koepoell, An Overall Assessment of the Rural Law Enforce-
ment Programs FUnded During 1977-78: (Washington, D.C.: Public Adminis-tration Service,;1978).

3lbid., pi. 16 (eclitoPi dl changes have been made).
,
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The program has demonstrated crime can be controlled through im-
proved resources in rural areas. Much of the Criminal problem in
rural areas was found to revolve around the lack or limitation of

,available law enforcement resources. As resident officers began ,to
work in a particular area, either alone or in conjunction with local
part-time persons, both Part I and Part II crimes were investigated
and solved. One, resident trooper indicated there "is not a crime
that cannot be solved with sufficient time and interest." In areas
where crime data were available allowing more intensified investi-
gation and clearance of crimes such as burglary, larceny, criminal
mischief, harassment, etc. , they were reduced substantially from
the beginning to the end of the first year of several rural law
enforcement ivograms.- It is interesting to note these reductions
occurred prim5-Nly as a result of one resident officer (e.g ., in most
cases the resident officer worked. alone, while in other cases- he
worked with local law enforcement officers who were operating in
these areas even before the program', but who had no significant
effect on these criminal activities).

O The program appears to have increased citizen confidence in law en-
forcement. This increase in citizen confidence was exemplified in
many projects by increased reporting of criminal, activity, the
provision of citizen assistance in identifying suspects or' suspicious
situation?, the creation of the "town hall" as a new source of cri-
minal intelligence and related information and general attitudinal
changes on the part of both Public officials and local citizens to-
ward the value and importance of local law enforcement officers.
On a number of occasions, public officials commented that since the
start of rural law enfproement programs, the confidence, capabiliy,
competence and general appearance of the local officers had im-
proved significantly.

ittrited local law enforcement capabilities can be upgraded- through
e program. In most cases where local officers were availeble to

work- with resident officers, the capabilities of the local officers
were improved. This Was found to be true in Mar.quette Cbunty,
Ulster County, Westthester County, Chautauqua County, Penobscot
County and.elsewhere. Resident officers in these ldcations served
as "field training officers," advisors, "supervisors," providers of
technical assistance and - backup, etc. This upgrading of local

;capability covered a broad range .of skills including patrol tactics,
investigative procedures, arrest procedures, administrative and
support functions in 'local agencies, etc.. It is interestin,g to note
that in cases where ,host agencies ladked some degree of law en-

- forcement sophistication, where they were not already respected by
local agencies and when local officers had as much training as host
agency resident officers, the, upgrading role was quite limited and,
in some cases, nonexistent.

The program can positively influence youth crime. In one program
in 'particular--Marquette County--the RLE (Rural Law Enforcement)
concept demonstrated that youthful offenders could be quite, poSi-
tively influenced,. .In this instance, the resident trooper worked
toward the development- of youth centers and other alternatives. He

1
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also, however, arrested a number of youthful offenders. -In thes$
instances, he used discretion by presenting alternatives to incar-
ceration including restitution, turning the offenders over to their
parent etc. By working firmly but fairly with the youth, several
examples were cited where complete turnarounds occurred and the
same youths strongly supported the resident' trooper both
sophically and physically.* Other examples of this same result were
identified during other site visitations.

Public reaction to the program has been positive, quick and strong'..
In nearly all cases, public officials and itizens who were involved
in a rural law enforcement program spot Te very favorably of it. In
New York State, however, actual demonstratiOns of support oc-
curred. In particular, the four New York State Police programs
were concluded at the end of their first year of operation through
a variety of misunderstandings and mix-ups between the NYSP.and
LEAA. When public officials and citizens in the four 'areas learned
about this premathre termination, several violent reactions, resulted.
For example, a variety of letters were sent to the Nevv York State
governor, LEAA and President Carter via local publictofflcials and
congressional representatives. In Helikimer County a petition was
filled with 700 names "overnight" and elderly citizens were pre-
pared to send. "busloads" of their peers to Albany to march in
protest before the governor. Many of these attitudes were con-
firmed during site visitations.

In rural areas, the control V major crimes is not necessarily the
only issue. In a number of the areas visited, although burglary
and larcenies -occurred, their volume was far below national aver-
ages for, rural areas.. In many of these cases an even more critical
problem to local citizens was the incidence of criminal mischief,
harassment and 'vandalism. These crimes. severely disturbed area
residents, particularly the elderly, and upset much of .the serenity

.1 and, peace for which these people had chosen to live in such areas.
During several site visitations, the most important benefit of the
RLE program was said to be the reduction in the incidence of these
types of activities?

To be most effective, RLE programs should Clearly attempt to aug-
ment and upgrade.local capabilities. Among rAny.of those programs
where local law 4nforcement capabilities were limited or nonexistent,
the project had little success. In one program (a New York State
Police program) when termination occurred, some local officials
were not particularly upset and began searching for other alterna-
tives-. In another, the program never really became cohesive be-
cause the resident qfficer had become the local capagility. In these
instances, the resident officer was simply another sworn officer who
had b4en hired to be the local cop rather than to assist in building

*On one occasion, youths whci-had previoUsly been arrest
. ,

resi-
dent trooper physically protected him from being assaulte others
youths.

I.:
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an improved local capability. This is not only counter to the intent
of the R-LE program, but it can have a negative effect on the
resident offiders. Without the support of local part-time officers,
the workload on the resident officer may become excessive; the true
potential skills' and training are used to only a limited extent; and
once, a program terminates- or federal funding- ceases., the partici-
pating jurisdictions are essentially no 'better off than they were
before the program started.

rSmall Jaw enforcement agencies may not be successful in hosting ef-
fective RLE programs. In generalthe "strongest" programs visited
had the "strongest" host aitencies. These agencies had sufficient
size and sophistication to offler,,"improved capabilities" to the partj-
cipating jurisdictions, /e.g., a strong investigative capability, a
local training academy or training g capability, 24-hour dispatching, a
central records storage and retrieval system, traffic control equip-
ment and adequately trained resident and regular officers. Host
agencies without

participating
capabilities appeared to fall short in provid-

ing services to participating jurisdictions and also appeared to have
weaker programs (e.g., Blanco County and some of the programs in,
Utah). .. ,

° Jurisdictions that participate in a RLE program, should have his-
torical socioeconomic ties and /or prior experience in working togeth-
er. In three of the programs visited (Ontario-Yates Counties,
Herkither County and BlanCo County), the participating jurisdictions
had a very limited sphere of common interests. In Ontario-Yates
Counties townships were located in two separate counties, had
separate market centers and had no strong 'historical ties. As the
program terminated, it appeared, to disintegrate almost immedjately...,

A In Herkimer County the lack. of historical tied led to a limited con-
gealing of the program from the start. Finally in Blanco County,
although the City of Blahco and Johnson City are the only two

. sizeable jurisdictions in the county, problems developed. "TheA
problems appear to go back to a "feud" whidh occurred at the turn
of the century when J6hnson City tool' over the role of county seat_
from the City of Blanco, which was the county seat at that time.
This competition, believe it or not, lives on to this day.

° The provision of techniical 'assistance appeared to have a positive ef-
fect on program performance. Two of the projects with the loweSt
ratings, Shelby County, and the Utah Council on Criminal Justice
Administration, chose not to receive technical assistance beyond the
pre-:grant assessment. It is of interest that these programs did not
meet the RLE administrative requirements adequately, lacked, the
direction and focus of many of the RLE overall objectives -and in
other ways demonStrated limited performance. This is not to say
the availability of technical assi.stance would not necessarily modify
this situation but of the other jurisdictions that received technidal
assistance,. overall ratings were generally higher. [Blanco County
received the lowest rating but it did receive each of the technical
assistance services. Both historical difficulties and a personality
conflict between the mayor of'Johnson City and the resident deputy
led to this rating. Herkimer County also received a relatively low
rating primarilY4because of the absence of Ideal law enforcement re-
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lources. j Of the remaining 'projects that received the technical< as-
sistance, the general direction, activity and other,. program aspects
were quite high.

0 The ten project demonstrations may lead to much broader applica-
tions of the RLE process. In most cases it was- too early to tell if
the RLE program would have been assumed by the host agency and
participating local jurisdictions. In two instances, however, the
perceived success of the program was demonstrated. In Chautauqua
County two additional resident deputy programs were under deve-
lopment. In Shelby County one additional resident deputy program
was finalized. each of these cases, the progranris were to be I

funded through a combination of county and local monies. .No .

federal monies were to be used.

Conclusions

In retrospect, the Resident Deputy/Trooper Program provided a signi-
ficant amount of recorded information for any rural law enforcement adminis,-
traitor v.(ho is looking for alternatives or enhancenlents -to a- ele-l-i-ver-y- system,-
The LEAA experience ,summarized in this paper provides a number of different
approaches that have employed yawing direction and emphasis-. Yet, in most.
cases, each program provided positive direction and results.

While technical assistance and federal dollars were important in the
development of these programs, it is my expres's opinion that the program
models can be replicated in a local setting using local funds and expertise.

One significant retult of ,the project is that it should provide rural
practitioners with alp knowledge that this notion has been "tested" 'rn
variety of settings and that there is a base of data upon which to .build a
broader and more powerful model, one which may significantly impact.,the
4elivery of rural law enforcement service. .

I
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ts' Editors' Notes

1. , It is doubtful that the LEAA resident deputy/trooper model for
improving rural law enforcement represents a universal prescription which
is suitable for, or would.. succeed in, every American+ small town or rural

.setting. However, i is testament that there is a useful role for national and
state decision maker to fulfill in bringing about improvement at the local
level. Additionally, it makes a .convincing case for the proposition that even
when budgets are strained to the limit, other resources inaccessible, and the
public ambivalent to the plight of rural law enforcement personnel and depart-
ments, a measure of creativity, imagination and wil4pgness to exQeriment
alone can bring about change and improvement.

2. One of the more popular organizational models which seems to have
caught on., in rural America is consolidation of police services. Perhaps the
first rural consolidation program was in- Riley County, Kansas, which is an
interesting case since the program eliminated the office of sheriff. It is
described by W.W. Childers in Consolidation of Police Service--The Riley

iCounty Kansas Experience A Case Study, Southern Illinois University
Center for the Study of Crime, Delinquency and Correction's, Carbondale,
Illinois, 62901 (1977). This study might be particularly useful because of the
detail and specificity in describing_ the people and communities of Riley_ County
and the frustrations which led to the conis idation program as well as 'the
elements of the program itself. 111111114

By comparison, Small Police-Agency Consolidation A Model Approach
A Summary of Findings and Conclusions, International Training, Research and

lei Evaluation Council, 210 East Broad Street, Falls Church, Virginia 22046 -(1978),.
suggests consolidation approaches on the basis of the findings of a survey of
thirty-four small police departments which experienced consolidation. After
presenting different ,approaches illustrated with case studies, a step-by-step
process for determining costs and needs and designing a consolidatioh program
is suggested. Guidelines for elements such as sharing costs, using facilities
and equipment during the transition period and - dealing -with personnel and
administrative concerns during transition are provided. The work should be
greatly informative and useful to anyone seriously contemplating a consoli-
dated approach to rural law enforcement.

3. Those who have had occasion to examine operations of small town
police departments often suggest, certain inherent advantages of that setting

I which a chief capitalizes on to improve the management of his department.
One such excellent, commentary is Clair Domonoshe's "Perspective: Adminis-
tration of Small _Municipal Police.,". in The Police Chief, . Vol. 45,- No. 5, pp.
62-67, May 1978. Domonoshe pays particular attention to the different kinds
of access the chief has to the 'small community and .ways of managing that
access to increas.e credibility-among other things, and instill a greater willing-
ness among community members to cooperate with the department.

4. For a.iseries of concrete guidelines on rural police operations,
management and rganization, see R.A. Zapke, Police Management Guidelines
for Rural Communities, NCJRS Microfiche Program, Box 6000, Rockville, MD
20850. This manual covers the role of the police 'chief, internal department
organization, line activities, manpower staffing and utilization, personnel
policies, records, police planning and* police-community relations, all within
the context. two particular problems--department size and, restricted budgetary
resources.`
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CHAPTER VI

SPOUSP ASSAULT: A COMMUNITY' APPROACH

by David R. Yoder
a

This paper outlines the history of the spouse assault issue in ichigan
with the 'hope that some of the successes and failures encountered the e and
the methods which resulted may be of some use to others. I believe th re is
merit in presenting the Michigan story as a model because. it is gen ally
perceived to be One of the more progressive projects. The paper has s ecial
relevance for rural communities because in rural Michigan we face pro lems
almost identical to those in other rural areas.

The first and sometimes most difficult task for any person or group
addressing the problem; of spouse assault or domestic violence is to define the
terms. What seems simple to define becomes-more difficult as an understand-
ing. of, and involvement in, the issue grows. As an extz.imple, the Michigan
Citizen's Advisory Task Force, established by the Speci.51 Joint 'Legislative
Committee on Spouse Abuse of the Michigan Legislature, chaired by Represen-
tative Barbara-Rose Collins, devotPrl_a_s7.4.4nificant amount of4ts energies...X.6-
definition of terms. This Task Force included twenty-eight of the state's
foremost experts on the topic of spouse abuse and yet a consensus as to its
definitions was not quickly attained. The definition of a victim of dorn6stic
violence 'which was adopted and appears on page 16 of the "Report from the
Special Joint Legislative Committee on Spouse Assault" (Michigan Legislature:
submitted June 12, 1978) reads:

A person who has Oeen assaulted by her /his spouse or foriner
spouse; pr an . adult person, or an emancipated minor, who has
been assaulted by an adult person of the opposite sex with whom
the assaulted person cohabits or formerly cohabited.

The Task Force and Special Committee w&t further in .their definition by
including a paper on spousal nomenclature ,which attempted to clarify .to I

readers thk: we were not a4dressing child abuse, i.e., parental assault of
their leg4l children; we were not addressing assaults between homosegual
coupleS; we wee hot addressing neighborhood fights; and also,' we were not
limiting the definition to legally sanctioned "marital" relationships.. The
primary focus of this definition is people who cohabit in a conjugal relation-
ship. It is this one factor which is consistently found in spouse assault. It
should be noted that .we were only considering, for purposes of the above

amreport and I a only concerned with herein, the physical assault defined. by
the assault and battery common law and/or state statues.

Specifically, both assault and battery are included -_wren we discuss
spouse assault. We used nonsexist language'in our report and in our dis-
cussions. Cl-early-, statutory enactments must meet equal protection require-
ments. But _generally, although there are divergent voices, it is believed
that spouse assault is mostly a situation of male aggressor vs. female viCtin.
Certainly !there are cases in reverse, but/they are generally thOught to be
few and, in my view at least, the dynamics probably differ. This paper,
however, deals with female victims and addresses spouse assault from that
perspective.

1
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I am going to resist a discussion of why spouse assault occurs, why it
continues, or why victims remain in battering relatidnships. There is now asignificant amount of material related to these qwestions. Some writings areclearly misguided and, therefore, I recommend °reading the aforementioned
report and especially "Profiles of an Assailant", and "Profiles of a Victim" by
Dr. Cam Serum, Midland Mental Health CeFiter, Midland, Michigan, s and SueAshby, Director of Rape/Spouse Assault Crisis Center, Muskegon, Michigan.

Briefly, spouse assault i-s not an issue of masochism, it is not enjoyed orcaOsecf \by the victim, it is not a 'problem the v.ictim can solve alone and it isnot gtiroblem faced only by' poor people, uneducated peciple, racial minoritypeople, inner city or urban people. Spouse assault is as large a problemin rural settings 8s in urban areas. The same dynamics are present and, infact, I believe are accentuated in rural America. For example, if isolation is
a common denominator for victims, the rural victim can add physical distance
and physidal environment to the list of isolating factors faced bY the urbanvictim. We know the lack of appropriate counseling, educational and police '-services impact upon the urban victim as 411 as we know these same ser-
vices in rural settings are often even less qualified, trained and current. Iffamily patterns are strong in urban families, they are even stronger in rural
communities where change and divergent ,views are, fewer and less imposing.
The list can, and does, go on.

The ,basic building block of any comprehensive approach to this problem°
is a viable grass roots community. organization. In every community there arepeople who have various levels of expertise, who care or can be led to care,who can apply their expertise or develop related understanding, who are
community movers and shapers although frequently nonvisible, and who, when
moved, will devote. unlimited time and energy to a worthwhile endeavor which
will effect change. Your job is to identify these people and sell this issue tothem. rour or five people who are willing to work very 'hard and be pubJicly
identified with the issue are sufficient. Another larger group of people who
will deliver specific assistance on an irregular basi4 is also necessary. Natu-rally, it, is best_ if you can pull your core group ;from 'areas where you have
identified problems or needs, for exrple social and welfare services, mental
health or counseling' services,, the Legal community, citizens groups or law
enforcement gffices. These people will be invalUable in establishing liaisons
and implementing change, and they will also give the project a certain amountof credibility. You will learn their own frustrations and limitations. One last
point- -these people exist in every rural communi,ty but because of overriding
community standards or biases, they may be less visible or may even -form a
subculture or contraculture. Ask around--yOu'll find them or thdy'll tirSciyou.

Your- tnext step is to educate each other. :Many, if not all, of yout
people will have little knowledge and many misconceptions; there will be little
understanding of the knowledge" concern, !Silts and apprehensiOns of yourgroup. Try to explore these and talk them out without needlessly offending
each other. Obtain all of the reading -.material and audiovisual material youcan and 'share it. Lists of avail-able materials; .can be obtained frbm the
Michigan - Domestic Violence ,Prevention and "Treatment Board or from many
`other ez;(isting programs. Also contact other people who have been similarly

ist involved for a period or time- -most of us are more than willing, to help and
many will come' to yd'Ur area to help.
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Your group should become an incorporated organization. 'While, this

seems time consuming and frustrating, it is a mandatory step to meapiAbft
project and will' be much less painful at an early stage. Your corporation,
need by-laWs, officers and the necessary state certification or. recogrit
You will alsd need to apply for a 501(c)(3) nonprofit, tax-exempt, st- K_ Aso
you intend to apply for LEAA funds or solicit contObutions and f d.41 0,

other nonprofit foundations-. This whale process will force you to Cre
structure and put your purpose Into words.

It is important that you make the most out of the energy and detepliga--
tion your group wild have when you first start. One way to lose ttia`t_ early
momentum is to allow your group to wander aimlessly and unguided froM'i,s4ttie
to issue.. It is good to develop a strategy outlining your goals, objectives
and plans for reaching them. You may want to set both short-term, and
long-term goals. This a a good time to divide responsibilities; a time,. table.
for meeting short-term goals is helpful.-

;.

Your primary goal obresumably will be to ProVide services and assistance.,.._._
to victims of spouse assault:. You may want to provide prograMs_for,childrea
of involved parties and programs for the assailants. The delivery of support
services to individual victims, especially in crisis situations, reqUires persona/
involvement--you will nqf be able to effect change by a pamphlet or public
relations campaign. Most programs have developed some type of "victim
assistant," those who make first contact with the client eitlier by hot-tine,
police request, agency request, relative or neighbor. They will be primarily
involved irf coordinating support services and working with the victim tAard
an understanding of the., various systems and a realization of the goals set by-:-"
your group. Clearly these .people must be trained and they should be trailled
before they come into contact with the public.

It is imperative for ,...tbe program to develop and implerlient some form of
emergency shelter capabilit . You must be able to offer the crisis Victim
(and I believe her childre ) a, Safe pike to recuperate from which the. can '

safely locate and inv ate alternatives. Most projects have begun with
some form of nonreimbur volunteer, private. home. You must provide the
hosts with training; .th will generally have little understanding of the_
dynami s of spouse assa and, therefore, may give some very negative _riles=`
sages nless educated. Jt is also helpful if your group can obtain fciOd
supplies the victim can take with her so the does not feel like an impOsjtion.
You may Wish to consider the possibility of .paying hosts but,-,0 eDcourage
you to approach this carefully due to the questions of liability sand licensiniV1/4
requirements in your state.

A

. " I believe, and it is the position of the Michigan Domestic ViolenLiapardie-\

that the best form of sfielter is a formal, established .house set up :for the -;
. sole. purpose of providing shelter, related services and advocaCy for...Oak:1.1s t

and their children. The reason for thisipreferencetris primarily ,so tf,i'f_irojecl-'440`
can provide better security and focus all appropriate "services in an effective

.,-.1'. -and efficient manner. The Michigan Board, when local iketters,--:
considers

__ ...

considers the services to be provided. Programs), are _expected to.,:pro,vide
crisis and support counseling for victims and children, emergency :heap- gar,:e...,_,- --

emergency
legal assistance, financial assistance, housing -assistance_ (15.i.*!-_,--

emergency shelter and help in locating permanent housing), transportat,i4ter_r----::__-_-
assistance, child care services and .community, education. Michigan stattite-,,;/;-_--..-
requires that to receive funding, a 1 projeci (mist _provide at teastjhree 7of r ,...--- , ..,.
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'these services. Thpy may be prbvided by liaisons and agreements with
outside -agencies where the project advocates for the client as necessary to'
ehsure services. Any pr'oject which truly sis committed and-knowledgeable will
provide most, if not all, of these services.

Regardless of whether you are operatirig a volunteer shelter or a formal
shelter home, it ,is my belief that 'you must provide housing for both thevictim and her children in' the same location. Victims simply will. not leave
their childreri and in most jurisdiclions it is important, in the event a custody
fight develops-, that the mother'l custodial' cOntrol not be broken. Addi-
tionally, the children frequently will benefit from, the shelter environment and
philosophy, and may themselves 'Need concentrated counseling.

Your project must become public knowledge at same point. I. have saved
this discussion until now because I believe it isvital that you have services'
ready before you announce your project to thy public at large. Remember
the spouse assault victim has run into roadblocks at every turn: the police
have refused to "interfere," 'counselors have reinforced her guilt, relatives
have cringed, clergy have told her to pra , etc. -You will simply join the
list, maybe as the last straw, if she calls ou for help and you tell .her that
you're not quite ready.

A public forum with well orchestral d media coverage and an "outside
expert" as a featured speaker can be highly successful start. I suggest
recruiting someone outside your area be ause you will probably not have local
people with credible expertise and, ,a ditionally, because it's hard to be an
authority of note and interest to you neighbors. Place special emphasis on
getting focus groups to attend your orum. By focus groups., I mean those
people who deal with or should be dealing with the problem, such as social
services Workers, counselors, doctor's, nurses, lawyers, judges, clergy,
educators, 1,roomen'is grdupS and funding sources.

Annouhceeyoureprogram at this forUm. Educate the audienceo to the
problem, and' secify'txactly what you are now doing and what you intend to
do in the ature. , If you are -using volunteer shelter homes and are looking
for that ideal twenty-room house., this is the place to say so, This is also
the place to cite problem areas in your community. Try not to personalize
your - attack but indicate s'ystem deficiencies. slaw enforcement is almost
always a problem but if you can how some understanding of the real.statu-tory and procedural problems police face- while stating dearly where the
police 'fail in their function, you may not start aut,.with ,a hostile police force.
Your audience will also want local statistics and you probably won't have
any. Instead, you need to have a thorough understanding of your community
and national statistics and estimates. Many of yoUr agency' members will be
able to report how frequently -they encounter spOuse assault problems;

The -forum is the "coming out" ceremony and, hopefully, the first part of
'an extensive community education effort. This necessary to reach victims
and force people to accept its as .'d legitimate. problem. You will find .great
reluctance to accept statistics. few will believe the dynamics of why
it happens and why women stay., You must continually open the closet. Your
educational efforts must also highlight positive accompliShments to convince
victims and aggressors as well that help is effective anal available.-
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You must also continwe Ao keep- pressure on the various agencies and

individuals' Who affect the problem. Improvements in ,attitudes, systems and
services will dissiPete unless reinfor6ed. You will need to continually improve
yoiir staff and upgrade your competence. In initial organization; it is hoped
that you obtained guidan.ce from other prograM.s; keep- in touch with them to
share experiences and, new ideas. -

The' next -step in a total, approach to spouse assault is toform:a_ state
coalition of all independent, small comthuhity groups. Most' of the 'agencie's
and service providers with Whom you will be dealing have a state organiza-
tion, state department or state licensing agency. The most- effective way to
effect- change is from the_top. A state coalition has credibility and political
clout, and it can create funds and concentrate its efforts on top-level offices.
It can also develop a statewide strategy and advocate it with a strong voice.

, fThis coalition can 'then begin work on legislative change. In most states
there are laws covering' arrest .procedures, misdemeanor crimes, husband and
wife "privileges," injunctions, .ete., which work against victims. Additionally,
many states have -not recognized spouse assault at a problem and,-therefore,
have not established programs to deal with it. ',More importantly, legislators
have snot provided funds to help the problem; state funding is vital to rural
projects as they are least Likely to have local resources.-

The process in rvlchigan was basically as stated above. A, coaliti9n
developed. ',Sympathetic legislators introduced bills. A citizens' advisory.,
task force brought together a cross-section of Michigan . expef-ts. report
was provided to the legislature and specific recommendatjons were Made,.
Legislation ,was) passed changing .arrest provisions, strengthening injunctions;
providing statistics 'and creating the Domestic ViOlence Prevention and reat-
ment Board. The Board was appropriated one Milli& dollars to fund she,Iter

-,projecte, research and develop-ment, education and training.

-My experience.in this process leads me to Make several suggestions to
rural advocates. In most states the greatest level of project development, as
well ps the greatest amount of political clout, will exist in urban areas. You
must fight to be -certain rural concerns are addressed. For example, money
should be spent to achieve geographical balance- -not based totally on popula-
tion. Rural concerns such at transportation, local monetary and service
deficiencies must be addressed. For example; any state grant \requiring a
local match will be tougher for rural projects. Also if the state doesn't fund
project staff training, this will take a disproportionate share of a rural bud-
get because training facilities and expertise ai-e likely to bewfurther away.,
requiring costs of travel and lodging. If. a state board is created', work hard
to insure a geographical balance in board membership., This is the only way
to insure a continuing voice which is necessary beckise urban centers will
be constantly working for greater control.

Legislation is difficult to deal with. .If you have a legal services advd-
cacy office, use it: It is important to understand .the whole legislative pro-

' cess. I have learned that it is imperative to impact on the specificlanguage
of proposed and final legislation. The Citizens' Advisory Task Force was
'dissuaded from concentrating on statutory language and we must now try to
make changes. A statute which says that a judge "may" issue a certain type
of order is significantly different from a statute saying 'shall!! Am-
biguous language gives judges,_ lawyers, prosecutors and police, for reasons
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of avoiding the issue or avoiding work ben eral I y , the opportunity to refuse to
implement change or to disrupt the intent in some manner. You should pre-
sumesume that, every system will oppose change and will resist .,serving victims
unless compelled to do so. This, potition becomes more understandable When
one realizes that ti-rese systems are dominated by men of whom we can estimate
thirty to forty percent assault their conjugal partners.-

,
This how-to 'spouse'assault approach may sound improbable or ever

impbssible. It his nor. It has been 'clone. -However, if Michigan is the fore-
runner ,or leader in this areal then it is Merely" a yardstick for measuring
what still must be done. This problem is not going to go away. Michigan
will barely make. a dent' in addr'essing the problem in fiscal 1979 even though
we will, have spent one million dollars, funded fifteen or more shelter pro-
gras, funded and assisted research, development, education, training,m i and '.

. .

worked with or on every service Provider system in the state. However be-
cause the problem is tremendous, it does not mean we can ignore it. If We
believe the family unit is the'. basic unit or civilization, as I. believe we do,
then we must prevent or alter the course of ever-inereesing _femily violence . 1
because the family cannot' funttion `as a ,battleground !

. , . s.f , ." 'c/ ,
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Editors' Notes

.

1. .Because of the. tremendous economic, demographic and attitudinal
tidiversity of ral areas from .One end of America to the other, 'rural advocates

tare .alwayi uick e'to' caution against reliance on "model programs in all loca,-
tions.' Yoder's walk- through of the Michigan approach should be- complemented
by mention of additional elements or differing- points of view endorsed .else-
where in the spousal abuse literature. For example:. %

. . .Yoder indicates the Michigan definition of spo,use abuse is
confined to physical assault despite ever-increasing eviderice of the ;

..; considerable :mental suffering associated with spouse abuse'.,
Further, one logically can wonder whether a program can have an.y
chance of becoming preventive if not prepared, to deal with problem
situations before they get to the phy$icai assault stage'.

7
,. A ',. . .

I

. . . Yoder 'suggeSts that ,instances .of male Abuse are few ,and,, in all -.

li-kelihoodresult from, different dynatfircs. Whether thisfi's indeed
the case has \been vigorosly questIoned.-- In J.act,;,reeent baselln_ e, .

research by Murray Strauss, University _of New .Harhpshire, shows .

signs of revealing. that the nmrqber of rriale:victims.in severe batter-:
,ing cases is considerable. ! .

" ,-,- .
',:,

.
- . .

..'. .MiChigan , appears committed
.-

to the idea of a formal, established
house as, preferable for providing stlelter and services_ :Others -
have noted that the high visibility of such a facility ofteh can be
counterproductive. And since many rural communities simply do
not have that possibility, it would seem wisp to encourage greater
creativity., imagination and experirrientation in

on
to discover

promising alternatives Prather. than, to insist ph a.-formal shelter.

. . .Finally, rural law enforcement 'officers are characterized as*"
"almost always ,a problem." While they frequently, may not be very
effective in dealing with spouse abuse situations, the fact remains
that, in rural areas law enforcement is the lead 'agency in dealing
with spouse abuse and must be enlisted ,in any program. Accord-

it'?)important to take great care not to be antagonistic to-
ward or ovenly condemning .of rural. law enforcemeht personnel,
Remember they are being asked to get involved in a problem- they're
rarely equipped or 'trairied to deal with in the first place, through
no fault of-their own. A wiser approach wOul be to use diplomacy
in tackling problems encountered with these -officers mindful, after
all, that you must' work with them'. >

2. On the other hand, from what the literature to date reveals about
rural spouse abuse programs,' the following elements of the Michigan approach
should be underscored:

. . ,flerhaps the single greatest obstacle to rural programs.-is the
physical isolation from services and facilities y people in need.

, The very real "space and distance" problems of al America must
be recognized and addressed if success is to be achiev, d.
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.
. .A viable grass roots community .organization is critical. Fur-thermore, many 'would assert that the ittsvice providers 4on this'level must be professionals. . It does no good to attract a victim toSuch a shelter only to find no one has the training or experience to'deal fully with his or her particular problem.

.In building a grass mots organization', ittis important to locatethe "power" people in the small- community: - Who -gets things done?Who is respected? Experience' tells us such person are not always
visible at first glance but it is imperative they be sought out andrecruited.

. . .Legal incorporation of the community, organization is important.This move _builds credibility but, more, importantly, is dictated byfinancial realities skemming from potential legal liability attendant toproviding services.

. In setting goals, every efforr,shou'ld be made to be realistic.Success .will maintain and build enthusiasm and commitment, while.. failure can. quickly,lead to apathy and .discouragement.

. . .Services cannot be prOvkleci without public education andpublic education cannot be .meaningful without services. This is asymbiotiC.-relationship.. Programs. should not arouse interest in or.proinise what 'cannot "actually be delkvered. In the. last analysis, agood heart is not enough -- training and competence are required.
.With federal. funding for beginning projects virtually eroded,state funding is,now critical to rural programs.

3. It usually proves to be a very difficult task in working with spouseabuse victims to acquaint therri' with and get them to face the 'nature of their .problem and its consequences. On the basis tof her experience as director ofthe Nebraska Task Force on Domestic Violence, Karaline Schmidt has con-cluded this difficulty is attributable to an often overlooked dimension of one'?reaction to a spouse battering or abuse situation--grief. She believes thatperhaps more important than the. anger, 'fear and pain resulting from such asituation, is one's genuine grief over the shattering of tha images of homeand family, just as one would grieve .over the death of a friend.
,

Schmidt asserts that in dealing\ with 'this grief., we progress throughIhr0 major statesdenial, anger and acceptance--though perhaps 'not in astraightforward Way. . ThiS' view provides new insight into why people, often
. exhibit hostility when acquainted with their problem (denial) and the intensityof emotions in dealing with it (anger). If correct? Schmidt has more vividlydemonstrated wby it is important for the abused end their athiocates to under-stand that when they finally experience --acceptance, it still will be accom-panied, bypain and sadness but that this is normal and should be expected.

4. -Currently, perhaps --the best- informationclearinghouse on domesticviolence or spouse abuse is the Center fOr .Women's Policy atudiqs, 2000P Street, N.W-. , Suite 508, Washington, DC 20036, (202) 872-1770. t. -
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We next turn attention to the heart of the rural criminal justice system:
the court. 'Not only' are- the "ultimate decisions as to the outcome in any .

: ,particylar case- made here, but here also rests the authority to wiersee and -, A

thereby ..ovdrrure 'the 'day;fo-day'decision and operation's of practitioners
' , .:found thrsiughout the system. .

, ,..
=44 e

c .
While the .courtroom may be the ultimate arena of the rural, criminal

justice system, it is important to realize that what happens there is the
product of a process begun long before the judge first faces those offenders
,bkougleit before him or her; this process hereinafter is referred to simply as

' the,legal.tprocess. The.entire ,legal process is the responsibility of the judi-
cial' branch of government And it is probably safe to say that our general

- familiarity and' nowledge about the judiciary system is considerably less thah.
with the executive and legislativ branches of government no matter what the
geographical setting 'might be. Thus We _are particularly fort6nate that the 4.
legal process in .the rural environment has attfacted the interest of Professor .,

James Eisenstein of, Pennsylvania State University..
. .

Eisenstein leads off this section with a .preSentation tlot sets` forth some
.. of his hypotheses and conclusions concerning rural criminal justice and the

legal process. Essentially he walks ,us through the rural criminal legal pro-
cess using as a frame o reference a -nine-factor analyticalymodaH which re-
veals the different influences and bressUres that shape that prOcess.

Two questions are of particular interest to Eisenstein: -(1) the degree of
permissible discretion evrcis.ed by the decision makers throughout the sys-
tem; and (2) the role of the legal process in maintaining or altering the
status quo. However, the concluding 'portions of his work suggest a variety

tip
other important implications that would flow from 'a better understanding ofie rural legal kocess . One of these is that the .benefits .of a greater

standing of this process will not accrue to- rural America only but to the
urban criminal -justice system as welt This theme is echoed by Ted Fetter in
his presentation,. in Chapter VIII, "In Search of Models for Court Operations
in Rural Areas."

Fetter's background reveals long-standing interest. in the nature of rural
courts, their strengths and weaknesses, and their. possibilities, for improve-
ment. While serving as staff associate with the National Center for State
Courts, Fetter had a front row seat from which to observe and participate in
the emergence of contemporary notions of court reform and improvement. In
his present position as court administrator for the State of Wyoming, he has
been able, to complement his policies and goals experience with an appreciation
of the practical considerations encountered in their implementation. The focus
of Fetter's prksentation is on operation models -for courts in rural areas.
Appreciating the distinctiveness of rural courts which has both positive-and
negative implications, Fetter raises several thoughtful questions, about the

_usefulness...or propriety of models, particularly those mbdels which encourage
adherence to national standards. Fetter concludes his presentation, as did
Eisenstein, by strorigTY suggesting that a better uriderstaneding of the ele-

) ments of elective and efficient models for rural courts is likely to accrue to
the bPenefit_of,urbah court systems as well.
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Underlying our national concern for and commitment to improving theAmerican 'criminal justice system is the goal of guaranteeing basic standards
of fair treatment for individuals brought in contact with the system. Thesebasic standards sometimes .ey4oive over time and sometimes overnight, and
unique -challenges and problerhs can be attributed to each of these evolution-
ary patterns as the two final presentations demonstrate. 1

One of the principal elements o,f American criminal jurisprudence is anaccused's right to legal counsel. .1n-1 63 the U.S. Supreme Court sent shock
waves throughout the criminal justice community with a ruling requiring that
state or local, governments, prqvide counsel to indigent persons even in non-capital felonies. Since then, indigents' right to counsel has, been expandedeven further by the Court's 'mandate. Howard Eisenberg, executive directorof the National Legal Aid and Defender -Association, details the profoundimpact of these decisions on rural court 'Systems in "Criminal Defense in RuralAmerica." His captivating treatment assesses' the response of rural jurisdic-tions 'to the difficUlt challenge 'ushered in by court order, their capability of ,responding d alternatives within that capability.

_ -

Finally i "Rural Pretrial Services," Stephen Wheeler, director or thestatewide Pretrial Services Program of the Kentucky Administrative Office ofthe Courts, examines a concept that has not yet been nationally mandated butis being championed by many national criminal justice reform advocates: Nodoubt 'the commitment of Kentucky from the outset to provide such profes-sional services on . a statewide basis enhanced the prograrh's chances forsuccess. However in Wheeler's presentation we see signs that much of the
success is' traceable to local (sectors 'In fact, Wheeler states that it has been
the decentralized structure of the program which allows local judges a voicesin hiring decision's and assures local advisory input into' program decisions
that has helped bring abbut. its success in rural areas.- Hopefully the' Ken-tucky experienEe is evidence that even where statewide administration and
resources are 'not available, improved' rural court systems are still possible ifthere a local commitment in principle and a willingness to experiment crea-tively and capitaliz on :the existing resources.e.
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CHAPTER VII

RESEARCI- ON RURAL` CRIMINAL JUSTICE: A SUMMARY 7-

by James Eisenstein

This paper attempts to Summarize what existing research tells Lis about
,how rural crimin.al justice systems operate, Why,. and with .what effect. V.,hile
the paucity of research on rural society generally and its legal process in
particular somewhat limit the comprehensiveness and richness 'ofl.any such
summary, enough is knowh to produce an''assessment of the current state of
khOwledge arid to draw some conclusioils that can contribwte to the growth of
the embryonic 'movement to study the _justice system in rural communities.

ANo doubt what we've learned from studies focusing upon metropolitan
centers such as Detroit, Chicago, Los Angeles .and San Diego can be trans-
ferred to certain aspects of, and seem tosbe shared byy rural criminal. justice
systems. For instance, existing research describes' the role played in sharSing
the criminal process by statutes, case law, state-mandated administrative
structures and' pi-ocedural- rules, and the functions delegated to judges,
defense counsel, and prosecutors. However in the following pages the
emphasis will be on the distinctive chcteristics of the:"rural" criminal legal
process'.

,
L acknowledge` from the o utset the readily,apparent lack of any generally

accepted definition' of "rural." My selection of a definition reflects 'our in-
terest in the rural justice 'system and legal process, and centers around the
notion of "legal jurisdiction"--that is, the population and territory falling
within the formal control and authority of state trial courts. Specifically,
state trial courts serving a populationof 100,000 or less constitute the group
of jUrisdictions whose, characteristics I want to summarize'. A close look
reveals that in most states, single county judicial districts which would be
rural by any definition- and the multi-county districts found frequehtly in
the West typically serve fewer than 100,000 people.

I belie./e this ,fairly -straighIforward definition avoids the "what is rural"
debate. While the various research works reviewed hereinafter utilized differ-

_.ent definitions or- failed to reveal which one was used, nearly all of the
settings described would be -encompassed by my definition.

This is not to overloOk the -significant diversity of rural judicial dis-,
tricts. Rather, we concentrate on the several common crucial chdracteristics
that justify placing them in a single category: they contain a single judge
(or at most two) at the trial cpurt level; the prosecutor either works alone,or
has at most two or three assistants; the number of private attorneys typically
ranges- from a mere' handful 'to. only forty or fifty. The number of cases

I would _like to theft the Office of. Research and Graduate Studies of
Penn State's College of Liberal Arts for crucial financial support', Diane
COlonna for outstanding assistance in library research, the staff of the In-
stitute for Policy Research and Evaluation for assistance in typing art] mnu-
script preparation, and Bruce Murphy, Mark Kessler and Shag Cronk for
th ir .criticisms and suggestions.
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handled yearly numbers in the hundreds- (if that), not thousands. Thus,..
this essay, focuses more pn "small" than on "'rural" jurisdictions.

,/
4

Detecting and evaluating their distinctive characteristics- is .more disci-.

plibed and easily understood by reference to' a general model ,of the legal
process. Sucli a model is helpful in providing a "checklist(' of 'topics to

.consider, permitting us'.to identify'subjects not treated in the literapire artd
establishing a logic to the order in which findings are 'presented: I have
depicted such a model tin Figure 1 on the following page) whiCh ,generally
applies to the legal process regardless of jurisdiction size.'

The nine. elementS pf the model, all contribute toth4 explanation of case
outcomes- -the day -to -day "resultS of the operation, of the rural justice/legal
process--beginning with the most general and fuNdamental fsactors.located in.
the left- pp'rtion of Figu're' 1 and proceeding to factors increasingly proximate

. to, actua courtroom decisions. A. brief narratiJe -explanation of the model is .
required \sincethe literature review .-that follows is based upon it. .*

model assumes that 'several) cr_u-e-i4 characteristics . of the general
environment (factor one) fundamentally structure and shape the functioning ofthe legal process. The social and ecbnomic structure, the nature of the
political syStem and the beliefs that underlie the charact,z5istic of the
populace and the physical features of the land they' inhabit,' and the nature
of the criminal incidents that arise all influence the other elements in the
model. Factor's two and three, the .recruitment process and 'the expectations
held about how the? legal process should operate, *flow 'directly frOm the, gen-
eral cbarkcteristits included in .the first factor. :together, these three "facz:
tors determine .both the structure, resource, .and policies of what I call

t.,:sponsoring organigations" and the attributes' of the task environment which
these sponsoring organizatiehs confront (factbrs fours and five).

By "sponsorirfg organizations;" I mean ,the organization's tJat recruit,
pay, supervise, and in essence function as ttie ."home office" for those par-
ticipatiing in the rendering of decisions in the courtroom. The _principal
sponsoring% organizations in criminal cases, for example, consist of the prose,tutor's office, the public defender's office, and the jud'ge's organization.
they' "sponsof" in the sense that they send the principal participants to the

. 'courtroom.

Beyond the obvious' inflyence of the general environment, the reFrUitL
ment process arid local legal culture -the first three factors in Figure 1) of
sponsoring organiiations, we can spe`cify in greater detail elements in their
immediate environment that impinge directly on their behavior. These pc
tors which constitute the "task environment" are enumerated under factor
four in the model. For example, the district aftorney's office policies depend
(among other things) 00 the size of the case load, the pressure. to move the
docket (shaped by bail policies, the size of the,--jail and so forth) and the
nature of political pressures to "do something" abOut crime.. t,

Together, sponsoring orgariizations and their task environments shape
three sets of factors (-six, seven, and eight in Figure 1). that impinge directly
on courtroom decisions:, the personal values, attitudes, and role' perceptions
of principal courtroom actors? the specific characteristics of the cas4. and
defendants; and thy,. structure and goals ,of the "work group" handling the
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Case. The term "work group" ,refers to the combinations of .key decisionAymakers who interact with one anotherin the courtroom to produce disposi-.tionS. In felony cases it consists of a judge, prosecutor, and defense at-torney, with the occasional participation of a jury. Ch'aracteristic's of workgroups such as the familiarity, of its members with one\another, the frequencywith which they interact to dispose of. cases (stability) and the degree anddirection of agreement on how cases should be handled, profoundly shape'decisions made on cases.3
.4With this model as a frame of reference, we --can get a good glimpse of .the rural criminal justice . system by reviewing existing research and know-ledge pertaining to the nine factors of Figure 1.

A Summary of Existing Research on the Legal Process
In Small Jurisdictions

I
Factor I: The 'General Environment

Social and Economic Structure

I .

Many who have written about rural justice assume that Americans hold a9umber of stereotype about rural society, chief among them is substantialhomogeneity in i.ts social and economic characteristics. Since social and eco-nomic structure provide the basic foundation upon which the legal processrests, and funttions, such homogeneity would have profound implications, forthe analysis of small jurisdictions' distinctive characteristics. The literaturen rural justice, however, reflects a gnawing realization that America's hinter-lands run the gamut from the homogeneous to th'e heterogeneous, and that theresulting mix probably differs little from that found in urban -areas. Of.course, entire counties in some regions dominated by a single interst (such asfarm,ing) may, exhibit substantjal homogeneity, as may .some small towns inmore diverse areas.' But1,the dominant theme seems to be that of diversity,not only between counties scattered throughout the country but within them.3
The existing literature -contains a number of assertions and partial - sta-tistics as well as ifipresslonfstic observations describing the social and eco-nomic structure of rural area's. I have selected several of the most crucialgeneral charaCteristics that I believe emerge'from descriptions of the socialand economic characteristics of small jurisdictions.-

First, they are less well -off economically. Census-based figures onincome ,show nonmetropolitan -areas contain disproportionately high numbers ofthe poor (and the elderly poor).4 The nonmetropolita poor receive fewersocial servicess and federal and state assistance formu4as shortchange ,ruralareas by failing .to account ffor higher delivery costtl' ..Less general Wealthproduces a proportionally smaller tax base providing' fewer resources for gov-ernment to funcj all functions including the legal process.7'

Second'," e rui4I economy is diversified with agriculture playing a de-clining role. As agricultural employment figures have gonedOwn, employmertin manufacturing has increased.8
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Third, 'social relations in the small towns that dot the rural landscape
are characterized by intimacy, familiarity and high visibility.9 This describes
social relations among the political, social, and ecoriomic elite parfrcularly.

.Since metnbers of the politically relevant strata tend to live and work in towns
(often the county vat), the characteristics of high £'isibility of behavior,
homogeneity, interdependence, cooperation' and familiarity characteri;e their
interaction more thgn. they describe either th,e general population in small
jurisdictions or the 'political strata in metropolitan area In fact, intimacy,
familiarity and high visibility may not describe sociTT relations among the
general population in rural -areas .well at all, especially where Many impover-
ished minority group members live in isolation in the countryside:1°

0

-Political Structure and Culture

One thoughtful observer has argued 'persuasively that the relationship of
the, size of constituencies to the distribution of political power touches
central concern in American political thought and practicp and.has remarked,
"One. could reasonably- expect to. find a substantial body of discussion directed
precisely to the question of how constituency size affects the distribution of
political power. But this discussion' is meager. lull While his thought, may
rest on a weak empirical foundation, its logic is sound,. And the description
of the structure of political power relative to small communties conforms fairly
closely ,to that, found in existing studies4of rural justice and provides a° Con-
venient means of summarizing the dominant view. It is argued that as the
size of a constituency diminishes, the likelihood that a single interest (for
example, dairy farmers in upstate fibew York or the oil' industry in Baton
ROuge) concentrated in that area will be dominant increases. The less af-
fluent and politically impotent segments lose ittfirence as the dominant inter-
ests gain it.12

The diminished influence of subordinate groups stems in part from the
absence of sufficient numbers of people" and resources to organize and articu-
late their interests to the political system, blit this, is reinforced by the
informal techniques used to resolve disputes and make decisions utilized in
small cohstituencies,." Personal familiarity high; the proportion of resi
dents having personal relationships with members of the elite (especially in
small towns) is substantial. Familiarity 'or lack of impersonality or anonymity,
cotnbined with economic dependence, facilitates informal coercion and intimida-
tion and inhibits.political activity. 14 The desire to avoid nasty confrontations
with those one knows one will- interact with on a regular basis in the future
also deters the raising of issA15, that 'will be ;'controversial." Tbus, both
self-induced and external social 'pressures add their weight to tacit (and
sometimes explicit) economic-intimidatioR.1.5 Accordingly, it is contended that
the structure aof political power in small units "accentuates any inequality in
the distribution of power that would otherwi-se exist..."16

Despite the paucity of research directed explicitly toward the relation-.
ship between community size and patterns of leadegs`hip and influence, exami-
nation of the question by looking at community power studies Provides some-
empirical support for the pattern just described. Swanson'S Small Townts and
Small Towners summarizes the findings of C.W. Gilbert who examined a number
of such studies:17
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. 1. The larger the size, the more likely the power structure is
pluralistic; obversely, the smaller, the more likely. concen-trated.

2. The larger the sle, 'the greater is "th,e participation of politi-cians in carrying-community political fOnctiong, and _ob-versely, the smaller, the more likely inactivity.

3. The larger the city, the less controlled the community conflict. .

4. The larger the size, the greater the number of etents that. become., "issues, ", the greater the number of public-policydecisions, the great-eid the role of 'technical expertise as onemoves from'one decision or scope to another,

These patterns of political Influence have important ifnplications for thelegal process in small jurisdictions. Particularly significant is the fact thateven where social, economi_c_and-cultural-ctivetssity-exists, groups re-present-;---+ngth-e'riiiriorities and less affluent less often organize and make demands inthe political system than they do in similarly diverse. but larger, jurisdic-tions. 18 Thus, the structure of organized, effective pressures exerted= isless developed than in urban areas.

Three other factors contribute to the patterns of inequality in the dis-tribution of, influence and lbw participation in rural areas. First, peopleliving .in unincorporated areas often have no single geographically Convenientgovernmental entity upon which tp:focus political demands. ,County govern-ment is remote both geographically and conceptually' for many. Often vari-mis governmental services to such people are provided by agenCies with.different geographical bases. Police protection -comes from the countY,sheriffor state police (or both)'; school services from a different geographical entity;
and other services' from special districts (sewer, water, fire) or townships.This fragmentation and remoteness complicates and frustrates the mobilizationof cohesive concern and activity. In many metropolitan areas, 'at least someimmediate and visible targets for criticism (or sources of loyalty) exist to helpentice people into political activity.11

Second, the media perform less of a "watchdog" role in uncoveringproblems,2° publicizing expressions of dissent and reporting on conflicts.Newspapers in particular lend more to reflect the views of a cohesive estab,-lishment elite. Thu's, there is little communication of information that facili-tates the organization of dissenting views, and minority interests.

Third, those staffing, key decision-making positions in the legal process,the 'welfare system and elected bodies are few enough in number to knoweach other personally. Fanliliarity is reinforced by the frequent physicallocation of their offices in the same town (the county seat) and their commonstatus as members of a well educated .and socially prominent elite.21 Familiar-ity facilitates the use of informal techniques to make decisions and resolvedisputes, further inhibiting participation by nonelites.-

To 'What degree ,public attitudes in the hinterlands differ from those ofother areas is not fully known but fragmentary, findings exist. Some opinionsurveys find that rural residents express more conservative views on women's
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rights issues, abortion, sex education, and the desirability of bible reading
in schools; they less often admit to having seen' an X-rated movie; they more
often 'disapprove of premarital sex; they more frequently disapproVe of pro-
test meetings, marches, sit-ins, and demonstrations.22 The differences are
not' large but a cgAsistent pattern 'emerges: the smaller the. place of resi-
dence, the more Conservative the responses of its inhabitants. Differences
between farm and other occupations are, larger; hence, the more apricut-
tural, a juris ction's population, the more conservative it is` likely to be in its
politic-at belie .23 Finally, some assert that established elites in rural areas
are general conservative politi.cally.24

Studies- of rural. justice describe several other distinctive attributes of
the political beliefs of country folk. These inclUde; more punitive attitudes
toward "outsiders" and discriminatory attitudes based on race, sex, religion,.
and ethnicity;25 distrust of higher, levels of government (state as well as
federal); and a feeling of deprivation, negltct and abandonment by the rest
of societc/.2,8*

Prior -researth on urban crirliiiiarfEistiCe systems suggests a link between
political beliefs and structure and case outcomes/27 but the relationships have
not been clearly delineated. We do not know if the overall differences in
structure and attitude in small as compared to large jurisdictions are great
enough to produce distinctive patterns of case outcomes. But the fact that
most of the crucial participants in the legal processes of small jurisdictions
dive and work in small towns suggests they might. For it appears that elites
in America's small towns typically hold conservative political beliefs, rely on
informal techniques to resolve 'disputes, and seek 'to avoid or to bury con-

- flict.

I
Geography and Population

. .

Obviously geography distinguishes small jurisdictions from large. By
definition, they are more sparsely populated (less than 100,000). The ter-Hr.

,tory encompassed is large: The 31.4 percent of the population living outside
Standard Metropo tatistical Areas occupy about eighty-nine percent of the
nation's land.28 Cons

tisa...5s
quently, the population density of most small juris-

dictions is quite low. But afterAtany years of stagnation or decline in' the
population, the trend is reversing with much of le increase attributable to
the immigration of newcomers." #

A simple awareness of these facts belies their% importance for our discus-
. sion. Small population facilitates (but does not guarantee) the development of

a high level of familiarity among residents. Even where other factprs (topo-
graphy, population density, the severity of social and economic cleavage)/
tend to lessen this degree of perSonal familiarity, the likelihood that the small
number of people who constitute the elitew-ill know on, another intimately is
great.

Low population density produces a dilemma of how to provide services
over long distances. Decentralization facilitates accessibility but often re-
sults in too little volurne to employ full..-time staff or utilize space and equip-
ment economically. Qualified .prsonnel are less likely to live near decentral-
ized offices and even less likety to accept part;-time work if they do.ThUs,
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increasing accessibility, by decentralizing decreases efficie6cy and quality;concentrating services in central locations where more qualified personnel canbe used. more efficiently reduces accessibility. This dilemma affects theorganization of lower courts, legal services for the poor and policing.

Futhermore, low density population has implications for provi4ding policeservices regardtpss -of whether a jurisdiction relies on a single centraliZedsheriff's department or a -number of small departments. Population is oftentoo sparse to .,justify regular patrols . 3° Fewer 'public places" easily scrutin-ized by public ,exi§t. 31 . Citizens must summon, the police. The cost ofmeeting such 'requests forces law. enforcement agencies to ration responsescarefully. .

Finally, low population density coupled with large distances to urbancenters contribute to a certain degree of actual and perceiVed isolation.Improved- transportation and communication (including cable TV) undoubtedlyredurP isolation but -theycannot eliminate-it entirely. .

ur- of Potential Criminal Cases

1The nature and -xtent of rural crime _comprises one of the basic factorsdetermining the" crimi I case load (though citizens' willingness to call thepolice and presS charg s, and the e availability, skill, and arrest policies ofrural' law enforcement o ficials also play a major role). The literature ex-amined produces widely shared views of the nature 'of rural crime.

First,, a number of sources, argue that the overall crime rate is lower.While most rely on FBI ,statistics showing "crimes known to the police" inrural areas, recent victim surveys also provide evidence that rural residents'experience less crime7:32 Actual rates of arrest for the more serious "index"crimes also vary substantially by size of place: the smaller the population ofthe jurisdiction, the lower the arrest rate for these crirnes 33

Second, the composition of crimes reported and arrests made differs.FBI. figures show that violent crimes occur less often' in smaller places andpetty offenses predominate.- Studies of narrowry circumscribed geographicalareas . confirm this view. 34 Third, crime statistics not only show rural crimeis increasing but, that the rate of . increase exceeds` that found in largerjurisdictions.35 Finally, important differences emerge in the characteristics of-
arrestees , in smaller jurisdictions. * They typically are not career criminals;they usually work alone rather than as part of an organized gang; they lacksophistication and calculation in the commission of their crimes; anti they donot consider themselves to be criminals .36 ,We can theorize that because ,thenumber of serious crimes "available" to the criminal process in small jurisdic-tions is lower and their perpetrators pose less of a /threat to the safety andprevailing values of the community, such jur.isdictions have the choice ofeither handling a smaller case load per capita or addressing a higher propor-tion of petty crimes.

However despite the consensus on, the characteristics of rural crime,problems persist in assessing it. Statistical validity is more uncertain insmall jurisdictions where undertrained and understaffed rural police agenciesare less inclined and have less capability to pass on inforthation .about re-ported crimes. A victims may -report Crimes less frequently because of the
.
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remoteness of the agency,37 a judgment that, .local law enfocement personnelcan do hothing about it, or out of adherence to notions of self-relliance.
Differences in crime rates between the small towns and surrounding country-,side areas further complicate the picture.38

Factor II. 'Recruitment of Key Personnel

Finding qualified judges,, prosecutors and public defenders is especially
difficult in small jurisdictions. Small populations can support few, attorneys to
begin with and their propensity, to gravitate to urban areas makes the short-
age more severe: Additionally, numerous deterrents discourage therti from
seeking public legal offices.39 An established attorney will usually take a cut

. in, income if elected to a judgeship and experience increased travel and less
'office support (secretarial and clerical personnel, equipment).4° Regarded as
a "starting position," the...-typical part-time job of prosecutor or assistant
prosecutor usually,. goes_ to new attorneys because experienced ones rarely
desire it. The prosecutor's office offers young lawyers a steady if modest
income which provides a foundation .for building a private practice. It also
permits the accumulation of experience and familiarity with the court com-.
munity. However as the private practice grows and courtroom experience is
accumulated, few reasons for staying in office remain. -Rapid turnover in
prosecutorial personnel results. High turnover also characterizes many large
urban prosecutors' offices but the larger _pool of available replacements makes
the task of recruitment less difficult.

How does ,thee recruitment process .in rural jurisdictions work? 'A study
of legislatiVe recruitment in Oregon suggests an answer. More candidates
were found to be "reluctants; " ?ew people aspired to legislative office; an
informal "consensus" dandidate. who often faced, no opposition emerged from a
prodess of informal, face-to-face communication.41 - That this pattern de-
scribes the recruitment process for judges and diStrict attorneys in small,
jurisdictions receives scattered support. For example, the 'National Associa-
tion of District Attorneys' Handbook for the Rural and Small Office Prosecutor
notes the, problem of getting competent attorneys to run for the office.4-
Jacob's study of 'elections for, judges and, prosecutors._ WiscOnsin found many
elections uncontested.43 We can speculate that the legal community in small(
jurisdictions often exerts a certain degree of coercion to encourage younger
attorneys to "take' their turn", as district attorney.

-

The characteristics. of the pool of available candidates for judge and
prosecutor,, and the informer social processes involved in their selection
probably leaves them with a distinctively "establishment" tinge. The children
of the small, affluent community elite more often go to college and law school,
The less,adventuresome among them choose to return 'home rather than prac-
tice tn a major urban center. Attorneys in small jurisdictions more consis-
tently belong to the dominant social groups in the community .and share the
Values, traditions and community life of established institutions and inter-
ests.44 One study described the bar (and those among the bar who serve as
judges and prosecutors) in .a small jurisdiction as follows: "The most salient
characteristic of the bar in other riortions of the San Luis Valley and rural,
Colorado is that its members are solidly entrenched members of the establish--
ment."45

These characteristics of small jurisdiction judges and attorneys have
important implications for the quality of legal representation in criminal cases:. ,
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The low volUme of criminal cases rarely permits anyone to specialize. Prose-
cutors come to .the office inexperienced and have little incentive to become
skilled in criminal work since there is scant prospect of translating those
skills into significant income. Further, the time soon comes when they can
afford to. leave the' office. For them and for priVate attorneys assigned to
represent indigents, greater payoff lies in developing their private civil
practiceg.

Assigned counsel also typically lack specialized knowledge of criminal
law" and because of limited compensation are not rewarded for taking the
time to do 'a' conscientious job.47 Increasingly, small jurisdictions are turning
to the public defender concept to repla \e the assigned counsel system.48 But
the same priblems of recruitment and retention that plague prosecutors'
officeS also- affect public defenders. Lawyer recruitment problems, while not
unique to small jurisdictions, .are more formidable there than in. large jurisdic-
tions:

The literature also reveals distinctive patterns in the recruitment of law
enforcement officers in small jurisdictions. Outside' of the Northeat, sheriffs-,
serve as the chief law enforceMent nicer in small jurisdictions. Unlike other
law enforcement officers, sheriffs come to office by direct election. Normally
they serve a four-year term and may be reelected .49 In rural 'counties they
rely upon personal and political connections, not professional po.lice creden-
tials and experience, as their chief qualifications. 5° 'Frequently a deputy will
gain experience and run _against the incumbent, encouraging sheriffs to hire .

their own relatives as deputies.51

Because the position is elective, sheriffs tend to be natives of the
county, especially in rural counties. V- Although sheriffs posses?'a reputation
for being dominant political figures in their counties and enjoy long tenure,
one survey revealed a surprisingly .high turnover, especially in rural counties
where the median tenure was only years,53 suggesting that sheriffs must
be well attuned to electoral polificS to survive.

Studies comparing the. backgrounds of small- town and metropolitan police
have concluded that the similarities are more striking than the differences.54
However small town ,police display somewhat less career mobility, less educe-.
tion and lower social.status (measured by father's occupation). 55 The low
pay and low statue of both small town. 'police and sheriff's deputies' apparently
contribute to high turnover,56 poor quality, poor morale and. few law enforce-
ment skill.57 Ward's summary Of the small town .officer's relationship to his
community states: "It seems safel to assume that law enforcement officers in
the rural community reflect the characteristics Of 'the majority populace.
Salaries and highly 'localized recruiting practices restrict the applicant pool
for' Most positions to the immediate area. X58 Wasby's study 'of small town
police in Massachusetts and Illinois generally supports this view but. also
provides good evidence of differences in the tenure and in the degree of
integration with other law enforceMent agencies .between small departments in
the .two states. 59

Factor 111. Legal Culture

I apply the term "legal culture" to- the prevailing beliefs about 'law and
the legal process. More' specifically, by legal culture I mean the pattern of
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individulal attitudes and orientations toward the legal process among members
of a legal jurisdiction which shapes and gives meaning to the legal. process.
In the, following paragraphs. I will discuss the distinctive attitudes and orien-
tations for tooth the general public and the "legal elite."

The 'most striking component of the legal culture of the general public in
small jurisdictions is the pronounced reluctance to get involved in the legal
process. - Pearson's impressionistic study of a small Colbrado community
covered widespread aversion to resorting topthe law to solve problems.6°
Several authors claim people in small communities hesitate to call the police,
hire an attorney, testify, in court or. render, a guilty verdict."

"-* -

Several other characteristics of people who live in small jurisdictions lend
indirect support to the "reluctance hypothesis." For example, general reli-
ance on informal modes of interpersonal interaction can provide alternatives to
formal legal- action. A Denver Law Journal study describes the long-standing
reliance of ,poor Mexican-Americans on trusted "confidants," people-with whom
they share an ongoing relationship and who essentially perform legal tasks.62_
It conduded'that the "confidant" system was "surprisingly effective" in
ameliorating some .problems:63. The Duke Law Journal described a similar
system ,fof reliance on an "agent" who intervenes on behalf of the black
poor.64 It is interesting" to speculate hciw the use of "confidahts" might
co-exist with- the belief among at least some, rural peor (and perhaps the
nonpoor as well) that one ought to handle problems on his own.65 To the
extent that small town and rural people are self-reliant and independent-mind--
ed, such traits would seem to reinforce an inclination to shun the use of
formal and informal legal procedures'to solve problems and to discourage the
reporting of crimes and preSsing charges. Unfortunately, existing literatur
fail'S to resolve the apparent inconsistency between the image of self-relianc
and'the use of intermediaries or confidants.

Ahdther element in the general public's orientation toward law and t e

legal, process deserves brief mention, if only to alert readers to its signi 1-
cancethe 'public's perceptions of what kinds of crime deserve the most

serious trea ent, thereby shaping the treatment those offenders receive from
the legal pr cess. Conservative attitudes may lead to support for 'tougher
treatment of those charged with sex and drug-related. offenses. Religious
conservatism ay encourage stricter enforcement of blue laws. Traditions of
self-reliance and preference for handling one's disputes alone (maybe more
prevalent in the West) may reduce the perceived seriousness of assaultive
crimes. Crimes against property, on the other hand, may offend small com-
munities more than other types of crime.66

The lack of hard d to on the existence and impact of these and other
public attitudes on the ha dling of criminal cases allows only the inconclusive
speculation just presented. And even if distinctive (and pr6bably harsh)
attitudes about dealing with offenders do exist in stfall jurisdictions, it is not
clear just whether (and hop) they translate into more severe treatment of
them.

Turning to the legal _culture of thy. elite, scattered evidence suggests
several.

W
distinctive elements in 'the attitudes of attorneys and judges in small

jOrisdictions. First, beliefs about hat Rinds of questions are appropriate for
formal action restrict the variety of conflicts thatcome to court. in jurisdit-
tions having few attorneys, all of whom partake of the social and economic life
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of the local' establishment, suits are not often brought against governmentalencies or entrenched local interests.67 Second, since many attorneys eitherre resent local governmental agencies -or own property, conflict of interestprob I ems are frequent. By necessity, the bar in small jurisdictions mustapply looser standards toward such conflicts. Furthermore, because of thefamiliarity that longAime residence and, small populations' produce, attorneysoften know both litigants, their families, witnesses and jurors. If judgesdisqualified themselves* whenever they had prior knowledge or ,a prior -'rela-tionship with one of , the parties, they -could hear no cases whatsoever.".

.
.Finally, small town la,w'yers may harbor more negative attitudes tower).appellate courts and state judicial administrati've agencies than their urbancounterparts. This view is congruent with the geAeral distrust of outsidersand experts by rural elites. The fact,that appellate, courts 'and state admini-strative agencies usually reflect an Urban bias in both policy' and perspettive) reinforces this view. Thus, skepticism of appellate courts' decisions andresistance to change imposed from above69 .likely constitute an importantcoRPOnent of local' egal culture in small jurisdictions.,

I

A

Factor IV. The Task Environment of Sponsoring Organizations..
Judges, prosecutors and attorneys representing, clients everywhereconfront a "task environment" that structures hoW they gb about their jobsXAs Figure1 suggests, the characteristics-of the task environment flow direct-ly. from the general environment, recruitment procedures and local, Aalculture. In the following paragra-4hsa;' I will "summarize research findings orfmany of the key elements in the ,task n.vironrrient found in small jurisdic-tions. 7°

Law Enforcement Agencies Small Jurisdictions

A number of distinctive characteristiCs zignificantly shape the nature andbehavior of law. enforcement agencies in small jurisdictions including .theirsize, the prominent role of the sheriff (except in the Northeast),7' the tasks=they perforM and their relations with the local community.

Approximately 175,000 full-time equivalent law enforcement officers workoutside of metropolitan areas".`72 'Most belqng to agencies that employ only afew officers; many work only part -time. 0' .:TOus, these. agencies typicallylack flexibility in the,assignMent of personnel. :;_.1)ersonnel shortages preventtheir coverage of th'b, entire territory under their jurisdiction; it 'takes themlonger to respond .to calls ,for service. In some areas, no enforce-,, ment officers work at night or- 'on weekendSf.74 In general, rural' departmentsprovide only about one -half 'the protection in" terms of available manpower thatmetropolitan -police- provide..75 Additionally, they mwst work' with smallbild6ets which means a -low salaried dnd poorly equipped workforce.
-4

With only a. handful of officers, many working only "part-time, none,'specialize and expertise in any aspect of police wort* is rare. Significant.obstacles exist even to participating . in training prolgrams.76. Internally,. these departments have a less elaborate -hierarchical structure,- -fewer officialrules, a- shotter chain of cdmmand 'and greater informality in interpersonal'inteeaction. 77
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Roger Handberzg , one of the few- scholars io* stuayorufal sheriffs , ob-
serves that they are "critical figurv'sz in the rucpl criminal justice system
-because in' so many rural co tie',,, -tpe sber.jf? (and his department) is the
law.."7 Even irf counties co9potiltpf. rgunicipil police departments, the pro-
protion of all law enforcementofr4ided(by.jhg,fihtriff substantially exceeds
that found in urban counties. c' As.44heonly, police agency head to be elected,
the sheriff is especially likely ' e--Setssitike.s..to, the concerns 'of the .mobilized
electorate,79 and to groups, indi ift,.,? a.i-id-Pitrtstitutions (for example, news-
papers) thought to be Important in :..theelectoral process.8° Chiefs of police
enjoy, no immunity from pOlitical; press' ri'es,..bcX ,pressures generated by public
officials' concerns with how voters fit 1.'' t in an upcoming election.' are

mayors,mediated by ayors, ,city councils 'an rig- Weizted bodies. ,. Such pressures
impinge on sheriffs directly. Furtherm6re:, : eriftsmofteg possess substanti I,

Hipolitical influence, in their own right cltidiqtak rpOlitica organization base
Of1 patronage in the hiring of deputies inetilej..ntracting for 'services at the
jail, 81 t.I N

. r- .4. %r
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A second distinctive feature of : the 'h role rests in the frequent
overlap of jurisdiction between his force ''arld the municipal police, a situation
that- produces frequent conflict.82 Third, nearly all sheriffs must' divide
their attention and manpower between law ,enforcement rand running the county
jail creating a difficult dilemma: if they assign ,adequate manpower to the
jail, they must eliminate patrols or raise..the4thresshold of seriousness before

°. dispatching assistance; if they emphasize flaw enforcement, problemS arise in
running the jail." Ni.

.

- to ,. ;... .

. Apart from those difficulties .attributab)'e to the competing 'functions of
sheriffs, differences .in the frequency arid type of crime and the previously

-- noted reluctance to report crimes present law enforcement agencies in small
jurisdictions with -a different set of tasks than those faced by 'urban agencies,
They appear to engage more in "order aaintenance" and "service" functions
than ,:-in "law enforcement. a84 Studies of 'small departments reveal such prin-
cipal tasks as directing traffic, responding to disturbing the peac and family
disturbance calls and checking to see 'if the doors, of town businesses are
locked. 85 0

4 0

This concentration on order maintenance and: service activities results
only in part from the. relative infrequency of serious crimes and citizens'
reporting of them. It also reflects community preferences for handling dis-
putes informally which suggests a final distinctjve characteristic--ethe closer
ties between community preferences and police" behavior. As noted, elected.
sheriffs must be mindful of community opinion. But other. factors help
explain tighter control over police b,ehAtbr- kn, these jurisdictions. A major,
explanation for the high degree of police discretion 'found in urban areas is
the low visibility of police actions. In' small ,v communities the actions of
police officers are known to most of th*opulation thankt to the effectiveness
and extensiveness of, informal communication networks; there they are snore
highly visible. As a_ result, small town police enjoy less latitude .in deviating
from dominant community values. r-- 4.4

0
SCattered evidence supports this supposition:. Handberg's surprising

discovery of a high turnover among elected rural/ sheriffs suggests the exist-
ence of effective mechanisms for judging performance:88 Wasby's study of
small police depaFtments in Massachusetts Arid repontsT frequent conflict
between police chiefs and city councils,87 syggesting not only the salience

".0
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and visibility of police . policy but also the availability of sanctions in theform of public criticism and possible 'removal from- office. He also found smalltown police' interacted with a variety of other .individuals in the criminaljustice system on a number of matters spanning the formal separation of theirroles. For example, he found Interaction to -transmit information concerning, the content and implications of Supreme Curt rulings. Police reliance on a-2,variety of information sources on such matters suggests a fairly good integra- s\*Lion into the community's social network, a sharp contrast to the social isola-tion,of the police found by studies of urban departments.88

-- The characteristics of law enfortement agencies in small jurisdictiotisaffect the task environment of judges, prosecutors and defense attorneys inseveral significant ways: ..First, they shape the nature of the case' load/helping 'to insure that- dominanl values in the community conform to arrestpr'actices. Second, officers', ties to the political and value structure that'dominates the communfity provide them with effective resources in dealing withthose who djspose of cases. They not only know what decisions are made incases but are , also able to communicate their content to other politicallyrelvant individuals' in- the community. In other words, they possess re-sources permitting them to bargain effectively ,over the disposition of cases .Third, high familiarity and frequent interaction produce a high degree ofmutual reliance beiwoen police and prosecutors.89

If the logic of -the foregoing argument is correct, we might expect lawenforcement officers to play a more active role in the decisions that determinethe outcome of cases. Some evidence to this effect does exist. Misdemeanorcourt judges in rural area far more often report receiving pressure from thepolice than ,do urban judges.9° Put another_ Way, because of the strongerties between arresting officers and the rest of the community, 'courtroomworkg.k3ups in smaller jurisdictions probably enjoy less discretion than inurban courts.

Bail and Jail

Although we rgi-r;;eculate about' how ,familiarity and info lity affectbail setting i,n small jurisdictions., I encountered no research expli tly examin-ing this matter. However one impressionistic account asserts that sheriffssignificantly affect such pretrial decisions as bail because they often. know thearrestee and his background." Another study asserts that rural judges andcourt officials only reluctantly adopted bail reforms implemented elsewherebecause they personally knew many defendants coming before them.92

Sheriffs run- jails in forty-five states,..93 As noted,, competing demandson patrol and jail resources result in a too small and inadequately trained jail
, staff. Several authors report on the conditions found- in rural jails and theirimpressions confirm What we would expect. Many jail programs have no pro-bation, no recreation an,d no medical services; juveniles frequently are heldwith adults.94 Like rural courthouses,95 jails often are verb old and in poorphysical condition. County governments rarely

i
assiign high priority to fund-ing jail operations or_ investn,g in renovations. Consequently, there is fre-quent lack of compliance with state-mandated minimum standards.
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It is not clear, however, whether' rural jails are worse than urban jails.
In particular, we dt not know if they punish detainees awaiting trial as
severely or create as much pressure on them to plead guilty in order to get
out of jail. To the contrary, Ginsberg suggests that the small "ftamily" at-.
mosphere often found in small jails run by a sheriff and his wife, Irving
as cook; may provide a more humane..setting than urban jails."

State-Mandated Structure and Procedure

Since statutes, court decisions and rulings from judicial administrators
are imposed regardless of a jurisdiction's size, few 'differences between small
and large cou'rts,, attributable to such factors, emerge. Possibly largely rural
states more often specify particular structural features such -as electing court
Clerks rather than having judges appoint them,97 or paying minor court
judges on a fee basis.98 However a few recurring differences in the basic
structure' exist. The county serves as the critical level of government for.

, the courts in most states.99 In many states, especially in the West, sparse
county populations lead to the formation of multi-county districts.1" This
arrangement considerably complicates the political environment of judges since
they must deal with several sets of county officials (not to mention the extra,
travel burdens imposed). Similarly, county prosecutors must deoal with a
number of law enforcement agencies that serves as principal sources of cases.

The Size and, Nature of the Case Load

4 40
The characteristic's of small jurisdictions already described produce an

obvious difference...in the number and nature of cases 'when .compared to urban
areas. Lower crime rates and the predominance of minor crimes, coupled with
police reliance on informal techniques, lead to lower arrest rates in general
and an emphasis on petty offenses such as intoxication and traffic violations.
The legal culture .of the local bar and the close ties of its members to domi-
nant cOmmunity.values probably produce fewer major challenges to major local
institutions, terests and decision " -- making procedures. 101

fact that the number Of defendants processed in small jurisdictions
is low canngt necessarily be taken to' mean that "case pressure" is also low.
Case pressresults from the interaction of the cases brought and the
resources (esOcially time and personnel) available to handle them. The
scarcity of resources and the shortage of trained personnel in small jurisdic-
tions may produce just as much or more pressure on the systems to dispose of
those cases expeditiously.

Pressures.on Judges and Attorneys: A Summary
. '

The foregoing discussion presented some of the research and writing
----NJ that helps describe the task environment faced by principal participants in

the legal -process, in smafl jinsdictions. Its major points will be summarized
below.
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.Judges feel pressure to Jvaintain 1.od relations with a variety _of indi-viduals irr order to operate effectively in an informal rather than bureaucratic
manner . 1°2 ..Retaining- independence in such a setting- can be difficultsProsecutors seek to control the criminal calendar, private attorneys the civilcalender. Court resources must come from elected county officials andclerical support pepoonnel often are elected themselves or appointed by non-judicial elected officials :1 °3

f
Prosecutors stand out as some of the best educated persons in thecommunity. Police and elected officials look to them for legal advice and thecommunity expects them to .educate others on the la,w and its operation.'They must deal with a number 'of law enforcement agencies. They and theirassistants are often inexperienced, part-time, .and anxiqus to work on theirprivate cases. los

1-low-ard Eisenberg summarizes nicely the changes that have recentlyoccurred, with respect to prbviding counsel to indigents in small jurisdictions."The increase in the ,number and- types of cases in which the courts have
mandated that counsel be appointed; the concern of the taxpayers for reduc-,tion in taxes; the relatively few lawyers Lariral areas competent to providecriminal representation; and the increase in the number of criminal cases inrur.1 areas have resulted in increased costs, decreased quality of represen-tatioh, and 'a general dissatisfaction with the present method of proVidingcounsel-.

As with their urban counterparts, the compe nsation of appointed counselis so low that,: ironically, it works as an incentive to diepose of cases asquickly and effOrtlessly as possible. If anything, these pressures are evengreater khan' in urban areas because appointed attorneys have less criminalexperience and county treasurers less' moneSt. Public .defender organizations,:though infrequently established in small jurisdictions, face. similar pressures.Often dependent on a local judge or, county board of supervisors for theirbudget, they "may.absorb many cases 'without adequate compensation or staff,or may sometimes be less than zealous.i107 Again, whether this occurs moreoften in small jurisdictions cannot be determined from existing research butthe general pattern of informality and close interaction found in them sug-gests -it does.

In general, then, small jurisdictions' task environments trailtain more
pressures emanating from the local community which impinge directly on t eprincipal actors in the criminal justice system and more profoundly shaptheir behavior. Reinforcing this tendenty is the more frequent interaction ofjudges .and attorneys which means they are more significant,elements in eaCh
other's' task environments than they are in urban jurisdictions. In -small
communities, the linkages to the political system generally are stronger, theimpact of higher courts not as .great, and the "iernal" life 'of the prose-,tutor's_ 'office,' judge's organization and public defender's office less signifi-cant fActors relative to case outcomes.
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factor V. The Nature of Sponsoring Organizations

The elements of the model in' Figure 1 (already described) impinge.upon
case' outcomes both directly by influencing the behavior of individuals makiRg
decisions in the courtroom and indirectly. by shaping the policies of the

,---------...sponsoring organizations which send ,participants to the courtroom. Spon-
soring organizations_ thus mediate pressures from polite,, .the media and the
community. In the process, they may _enhance the significance of some pres7
sure downplay others and introduce entirely new on-es. .

. .-In urban jurisdiction-§, sponsoring organizations play a' crucial part in
Mediating and molding environmental pressures- and, in shaping the behavior
of their representat es in the courtroom. In small jurisdictions, hgwever,

sponsoring orga ations play a 'Tar: less important role, principally because
few people occupy each position. If a small county hag a p.Oblic defender, he
usually serves alone and on a par ime basis. '08' SiMilarly, prksecutors.
,either will have no ,assistants or on or two at most, 109 and a sir-161e trial
judge typically se-v-ei---small juris'dictions.. Where 'the duties of judge, pro-
secutor or public defender are' respectively perforrned. by only one person, it
is imposSible to separate the personal beliefs- and behavior, of that individual
from the "sponsoring organization." . . , ,.. /

, **4-.%"-----4-_..
_, .

.--,
4 Other characteristfts ,of .small size also distinguish, sr mail from lai:ge

sponsoring organize s They- are I bureaOcratic and typically lack a4
set of :formal rules ak-wl, proce ure office manuals, an elabdrate hierarchy
and reitular sformil. eetinOs-,,f .the taff. They tend toward very informal'A

interactinterpersonal hteract oris..10 Key! personnel frequently serve only part -time. r
The, entire staff,. cle -car inCLud , ,receives lit le formal traiMng. Support ----
services -- space',: supplies a quipmentoften are inadequate, ii I sometimes
shockingly so_ Eirdlly-, nowir5g That public officials in rural areas in many,
states receive: Ower Saieries. tnacl urban:officials., such is also p'rolably the
ca4e 4;0* rural 1..rosecutor-s---'and .,efenders"..14.2 ,.. .

4, ._13/ . , .

. It is 'also interesting -to note the countervailing forces inherent i'n' small
jurisdictions by which the internal politics tyi prosecutor's offices are s aped,.
Their informal interaction and close ties to a unified political structure would
suggest natural cohesiOn and adntrerice to office policies. But low pay, the
part-time nature' of the work and the need to build Oprivate practice pro-
duce incentives to slight official duties.'" t Such incentives may also reduce
allegiance to the off,k4 and its policies Additionally, the inexperience of\
assistant prosecutors, the ' lack of resources or incentives for taff training N
and the lack of fnancial Thewat:ds- for ;increased knowledge and skill suggest
the quality of a istant ,prObtecutors' work may not be high. Whether there
are forces to co nteract these, tendencies. is, unknown..

...

. . "

4 In jurisdiction's .witn,: public- defender offices, part-time assistants face
the same set of jdisincentives that prosecutors do. Even- women working full-
tirrie, their motivation, and.- performance often is impaired by lack of adequate
staff and funding, to handle the WorKload."4 Most small jurisdictions, how-
ever, provide indigent defense by assigning !private-. attorneys .115 Even
here, similar . incentives are frequently encountered,, 't specially due to low
ComPensation. The National Center for State Courts' study of rural courts
produced a somber summary of their assigned "counsel systems:

., ..., ... , .,-. -

The `system produced a ragged',. quality of defense: one defericlant
benefits from a, very good defense while another receives a ver.y

rj
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poor one. Many attorneys do not devote themselves adequately to
their defense appointments. Appointed counsel are frequently not
prepared, often because they have tto little time and resources to
prepare their cases. Many lawyers are not well trained for sriminal
defense. Appointed counsel receive very low pay, and many .county

.:,governments begrudge them even that.'"

The small town bar would appear`to exert the kind of control over the
behaiiior of private attorneys that more narrowly defined sponsoring 'organiza-
tions exert in larger jurisdictiong. This is attributable to the lawyer& socialhomogeneity and the similarity of law practices"7 which leads to frequent
interaction and interdependence. Of course, such processes cannot operatein counties where only one or two attorneys practice. However the need tomaintain' working relationshotps with nonlegal; elites probably provides an
equally effective mechanism fora producing conformity.

I .

Factor VI. Role. Perceptions, Attitudes and Values
of Courtroom Participants .

Do prosecutors and defense attorneys dislike plea bargaining more insmall jurisdictions? Are judges more conservative in their beliefs about thevalue of punishment versus rehabilitation, than their urban counterparts?

No studies examined focused explicitly on how judges and attorneys in
small jurisdictions view their roles or on how their attitudes and values differ
from those of their counterparts in larger jurisdictions. We can speculate
that a coMpirehensive search of the literature would provide some empiricalinsight into such questions, albeit not the complete picture. For example,large scale' studies of prosecutors may contain descriptions of differences
according to (among other things)' size . of jurisdiction. For the moment,
,however., the factors previously discussed offer the onN readily available
infornlation about courtroom participants in small jurisdictions. Studies fo-cusing upon role attitudes asycl values will "have to be Conducted-in small
jurisdictions before definitive conclusions can be drawn.

Factor VII. Work Group Structure' and Goals

Recent urban ,criminal justice research on the changing combinations of- .
attorneys and judgeswho make crucial decisions reveals that certain attri-
b-utetof these "courtroom work groups," particularly' the familiarity of their
members, the stability of their composition and the nature of 'any shared
attitudes, seem to play an important. part in determining case outcomes. 118

.1The small number of key -participants in each jurisdiotion, their lack of
mobility and their long residence in the commbn4 which. p'oduces a high-
degree of farniiarity of work group members, are perhaps the Most signifiCant
distinctive attTibutes of these work groups in small jurisdictions. The more.
farniliar,ity, the 'greater the likelihood, that informal techniques, including plea
bth-gaining, are utilized to process 'cases. And fmiliarity extends beyond
prosecutor, defense attorney and judge. Law enforcement officers know and
are known .well ,by other participants. Jurors often, kndw the defendant.,
victim, Witnesses and their families and the family histories-of each.119 Fur-
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thermore, when one of the participants does not personally know the parties
in a case, the others ,can, and often do, "fill in" missing information. 120

The stability of work groups is also high. Even- in rural coOnties where
several attorneys practice, only a certain ,few defend' most offenders.121
Thus the work group .members in one case are not only familiar with one
another, they -know they will be, working together on future cases. While
some urban courtroom work groups also exhibit both familiarity and stability,
it is reasonable to conclude most work groups in small jurisdictions do. Addi-
tionally, the rural work groups probably more often sh^are attitudes and be-
liefs on such questions as the purpose and severity of punishMent and which
disposition alternatives are appropriate in which cases.

The higher stability, familiarity and Consensus on goals found in small
jurisdictions' courtroom workF,groups all make'it more difficult for any member
to ignore the wishes, concerns and values iz4 the others. In this sense,
work group members enjoy less autonomy than many of their urban counter-
parts.

The structure of rural work groups in criminal cases differs in ,several
other respects from urban work groups. In felony cases, polite more often
participate actively in shaping plea bargains, a product of their familiarity,
close ties to community values and ability to sanction behavior that strays
frdm community norms. In misdemeanor cases, work groups more often, assume
a simpler structure. Police officers essentially serve as prosecutors, especially
where misdemeanor courts 'are decentralized. In addition, defense attorneys
less'often are present. An American Judicature Society study of misdemeanor
courts found .rnety-four percent of its 'respondents in big cities said that a
defense attorney was "always" or "frequently" present at guilty pleas; for
small jurisdictions, the figure was only forty-five percent.122

Factor VIII. The Nature of Cases and Defendants

Distinctive characteristics of the cases and defendants which courtroom
work groups in small jurisdictions handle result from differences already dis-
cussed,. for example the lower incidence of crime, differences in the composi-
tion of crimes committed, the nature of those who commit them and the arrest
rate. These differences undoubtedly .produce distinctive patterns in the mix
of Charges actually adjudicated in small jurisdictions' criminal proceedings,
though no explicit comparisons with cases that actually go to court in urban
areas were. found.

A common assertion is that "outsider 's'-- receive harsher treatment in small
jurisdictions than' local residents.123 Because it may be that a higher propor-
tion of offenders in small jurisdictions live outside their boundaries, the asser-
tion deserves einpirical study.124 Similarly, some autthors clairathat certain
groups within the local population receive differential treatment: the wealthy
and their sons end daughters appear less often in court;125 minority groups
appear more often and receive haf-sher treatment.126 Similar assertions about
'di erentia,1 treatment in large cities are commonplace and it is difficult to

if or how small jurrOictions differ in this regard. Other likely differ-
ences such as the quantum of evidence needed to support guilty verdicts
also must await further research.
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Factor IX. 'Work Group Disposition Decision Patterns
SI*Perhaps we can best summarize the important points of the precedingdiscussion by looking at whether work groups in small jurisdictions exhibitpatterns of interaction and produce outcomes that distinguish them from urbanwork groups. Logic-ally,, if differences in the general environment, legalculture, task environment of sponsoring 'organizations and so forth exist and,have' an effect, their impact should be reflected in the behavior and output ofwork groups.

This examination of work group decision pattereis focuses on how felonycases are treated though a brief discussion of misdemeanors follows. Thediscussion of felony dispositions examines five principal way's work groups,. insmall jurisdictions might differ from urban work groups: (1) the degree offormality or informality in interactions; (2) the amount and nature of informa7tio available on cases and how it is communicated; (3) the extent to whichcases receive "indivi'clualized" treatment; (4) tkre method used to dispOSe ofcases (dismissal, trial, guilty plea); and (sy the relative influence _eachparticipabt exerts on outcomes.

Degree of Formality/Informality

The iDformalitY that many generally attribute to social interactions inAmerica's \fural areas° apparently extends to courtroom proceedings as well.Most descriptions of rural courts include some reference tooit.127 Eisenberg,who observes such courts operate in a "traditionally- informal manner," .sug-gests, this pattern was establfted in earlier times when defense attorneysseldom represented-felony defendants . 128 The judge rarely encountered theraising of legal technicalities and often decided cases without motions orformal argument. The assignment of private attorneys'to represent indigentsc. did not alter this pattern since these attorneys had little desire or incentiveto break 'tradition. Despite recent assigned counsel developments in small'jurisdictions,129 these traditions still influence patterns of. disposition.

Available Information

The informality characteristic of small jurisdictions probably createsgreater opportunities for exchanging information about cases and discouragesreluctance to do just that. Police, attorneys and judges not only more readilyshare the information they possess but alSo have more knowledge of cases tobegin with. Sheriffs know many defendants already and get tto know othersbetter, ,especially they are in jail.'3° Court clerks also knOw many peopleand "fill in" attorneys or jurors when they are unfamiliar 'with the principalin a case.

Individualized Treatment

Better information, coupled with lower :caSe ,volume and 'reliance oninformality, combine to give' defendants more, individualized treatment oftheir
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cases. 131 For example, Ginsberg' reports that judges use their knowledge of
the crime and the defendant to conduct a meaningful inquiry at guilty plea
ceremonies.132 StQtt notes rural juries can focus more on the facts sur-
rounding events because they already know the parties.133

What is the impact of this individualized treatment on the fairness of the
process? Certaiay..-.t.he potential for fairness is enhanced. Some have ob-'
served that smal#-courts produce a pattern of "compassionate disposition. it134

But opportunities to introduce bias into the proceedings and to sacrifice due
process to the requirement's of informality also arise.135 A study of mis-
demeanor courts revealed_kidespread concern that rural misdemeanor courts
displayed judicial bias against defend lints and ignored questionable police ar-
rest procedures.136 We probably can say this individualized treatment re-
sults in substantial variability in the fairness isof the proceedings but we do
not know how frequently the balance swings either to substantial fairness or
injustice.

Case Disposition Methods

° A number_ of characteristics of small jurisdictions converge to encourage
negotiated dispositions regardless of their fairness. Urban court research
asserts that high familiarity and stability among work group members leads to
more frequent negotiation, particularly gOilty blea.137. Other previously
discussed factors reinforce the impact of a smallighpurt's high familiarity and
stability: informality; reluctance of witnesses and victims to testify and of
juries to convict; and the incentives for part-time prosecutors and underpaid
assigned defense counsel to.avoid time-consuming proceedings. Some evidence
regarding the nature of ' plea bargaining in small jurisdictions, exists. Ap-
parently rural judges less ofteii report active, overt participation in the
process leading to a plea. 138 This does not mean judges exert less influence
on bargain outcomes since Others involVed well know the judge's preferences
and -probable reactions. .

I,

The unreliability of court caseflow' statistics and the lack of focused,
comparative research, on court disposition pattern's prevent us from knowing
conclusively whether- pied bargains more often conclUde cases- in small juris-

r$,Ktdictions than elsewhere. the Georgetown University Lek/ Ce eris study of
plea bargaining, however, concludes on the basis of data from wenty states
that no clear patterns emerge in the relationship 'between jurisdiction size and
guilty plea rate.139 This _conclusion AiaLtiger tends to'support the argument
just made that plea bargains might more often be found in small jurisdictions-,
nor confirm the conventional wisdom holding that negotiated pleas are a

'Phenomenon of large urban ourt's,,.

Relative Influence of P r Cipants
4a,

I noted earlier that court clerks and law enforcement officers pray a
more active role In disposing of cases in small jurisdictions. This suggests
influence over outcomes is' more widely shared. *Some research on urban
courts finds that stable, familiar work groups display a more equal sharing of I
influence. 140 If the hypothesis on the relationship between work group struc-
ture and the distribution df influence is accurate, even greater equalization
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of influence should be founds small jurisdictionS. Existing descrip-tions say little about this matter141 and no empirically - grounded conclusions
can be drawn.

The limited information on the disposition of misdemeanors by work groupsin small jurSsdictions tells us only that they display. a.much simpler structuresince, prosecutors and defense attorneys less often participate. 142 Thisevidently results in frequent disposition of gisdemeanor cases at the initial
appearance since it is known no prosecutor or defense attorney will be avail-able on the "trial" date to work out a plea bargain.143 Not only do disposi-tions come earlier but they also appear less' often to involve overt bargain-
ing. Alfini and Doan found fifty-one percent of rural misdemeanor judgesin
their mail survey reported "always or frequently" plea bargaining; seventy
three percent of judges in middle-sized courts and seventy-eight percent inbig city courts reported bargaining that often. 144 Thus, deferfc;lants in smalljurisdictions appear to routinely plead guilty without bargaining 145 whichraises the fascinating question of what 'processes, attitudes and subtle pres-sures induce rural misdemeanor defendants to enter a plea.

A Summary

While the foregoing literature review obviously. has its limitations, byusing Figure 1 as a frame of reference we ,can isolate the most distinctivefeatures of small jurisdictions and speculate on their imxlications.

Factor I. The social, economic, political and legal elites of small
jurisdictions exhibit greater homogeneity in social compositior ,andpolitical values. Though the general population may exhibit' greatdiversity in its socioeconomic structure, the mobilized interest
structure exhibits less development than elluelly diverse populationsin larger jurisdictions.

. -
Factor II. Critical participants in the legal process spring from
this relatively homogeneous local elite "establishment" and maintain
closer ties to it than do their more diverse urban elite "establish-

--mentR counterparts.

Factor III. The legal culture of smaller jurisdictions displays less
.congruence with the norms. and values of national and state legal
policymakers and responds less willingly and frequently to out-
siders' efforts to shape its content and practice. Thus, small
jurisdictions are more isolated and autonomous.

Factor IV. The task environment exerts more effective control over
key participants in the legal process as the result ora combination
of familiarity, higher visibility of their actions and the existence of
more numerous and potent channels for sanctioning those whose
behavior violates local establishment norms.

Factor V. The _lack of complex spCnsoring organizations attribu-table t so few people filling, the roles of judge, prosecutor,', de-
fense attorney, etc.,.. deprive& key participants. of the protection,
"buffering;" and alternative sources of pressures that their unter-
parts in larger 'jurisdictions experience.
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FactorVI. Courtroom participants lack the motivation and re-
sources to challenge the basic, procedures and institutions of the
status juo. Their values and interests less often can be separated
from thotse of the "establishment."

Factor VII. .The work groups that dispose of cases consist of indi-
viduals who almost always know one another personally (high famil-
iarity) and interact with each other on a daily- basis (high sta-
bility).

Factor VIII. The cases and defendants entering the legal process
must pass through more stringent screening mechanisms and proce-
dures that effectively prevent more potential cases from entering
the system than in urban areas. When such informal mechanisms
fail, work groups possess better knowledge of the details of dis-
putes and disputants than their urban counterparts and can better
ptedict outcomes. In many respects uncertainty is lower.

Factor IX. Ciyil and criminal cases that formally enter the system
more ofteh receive a disposletion employing informal mechaniSms than
in urban areas.

Conclusion and Implications

While our knowledge is too scant and the propOsitions presented too'
narrow to permit any systematic assessment of all their implications, I believe
we can engage in informed speculation regarding two issues central to the
study of the- legal process: (1) the nature of discretion, and (2) the role
the legal process plays in *maintaining or_ altering the status quo.

the' concept of discretion occupies a central position' in much of the
, .

recent 'scholarship devoted to the legal process. If my hunch- that discretion
in small jurisdictions differs, substantially from that found elsewhere is cor-
rect, we can learn something about the factors that shape discretion by
examining its exercise there.

L
By discretion, I mean.. the .ability to make -choices between significant

alternatives without. incurring unduly severe sanctions for choosing any of
them. Discretion in small jurisdictions is better- understood by examining
three crucial factorsat shape its character and operation.. First, discretion
requires personal values and motivations to guide choices among alternatives.
Without. these factors, choices may, be inade haphazardly or delegated to
others. Second, discretion depends upon 'the visibility of the choices made to
other participants in the 4decision-rtiaking milieu who possess the capacity to
impose sanctions. For example, a police .supervisor who does not know what
his patrolmen do on the street cannot invoke the sanctions that can control

-their exercise of discretion. Third, even if the decisions made are visible to
those who can impoSe punishment, these sanctions must actually be used and
must be potent enough to deter if discretion is to be control ed.

4f*

Figure 2 (on the following page) summark the characteristics of each
of these three crucial factors shaping criscation both small, and large
jurisdictions.. It, demonstrates the futility of asking hether there is "more"
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FIGURE 2

Summary of Diffeiences in Factors Shaping Discretion'
Between Large and Small Jurisdictions

Sources of values, moti-
vations of legal process
decision makers:

'To whom are decisions
visible:

"Routine" cases

"Important" cases

Nature of sanctions
for violations of
norms:

' "Routine" cases

"Important" Cases

9

Small Jurisdictions

High. consensus among local
' establishment reflecting

...homogeneous ruling strata's
values.

High visibility to commu-
nity, especially the
ruling strata (including
legal process personnel).

Same as above with some-
what...more "generalscommu-

nity" visibility,

Community-based,informal
---social, economic pressure

(potent), reinforced by *

withdrawal of cooperation

Large Jurisdictions

Sponsoring organiiations'
policies, incentive struc-
tures, paitiallY internally
generated, partially commu-
nity-based.

Norms.established by statute,
case law and enforced by
state and federal courts.

Diverse, conflicting views,
of mobilized community in-
terests.

High visibility to sponsor-
ing organizations, police,
only occasional visibility
to appellate courts: Low
visibility to all others.

Same as aboveAplus, high visil
bility to mobilized diverse
interest groups and Mass'
public.

'Sponsoring organizatiOn:
fire, transfer, criticize;! A

peer pre5sure; work group (if
stable) withdraw cooperation,

from deviants by other le- social pressure; counterpart
gal process participants. sponsorifig organizations and

police withdraw cooperation,
mobilize outside community
pressure; (sometimes) appel-.

TA, late court reversal', adminl.

4trative order.

Same as above plus broader

community disapproval, cri-
ticism, withdrawal of sup-
port (including electoral,
.budgetary).'
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discretion in large or small jurisdictions. Rather, it highlights the, differ-
ences that emerge. IN small' jurisdictions, participants within the legal 'pro-
cess enjoy little discretion With respect to dominant norms and forces within,
the local community. Even where social diversity exists, it infrequently
translates into a developed, diverse interest group structure. High visi-bility, familiarity and mutual interdependence insure that the strong con-
sensus of the homogeneous local "establishment"' guides decisions in the legal
process. But these cohesive communities, which allow little discretion within,
display a greater.4degree of autonomy from "outside" forCes and values. In
large jurisdictions, by contrast, societal valu,es and institutions (such as
appellate courts) take a greater interest, find more support for their efforts
to guide decisions and are more often invoked by dissenting and/or losing
interests. At the same. time, the local community exerts much less control..
Visibility of routine decisions is much lower and the existence of diverse set
of mobilized interests better reflecting, social and economic lieterbgeneity both.
precludes the development of a strong consensus and provides support for
those who articulate differen.t positions or nonconformity.. The control exerted
by the community in . small jurisdictions is replaced in large jurisdictions by
restrictions on discretion emanating from the legal process itself. In a sense,
individual decision makers and their sponsoring organizalions in larger com-
munities watch and control each other with only occasional reference to and
Tobilization of community-based forces and societal norms.

To.\ conclude that the legal process in small jurisdictions generally contri-
butes to maintgnance of the status quo tells us little about its distinctiveness.
The status quo receives significant support nearly everywhere regardless of a
j urisdiction's characteristics. However tWo noteworthy ways in which small
jurisdictions' legal process bolster the status quo deserve brief comment.

First, though the evidence-
in

weak it appears that minority groups
receive less of a fair shake than in larger jurisdictions. Several factors con-
tribute to this pattern. According to Hagen, urban cpurts rely more heavily
on bureaucraticized Vrocedures, permitting legal criteria to shape decisions in
ways that they cannot when informal' procedures predominate.1.46 The greater
isolation from the rest of the legal system in rural areas also discodrages
reliance on societal norms promoting due process and equality -of treatment.
Minorities lack political organizatidn and, access to the governing strata.
They. cannot easily make claims for better! treatment let alone sanction those
who do not offer it.

Second, disadvantaged groups less often choose the legal arena to pur-
sue political goals. The reasons are evident from what has already Ipeen
said. Few, if any, attorneys in small jurisdictions come from disadvantaged
strata or share their- perspectives. Most lawyers participate actively in the
institutional network that constitutes the status quo.- any attorney con-
templated bringing an action that challenged an important aspect of existing
drrangements, the anticipation of social sanctions and economic retaliatidn that
might follow probably effectively dissaudes him. Mindrity groups possess
neither the numbers, organization 'or wealth to protect and support renegade
attorneys. Of course such challenges sometimes arise 'but far less frequently
than in larger jurisdictions.

These implic ations' for the operation of discretion and suppoG,t of the
status ,quo rest priimarily on informed speculation and kay be disconfirmed by
subsequent research. These are but two of .the many topics that can be
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- 1
.

..- _*. ..
. ....

exaitirted:=:. --. fut-ur resea o11:loki. -the--_-1-egbl. process in small juriSdidtions. ,l
---'-cf04:-Plcl----.norie to--:_11-Yelp.,__ Or:400519re research by-noting some of the benefits

such -csi6e-IK.-.oan:-r_eilp:Z;',.-:

=The toftifii, anon. of _siiiii-laritieS- add differences_ foun in- small -.. isdic-
fions suggdsti- o ___-a-Y4-rita.g.:0--A4s-dying them, 4:The characteristic ch#T-:i.
nisfo-S. employed liy...-ft ie":4;e00-,-Iiisitess:s 4n-ct.ifteGiosenes-s bf its tiles to ;.-the. loc4f-
comMunity a15-154ar tO:-W-1144::51-61il-4t:;;;"t-loWdi.er the, social,. economic, political
and geographical Tche4ete-ri-Sti6z-.iaf-- .the..communities Ither.ns,l1V s differ sub--- ,
stantially. This clivers4---lpijesentS a--r-tch,.../aria-tion that .ehcota ages compari-
son and produces insighti-into the,_:,.c...-rik*.,13riicess _that links features of the
larger envitOritrverit; to tfle-lbgrzailiori=j5f _law:. -.13`ut it is not jusr:diversity that
proinises to efilia*e7-iSur uncfer4.-ariding -of. this link. The-. legal proeeSs..is less
differentiated and les. ISOlated from social ao.d Political -processes. in small
jurisdiCtionS. The connections., tiel.yen-theiti.:.-are clearer, less often obscured.
by the sheer -:-Size. ancl\--do'frtpWity---Ofe,_rnetropolitaft environment, Similarly,
the operation of the:_fetonly -1.t.r.:miSel.etheanor_ processes,, exhibit greater. inte-gration, facilitating- exaliciniation" of the hitherto little stadied relationship
between them. Possible links between civil and criminal prdcesses also mesh
more closely.
-..

. . .:,

Research on urban criminal courts contributed substantially to the devel-
opment of "organizational" approaches to understanqing the legal process'.

. The degree of familiarity and stability of work groups and the lack of elabo:
rate sponsoring organizations that rarely, if ever, are found in large jurisdic-
tions represent opportunities to measure the interaction of work group charac-
teristiEs with personal, attitudes and values of work group members. Thus,
further progress in developing and extending the organizational approach is
likely to emerge from a research focus on small courts. c.,.._

, . -Q, ..'_

EXisting research devotes little attention to the>dynamics.of change i6
courts. Several significant trends in small jurisdictions promise to provide
excellent opportunities to Observe such change: crime is increasing' in fre.
quency and seriousness; population -is growing, particularly due to immigra-
tion or former urban residents with ,different values, independence from. the
local economy, and extensive demands .for service.147 The expansion of the
Legal Services Corporation ,into small jurisdictions brings "outside" attorneys

e With 'an independent source of support into the legal community for the first
time, ,p,coviding the potential for legal challenges to existing .institutions and
procedures.

'Finally, the smallness of these jurisdictions presents special opportunities
(and obstacles) to research. Because fewer individuals- participate in the
operation of the legal, process, it costs less to achieve accurate descriptionS
and to. conduct complete inventories of major participants' views. Thus, the
number of jurisdictions that can be studied and the variation obtainable on
key variables can be greater. Simultaneously, hoOever, hostility toward
"outsiders," the existence of a grapevine that can produce reactive responses
to the intrusion of researchers and heavy reliance on influence through antic-,
ipated rea ons (which is more difficult to study), all present problems to the
researcher.

. .

The basic premise of this discussion, however,. has been that the impor--
tance of studying how approximately one-third of our people are affected by
the legal process and the -substantial payoffs that studying, small jurisdictions
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can make to our understanding of the operation of law in society generally,.
fully justify devoti our energies and intellect to explOring these problems.
Our pFeviotis peglea pf small jurisdictions has severely restricted our- know-
jedge. A. moFe balanced selection of research sites will produce substantial

- rewards.-
V.

I

t.

1 3f

46.
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NOTES

11 have found this mociel to be useful in guiding research on criminal
trial courts serving between 100,000 and 500,000 people. For another de-
scription of the model, see /James Eisenstein,. Peter F.'- Nardulli and Roy B.
Flemming, "Explaining. and Assessing the Pretrial RroceSs: A' Comprehensiuk
Theoretical Approach and Operationalized, Multi-jur-isdictional Application"
(paper presented at the Law and Society Association Annual. Meeting; San
Francisco, May 10-12, 1979).

2For a disdussion of the concept of the courtroom work group and its
contribution, to the disposition of criminal cases, see James Eisenstein and
Herbert, Jacob, Felony Justice: An Organizational Analysis of Criminal Courts .

(Bo'ston: Little, Brown, 1977), especially Chapter 2.

3See, for example, the descriptions of the counties studied in ,two of the
seminal articles on rural justice, "Rural Poverty and the Law in Southern
Colorado," Denver Law Journal, 47 (1970), 82-176, and "The Legal ,Problems
Of the Rural Poor," -Duke Law Journal, (1969), 495-621 (hereinafter cited
as Denver Law Journal study and Duke Law Journal study respectively).

4Curtis Toews, Kathryn Baker, Ann Thompson, and Susan Schapiro,
"Rural Poverty and Rural Justice," .in Shanler D. Cronk, ed., A Beginning
Assessment of the Justice System in Rural Areas (Conference Report, October
1977, sponsored by the National Rural Center and the American Bar Associa-
tion), hereinafter cited as Toews. et al. They note, for example, that thirty;
two percent of the population is found in nonmetropolitan areas. In 1975,
10.8 percent of metropolitan residents and 15.4-percent of nonmetropolitan
residents were classified as poor. Twelve percent of the metropolitan poor
and twenty-one percent of the nonmetropolitan poor were elderly.

sToews et al. Don A. Dillman and Kenneth-R. Tremblay, Jr.,- in
"The Quality of Life in Rural America," The Annals of the American Academy
of Political and Social Scielice, 429 (1977), p. 115, conclude that rural resi-
dents are deprived in the receipt of institutional services when compared to-
urban residents. 10'

6Shanler D. Cronk., ed., A Beginning- Assessment of the Justice System
in Rural Areas (Conference Report, October 1977, sponsored by the National
Rural Center and the American Bar. Association), Introduction, pp: 9-10.

7See Michael Ginsberg, "Rural Criminal Justice: An Overview," American
Journal of Criminal Law, 3 (1974), pp. 48-49, and E. Keith Stctt, Jr.,.
Th re J: Fetter and Laura L. Crites, Rural Courts: The Effect of Space

d distance on the Administration of Justice (Denver: National Center for
$tatelCatsrts, 1977), p. 6 (hereinafter cited as-Stott et al ).

.-1

et al., p. 2.
.119-4, 9A number of sources igera'ke this assertion. See, for example, Ginsberg,

Rural Criminal Justice, p. 36; Bert E. Swanson, Richard A. Cohen and Edith.
P. Swanson, Small Towns and Small Towners: A Framework, for Survival and
Growth (Beverly Hills: Sage Publications, 1979), p. 86, 95; Cronk, Begin-
ning Assessment, Introduction, po 13; Stottef-al., p4 xv. For a critical
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discussion of these assumptions and some works that make them, see Frank M.
Bryan, "Toward A Theory of Rural Politics" (paper presented at the 1978
Annual Meeting of the American Political Science Association, New York,
September, 1978), pp. 17-18.

"Denver Law Journal Study, p. 113, notes the "establishm'ent class" is
aware of the plight of the "poverty" class but ignores or glosses over evi-
dence of its existence. It does not, however, appear to be truly familiar
with or much involved with the poverty class. An Iowa Law Journal study
suggests lawyers lack enough familiarity. with the lives of the poor to know
what problems they face. Set A.I. WidisSi "Legal Assistance for the Rural
Poor: An Iowa Study," Iowa Law Review 45 (1970), p. 137.

"Grant McConnell, Private Power and American Democracy (New York:
. Random HoUt-e, 1966, Vintaje edition, 1968), p. 93.

12Ibid., pp. 94-107.

"A number of scholars support McConnell's contention that smaller com-
munities utilize informal techniques to resolve disputes and make decisions.
See, for example, Vidich and Bensmen's classic study, Small Towns in Mass
Society (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1958). Jn a
study of legislative recruitment in Oregon, Seligman et al., report that in
rural districts, "Cleavages are suppressed and mavericks and 'troublemakers'
are snubbed or ostracized. Informal, behind-the-scenes negotiation is the
customary method for 'managing' conflict." Lester G. Seligman et al., Pat -
terna of Recruitment: A State Chooses Its Lawmakers (Chicago: Rind McNally,
1974), p. 177. . Discussions of this topic in the rural justice ,literature echo
this description. See, for example, Stott et al., p. 5; Bryan, p. 17, reports
the findings of studies of small towns' Oolitical decision making. For an in-
triguing discussion of informal decision making involving law-related problems,
see Denver Law Journal study, p. 169 ff,00n the use, of "confidants" by
Colorado's rural po9r.

paper by Joan Hogan, "Rural Community Associations as Devices.
of Representation- and Conflict Management," (paper delivered at the 1978
American Political Science Association, New York, September 1978), cites Louis
Coser's The Functions of Community Conflict (New York: *Free Press, 1956).
Coser argues that dissenters in a small community keep quiet to avoid incur-
ring the hostility of Those with whom they must continue to interact. Bryan,
p, cites a study by Jane J. Mahsbridge, "Town Meeting Democracy" in
Peter Collier, Dilemmas of Democracy (NeW York: Harcourt, Brace, JOvano-
Vich, Inc., 1976), pp. 148-167, which attributes low participation in rural
'town meetings to inhibitions induced by the psychic Costs such activity incurs.

"Seligman et al., Patterns of Recruitment, p. 171, offer support in their
description of rural Oregon communities. "Each voter is on a first-name basis
with nearly all the permanent resjdents in the district. . . . When a candidate
seriously challenges the incumbent, the challenge arouses personal animosities
that pit cliques against cliques, thus upsetting the Whole community. . . .
[C]hallengers threaten establiShed relationships, and are therefore frowned upon."

"McConnell, Private Power, p. 107. Participants at a conference con-
firmed such inequality: They felt decisions in rural jurisdictions were "made
over and over again by the same few people representing the only interests

n. '030. , .
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which are organized--usually large private interests." Cronk, Beginning
Assessment, Introduction, p. 7. The Duke Law Journal study, p. 545, de-
scribes a similar decision-making pattern.

"Swanson 'et al., Small Towns, p. 169. The original' discussion is found
in C.W. Gilbert, Community Power Structure: Propositional Inventory, Tests,
and Theory (Gainesville, Florida: University of Florida Press, 1972), pp.
38-46.

"Gerald T. Gabris and William A. Giles studied the efforts of Mississippi
counties to obtain federal support for social services. They. found the smaller,
poorer rural county governments -experienced fewer pressures for social ser-
vices than other counties even though, the objective need for them was greater.
"Patterns of Informal Organization in Rural Government and the Struggle Over
Federal Aid" (paper delivered at the 1978 Annual Meeting of the American
Political *Science Association, New York, September 1978), p.. 13. Cronk, in

- Beginning Assessment, Introduction, p. 7, notes the poor and minorities
in particular have fewer organizational basesifi rural areas, leaving them
with, no to articulate.aod pursue their needs.

"This diScussion is .drawn from Hogan, "Rural Coimunity Associations,"
p..2 and 19. k

goCronk, Beginning Assessment, Introduction',p.:
21See the Duke Law Journal study, p. 590, fdr_a description of such a

, situation in 'a. North Car;alina rural,,county.

22These research findings are summarized by Bryan, "Theory of Rural
Politics," pp. 15-16.

23DavidKnoke and Constance, Henry, "Political StruatUre of Rural America,"
The Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, 429 (1977),

'p. 51; Norval '1)."-lenn' and Lester' Hill, Jr., '!Ri_iral-Urban °Differences in At-
titudes and .BehaVior -in the U.S.,." The Annals of the American. Academy of

-Political and Social Science, 429 (1977)., p. 40.

24Several studies report toNiderable insensitivity to racial and economic
minorities on the part of rural ell es. See, for example,Cronii, Beginning
Assessment,. Introduction, p. 14.. The Denver taw Journal study (p. 114)
reports the local establis`hment'holds' to "pull yourself up by the bootstraps"
notions of how to succeed and critiques the local poor for lacking the inner
drive to do so. Gabris and Giles, p. 16, found elites in rural Mississippi

f'countres-eXpressed snore distrust of professionals atid experts than their counter-
13artsJn large co nties, and more Often believed in the .,wisdom of limiting. the
scope 'and activit of .government., 'See also Bert E. Swanson, "Small Town 410
Big City Politics,"--in: Harold S. Williams, ed., Towards Smallness: A Human
Perspective for-yumap Scale (Rodale Press, forthcoming) as cited in Swanson,

I p. 170. Swanson "gapports the View that there is political consensus in small\`?communities anti Liss among its consequences fewer partiFipantS:in governance,
''Stringer incentives to cdriform to prevailing codes of behavior, more sanctions
for:political dissent and greater reliance on information obtained informally
through face-to-face contacts.

25tronk, beginning Assessment, Introduction, p. 13.
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26Jessica Pearson, "RprallSociety and Its View of the Legal a5ystem," in
Stott et al., p. 90.

27Martin A. Levin, Urban Politics and the Criminal Courts (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1977). , See also Eisenstein and Jacob, Chapter,4 3

285tott et al., p. 1.

29Bryan, p. 4; ;Stott et al., pp. 2-3; Gordon'F.. De Jong and Ralph R.
Sell, "Population Redistribution,, Migration, and Residential Preferences,," The
Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Sciences, 429 (1977),

130. c

30Steven Ward, "Rural Crim Lai Enforcement:, A Perspective,". inCronk, Beginning Assessment. Louis Patrick Donovan,\ "The MLInitipal Poirce:
A Rural and Urban Comparison" (Ph.D. dissertation, Sociology, University of
Missouri, 1970), -13. 11 reports previous research ;that rural police .must be
summoned because they do not patrol.

31Donovan, pp. 8-9, citing Stinchcombe, "The Institution of Privacy in
the Determination of Police Administrative Practice," American Journal of
Sociology, LXIX (1963), pp. -150-160:

32Ward, "Rural Crime and Law Enforcement," op. cit.; dohn ,J. Gibbs', in
Crimes Against Persons in Urban, Suburban, and Rural Areas: IA Comparative
Analysis of Victimization Rates (Washingtcg; D'.C.: U.S. Department of Justice,
Law Enforcement Assistance Administratio 1979) note (p. 11) that not only
are personal victimization rates lower in 'rural% than suburban or urban areas,
but that violent victimization rates are lower *still . '

33John R. Warner, Jr., "Rt.iral Crirrie, Rural Criminals,' Rural Delinquents:
Past Research and Future Directions" (paper. presentedcat the National Sym-
posium on Rural Justice, Knoxville, Tennessee, June 20, 1979); Q. 6.

34Don C. Gibbons, "Crime in the Hinterland," Criminology, '10 (1.972),'
pp. 177-191. Gibbons' study of crime in three rural Oregon communities un-
covered few serious crimes but a number of petty oftenset, especially thaffic
Crimes and drunkenness. G. Howard Phillips' study. of Ohio's rurlil crime
found vandalism (especially of ,rnailboxes) and thefiof gastifine from farm:stor-.
age tanks most prevalent in ACrime in Rural Ohio" (Final Report to Ohio-Farm
Bureau Federation, March 1975). , .

"Ward, "Rural Crime and' Law Enforcement, ".'op: 'cit.

36These sconclusions are drawn from a -sumMary of existi.ng resear6h by
Warner, p.*9 and 20. According to Gibbons, -offenses 'arose from situational-
contingencies rather than underlying motivation to engage in criminal acts.

37 "People stop reporting minor crimes when the only official response
received comes the next clgy, if at all." Roger Handberg and Charles M.
Unkovic, "Changing Patterns in Rural taw EnforceMent: The County Sheriff

s a Case Study" (paper presented at the National Symposium on Rural Jus- .
tice Knoxville, Tennessee, June 20, 1979), p. 11. The Denver Law Journal
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study, p. 145, found widespread feeling that the sheriffs in both counties
studied were incompetent and that consequently much crime (especially juv-
enile delinquency) went unreported and, unpunished.
.

"Warner, pp. 4-5, points out that when crime rates in rural areas are
compared to those in towns of between °2;500 and 9,999, rural areas display a'

`higher arrest rates for fraud, offenses against, the family and childr=en., man:
slaughter and murder.

"Ginsberg, p. 50.

40Stott et p. 14.

41Seligman et al.-, Chapter 4 and pp. 176-178.

,,42National District Attorney's Association, Handbook for the Rural and
Small Office Prosecutor (no .date):

. - . -.
43Jacob, "Judicial InsulationElections, Direct Participation and Public'

Attention to the Courts in Wisconsin," Wisconsin Law Review, (1966), p. 812.
A.study of ,Indiana prosecutors confirmed the tendency of younger lawyers to

take the job: eighty percent were found to be under. forty when they took
offitel 'Ken Ori, "The Politicized-Nature of the Copnty.Prosecutor's Office,
Fact or Fancy?--The Case In Indiana," Notre Dathe Lawyer, 40 (1965), p. 290.

44See Richard Wells, "The- Smay Town. Style of Legal Practice and Politi- .

cal Ideology," unpubilkhed paper. Wells surveyed Iowa lawyers in towns of
2,000.th 10;000. Hi study is the best source of infOrmation about the back-
grounds of attorneys in,small jurisdictions. He found their fathers were pro-
fessionals (especially laWyers), farmers and businessmen; all grew up in Iowa;
sixty percent practiced law in the town where they grew up; they were active
church members; nearly half engaged in political party work. For evidence
that the bar, is more homogeneous in small rather than large jurisdictions,
compare Joel Handler; The Lawyer' and His Community (Madison, Wisconsin:
University of WiSrconsin Press, 1967), Chapter 2, with Jerome, Carlini Lawyers

'Ethics (New York: Russell Sage, 1966), Chapter 2.

15Denver Law Journal study, p. 126. ..

"Howard B. Eisenberg, "Criminal Defehse in Rural America" (paper- pre-
sented at the National Symposium on Rural Justice, Knoxville, TPnnessee,

.June 20, 1979),' p.-7..%-- t N

\
47Ginsberg, p.. 50; Stott et a ., pp., 21-22. ,, .

'V' CI

48Eisenberg, p. 7.-

49Handberdand Unkovic, p. 3.

5°Ibid., p. 7.
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53lbid., p. 6.

54Donovan, a.- 116. Donovan studied 284 nonmetropolitan and 255 metro-politan police in Missouri.

-"Ibid., pp. 113-114.

56Pearson in Stott et al., p. 91. For a discussion of sheriff's deputies'
status, see James E. Jordan, ."Rural County Sheriffs on Trial in Ohio: ReformMovement or Power Politics" (paper presented at the National Symposium onRural Justice, Knoxville, Tennessee, June 20, 1979), -p. 5. The positi issaid- to be the least prestigious in Jaw enforcement in the state of Ohio'W

"Ward, op. cit.

"Ibid.

"Stephen ,L. Wasby, Small Town Police and the Supreme Court (Lexington,
Mass.: D.C. Heath, 1976), Chapter 3.

60Pearson in Stott et al., p. 88.

61Ibid., p. 88; Donovan, p. 11, cites Stinchcomb's Statement that rural
people regard complaining to the police as a betrayal of those with whom oneinteracts.

.2Denver Law Journal study, p. 134.

"Ibid., p. 169.

64Duke Law Journal study, p. 581.

65Denver Law Journal study, p. 145. This study report' that often an
aggrieved individual Will seek out an adversary for ,a face-to-face confronta-
tion.

66Pearson in 'Slott et al., p. 88.

-67-Crank, ,Beginning Assessment, Introduction, p. 10; Neil McBride,
"Keeping Busy in the Country: Rural Problems and the Public Interest Advo--date," in Cronk. See also the Duke Law Jourhal article whiCh related the
reluctance of local attorneys to bring landlord-tenant eases against landlords.

Pearson in Stott et dl., p.. 89;, Stott et al., p. 5.

63Eisenberg, p. 15, reports precisely such resistance to chanOes in the
e hod of proViding counsel tO the -indigent in small jurisdictions, especially
the change involVes a statewide public de,fender. Such plans stir fears of
litakeover" by outsiders.

70Two of the factors in Box V of the model presented in Figure 1 will
`not,be discussed: the structure and content of the-legal code and short-term

, 'forces, issues andevents. To understand the operation of any given legal(
system, both factors must be.iex'atnined. But generalilations about tfaem can-

, not be made since by definition they take on specific characteristics 'dependingon; tf.ip jurisdiction.
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71Most sheriffs in the Northeast perform few law enforcement duties,
concentrating instead on running the jail, serving process, seizing property,
conducting auctiohsand the like.

72Ward, op. cit.

73Wasby, Chapter 1, reports that in Illinois in 1967, part-dale police con-
stituted one-half of full-time equivalent police employment. See also, Advisory
Commission on intergovernmental Relations, State-Local Relations in the Crimi-

- nal -Justice System (Washington, 1971), for a description of the de-
centralization, extensive use of part-timers, low quality and minimal services
provided by small law,enforcement agencies.

74Ward, op. cit.

75See Keith'D. Harries, The Geography of Crime and Justice (New York:
McGraw Hill, 1974), Table 5.1, p. 93; Wasby, Chapter 1.

76R.K. 'Bostick, "The Small Department-4raining--Management," Police
Chief, 42 (1975), pp. 19-21, reports the results "of a 1973 survey sponsored by.
the International Association of Chiefs of Police which looked at training. Small
departments found it hard to free an-officer to attend training sessions; few
training programs- were designed to,meet nonmetropolitan departments' needs;
geographical isolation made the sharing of information and experience with
other departments difficult. Thus, minimal training was prOkiided.

77Donovan, pp._ 114-115.

78Handberg and Unkovi p. 2.

79See Matthew T. Zingraf and ,Paul T. McFarland, "A Structural Analysis
of Rural-Urban Arrest Practices" (paper presented at the annual meeting of
the Society for the Study of Social Problems, San Francisco, September 4,
1978), p. 12.

80T.C. Esselstyn-r The Social sole of a County Sheriff," Journal
of Criminal Law, Criminology, bnd Police Science, 44 (1953), observes (p. 179)
"Where the sheriff fails to, take cognizance of their [churches, certain ocCupa-
tional groups, service clubs, school boards, fraternal orders, eta.] activities,
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89Gary F. Thorne, "The Rural Prosecutor and the ExerCise of Discre-tion," Criminal Law Bulletin, 12 (1976) pp. 301-316. For a discussion of therelations between federal prosecutors and investigative agents (which are closerin smaller federal district courts), see James Eisenstein, Counsel for the:UnitedStates: U.S. ,Attorneys in the Political-and Legal Systems (Baltimore: JohnsHopkins University Press, 1977), Chapter 8.
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'1,9°James Alfini'and Rachel N. Doan,"A New Perspective on MisdemeanorJustice," Judicature, 60 (1972), pp. 425-434. They founld eighteen percent ofmisdemeanor judges in small city,,and rural jurisdictions reported pressure fromthe police to dispose of cases rapidly. In big cities, only three percent re-ported Such pressure. .
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1°2Stott et al., p. 61.
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p. 493.
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141iNn exception is Stott et al., p. 82, which- reports participants at a
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.
- rooms in small jurisdictions.
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Editor& Note,-

I

For a discussion of the power of prosecutorial discretion and its proper
`exercise in the rural or small office setting, see Thorne, G.F., "Thb Rural
Prosecutor and the Exercise of Discretion," Criminal Law Bulletin, 1? (3),
pp. 301-316 (May-June 1976). Thorne examines the rural prosecutor's inter-.
action -with the police, the defense bar, the judiciary and the community,
suggesting that this discretion can be quantified, thus enabiling the rural
prosecutorpto turn t e criminal 'justice system (or legal process) more to his
advantage. -
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CHAPTER VIII

IN SEARCH' OF MODELS FOR COURT OPERATIONS IN RURAL. AREAS

by Theodore J. Fetter

Historically coupts- in most of the United States have operated as local
institutions responsive to local legal and political forces. In the early twen:
tieth century, however; coincident with other "Progressive Era" reform move-
ments,. Roscoe Pound. and other thihkers began to .aoLvocate efficiency,, rational
organization, hierarchical control arid natiortal,..standards in court structure.
These principles are at the heart of most current court reform models' and
standards, and -.-reformers have widely accepted them.'

4

But. are they adequate as models for all courts? Are there exceptions
(courts which for some reason would operate better according to different
principles)? These and related questions naturally( arise from an' awareness
that is hard enough to agree on what constitutes "better" operation, much
less test the empirical factors which would answer thcise questions.2 In fact,
I intuitively suspect that many court system practitionerS and academics would
agree that there may be exceptions to the general applicability of the oft-
'cited national standards.

One possible exception may be attributable, to demography. Are the,.
courts in Lebanon, Pennsylvania, run the same way as in Philadelphia, and
should they be? Do the courts in Mobridge, South Dakota, or Escanaba,
Michigan, or Magnolia, Arkansas., need to f011ow the sameradvice as those in
Los. Angeles, Houston, and Cleveland? In some ways, they probably do; but
in many, the differences may be too great.3 Let us try to determine whether
it is feasible to develop distinctive models for rural courts.' If it is, then
perhaps judges and court personnel .from diverse jurisdictions, but with a
rural environment in common, ca learn from each other, adapt parts, of he

-modqs..to their own situations an work together: to improve the administration
of jukice in their courts.

The4Application o Reform Models

It is not necessary here to engage in a critique of the majog national

court reform standards. Several prestigious national commissions have devel-
oped them .under the sponsorship of the "American Bar Association and the

Law Enforcement AsSistance Administration. Clearly, they have been impor-
tant to the significant efforts in court reform over the last decade. Never-

- Aheless, they are products of consensus and uncritically incorporate basic
probressive ideals of centralization and faith in experts. Recognizing this,.
several ',important articles haves been written .suggesting Ahe prudence of a

$

reassessment of these standards.4
.,

. : '_

NA ... , .

Several' points about the, standards demonstrate the need for additional
work in, developing models. One is that standards are most -helpful When

addressing ends., not means:. The means may be, variable according to per-'
sonality, ju sdidtiorr, environment or other factors, without challenging the

-.. acceptabili of the goal as expressed in a standard.5 These different means
may be xpressed as alternative models and some .models- may particularly
focus on the rural 'environment. .
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Another important factor in examining standards and models-is the focusone takes at a particular time. In court operations, there are two main foci.One views how the court or court system looks from the inside--howit worksand what are tile. personal, interactions and succession of tasks. - Concentrat-ing on this aspect emphasizes efficiency in operation.. The other principalfocus examines the product--how the court delivers ,services to litigants andcitizens in general. Here we fasten attention on the validity' and service-ability of work done by the courts. Gelierally, the_existing standards can besaid to emphasize the former but some persons see signs of growing attentionto the latter. Indeed, while both-foci are important in the,ipural context,the service orientation may be mare appropriate since rural courts have'traditionally emphasized service more: than efficiency. . In any event, oneShould be consistent in working, from either one focus or the other 'at anyparticular time.
.

Finally, the existing standards can be frustrating to local practitionersbecause of their different orientation.- The standards tend to look at the "bigpicture," seeing how all elements interact with one another:0 In addition,they usually perceive this interaction from the top down' i n _hie'rarchicalcourt structure. Individual judges and court personnel may
p

t.share thisorientation; they 'must get through each day's business. .They'sometimes losesight of the interaction, of the parts and they alpost never view their workfrom the top down. They are more likely to see the court operation from itsmost detailed level. As a result, they often have difficulty understanding,interpreting and adapting the existing standards and the arguments made bytheir proponents. Models for rural courts may . help to bri.dge the gap be-tween the orientation of the stariclards drafters and that of, the local practi-tioners; the models may make clear the effect Of' certairr standards and thepossibility for adapting and- modifying them to suit -a particular environment.

4Th& Distinctiveness-of Rural Courts , .
. , .4. ,.;

e. ii

ii. ,Coui.ts in rura,) ., as, are distinct frore.their metropolitan c-ounterparts in.6.many ways.? The Tit ri haye differentloperating° patterns and experiencedifferent. problems. l'' elY are not, 'howreve,r, bntirely,different from urbancourts. Indeed,' rural and urban courts `with identical -jurisdiction and fa!-
prob-ably he more alike than' different. .Nevertheless., the envir.onment of a-court

lowirig the same basic rules or protekltire and structures will prob-
has an effect on' court operation and managen4n,t policy, ,and some distinctcharacteristics of rural courts can be noted. 4 .

The most obviotc'and mast basic factor that .distinguishes rural fromurban courts is the 'character-of the rural envir;onment. . Populatibn density is`loer, so the court's jurisdittion must encompass a wider geographical area toachieve' a substantial volume of Work. 'In many courts the 'result is that the

,

10

judges must "'ride circuit," traveling 4; the several courts for which they areresponsible and being present only part of the time in each local court.Other .areas have consolidated court services in alcentral location which meansthat' litigants, witnesses, attorneys, police offic6g and other persons withcourt business must travel. Still-other courts -make use of part-time person-nel to avoid these inconveniences. In any case, the effect of the wider geo-graphical area is that the 'rural court system cannot- count on having all thepeople involved in a matter located in the same immediate vicinity and Ibustdepend on and ensure adequate notice and coordination .

0



* Large geographical areas often cause judges and court personnel to feel
separated from colleagues and a sense,of isolation can44ideyelop. Court-Istem
personnel begin to, lose their sense of participating in a statewide system and
important sources of collegial support and understanding are Jost when the
opportunities for informal contact with other judges< clerks or administrAtors-
are reduced. Likewise, state judicial and

without
leaders may become less

sensitive to rural court problems and needs without regular contact with rural
court personnel.

*1 I
The lower population denslty often means a smaller case load althougharthis observation may not hold in areas frTque by tourists or serviced by

an interstate highway. Generally, however, r al courts do not, live with the
pressure of huge dockets and increasing -backlogs. The rate for most violent
crimes is significantly lower in the .country than in the city. Fever' local ----
practicing attorneys and a less litigious business community can mean e light-
er civil case load.. While the result of these conditions may seem a great
,plessing to urban-oriented court personnel, it causes some concern to rural
court managers. With a light, case load, it is difficult to establish ,a fulIV-
developed court staff so the judge and clerk must combine tasks. The judge _

may have to be his on secretary, court administrator and law clerk. The
clerk may, not have any staff at all or only part-time employees and it may be
difficjIt to attract highly qualified persons to these positions.

The smaller case load also creates- aa, economy of scale problem. Because
a particular service such as a juvenile tree went program, a small claims court
or a drug abuse clinic will be used b relatively few people as compared with
urban use, such programs are more difficult to establish. If they were
established, the cost-benefit ratio would be low. Yet in particular rural
community, one of these services might be desperately needed and the alter-
natives available to the rural court system much less desirable.

In addition to the economy of scale problem, rural courts often face a
lack of resources. There are many reasons for this condition. The non-
metropolitan community may be poorer since per capita income, is generally
lower in rural areas and its tax base may suffer from a lack of industry and
an abundance of minimally taxed or nontaxable land such

may
farms and parks.

mWhen the local government apportions its resources, it ay give a greater
amount to agencies with more political appeal and the courts may suffer. In
the competition for state and federal funds, nonmetropolitan courts often lose
out to large courts that show mounting backlogs and high crime rates. As a
reelt, the rural court must do without items that large courts take for
granted, or work in old facilities, or depend on part-time employees and
volunteers to help.

One other major difference between rural and urban courts stems from
the character of the community. The stereotype of the rural community holds
that..averybody knows everybody else. This 'familiarity with one's neighbor
presents both potential problems and benefits to the court. It can mean a
greater personal &ttention to each case and more individualized treatment, arid-

it may promote a flexibility, informality and resistance to bureaucracy that
can help a court act more swiftly and effectively. On the other hand, in-
creased personal acquaintance in a rural eommunity can lead to favoritism,
jack of confidentiality, and unequal treatment. Thus, this increased flexibility
and informality can sometimes lead to due. process concerns, especially when a
case involves a litigant from out of town. Rural courts must be aware of
these potential dangers and constantly: guard against them.
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The American -Judicature Society has analyzed misdemeanor courts inurban, suburban and rural areas and found aAdistinct urban-rural dicho-tomy.8 The AJS study found .that rural courts disposed -of misdemeanor casesat the initial appearance far more often, than urban courts. Attorneys aremore frequently/ present for misdemeanor cases in urban and suburban areasthan in rural areas. When asked about sout-ces of pressure for speedy dis-position of cases, rural judges mentioned local government and law enforCe-ment most often, while their urban counterparts cited state judicial systempressure the most. Other differences showed up as well.

Both intuitivay and empirically, then, rural courts appear to operatedistinctively from metropolitan courts. Because of the difficulties in applyingthe national standards to most rural courts, the desirability of 4 set of dis-tinctively rural models, assumptions and options is clearly suggested. Thenex' section- briefly sketches what suchNork could include.

The Major Elements of Rural Court Models

Rural courts can, of course, capitalize 'on ,nluch of the substance ofgeneral court reform standards. Those which address ends rather thanmeans, for example, should be equally relevant everywhere the legal systemis basically similar even if the means would be variable and those which focuson the product rather than the' interior workings also may be helpful. Forexample, principles of speedy and open trials shoUld be as important in arural as in an 'urban setting. Treatment of jurors -should be. fair and consi-derate everywhere while also ensuring that a trial jury is representative andimpartial. These and many other objectives should not vary from an urban toa rural setting or from town to town.

Other,s,(will vary, however. Contemporary standards covering speciali-zation of ,?judges, allocation of judgeships throughout a state and trainingopportunities are repreSentative of those that typically are not appropriate for,a court in an 'area with a low populatiOn density. Similarly, regional andenvironmental factors may call into question certain standards that relate tocentralized management. 'Further, the Uniformity of procedures that inhere inthe contemporary court standards may be impractical where local practices andlegal culture demand some accommodations:

In getp..ral 'then, rural court models might be expected to dgmonstratesomewhat mere informality, flexibility and responsiveness to individual com-munity values than do models for metropolitan .courts. .21-hereby neighborhoodinvolvemenql;4nd participation could remain an integral part of rural, courtoperation, thus ensuring the viability. of the local court ,while also strength-ening the community.

There are at- least three critical policy areas which] need to be examinedin building rural court models- -court organizational types, melbod of servicedeliVery and professionalism. Properly addressed, they should -force policy-makers to discuss what kind of services they want from their cots and howbest to achieve them.

One fundamental choice concerns professionalism. Should the rural courtfollow the model of the_Pro essive Era with emphasis on expertise and exten-sive legal training, so tha the ,judges and other court personnel' understand

15d-
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the law and trial process as well as the, very best trial lawyer in the sera4?
Or should the rural court emphasize its local community base, selecting its
judges and court personnel for their acceptance by and familiarity with local
citizens, both lawyer and lay person?

The former alternative is urged by most of the contemporary st'hdards
and by experts such as Arthur Vanderbilt and Roscoe Pound. This thinking
has led, to initiatives designed to "remove the - judiciary from politics"- by
processes \ such aS merit selection. It is predicated on the assumption that
the law is a science that must be learned by years of legal training and
experience, and that citizens must rely upon these experts to administer
justice rather than to exercise their own opi4ons.

The alternative thinking rejects the "faith in experts" assumption. More
democratic in nature, it steps from the belief that the citizenry largely is
capable of conducting its own affairs, including the administration of justice.
Jury trials are frequent, judges may be elected and in any particular case,
there is less emphasis on expertise and more on one's sense of community and
community values. Instead of full-,time legally - trained judges, the local cou(t
may. havb part-time lay judges.

Most reformers reject this alternative for several reasons, including the
fear of dominance by a small clique of the affairs of the courthouse, the
possibility. that an untrained judge may be unduly influrnced by the local
rosecutor or some other crafty lawyer and the perceived Naisparities in --'court

procedures and decisions from one community to another. These objections
are largely well-taken, but they do not necessarily require abandoning the
notion of local community control of its own courts. ,

A second basic policy. area flows from the first. What method of service
delivery is most preferable, for 'courts in rural areas? Should services be
handled locally so community values are preserved? Should they be centrali-
zed so a higher volume of cases might warrant some specialization and some
extra services? Or should they be regionalized- in an effort to combine some
characteristics of both local and central delivery?

Clearly there are advantages and disadvantages to each option of service
deliveN. In practice, different elements of the justice system are usually
organized on a different level. Many states have targeted particular services
for centralization such as the control and care of delinquent children and
alcohol and drug rehabilitation. Other services such a juvenile/ court opera-
tions may be regionalized so as to take advantage of e benefits of speciali-
zation and at the sartie time preserve a large measur: of local structure and
control. Finally, routine court matters such as traffic cases may be most
conveniently handled on a local level.

Even a the opportunity. for this sort of ,rational decision making were
Possible in rural areas, the community would be faced with the need to makt
basic chokes. Adjudication of juveniles is e good example. Regional (or,
central) operation of a special juvenile court may be desirable since the
workload would support a full-time judge whAhas shown particular inter,escin
the problems of juveniles. Such a specialist is likely to be preferable to the
judge who is assigned juvenile -matters fopm time to time but who much pre-
fers_ civil law 4.49r jury trials. On the 'other hand, many communities rightly
feel that they 'llave responsibility for their own youngsters and have demon-,



strated quite a reluctance to have them dealt with elsewhere. Differentcommunities may have different ideas about the degree of seriousness andappropriate responses for particular juvenile crimes and status- offenses.Thus, adjudication at some regional center may clash with the importantvalues of- any Particular community.

The third fundamental policy area concerns the orientation of the peopleWithin the court system. It focuses on ,a tension created by competing stateand local allegiances. Is an individual rural court more a part of the statejudicial system or the local governmental network? Is the employees' primaryallegiance to the judicial hierarchy or the town? This choice includes matterssuch as uniformity in. procedures and forms, political alliances with statejudicial or local government colleagues and the independence of the individual,court.

If one's support, particularly in financial terms, comes from the state,
then one's primary _allegiance would tend to be toward the state judicial sys-tem. Statewide committees would be more likely to prepare rules of procedure
and legislative proposals, and the individual courts would act as units of alarger branch of government. Local allegiance, on the other hand, is morelikely to result .from local funding and popular election of judges and clerksof court. Typically, local orientation has been observed to frustrate attemptsby the _state .supreme court to impose central coordination -and management sothat 'staff expertise in court management does not develop and shared re-soeIrces within the judiciary are less common. Nevertheless, local orientation
preserves community control and frequently the individual trial judge becomes
a dominant member -of the local community.

A significant problem for the courts occurs when this orientation ismixed. A judge may look to the local community for election but to the state
government Or funding and rules of procedure. The judge and the entire
court operation can become caught in the tension betWeen tthese two poles.

,These basic alternatives do not -present choices that are necessarily rightor wrong. The choices shbuld come froni. the values and prevailing norms
that operate in the justice system. Once a court makes these choices, how-
ever the main outline of its model for court operations is set!'

Carl Baar and Thomas . A. Henderson have recently constructed three
alternative models for court systems.9 These mods show the kind of pro-ducts- that rural courts anallsts may want to. develop or adapt. Baar and.
Henderson's models' are alternative organizational designs to the hierarchical,
centrally-controlled characteristics of the traditional court reform standards.
Each- emphasizes a different areaPlor. local control.

One model is the.".franChise, model," borrowing a page from the book-of
local. retail outlet franchising in the private sector.. "Fr nchised courts"could lead to uniforM standards in procedure and central rulemaking but
funding and management would be local. In administrative overssightf_.the
Supreme Court would be mainly concerned with quality control, i.e., compli-
ance with the uniform standards.

Another of the Baar-Herfderson models is the "corporate model" which
*emphasizes central funding but leaves manyy_ procedural matters to local pre-

ference's. Central "funding would minimize local political pressure that other-
-
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MisdeMeanOr Justice," Judicature 60 (9) (April 1977): 427-434. i\

9CarI Baer and Thomas A. Henderson, "Organizational Designs
fbr State Court Systems," paper delivered to-the LaW and Society
'Association, June 1980.

105ee Earl Johnson, "Toward a Responsive Justice System" in
State Courts: A Blueprint for the Future. (note 6, above), and Earl
Johnson et al., Outside the 'Counts: A Survey_of Diversion Alterna-
tives in Civil Cases (Denver: NCSC, 1977), and works cited in both
places. '

"See, e.g., Earl Johnson et al., Outside the Courts, op. cit.

12Conversation with Geoff Gallas, Summer 1980.

ti

13L'aura Nader, "Complainants Beware," Psychology Today December
1979): 98.

"Ibid.
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wise might inordinately. influence funding decisions but the local CA'aracteris-
tics could help determine queStions of management and procedure.

Finally, Baar and Henderson sketch. a "federal model" essentially incor-
porating central support of a series a lodal managing units. The individical
courts exercise their own managemenkt-but they share the resources of the
central staff for technical assistance various support service.

These are only a few of the .promising models which could be developed
to illustrate the alternatives for rural court organization and operation. They
may help policymakers 'identify characteristics which they want to preserve in

,their oWn courts and those which they viarit -to avoid. The trade-offs in
laereht in choosing between central and local control, between the desire for
efficiency. and the desire for quality service and between professionalismit4
local valUes would Snot be avoided but they would at least be squarely ti'd-
dressed in the policymaking process.

Alb

Using Rural Court Models

The section enIitled "The Distinctiveness of Rural Courts" above de-
scribes, certain characteristics of rural courts. At first glance, many of them
seem negative: the lack of resources, isolation from colleagues, the empirical
finding° of frequent criminal adjudications without attorneys present, and the
like. However there are also several positive characteristics distinct to rural
courts. Greater flexibility and informality, a feeling that court, personnel and
litigants are not controlled by the docket but -that the people control the
docket, are among the strengths that seemab be part of the operation of
many rural "courts.

The development of rural court models should emphasize these strengths.
They would preserye what is good about court operations in rural areas and
suggest- improvements .in, areas where they were needed. The models would
be based on responsiVenesssto the community and legitimate the values of
flexibility, informality and the like.

At present these qualities are merely perceived characteristics of rural
courts.- Incorporated, into models, however, they would become legitimate and
viable alternatives to.the current court standards based on centralizvd man-
agement, uniformity and hierarchical control. Choices and comprothises be-
tween centi-alization and decentralization could be discussed and decided

..upon. The "standards.," then, could become a more diverse set of principles
and *alternative meana, of achieving the principles. Diversity, where appro-
priate, .could be condoned and- even encouraged.

This _development toward a kind of ecumenicism, in court organization and
operation would be desirable on at least two levels. First, it would be good
for courts in rural areas since it would encourage policymakers to adopt the
options and alternatives most suited to, their. environment. Second; and more
basic, this developmell might lead- to improvement in _court operations in
nonrural areas as well,.

Flexibility and informality, which we have assumed to be characteristics
of rural areas, are receiving greater emphasis in urban court development.
Alternatives to the full and formal adjudication process are being developed in
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the farm of arbitration, mediation, consumer boards, conciliation and neigh-r,t4orhood justice centers." Many or these experiMents use flexibility andihformality as their hallmarks and their proponents 'gladly relate their ad-.vantages.
.

Is "neighborhood justice" the direction in which metropolitanif areas areheading to solve their problems in dispute resolution? Is there a genuinemovement away from formal adjudication? The answer is unclear. Sorpewriters believe that community pressures and increased volume are forcihgsuch a movement:11 It may be, however, that much of the business of theneighborhood=justice centers does not derive from disputes that formerly wentto court but from those that formerly were addressed in a more informal waysuch as by family or church mediation.12, If Iso,, then the use of neighbor-hood justice centers is actually an increasing level of formality in disputeresolution. Clearly, more research is necessary.
,4

There is little doubt, however, that ttiere.. are increasing pressures onour courts and our system of justice .in both' rural and metropolitan areas.Society has for several decades become more conscious of the "rights" ofindividuals and groups but for every right we endorse, a remedy must beprovided." Litigation, however, grows more expensive and more time-con-suming. One response to the combination of the pressu ,to go to court,andthe expense and -1.kne involved in court proceedings has en the initiation of/class action" lawsuits in which similar claims from many persons against oneperson or company are aggregated into one legal proceeding. . Class actionsuits help open the courts to many persons who, on their own, would nothave been able- to afford to file suit on a particular claim and for .that reasonthey are a positive innovation. However they also represent a significant,c,z* departure from, the traditional orientation of our system of law: the adjudica-tion of individUal disputes based on the facts and law surrounding an indi- rvidual action. Class action suits lum individual suits of a similar charactertogether.
. - .. .. c'

Laura Nader and others have proposed 'ways of achieving a bulk pro-__
cessing of, disputes which significantly expand upon the development of tqsaction suits.14 Certain classes of disputes would be dealt with to ethr, based on general characteristics 'end overall policies rather than on the adtsin an individual case. As these developments take place/ traditional} litigation
based upon an individual 'dispute might become. less and less common. Societymay decide that individual dispute resolution in the courts takes a great. dealof public resources considering that only the immediate parties are involved inthe case.

If policymakers become forted to reserve the traditional process oflitigation for only certain exceptional cases, they,,, also may want ..to consider'
ways to make that process simpler and more flexible. In short, and somewhat
ironically, they may want to adapt, rural court practiCeS to nonrural courtsand maintain simple' and informg1 options within the adjudication process.Such adaaation requires the de?/elopment of rural court models so thatothers--not in a rural environment--may examine them. It is possible that fortraditional adjudication to survive in all but a few exceptional cases, it willhave to be simple, direct, flexible and informal. These are the perceived
characteristics of adjudication in rural areas but they may become the neces-
sary qualities of adjudication everywhere.
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Editors' Notes

1. Fetter and his National Center for State Courts colleague, E. Keith
Stott, Jr., have produced several works focusing on rural courts which can
provide much of the foundation for the developpera of rural court models:

,,)(1E. K. Stott, Jr., and Fetter, T. J., Rttral Courts--The Effect
of Space and Distahe on the Administration of Justice, Nation-
al Center for State. Courts, 1977, details the problems .peculiar
to rural courts as they affecct court operations--i.e., records
management, training,.. etc. After examining case histories,
they suggest solutionS such as multi-use court/jail county
courthouse facilities, volunteers for corrections programs,
support of juvenile and probation programs, and jury manage-
ment systems to overcome space and distance problems. They
also provide an index of innovative projects anci a selected
bibliography.

In "Rural Courts--Trends and Implications," State Court
Journal, ,Vol. 1, No. 4, pp. 6-8, 35-39 (Fall 1977), they re-

. port the results of an eighteen-month investigation of the
concerns and need of rural courts. The distinctive charac-
teristics of rural urts are pointed out with special attention
to their relationship to the rural environment and the sliffek*
rences between rural and urban -communities. They note that
the solutions to many of these problems usually entail increas-
ed fuhding, greater citizen participation and improved techno-
logical_ means to deal with space and distance obstacles.
-Alternative approaches to training are discussed and guidelines
for developing rural court policies and programs are sug-

-gested. Significantly, they conclude that strategies for im-
proving justice systems in "rural areas should be based on
institutional precepts which strengthen and reflect the advan-
tages of rural communities and traditions rather than on making
those communities dependent components of larger regions.

(5An abbreviate-cd combination of th'ese two works appears in
-Fetter, T. J., "Rural Courts," A Beginning Assessment of the
Justice System in Rural Areas, ' National Rural Center, 1977.

2. . One of the cornerstone examinations of modern court management
problems is found in Alfini, J., Documentation and Prioritization of Misde-
meanor Court Management Prpblems and Proposed Management Innovations,
American Judicature Society, 1977. It reported on surveys and onsite visits
which, confirmed the considerable difference in management problems of urban
and rural courts: For example, rural court case backlog occurs at the initial
appearance because most cases:are resolved with a guilty plea. Urban court
backlog occurs at the plea bargaining stage because of greater availability of

, ,attorneys and negotiation.
_ \

3. It is apparent from a- review of the literature that rural court
demonstration or experimental programs are scarce. One notable exception
was a statewide projects designed to overcome the in ateate reso ces for
legal research which often pose problems-wfor local rural judges. ee Peters,
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G. W, Rural Legal Research--Creighton Legal Information Center--An Exem-
plary Project, Superintendent of' Documents,. GPO-Washington, Washington,
D.C. 20402 (Order No. 027-000-00497-1), 1977. Through this project, the.

Sresearch resources at the Creighton University Law School' in Omaha,
Nebraska; were combined with student researchers to provide Nebraska rural
judges, prosecutors and court-appointed defense counsel legal research
tailored to user needs 'on request. The initiative was designated an 'Exem-
plary Project by the National Institute of JOstice.
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CHAPTER IX

CRIMINAL DEFENSE IN RURAL AMERICA

by Howard B..Eisenberg

.0"

7r
It was only sixteen years 'ago that the 'United States Supreme ,Court in

Gideon vs. Wainwrigtl determined the Sixth and fourteenth Amendments to
the United States Constitution required that state or local government provide
Counsel to indigent persons charged with non-capital felonies. Since that
historic decisioh, the Court has extended the ,right to counsel to persons who
desire to appeal their criminal .convinctionsi\,2 to children faced with the possi-
bility of adjudication as. delinquent,3 to persons charged with misdemeanor

'-offenses carrying the\ probability of incarceration upon conviction,4. to many
pretrial and post-trial proceedings in criminal cases5 and to virtually any
other _situation in ,which a person, faces the probability of substantial depriva-
tion of ,liberty by some governmental action 6 Prior to these decisions, ex-.
cept in those ,few states which, recognize the right to counse1,7 an individual 411

who was too poor to retain an attorney was required to go to trial without a
lawyer and face the consequences.

There _can be little- doubt that the introduction of counsel into felony,
isdemeanor, juvenile and civil commitment cases has had a profound effect on

all aspects of the criminal justice system: At the same, time the Milted States
Supreme Court was extending various constitutional rights to persons accued
,of crime, the public was becoming increasingly concerned with the leAel of
violent 'crime in our nation's cities. The seeming clash between the mandates
of the United. States Supreme Court and the community's concern about crime
led to numerous attacks on the Supreffie Court including calls for the im-
peachment of several of the Court's more liberal membbrs, specifically Chief
Justice Earl Warren and Associate Justice William 0., Douglas. We have now
reached a time, however, when we are able to step back from the initial
shock of Gideon and its progeny and recognize that the availability of counsel
to poor people in the criminal courts has been a major step forward for the
criminal justice system by virtually any measure. Even the harshest critics
of, the Warren Court deci.sions today. do not call for a return to the days, in
which a person could be sent to prisqp for years on end without the benefit
of counsel.

While the political and philosophical debate regarding the propriety of
the Warren Court decisions continues, the- impact of the right to counsel cases
on local units of government has been 4less ,clearly explored and. understood.
In the majo'r'ity of jurisdiction's in this country the criminal justice system i,,5

funded by the county. Even in those states in which there is state funding
for such services, the amount allocated to the courts, prosecutor and defense
function remains a small per entage of the total budget dollar.5 The right to
counsel detisions Un ted States Supreme Court have significant fiscal
ramifications on ideal.. uni of goverenment..- Obviously, state and county
governments hack no ,way of anticipating the cNcisions of the Court and cer-
tainly did not budget f n,ds in anticipation of ,a decision requiring them to
pay for lawyers :,for poor.people. From 1963 through 1972, the United States
Supreme Court gradually placed upon county governments the burden of
paying for lawyers in a series of situations theretofore not required and not
14pdgeted. ,
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The immediate impact of the Gideon Decision was most significantly felt' inurban areas which he'd" a significant 'rate of felony crime. 10 most ruralareas, however, the majority of criminal offenses were misdemeanors notcovered by Gideon and not thereby subject to the Sixth AmendMent right tocounsel. Indeed, a: number of state courts specifically construed Gideon toapply only to felony cases and not to the more numerous misdemeanor of-_,fenses.9 1V)any urban areas_ had already. geared up for the provision of leservices to significant number of people through organized defender sterns. In these models, full-time staff attorneys either as employees of the
county or as" employees of a nonprofit corporation provide direct represen-
tation to .persbns charged with crimes. This was the model in place in thelargest dties in the country prior to Gideon and it has generally been the
model followed by virtually every other city of more than a quarter of amillion people.

.Generally, rural response to the Gideon Decision was for the court to
assignsiprivate counsel to provide representation. The manner of assignment
and compensation varied dramatically from jurisdiction to jurisdiction but the\s number of cases was sufficiently smal) to allow even.- a poorer jurisdiction to
supply counsel at some rate of compensation. The decisions which followed
Gideon, however, placed "_a more severe 'strain on rural .communities' budgets.Particularly the Gault Case, extending the right to counsel to children facing
adjudication as delinquent's, and the Argersinger Case, extending. the right tocounsel. to persOns charged with a misdemeanor which would probably carrywith it incarceration upon conviction. In many' ways the Gault Decision has alarger impact on rural than on urban counties. Almost every state has vari-ous levels of proceedings/ which may be institutedlin the interest of a child.A delinquency petition is generally the most serious type of action that' canbe taken -and usually follows the unsuccessful attempt to treat the childthrough less stringent alternatives In many rural jurisdictions, however',the treatment available on the locaj level through less stringent alternatives isoften inadequate and is not pursued for that reason. In such cases children
are referred to a state system through a delinquency proceeding while theymay not have actually committed an offense which would have been criminal ifcommitted by an adult or which would not have resulted in a delinquency
proceeding against an urbari child. The, number. of children committed for
such noncriminal "status offenses" from rural areas was -usually proportion-
ately greater than such Children coming from urban areas. Thus the Gault
Decision placed upon the rural county a new burden to supply counsel in
these cases which were being shunted off to the state- system, primarily ,due
to the lack of adequate treatment resources on the local level and not the
severity of the child's. actions..

The most significant case, lidwever, was Argersinger. In- Argersinger,
while the', Court specifically declined to apply the right to \counsel to every-
misdemeanant, it .ruled that the right to.'Counsel applied when the judge made
a pretrial determination that, if convicted, the defendant would_ probably goto jail. While the difficulty of applying' this rule has been stated and abroader' rule advocated, the Court in Scott vs. Illinois". -reaffirmed: the
Argersinger rule and rejected a mere general rule by a five twidur vote.
Several state courts; however,. have ruled that the Argersinger test is too-difficult to apply on a case-by-case basis and have extended the right to
-counsel to all persons charged with misdemeanors as a matter of 'state law."
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The number of persons charged. with misdemeanors can easily be ten

times that of the number of people charged with felonies in an urban area.
In rural areas the number of misdemeanors can exceed that of felonies by
twenty or thirty times. It can thus be easily seen that the Argersinger
Decision had far-reaching impliCations for rural justice.

Combined with these deCisiOns has, been the gradual increase in the
number and severity of crimes occurring in rural areds.'2 While prior to the
1970s the level of crime occurring in rural areas was rather small and basi-
cally confined to property offenses; the last decade has seen an increase in
rural crime and the violent nature of, such offenses.'3 The explanation for
this phenomenon is beyond, the scope of this presentation but one can cer-
tainly identify some factors such as the spread of suburbs to traditionally
rural areas, the general increase in the level of violence 'in our society and
the overall mobility of populatYon from urban to rural areas, which 'have
contributed to an increase in crimes in rural areas.

The identification of the right to counsel in criminal cases by the United.
States Supreme Court led to a second phenomenon: the concept of ineffective
representation by counsel. State and federal courts soon recognized that the
right to counsel was a meaningless gesture unless counsel was adequately
preparedto provide ,representation in a given case and pies generally familiar
with tt)e4riminal law to take appropriate action on behalf of a client. It soon'
became ',apparent that in many jurisdictions therinability to compensate counsel
for'ji,ndigent representation resulted in wholesale ineffectiveness being pro-
vided through those, attorneys assigned by the court. In recent years there
has been an increasing awareness of the fact that a perfectly competent and ',-
effective civil lawyer may provide routinely ineffective representation in a

criminal case."

The expansion of the right to counsel, coupled with the:developing
concept of a bar specializng in criminal law, has created particular problems
in rural areas. AS noted above, rural areas have primarily relied upoh
court-assigned private counsel to fulfill the constitutional mandate. As the
law expanded and counsel was required in more 'cases,. the assignment of
private counsel became a significant financial burden to rural areas. In
addition, virtually every appellate court in the United States was constantly
updating and expanding the criminal law to such an extent that it was impos-
sible for a civil praCtitioner to provide adequate representation in a, criminal
case. In 'rural areas where the number of criminal cases was quite low, these
problems Were more severe. While in urban areas there has developed a t,

nucleus of criminal lawyers, in rural areas there is insufficient business to
support such a speciality bar. Thus, in, many rural areas the courts and
local governments are now faced with a significant number of -caSes'in which
publicly-Fompensated counsel is required but an inadequate number of lawyers
are available who can provide effective criminal representation.

Prior to Gideon and its progeny, courts in rurgi areas were run in a
traditionally informal manner. It was not unusual for the presiding judge to

Ohknow virtually every criminal defendan' at came before the court.' The
ju\dge was able to fashion a remedy' and sposition which he felt was appro-
priate to meet the particular needs of the individual defendant. Legal formal-

,ity often gave way to this paternalistic yet compassionate handling of criminal,.and juvenile matters. Since...counsel was usually not involved in the, cases,
there were, no legal technicalities to overcome. Motions were not filed', argu-
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ments were not made, and the case basically came down to the judge makingsome type of factual determination of guilt and then deciding what type ofdisposition was most appropriate.

- The advent of counsel in criminal cases,initially had only a minor impacton the system which- had developed in the rural- criminal courts. Courtassigned lawyers, particularly in these areas, had no desire to upset thetraditional manner of handling criminal cases. For that reason, along withthe lack of particular criminal law -expertise, there was no motivation orinterest in filing technical motions or Making the types of arguments thatwere increasingly being ,.heard in the -urban criminal courts. The cotprt as-signed defense counsel and the retained defense counsel often became part ofthe same system as the prosect.itor and judge--all looking for a cbmpassionate'disposition of the case, whether or not the proceedings met with all of thelegal technicalities required by the Constitution and statutes.
. ,Representing persons accused of crime is often not appealing to attor-neys. In ) rural areas where there are fewer lawyers, it is more likely that -the assigned- attorney will...not be completely comfortable representing thoseaccused of committing a serious or violent offense. While a few well-knowncivil attorneys may be able to enhance theft reputations by providing repre-sentation in the occasional "big" criminal case, the publicity value of thetypical criminal case is, quite small. Since the great majority of cases in boththe-rural and urban areas are disposed of without trial by a negotigted plea,attorneys usually gain little experience from representation in criminal mat-ters.

A

(

While ,every member of the bar is theoretically competent to- providerepresentation in any case--from criminal, to probate, to patent law--the factis that most attorneys lack expertise i,n more than "one or two areas. In ruralcommunities, one of these areas is NOT likely to be criminal law. Moreover,few lawyers who do little criminal law have developed the necessary philoso-phical commitment to zealous representation_ of the accused.' Frankly, somepersons accused of crime are nasty, unpleasant individuals who have commit-.

ted horrendous 'acts. The strong community feeling against the defendantalong with the enormity of the technical requireMents of a complex criminalcase can overwhelm many otherwise skilled attorneys,. While it is alwaysdangerous to generalize, it is simply a fact that in rural America there is lesscriminal work than in urban communities and, as a consequence, there arefewer lawyers who have the time, expertise, competence. and philosophical
commitment to provide defense representation.

A number of factors have in a eadual .change from the tradi-tional model of a rural criminal court. One of these factors,_ as noted above,has been the development of a concept of ineffective representation. .Otherfactors include the gradual retirement of judtg'es familiar :With the old-timesystem and replacement by yo ti-hg lawyers- who received a thoriough educationin criminal law while in laW school. Moreover, virtually every rural court hasbeen 'subjected to the skilled criminal practitioner from an urban area who isable to wreak havoc with a rural judge not familiar with the evolving law.Finally, the nature of crime has changed. Rural courts are no longer dealingwith tavern brawls and minor theft but are being faced with violent streetcrime including murder, rape and armed robbery.
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Thus as we begin the 1980s, we find that rural commuti1s in particular
are under significant pressure to find alternatives to the traditional method of
assigning private attorneys in criminal cases. The increase in the number
and types of cases in which the courts have mandated that counsel be ap-
pointed, the concern of the taxpayers for reduction in taxes, the relatively
few lawyers in rural areas competent to' provide criminal representation, and
the increase in the number of criminal cases in rural areas have resulted in
increas costs, decreased quality of representation an.d a general dissatis-
faction ith the present method of providing \counsel. The folloWing are
various alternatives being explored.

Continued Reliance on the Private, Court-Assigned System

Still, the majority of rural jurisdictionS in the United States. rely on
individual attorneys assigned and compensated on a case-by-case basis by the
court. The advantage of this system is that it allows a maximum number of
lawyers' to be involved in the representation of indigents in criminal cases,
thereby exposing° the bar to this type of representation and ensuring a gen-
eral awareness on the part of the bar to the 'problems of the criminal defense
attorney and the criminal justice system gen rally. There are a. number of
serious disadvantages, however. As noted a ove, some of these disadvan-
tages are the lack of an adequate number of attorneys in many counties to
provide such representation, the lack of attorneys competent to handle crimi-
nal cases in most areas and the increased cost of assigning counsel. It is
now not unusual for attorneys even in rural areas to be charging between $50
and $75 per hou,r for retained work and to require such compensation to
adequately run a law office and make a living. While it is usually anticipated
that counsel will provide representation in a court assigned, case at less than
the standard hourly rate, the fact is that inflation has been gradually push-
ing up the rate paid to counsel. In all too many jurisdictions, private _coun-
sel must choose between a private client paying $75 per hour and a court-
assigned case in which he or she is being compensated at twenty-five or
thirty percent of that hourly rate. Few attorneys desire cour assigned work
under such circumstances.

In addition to these problems, the court assigned private ounsel system
is usually dependant upon the judge's assignment of a spe ific attorney.
This means that the defendant dogs not get an attornetintil h or she comes
to 'court and is thereby _denied' representation in .the earlier stages of the.
proceedings, when critical representation is required.15 Suc a system of4
court assignments has the appearance of impropriety and, incle d, has often
been criticized as being a traditional political patronage system. In most
4urisdictions which utilize court-assigned counsel for indigent cages, there are
no defined criteria for counsel, specific rotation and the system has been
universally criticized as being an in ppropriate manner of providing represen-
ta,tion. 16

Coordinated Assigned Counsel System
*me,

A coordinated assigned counsel system is one in which the judge has
delegated--or the county has transferred the authority--to assign counsel to
an administrative individual; sometimes a court clerk or deputy, sometimes a
professional administrator. Attorneys who desire to receive publicly compen-

S
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sated cases submit resumes to tlie adthinistrator of the system who thenscreens attorney's, to ascertain which are qualified to provide representation inwhich case. Wt iie .the theoretical model is that counsel is certified accordingto specific standards, reality has, been that few jurisdictions have adoptedsucl- specific criteria and then not as part of an assigned counsel system butrather as part of a mixed public defender/private bar system. Under themodel coordinated assigned counsel system, counsel is assigned on a rotatingbasis withotit consideration of political patronage or other inappropriate fac-tors. The judge should have little to do with the assignment or compensationof counsel.

Contracting With Local Law Firms

In some jurisdictions such as the- state of Michigan,17 the county hascontracted with private lawyers or law firms to provide representation in* allor a significant number of cases, usually at a very low cost per case. Thissystem has the overwhelming advantage of allowing the county to project inadvance virtually all of the costs of providing defense representation exceptfor the rare conflict of interest case. Such a system of contracting with locallawyers or law .firms is fraught with difficulty. First, there is no guaranteethat the firms with which the county contracts have qualified lawyers toprovide representation in criminal cases. 9Indeed, the level of compensation isfrequently so low as to guarantee 'ineffective representation. -In San DiegoCounty,,.. California an experiment is now being undertaken to determinewhether a coordinator with an extensive background in criminal lar can selecta firm with which to contract. While the rate of compensation seems low,18,the attorneys participating appear satisfied and indicate they are still able torun an office on the amount received:

Even assuming that the representation afforded through such a coptractsystem is effective-, this system shuts out virtually the ,entire bar frorfr pro-viding representation in criminal cases. Moreover, the System places anemphasis on doing the constitutionally required for as little money as pos-sible, a dubious policy not usually applied to professional services. Oftenthe judge is the person who acts as the , contracting officer, thus again raisingthe appearance of impropriety. Indeed,' the history of such systems in some
states has demonstrated that the judge has an extraordinary voice in the typeof contract and who is awarded the contract. Thus, the contract systemsolves only one of the problems of the jurisdiction--that is, projecting thecost of proViding counsel.

474'0'ublic Defender System

A public defender is an attorney who is paid a salary either by thegovernment Or by a nonprofit corporation for providing representation topersons charged with crimes. A public defender can be either full-time orpart -'time. the United States today there are public defender offices. with
one' attorney working part-time and offices with as many as 400 staff attor-neys working full-time. In urban areas public defenders haVe been establish-ed primarily because they are, considerably less costly than the appointment ofthe prjvate \bar. In addition, most 'jurisdictions have , found the quality of
representation provided by the public defender offices is at- least as good ifnot better than the representation provided by the private bar. This
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particularly true of those urban areas in which there has developed a cadre
of private attorneys who "specialize" in handling publicly compensated cases.
Often these attorneys are less 'skilled in criminal law and provide less than
effective -representation.

The establishment of public defender systems is not the complete answer.
Initially in order for a public defender to be cost effidient for any jurisdic-
tion, that jurisdiction \ must have sufficient case load to afford an office.
Since the cost efficiency of a defender office becomes greatest when, there is
more than one attorney,' cost efficiency suggests that a two- or three- attor-
ney office be created at a minirwm. One of the problems is that often 'a

public defender is underfunded 1.0t as private counsel is inadequately com-
pensated. A public defender may also be dependent for his or her job on the
judge or county board and thus may absorb many cases without adequate
compensation or staff, or may sometimes be less than zealous.

L.-; Gradually through such organizations as the National Legal Aid. and
Defender Association, standards nave been developed for case load, indepen-
dence, training and management. . While these standards.- have had a signifi-
cant impact on the criminal justice system, many counties still cling to the .old
models of defender systems which may combine the worst of each alternative.

A Mixed System

The newly-drafted secorid 'edition of the American Bar Association
Standards for Providing Defense. Servites19 recommends that a mixed system,
using both public defenders and the private, bar, be available in every juris-
diction. Indeed, xirtually all authorities agree, that this is the preferable
manner of providing representation. The state of Wiscbpsin has led the way
with the drafting of a model public defender statute Which combines the best
aspects of a public defender system. Thus costs are reduced, quality is
increased, _ \the private bar retains a role in the provision of legal services
and a political nucleus is maintained for support of the criminal-justice system
generally. st

Since the United States Supreme Court has made itf,clear that it is inap-
propriate for a public defender to provide representation to codefendants
when there is any possibility of a conflict,20 some provision for handling
conflict cases must be made by each jurisdiction .21

A mixed public defender/private counsel system still does not answer the
problem presented by rural jurisdictions which have insufficient numbers of
cases to 'support a public defender office or to support a coordinated system
of assigned counsel. This has, led to explorations of multi-county defenders
in which a region is large enough to support a public defender/assigned
counsel system. Since a multi-county approach requires cooperation among
various counties and since such ,cooperation has not always been forthcoming,
this alternative has been received with only limited enthusiasm in many locali-
ties, although in other,arqs -it has worked well

Appelllite Defenders
\

.Several states22 /have established a tseparate defender office to, handle
only appeals and other post-conviction proceedings. Such offices handle
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cases arising both in urban and rural, areas. Inasmuch as criminal appellate
representation is a subspeciality, it is often difficult to find competent appel-late counsel in rural areas and the cost of such representation is often quitehigh. A statewide appellate defender results in a shift of costs from the
county to the state-end, in at least one state,23 resulted in a decrease in thecost of representation, although that is not a universal efperience.24. Astatewide appellate defender affords the jurisdiction the opportunity to see ifa statewide office can wort and allows the jUdiciary and bar to become accus-

_ tomed to working with defender offices. In Wisconsin the appellate defendersystem led to the creation of a statewide combined system.. Even where that
does not occur, however, the evaluations of such offices reveal-that, without
exception, the quality of representation has improved under aatellate defend-er offices.

'V*

Statewide Systems

In an effort to overcome the conflict among counties, various states haveturned to state funding of public defender. systems. This transfers theentire financial obligation from the county to the state while maintaining the
penefits of a mixed system utilizing coordinattd private attorneys with publicdefenders. At the same time, a statewide system is able to provide regional
public defender offices which make the system most effective and efficient.

Overall, with the exception of areas in which the-case load is so sparseas to make travel distances prohibitive, _a mixed system with coordinated
private counsel and a well-run public defender office probably holds the bestpossibility for ongoing models in the provision of legal services in ruralareas.

While saying that, however, one must be cognizant of the very real poli-
tical difficultikirk estabishing, a. statewide system to supplant county systems,
even wVen there is a transfer 'of financial obligation from the county .to thestate. County officials generally assert the state canriot administer programs
as well the county (and the federal government cannot administer programs
as Well as the' state) and that with a statewide system of public defenders
comes statewide control of the defense function, whatever that might mean.
Indeed, it is .true that with the development of statewide systems has come
statewide standard`s which often preclude counties from following the -"good
old boy" system found in many jurisdictions. While some judges and lawyers
would perceive state involvement as inappropriate, an objective evaluation
might well reach the opposite conclusion. There can be little question, how-
ever, but that the creation of Rublic defender systems by governmental
agencies outside rural counties has created the impresgion of a traditionally4F-rlocal function.

-

Conclusion

In retrospect, there are some conclusions which can be drawn regarding
the types of systems which have been utilized to provide counsel since the
Gideon Decision. First, the ad hoc _appointment of. counsel method, wherebythe judge appoints a private att,orney in actordanCe with that judge's own. -concept of quality, fairness and competence, has not worked. This is the
universal judgment not 'only of those organizations which have studied the
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matter closely, but also., of many jurisdictions which have independently ar-
rived at thee same conclusion. Secondly, the lack of adequate funding to the
counties and the desjre to _protect one's turf from outside intrusion have
become primary issues in the development of 'adequate .defender systems
nationally. Thirdly, rural areas have only in the last five to seven years
begun to ,look beyond the ad hoc' appointment system to alternative methods of
providing counsel. 1.

Recent years have demonstrated a -gradual shift to coordinated systems
utilizing both public defenders and private bar. Even- in those areas which
utilize:the 'private bar most extensively such as Texas, initial con ideration is
now bejngt ,given to some coordination of that system which \Aio Id e ure
quality while controlling costs. Virtually every experiment in the .p sion of
legal counsel has demonstrated that where the ad hoc- assistance of counsel
was in place, there were manifest shortcomings in provision of legal -counsel.
Thiq will impact on rural areas most directly since rural areas rely most,
V,eavily on private counsel assigned in this manner. It is quite probable that
in the.next few years .rural jurisdictions will begin looking for alternatives to
assigned coLinsel. Some of these alternatives, such as contracting with private
law firms will not generate the kind of quality representation _essential to
adequate, delivery systems. Other systems such as coordinated assigned
counsel systems, mixed coordinated and public defender ps'ystems, and pro-
perly-run state systems. will eliminate some of the most serious problems in-
herent in the rural areas of this- country with provisional legal services.

.,t.
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NOTES

1372 U.S. 335 (1963)..

0.

2Douglas vs. California,r 372 U.S. 353 (1963).

3In re Gault, 387 U.S. 1 (1967).

4Argersinger vs. Hamlin, 407 U.S. 25 (1972).

5E.g., Mempa vs. Rhay, 389 U.S. 128 (sentencing); Gagnon
vs. Scarpelli, 411 U.S. 778,(1973) (parole revocati.o.n hearing).

6C'ivil mental commitments, Letsard vs. Schmidt, 349 F. Stpp._ 1078)
(E.D. Wis. 1970) (three: judge coqrt),,(subs'equent citations omitted); civil
contempt; Ferris vs. State ex rel 'Mas, 75 Wis. 2d 542, 249 N.W. 2d 789
(1977). .

7Those states included: Arkansas, California, Georgia, Illinois,
Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, New
Jersey, New York, Ohio, Oklahoma, Rhode Jsland,"t outh Dakota, Tennessee,
Utah, Washington and Wisconsin, 23 C.J.S. Criminal Law, §982 (3), pp.
953-959.

8The entire criminal justice system receives less than ten percent of
total governmental expenditures 'while defense services receive approxi-
mately one percent of that ten' percent. See Sourcebook of Criminal Justice
Statistics produced annually by LEAA.

9E.g., State ex rel Plutshak v. State- Department of Health and
Social -Services, 37 Wis. 2d 713, 155 N.W. 2d,549 (1968).

10 59 L. Ed.- 2d 383'(1979).

"Potts vs. Estelle, 529-F. 2d 450 (5th Cit.,. 1976); State ex' rel Winnie-,
v. Harris, 75 Wis. 2d 547, 249 N.W. 2d 791 (1977).

12I8 1976- the increase in the crime index total for communities of.
10,000 or less was in excess of twenty percent while for communities Of 10,000
or more, the increase was approximately fifteen percent, LEAA Sourcebook,
1976.

14Elg., United States vs. Decoster, 487 F. 2d 1197 (D.C, Cir. 1973),
see note, "Effective Assistance of Counsel: A Constitutional Right in Trans.!:

L.R. 509-555 (1976); Note, "Ineffective Assistance of Counsel
and Harmless .Error Rule: The Eighth Circuit Abandons Chapman," 43 Gbo.
Wash. L.R. 1384-1406 (1975); Waltz, "Inadequacy of Trial Defense Representa-
tion as a .Ground flor Post-Conviction Relief in Criminal Cases," 59 Nw. U. L. R.
289 (1954); Salsberg, Steven A., "The Harm of Harmless Error,." 59 Va. L.R.
988-1032; Bines, Harvey E., "Remedying Ineffective Representation in Criminal
Cases: Departyres from Habeas Corpus," 59 Va. L.R. 927-987 (1973); Mause,-,
"Harmless Constitutional Error: The Implications of Chapman vs. California,"
53 Minn. L.Rs. 519 (1969).
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15Criminal Justice, Providing Defense Services (2nd 'ed., 1979), standard
5-5.1; National Legal Aid and Defender Association, Guidelines for Legal De-
fepse Systems in the United States (1976), Chapter 4, "Early Representation."

ABA Standards, Providing Defense Services, (2n.d, ed.)
Standod 5-2.1; 'NLADA 'Guidelines, Chapter 8, "The Ad Hoc Assigned

_Coun*I Approach."

17See National Center' for Management, Michigan Statewide Study
of Defense Services, Phase I, (t978).

18The compensation of $50 per case for misdemeanors; $100 per case
for juvenile cases and $250'per case for less serious felonies. Attorneys in
serious felony cases are paid by the hour.

19See note 15 supra.

20Holloway vs. Arkansas, 435 U.S. 475 (1978).

21See Schmerling and Eisenberg, "The Impact of Hollcaay," NLADA
Briefcase, June, 1979, pp. 84-96.

22Those gtates include California, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan,
Minnesota, Oregon and South' Carolina. WiSconsin ad such an office but it
is now part of a statewide combined trial and appettite system.

231n Wisconsin the cost of providing appellate representation Tan
about $800 per case in 1971 when the state appellate defender began to handlethe bulk of such cases. In 1977 the defender's cost per case was. still under
$600.

241n California, however, the defender's cost per case is in excess of
...$-2A00, while the private, bar's cost per case is less than $700.
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Editors' Notes

1 A prevailing suspicion is that thet assigned counsel system, so
overwhelmingly prevalent throughout America a, couple of decades ago and still
the rule in rural areas, fail.. to provide effective counsel' to indigents. In
the late .1950s an interesting study on the subject was conducted by Willcox,
B.F. and Bloustein, E.J., "Account of a Field Study in -a Rural Area of the
Representation of Indigents Accused of Crime'," Columbia Law Review, Vol.
59, No. 4, pp. 551-574 (April 1959). The study grew out of the belief that
assigned counsel systems had not been improved or supplanted in rural areas
because--among other reasons critics of the systems usually focused their
attention on metropolitan areas, assuming that similar systerins in rural areas
were working well enough. In addition to discovering that there was some
truth in this assumption, it also underscored several major shortcomings in
the system many of which were noted by Eisenberg.' To the extent that the
system did work well J0 rural locations, the authors attributed this success
largely to the basic impartiality of individual judges and prosecutors. The
ANvious drawback of this virtue is that it is not so much guaranteed by the
criminal justice system as it is dependent on the incumbenM, of particular
individuals. Hoping to stimulate further study and ation, tW account con-
cludes with a recommended "minimum" standard of six basic elements for legal
representation of indigents.

2. In a more recent, examination, the assigned counsel system in rural
Latah County, Idaho was assessed and measured against the minimum stan-
dards developed by the National Legal Aid and Defender Association in Hub-
bard, R .D. , "Feasibility Study Concerning the Establishment of a Public
Defender Office in Latah County, Idaho," Washington S e Uhiversity, Mas-
ter's Thesis, 19p (NCJRS Accession #09900.00.059393 After determining
the standards coald not be met by the existing system, ubbard proposed the
creation of a public defender system which encompassed the composition and
responsibilities of an advisory committee, the establishment of standards for
Lhe system, and the operation and evaluation of the defender office..

3. Only scant treatment of the rural prosecutor appears ih the litera-
ture. A Handbook for the Rural and Small Office Prosecutor has been pre-
pared by the National District Attorneys Association, 666 North Lakeshore.
Drive, Chicago, Illinois 60611. The handbook provides guidelines and advice
on policies, planning, administration,' and operations for rural prosecutors'
offices. See also Thorne's treatment of the ,,rural prosecutor's office cited in
the editor's notes following the Eisenstein presentation.
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CHAPTER X

RURAL PRETRIAL SERVICES

by Stephen F. Wheeler

The bail reform movement of the past tro decades has been a predo-
minantly urban phenomenon.' Most major cities in America are now served by
some sort of pretrial release program. Itsexpansion to rural areas has been
inhibited for several reasons. Judges and court officials question the rele-
vance of a release program when constituents have been their lifelong friends
and neighbors. A release program may also appear on the surface to be a
luxury that the rural area cannot afford.

Flowev,er the bail reform movement is now starting to slowly spread into
rural areas. Statewide deposit bail exists in Illinois, Kentucky and O'hegon;
such legislation is pending in California. New Jersey and Pennsylvania autho-
rize deposit bail by local county option. Oregon has a series of locally-based
pretrial release programs .throughout the state. Kentucky has a centrally-
funded and directed statewide pretrial services agency.

While the characteristics and needs of urban and rural communities may
differ, bail reform has proven to'be a successful and valuable court service
in .both milieus. This paper will explore some of the unique features facing
the growth of /bail reform in rural areas.

/

The Rural Environment

Although most people have a clear concept of the word "rural," an exact
definition is difficult to state. The National Center for State Courts, in

Rural Co,drts: The Effect of Space and Distance on the Administration of
Justice, concludes:

A variety of characteristics. . .distinguish rural areas. . .which
significantly affect the operation of courts. Among them are small
communities, concomitant personal familiarity, absence of serious
crime, lack of social services, frequently lower tax base, and .in
some rural areas, geographical isolation.2

The isolation is being removed by advances in' communication and highway
development. The National 'Center noted:

The technology which earlier altered life in, urban areas is not
affecting rural America: Agriculture no longer rules the country-
side; industry is moving into rural. areas and attracting workers
away from the farms. Rural to -urban migration is rev.ersing.3

Rural Criminal Justice

The criminal justice system in rural areas is affebted by the changing
rural environment. Although legal systems vary between jurisdictions, sev-
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eral common features exist. The National Center considered the following ascommon characteristics:

Part-time personnel, small, often inadequately trained staffs, short-
_ age of court-related services, lack of specialization of judges,informality of procedures, isolation from professional colleagues,inadequate ,court facilities, and more personal familiarity among'criminal justice personnel , and with litigants before the court.4

A primary factor associated with these characteristics is a friow level of fund-ing throughout the criminal justice syste`m. Low funding levels in rural areashave served to limit the development of alternatives to normal court processessuch as the bail reform movement.

In Kentucky inadequate funding is characterized by the fee system ofcompensation. Under this method, officials receive compensation based on aheadcount of people processed. For example, a locally-elected county jailerreceives a dieting fee of $6.75 per prisoner per day as well as additional feesfor performing such activities as maintaining the county courthouse, attendingsessions of court and writing bail bonds when court clerks are unavailable.The jailer must feed and maintain his prisoners, as well as hiMself and hisfamily, from these fees.

The fee system which until recently was also the method of compensatingKentucky's lower court judges and court clerks directly affected the qualityof justice administered in the Commonwealth. Inadequate. justice systemfunding helped inhibit the spread, of court system reform, including bailreform, to rural areas.

In 1976, however, Kentucky tirok a giantsteVtoward bail reform. Itsbail reform act outlawed the practice of commercial surety bail: It furtherrequired that each trial court provide pretrial services and a statewide pre-trial services agencyowas established.

Implementing Bail Reform
J

While the outlawing of commercial urety bail is unique to Kentucky, theremainder of the 1976 bail reform act closely parallels the federal bail reformprovisions enacted ten, years earlier. Trial judges are afforded a broad listof release alternatives' ranging from perSonal recognizatce to full cash bailbonds. However personal recognizance and unsecured bail must receive'primary consideration and ,la judge must release a defendant on the leastonerous condition necessary to assure the d fendant's return to court.

In structuring the pretrial services \ ag cy to serve all 120 counties in.the state, the Administrative Office of the' Courts (which was statutorilydirected to administer pretrial services) staffe the agency along the lihes ofthe existing 'fifty -six judicial circuits. In t \e urban areas of Covington-
Newport, Lexington and Louisville, sufficiently \ arge staffs were provided forcontinuous, around the -cloak operation. A sing e officer was found adequateto cover each of the two-, three- and four,-count rural circuits.

After studying Kentucky's approach to rural staffing,. the Council ofState Governments, noted:
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With respect to staffing levels and patterns, states with small and
highly dispersed populations might well consider a circuit rider
approach whereby a single pretrial officer covers several counties.
This is done for Kentucky's more rural counties. . .there are
practical limits, however, to this circuit rider approach. If there
is too wide a geographic area to be covered, ability to respond
quickly to defendants can suffer accordingly.6

The composition of some existing staff coverage areas has been altered
slightly from the circuit boundaries for pretrial purposes, in order to
minimize the distance required for travel.

A decentralized structure has helped, cause the. program to- be successful
in rural areas. Although being state employees, staff have been recruited
locally and local judges are given an equal voice wits the central office in the
hiring decision. Because the officers must serve local courts, the agency has
been decentralized to provide maximum flexibility and responsiveness to local
needs.' Advisory boards composed of local justice officials and interested-
laymen exist in each county to assure a local direction in the delivery of
pretrial services.

The{ balance between local flexibility and statewide uniformity is main-
tained by vanidus means. Agency forms, eligibility criteria (point scale) and
standard policies are applicable to every program. However the procedures
whereby pretrial services are delivered vary among jurisdictions. Urban
program staff are active in the jails on a 24-hour basis... In, rural areas,
however, jail. checking procedures vary. Police officers in several areas
telephone the pretrial officer to advise him that they are about to incarcerate
a given defendant. This gives the pretrial officer ample notice to drive to
the county where the arrest has occurred. In some areas, jailers will phone
each morning to convey their previous night's activity while in others the
pretrial officer must periodically check each jail personally.

While the methods of service delivery ary between jurisdictions, /the
statewide statutory nature of the agency requires consistency. Services' are
similar between urban and rural- programs. Both offer bail setting information
through investigation. Both .,mill supervise compliance with release conditions.
Both routinely notify their clientt of appearance requirements. A few rural
officers, at the direction of their trial judges, also notify non-clients of their
appearance requirements.

The agency central staff helps ,facilitate cooperation and coordination
among the individual rural programs. Through the practice of field audits,
the central staff maintains the integrity of statistical reporting and overall
program quality. On-site training is conducted by the central staff which
helps assure consistency amorig local programs. Newsletters maintain commu-
nication as do a series of quarterly regional ,meeting's` which are held to dis-
cuss problems common among various programs.

Many . rural officers make arrangementS among thems-elves to coordinate
services. Somp have banded together to work out rotating weekend coverage
schedules for three or four circuits. Others have established' cross-jurisdic-
'tional detoxification, mental health and other community service referrals.
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The Value of Rural Pretrial Services

The positioning of pretrial service officers across= the Commonwealth hasprovided two distinct benefits for rural trial judges. The provision of objec-tive information for bail . setting purposes ,helps assure equal treatment for
defendants with regard' to pretrial release. Important as well is the fact thatthe rural pretrial officer constitutes a professional staff person available toassist the trial_ judge in the operation of his court. Quite often. this may bethe only persqn on whom, the rural trial judge may rely to assure that thecourt's .wishes ,have met with compliance.

Productivity

It is difficult to compare the statistical productivity df rural and urbanpretrial programs. In Kentucky as in' most places, urban programs arestaffed on a 24-hour, seven-day-a-week basis to provide constant coverage.In rural areas a single person must travel throughout several counties. Therural officer cannot provide the same level of service as his urban counter-part. Summary statistical data are provided, however, for the 1978 fiscalyear and the first ten months of the 1979 fiscal year (i.e., July 1, 1978 -April 30, 1979).

During the year ending June 30, 1978, 114,824 persons were arrested in108' of 120 counties in Kentucky that can easily be considered rura1.7 Thisfigure, represents fifty-eight percent of the 197,518 custodial arrests reportedthroughout the Commonwealth. For the 1979 fiscal year through April 1979,the percentage of all persons arrested in Kentucky remained at fifty-eightpercent in the rural areas.

Rural officers contacted and offered services to fifty-two percent 'andfifty-eight petcent of these defendants respectively. Most of the remainderposted bail prior to the arrival of the rural officer. The majority of those
contacted were subsequently interviewed and most of those (fifty-six percent
and fifty-eight percent) were subsequently released on recognizance. Abreakdown of agency productivity is presented in Table 1 (on the following.
page). A summary of 'release methodS.is'presented in Table 2 (on the follow-ing pa a).

The difference in numbers between those arrested, contacted and inter-
viewed is attributable to several reasons. Pretrial release officers inKentucky function to obtain bail setting information for the court.. Advocacy.stances are not taken and a defendant has the statutory right to refuse thepretrial release interview. Refusals are common in those instances where adefendant does not wish adverse information brought to the attention of 'thejudge.

Additionally-, intoxicated pelssons are -routinely afforded a four- to six-hour sobering period prior to i being approached by pretrial officers. Thisperiod has often not yet expired When the officer makes his morning check ofthe jail. A uniform bail schedule exists as well, which facilitates the prompt
release of most persons arrested on routine 4roffic violations.

Despite environrriental differences, rural trial judges have, proven asamenable to recognizing defendants as their urban counterparts. Table 1
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TABLE 1

Pretrial Release'Progrgm Productivity9

Custodial

Rural (108 Counties) Urban (12 Counties)

FY 78 , FY 79* FY 78 FY79*

Arrests 114,824 t(58%) 99,353 (58%) 82,694 (42%) 73,275 (42%)

' Defendants
Contacted 60,147 '(52%) .57,411 (58%) 72,677 (88%) 67,573 (92%)

Defendants
Interviewed 33,5'74 (56%). 38,371 (67%) 45,770 (63%) 48,362 (72%)

Clients
Released 18,851 (56%) 22,165 (58%) 25,561 (50) 25,478 (53%)

11r.

Failure to
Appear 265 (1.4%) 403 (1.8%) 1,517 (5.9%) 1,819 (7.1%)

Rearrests 734 (3.9%) 955'(4.30) 1,226 (4.8%) 1,514 (5.9%)

*FY 79 Figures July, 1978 April, 1979.

TABLE 2

Methods,of Pretrial Release (FY 1979)9

Rural

(108 Counties)

Urban

(12 Counties)'

Recognizance and Unsecured Bail 33,372 Z.

Third Party Custody 10,975 2,102

Ten Percent Deposit Bond 15,895 6,792

Cash Bail Bon 17,856 11,649

Paid Fine at Court 13,945. 4,375
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indicates that during FY 1978, rural judges recognized fifty-six percent ofthose defendants on whom information was collected by the pretrial officer.
Urbanerial'judges also recognized fifty-six percent. During FY 1979, ruraljudges have recognized a greater percentage of defendants on whom informa-tion '`was provided; fifty -eight percent to fifty-three percent for their urbancounterparts.

Further, information compiled during FY 1979 indicates that in bothurban and rural jurisdictions of Kentucky a defendant is more likely to berecognized than required to post a cash or deposit bail bond. Most of ,thedefendants released prior to trial were .recognized after the trial judge waspresented an agency pretrial report. This 'report is most often communicated
to the judge over the telephone."

'the data presented above suggest that" pretrial release programs, evenwhen staffed by a single person covering several counties, can be effecth'ie inrural areas. Indeed, several rural programs in Kentucky during FY 1978 and
1979 provided information which helped cause the release of over one thou-
sand defendants each which -exceeds the performance of, many of the nation's
felony oriented urban programs.11 The single officer configuration, evenwhen mileage reimbursement /

411'

is considered, suggests that these services canbe provided economically. 12

Professional Staff

- Kentucky's rural pretrial officers routinely go beyond the function ofproviding bail setting information to their trial judges; a definite need existsin most of these counties for full-time astance in ,other court matters.

At the direction of their trial judgeeS, rural pretrial officers perform
many administrative tasks. They. assist their judges in coordinating mentalhealth services and, in some fortunate, areas, steer habitual intoxicants to'available detoxification programs. Some officers supervise prisoners placed onwork release and most all provide their judges with daily jail census reports.
Many officers assist their courts with public defender appointments and act asliaison people to other local justice agenci.

For example, an order entered by the District Court of Calloway and
Marshall Counties in July 1978, assigned thirteen additional duties, to thepretrial officer. These duties were:

1.i He shall provide the district court with a daily jail census;

2. He shall research any backlog )of cages that may occur and
bring to the attention of the court any cases that have been in
the system an exceeding amount of time;

3. He shall assist the court in educating the public on the judicial
system.,

4. He shall serve as a liaison between the district and the Admin-
istrative Office of the Courts With regard to supplies, services
and logistics; 0
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5. He shall assist the court in investigating a work release pro-
gram and in..prOviding supervision for that program;

6. He shall assist the court in providing adequate facilities as are
necessary;

.
7. He shall further serve as liaison between the court and agen-

cies such as comprehensive care, substance abuse and proba-
tion hand parole;

8. He shall keep the court advised regatging the service of
warrants, summons and show cause actions;

He shall arrange training sessions and continuing education for
court personnel;

He shall, when requested, mediate small claims and family
disputes prior to hearing before the court;

11. He shall assist the court and the clerk when requested with
jury matters and assuring that there is proper coordination
between attorney, the court and the clerk with respect to
trials;

12. He shall maintain liaison with the Administrative Office of the
Courts and assure that 'the court is provided with.the proper
forms, equipment and supplies for its functioning; .

13. The ,court administrator shall' perform such other duties. as, are
commensurate with the office as shall from time to time be
requesteid by the court. _

Further, information supplied through the pretrial interview process
assists trial judges in misdemeanant sentencing.13 MisdeMe ant probatjon
services in rural counties are not common which results in m y. cases being
disposed by fine or suspended sentence.

Conclusions

Pretrial services have been slowly expanding into rural areas. By
performing broader based tasks than their urban counterparts, rural officers
provide substantial services) to their courts. ,anif communities economically.
While this paper has concentrated on the Kentucky experience .with rural
pretrial services, programs in Oregon have also demonstrated economical and
positive results in providing rural services.

Discussing locally provided pretrial services' in that state, Jerry
Hoffman, corrections specialist with the Oregon Law Enforcement Council,
steted:

In most cases these local professionals are running comprehensive
corrections services programs, which provide pretrial release inter-
Views, pre-sentence investigations,' post-trial probation and, parole

.supervision services to courts in their county or region .14
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When structured to respond to the specific needs of the rural area, pretrialservices agencies....can prosper and offer a wide range of economical and bene-ficial services to' their communities.
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NOTES

'Wayne Thomas, Jr., Bail Reform in America (Berkeley: University of
California!, 1976), p. 262.

2National Center for State Courts, Rural Courts, p. xv.

3lbid.

4lbid., p. 4.

5See KRS 431.500-550; RCr Section 4.

6Council of State Governments, Bail Bond Reform in Kentucky and.
Oregon (Lexington, Kentucky: 1978), p. 21.

7For purposes of this paper, 108 of 120,countiescomposing forty-six of
fifty-six judicial circuits are considered rural. There are twelve single-county'
rural circuits, thirteen two-county, fourteen three-county and seven with

--four counties. Circuits containing the following population centers are con-
sidered nbnrural, 1970 county populations are in parentheses: Bowling Green
(57,432), Covington (129,440), Elizabethtown (78,421), Frankfort (34,481),
Lexington (174,323), Louisville (695,055), Newport (88,501), Owensboro
(79,486), Paducah (58,281), Richmond and Wincleitster (66,820).

8Data submitted by pretrial services Officers.

9 ciata submitted by pretrial services officers.

"The conveyance of :information over the telephone is not common to =

pretrial release programs everywhere. In Kentucky, it is based on a statu-
tory clause which states, "A court authorizing the release of a person. . .

shall cause the issuance of an appropriate order" of release [KRS 431.520_
(5)] . The language, "shall cause the issuance," was specifically designed for
telephonic commUnication'of the order to alleviate delay.s caus- y distance
(OAG 77-310).

"Many urban programs are oriented to process only fe ons (e.g., Akron,
Ohio) or intervene after the arraignment process (e.g.,.,Baltimore a., Md.),
or to initially assist persons in making bail (Pittsburgh, Pa.). It takes many
newly funded or initiated programs several years to attain credibility and
reach this release 'volume. Circuits 13,'24, 33, 34 and 54 recorded over
1,000 releases during fiscal year 1978. Circuits 3, 13, 21, 24, 27, .33,' 34, 53
and 54 recorded ove;,1,000 interviews during this period.

12Two, three or four counties may economically share the cost of a
pretrial officer. The cost of the average rural pretrial position in. Kentucky
is less than $20,000 per year.

"Felony cases are statutorily required to have pre-sentence investi-
gations prepared by probation and parole officers.

OA mr.

14Letter of October 8, 1976..
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Editors' Note

A fundamental tenet of the pretrial services concept is diversion from
the criminal process. This concept evolved from the recognition that too
often people' suffering frorti alcoholism., mental illness or other problems are
channeled through the criminal justice process. Because. the system is not
equipped. to deal directly with these problerW more emphasis has been given
in recent years to diverting such people to the appropriate treatment pro-
grains.

40

Some id a of the potential effectiveness and' drawbacks of diversion
programs .in rural areas was provided by Brake!, S.J., in Diversion From the
Criminal Process in the Rural Community-- Final Report of the American Bar
Foundation Project on Rural Criminal Justice, American Bar. Foundation, 115
East 60tli Street, Chicago, Illinois 60637 (1969). Interestingly, Brakel's
study revealed a reluctance by personnel in rural mental health facilities and
treatment centers to assist persons diverted from the criminal process except
on a voluntary basis.
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PART II

Section III. JAILS AND CORRECTIONS
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Introduction to Secfion I II

DUring the past few years, there have been repeated claims that
America's correctional system has deteriorated to a level constituting a;,na-
tional crisis. This crisis is typified by, overcrowded and .unsafe facilities
'whose conditions too frequently fail to meet minimum health standards, too
many persons inappropriately confined whose problems could be better dealt
with elsewhere (e.g., juveniles and alcoholics), and inmate services and
proqrams that don't seem to accomplish anything. cA

Despite our general acknowledgment of this state of things, success
resolving these problemS has been most difficult to athieve/or many reasons.)
Improvement and reform require changing local attitudes, a )particularly tough
task in connection- with criminal justice issues. Additionally, improving jail
operations and services usually requires an increased local firiancial -commit-
ment. This is a particularly troublesome obstacle becauSe the community
usually assigns a lower priority to justice is'sues than others such as health'
or education. It has become even more difficult to overcome as pressures for
greater local financial austerity have increased.

Perhaps an equally significant obstacle to stimulating- jail reform, and
improvement, particularly in rural areas, -is the lack of information and data
depicting these prioblems in human tecms as well as in quantitative or sta-
tistical- 'terms. The presentations that follow in this section might represent
an important beginning in the development of that kind of information. At
the very least, they will provjde the reader with a good lobk at today's rural
jails which constitute about eighty percent of all jails nationally.

'In "The Rural- -Jail: Its People, Problems, and Solutions," Ken Kerle
gives us a first-hand look at the variety of rural jails found in oUr country.

hast personally. visited rural jails in nearly all of the forty-eight con-
tiguous Uhited., States, a distinction uniquely qualifying him to depict their
status. He presently writes a column in the Keeper's Voice, the American
Association of Correctional Officer's' newsletter, entitled- "On- the Road with
,Ken Kerle" which proVides him a forum to reveal and discuss the implications
of his findings, and experiences based on his visiit to over 316 jails across
the country..

An interesting contrast to the more anecdotal treatment of rural jails
provided by. Kerle is Rod Miller's "A Needs lAsseSsment*for Small Jails in the
United States." Miller's Community Reso_urEe Services, Inc. prepared this
assessment as the first phase of a bold new national small jail reform. project
launched 'Er" the .National Institute' of Corrections' Jail Center inBoblder-,
Coldrado. That nationAl, project is detailed in the presentation of Paul
Katsampes, the project supervisor, which follOw paper.

Miller's assessment -points out some intriguing find,ings which not only
have importantimpiications for 'the success of the rigational project, but also
should be food for thought to. any= reader genuinely interested in the problems
facing. rural jails 'today. For example, notes 'the tendency of jail mana-
gers to attribute most problems tc6 faciliti s and operations while Jail inspectors,
assign -the causes4,of the same problems to administrators and staff. As Miller
suggests, defirtitive answers to the questions raised by the assessment may
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not be as important as the fact that they have been raise q at all by a longoverdue statistical assessment of the problems and needs bf our small ruraljails.

.The last two papers' of this section illustrate how the challenge of im-proving our rural jails can be mgt. Certainly, these are not the lnly ruraljail success stories, but they illustrate- two important- points: The Marengo'County Jail program detailed by Michael Haley is an example of the kind of,change and improvement which often can be achieved by capitalizing on factorswhich inhere in the rural environment--creativity, access to tpe communityand it infrastructure, and the pivotal role of the individual county sheriff.
"Group Psychotherapy in a Regional Corrections Setting" by Dan Lawrenceand Joyce Piispanen testifies to the fact that rural jail programs do not haveto be second-rate nor .offer anything less than the full range of services- vitalto achiving improvement and reform.
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CHAPTER XI

THE RURAL JAIL:
ITS PEOP(E, PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS

Kerle

The Jail Crisis

Most people in this cou try are not interested in jails so it should not be
surprising that they are u aware there is a national jail' crisis at this time.
In 1977 and again in 1978, the National Association of Count Officials held

- two national assemblies in ansas City, Missouri and Minneapolis, Minnesota
on the jail crisis but events, such as these, have been too few and too low in
profile' to attract significant public attention which further obscures a clear
view and understanding of the jail crisis in its many dimensions. Jail reform
advocates speak .of inmates' constitutional rights, structural inadequacies of
the jail itself, loUsy meals, poor or nonexistent medical care, insufficient
number of jail personnel, overcrowding, a lack of written policy procedures,
no training for jail staff, 'etc.

Failure to recognize the breadth of our jail problem will certainly con-
, tinue to see us focus on short-'range solutions such as simply :spending money

0 to eliminate the fire hazards and low levels of sanitation; to improve health
care, education, counseling and diet; and to insist oil a better trained, better
qualified staff. What we must realize is our jail crisis can only be eradicated
with long-run. solutions and they will depend on how the community itself,
thinks about its jai-I, its use and who should be confined within its walls. I

suspett -before the community can be expected to answer these questions,
there has to be a consensus among those in the criminal justice field, i.e.,
corrections, courts, sheriffs, police, probation and parole, and prosecuting
attorneys as to jail management and programming. We have seen that to the
extent this does' not occur,, the slack is taken up by court decisions which
impose minimum standards of decency and by state jail inspection staff which
can compel compliance with state standards. The problem, some 200 "years in
the making,' will be, in -my .opinion, with us for some time to come unless.

- constructive action isfaken.

A'1978 survey concludes that the number of jails in the U.S. today is
approximately 3,493, housing 158,394 persons. If one includes the total
committed and released annually (persons bonaed out or released on their own
recdgnizance, etc.), the number exceed one-and-a-half million 'every year..,2
The status of an incarcerated- person varies: forty-7two percent, according to
the 1978 survey, have not yet had their trial and, under our Constitution,
retain, the presumption of innocence until proven' guilty. Some have been
sentenced by .a court of law to serve a sentence . in the local institution.
Others who have committed more serious crimes and who nave been found
guilty await transfer to a state institution and remain iry the local jail to serve
their sentence becaUteo ofk serious overcrowding in the state prison system.

The most typical composite of a jail inmate would be a poor yOung man
living in the- local.cornmunity accused o committing -miRor offenses. According
to the NatYonal Want and Adult, Deten n DirectorYr blacks, whip represent
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twelve percent of the nation's general population, coTpris-e forty-two percentof thejail population. Other ,statistics of jail inmates are revealed in 'Table 1.

TABLE 1

The Jail Inmate U.S.A. )3 Percent

Adult male 90Adult female
5Juvenile
5Under 30 years of age 60

Between ages 21 and 24 25
Earning less than $1,999 a year 50
Graduated from high school 25Married

25110Serving a° sentence 42

0

Local jail responSibility in the, United States is primarily the duty of thesheriff. In forty-five states statutory authorization for the sheriff to serveas jailer exists and approximately eighty-six percent ofAtt sheriffs' depart-ments in these states operate at least one jail.4 Kentucky is the only statewhere the state constitution specifies the jailer must be an elected official aswell as a peace officer and an officer of the circuit and county courts for thecounty. If the county jailer is legally committed to jail then ,the 'sheriffperforms the duties of jailer .8 In Pennsylvania, a sheriff runs.the jails inthe thirty-six small, rural counties of the 6th, 7th, and 8th class. In NewJersey sheriffs operate only thirteen of the twenty-one county \jails; thecounty freeholders have, control in the remaining- counties and appoint theirown, jail. directors. Vermont is one of the five states where.The State Depart-ment of Corrections operates the local jails. Thpugh overcrowded/ this .ruralstate does an exemplary job of-drunning t se institutions.

,) hiIty-two of our .fifty states operate state jail inspection programswhich, in -theory, would compel the loCal jurisdictions to meet state specifiedstandards'. Twenty-two states 'require, yearly inspections, three., inspect, everysix months, five examine thejajls on a qual-terly basis and two states inspectevery two years. The Jail -frispectiqn Program' Directory_reports that twenty-nine states are acknowledged to haveeriforcement poWers when it comes to jailstandards. 8
..

. The Rural County in ,the U.S. ,

The United States Bureau of the Census distinguishes 'between urban,
.

0 I..
.

suburban and nural counties. A 4uburban county is 'one which in part or inwhole .has a§ a city of 00,000. r mdre inhabitants and bprders on a county or
, . .

.... \
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counties which have metropolitan characteristics. A rural county is One that
is not part of a Standard Metropolitan 'Statistical Area ( 0,000 or more people)
and does not have a core city with over 50,000.7 The ounty and City Data
Book of the U.S. Bureau of the i l l u s t r a t e s , . irk Table 2 below, the
number of rural Bounties for 1970 and 1975:8

There .are 3,143 counties in the United States a fi over seventy-five
percent of the counties are rural by Census data defir#tion. Census data in
the 1978 World Almanac- also revealed that 53,887,000/of the 263 million -plus
inhabitants of the U.S. in 1970 lived in rural areas-,/ nearly .5,000,000 of the
rural inhabitants were nonwhite.9 The majority of /jails in this country are
small, as shown in Table 3 on the following page. c.

Jail Standards--How Some Measure Up

Three years ago the Comptroller General of the U.S. reported to "Con'
gress. that the persistent problems of jails in the country hinged on inade-
quate physical conditions and a lack of services. Jails, he emphasized, were
a low priority at all levels of government and it_was up to the Law Enforce-
ment Assistance Administration to assert the leadership needed to improve

TABLE 2

Population

Rural Counties
1970 1975

Under 1,000 26 26
1,000-4,999 299 278
5,000-9,999 554 516
10,000-49,999 1 585 1,600

Total 2,464 2,420

Population

50,000-99,999
100,000 or more

Total

Urban Counties

1970. P 1975

332
347

679 .

341,
382

723
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TABLE 3

Jails in the U.S.A.1° Percent

Fewer than 20 inmates
Between 21 and 250 inmates
Over 250 inmates

75
22

4

Staff 'Size of Jail in the U.S.A. Percent

Fewer than 20 71
21 to 50 22
51 to 100 -
101 to 400 7.
Over 400 less than 1

local jails. Established standards should play a large role_ in bringing thisabout, he noted." Today a large number of national associations have devel-
oped jail standards which has. created debates over whose standards should
prevail. Among the organizations which developed sets 'of standards are the
American Correctional Association, the American Bar Association, the National
Sheriffs' Association, 'the Department of JuStice and organizations such
as the American Medical Association (jail health standards) and the American
Public Health AsSociation.12 This is in addition to the thirly-two states
which have developed their own state standards.

I have visited with State jail inspection staff personnel in practically all
of the thirty-two states wbith have ,inspection W#grams and I have been
inundated 'with written reports and document's on t1141conditions of the jails in
these states-. Time does not permit a summary of this,voluminous amount of
material. Rather, 1 ,,will 'focus on a sample of _the states which recently-re-..
sponded to my survey about the rural

Four states which have jail inspections have no authority to enforefe their
standards and, in effect, are advisory only. Only. eight states have givpn
the jail staff its own enforcement powers. The remainder must petition the
courts for closing the facilities down or, in the case of, O'regOn, petition the
Attorney General. Georgia and Tennessee lack specific enforcement' provi-
sions or alternatives. 13

-

Even where the jail .inspectors have -authority,..-it doesn't .always mean,
'compliance.', I Visited a shabby, fire-trap rural jail in. Ohio Couny, Indiana
which ths jail inspector tried to Close.. The local judge and county,.Commis-
sioners decided it should remain open. Weeks may elapse before anybody is
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TABLE 4 .

Rural County Jails and Deficiencies by States

Number of rural county jails State

55 AL

67 AK

22 CA

43 FL

143 GA

71 IL

70 IN

85 . IA

85 KS

Comments

Few rural jails able to provide 24 hr.
constant supervision; jails which do
not have female officers (50 percent)

- use female clerks, secretaries, etc.
in handling female prisoners.

3 193

40 failed'state inspection; at present
time, state requires only 70 percent
compliance with state standards.

Five in serious noncompliance with Calif.
standards; 10 in minor noncompliance.

70 percent ,not in compliance; i.e., lack of
floor space, cell size, litter, dress of
inmates; 60 percent do not have staff
to provide 24 hi.. coverage in men's
area; five under court order, law suit or
consent decree.

46 percent failed to .comply. Because
of structural inadequacies they would
require extensive renovations. Five jails`s
involved in court action or have been .'
threatened with court action.

ef

71 jails with 1,290, noncompliances in
areas of administration, operations and
buildings.

15 percent not in compliance with state
standards. Four jails under court order;
85 percent hold status4'bffenders segre-
gated by walls or floors; 36 jails should
be' replaced.

Seyen jails closed; four rated unaccept-
atge; 23 rated poor; one jail, under
court order. .

. .

16 county jails meet Kansas standards;
the remainder have from one to 17 deli-
cienci'es; 14 county jails no longer in
use.

i 0 't.J 4:
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.TABLE 4- (Ce.ntinued),

Rural County Jails and beficiencies by States

Number of rural county jails State Comments

45 parish jails LA All jails, rural or otherwise, are from
time to time in violation o1 certain reg-

lations of the sanitary code. One,
Wural jail under court order not to use
section of the jail until cells are com-
pletely remodeled.

Three percent do riot .comply in all in-
stances with state and national stan-
dards. .

-,,

1

...

. -

106

77

71

.e.

5

17

- -
43

9 ME

Z

. 66 . NC

.
. .

4 OH

ND

MO
\

. MS

.14

NH

NY

5

e
No jail inspection; 80 percent of Mis-
souri jails cannot meet national mini-
mum guidelines.

, No jail inspection; employees frequently
worked 60 hour weeks; 50 local jails
should be eliminated!

62 did' not meet minimum compliance
ratings of the state; study of Governor's
Commission oh Crime Prevention showed .

most facilities in poor physical condition.,"
separation of inmate groups not adequate; -
jails understaffed.

\:
No state jail inspection.

All 17 deficient in staff; eight need
new construction; seven need altera-
tioh or additions; all counties under
court order to develop plans to pro-
vide contact Visits.

27 jails detained status offenders.
After July .1, 1979 Attorney General .
will have authorityto prescribe stan-
dards. a

17 jails not complying with minimum
standards. Eight counties .need neW
jails or major renovate ns-, one jail

4 under court or,dc or consent decree..

1979.

Only 2 rur 'ails- at,this time can meet
jail certificatiop to begin in summer or
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TABLE 4 (Continued)

Rural county Jails and DeficienCies by States

Number of rural County jails State Comments

70

r
ft

29 ORit Five county jails under court order.

87 TN f.' 45 percent of jails noncertified;' 78
percent of personnel have no training.
72 percent of the jails have no written
policies; 69 percent did not provide
prisoners with basic essentials for per-
sonal hygiene; 65 percent still using
polyurethane core mattresses.

OK 10 long-term jails not in full compliince
with first increment 'of jail standards;
10 restricted to male inmates only.

31

65

48

SC 50 percent do not have.full-time female
officer coverage; no work or study
release proOraffis.

SD No state jail inspection; 24.3 percent
unable tb provide 24 hr. supervision
of detainees because of staffing short-
age.

WS. 19 under restriction by jail inspection
staff; one jail closed and a new jail is

1/4 planned.

locked up here. the visible everyday risk and danger-of fire is faced by
the sheriff and his family who reside in the living quarters located over the
jail. Wisconsin the inspection staff found they were stymied in their
attempt to close a jail several years ago when the county commissioners made
a few phone calls to Madison to solicit the support of the Governor to keep it

_open a bit longer.

Probably the most ancient and hideous looking jail I've inspected is the
Bedford County Jail in Shelbyville, Tennessee. It resembled a medieval
fortress. A stone prominently placed at the top of the jail arch read 1843!
Dungeon-like cells with slits for windows held thirty-five males the day I

toured the establishment. The place has been condemned several times by
the Tennessee State Jail Inspection staff but the local 'government refused to
do anything about. it. Non; of the sheriff's staff had ever received any
police or corrections graining. The sheriff told me the county claimed they
couldn't 'afford it. Yet this is a county which can afford ,to spend money on
a new high sChool_.
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In Palo Pinto County, Texas, I had an opportunity to tour a brand newjail. Th6 sheriff indicated he would have a real battle' getting sufficientpersonnel to adequately staff the new jail and he serves a county ..,with oil in. -the ground and rplus in the bank.

Insufficient staff, low pay and a lack of training are common problems.Many sheriffs still pay the jail staff less than the patrol staff. All states Ivisited now haVe minimum standards to be met if one is to perform policework. Jails' are another story. At a Texas jail, the night jailer was a re-tired postman; in a Pennsylvania institution, a hard-core unemployed newrecruit aided and abetted an escape; -in Alabama, jail training is optional.
EVen if training is offered, the sheriff is often so short of staff he can'tsend anyone. A number of stateshave,made progress \by offering trainingfor new jailers -even though it is often' no more than a 40-hour course.- Ihave not found jail training in any of the states to be equivalent -in length topolice, training which ranges from six to fifteen weeks. This tells us a groatdeal about how correctional 'staff are perceived by public officials. Generally,the jail job is Viewed as a dead-end job taking care of dead-end people. Onesheriff told -me his jail staff were ashamed to be seen in their uniforms; theypreferred to change-clothes upon arrival- at.work.

The Jail Inmate Medical CaPe

A short historical perspective indicates that in the 1960s -the. courtsbegan to speak of evolving standards of decency and to decry and denounce ,the inhumane conditions existing in most of the penal institutions in the U.S.Administrative practices came under judicial scrutiny; structural defects ofinstitutions were ,exposed in open court litigation. In a few years this Riga-.tion grew into a ,yeritabl flood of lawsuits that washed down into the localjails, much to 'the dismay of local officials. Minimal medical care emerged as abig issue. Myron P. Nidetz, Associate Director of the American MedicalAssociation Program to Improve HTIth Care, in fajlq,, described a 1972 sur-vey. .1, 4

r.
0 rOne-third of the jails in the U.S. had no services provided by aphysician. Two-thirds of the jails had only first aid. Less than 40percent had a regular nonemergehcy medical service. On a lack ofproper medical facilities alope--.1.4 states and 189 jails were involvedin lawsuits or court orders.

As a result of its initial- work in 'six -pilot states, the Advisory Committeeto Improve Medical Care ,and Health Services iri Correctional Institutionsdeveloped a set of comprehensive 'standards, model 'programs and a nationalaccreditation"- program. This is definite progressthut there is still a Iondistance to travel tosfrobtain decent medical care in rural. jails. In the payear I have visited over 200 jails in thirty-nine states. The situation remainthat_ a ,doctor is simply not available in many rural communities. The jail`fhspection staff in Lincoln, Nebraska told me of a Nebraska county where theeclosest doctor was -150 miles* away. even in counties where there are doctors,it doesn't mean they make calls at jails. This compels the sheriff or jailadministrgtdr to transport the sick prisoner to the hospital or, to the doctor'soffice.mt It\s not only an inconvenience to the "jail administrator but enhances
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the risk of escape. Medical care is substandard in rails because county
officials haven't budgeted for it. Most jails in rural areas do not shower
.incoming prisoners or give physical examinations.

Dental assistance in jails is in even wors0 shape. In 'most of the rural
counties I toured (and in a good many urban counties also) only extractions
are' permitted. If there is a need for fillings or cosmetic dentistry, it must
be paid for by the inmate who often not only has rotten teeth, but is indi-
gent as well...

itt
Jails -- Repository for People Who Don't Belong There

J

From their beginnings jails have been the dumping grounds for "people
who don't belong" there. People such as thementally ill, the mentally retard-
ed, the chronic alcoholic, the drug addict, the status offeeder and, in most
cases, the juvenile offender need to be ,ftalt with by the community else-
where. According to an estimate by the' Iriltitute for Contemporary Correc-
tions and Behavioral Sciences, ten percent of those in Texas jails are mentally-

. retarded." The question which counties have to ahswer, though, is where
these different categories of inmates are to be placed if not in the jail? Ob-*
viously, the answer is that other 'cqunty agencies and g,o ernment organizaz____
tions have to assume. some of the responsibility.

9;tp- 1111.40

The Drunk
. -

Many states have enacted laws decriminalizing public intoxication." Too
often, thOugh the intended result of 'this action is circumvented by law
enforcement personnel who simply slap disorderly conduct charges on drunks.
Experience , shows reform can be accomplished. The Law Enforcement Assis-
tance Administration and the National Clearinghouse of Criminal Justice and

_Arc.hitecture oppose any kind of new jail construction where drunk tanks are
part of the jail. Still the drunk tank prevails. I visited one jail in a small
Illinois county ,where an inebriated inmate choked to .death On his own vomit
when his head slipped off the ledge in the drunk tank. In Washington
County, Maryland where I served as a consultant to the sheriff's depertmerit
for nearly four years, the sheriff persuaded the county health department to
apply for a grant to establish a detoxifickion center. Part of the money was
used to remodel the sheriff's. living quarters in the jail building as the detox
unit and office space for the staff. 'A director, nurse and counseling staff
opened the unit for business. The grant funded through the Maryland De-
partment of Mental Hearth -and Hygiene runs for three years and the program
is open to anyone in the county. Another solution receiving attention is a
regional approach, if one can get it approved. South Carolina is like rtar
states .that have ,a "law against locking up. public drunks but 'has no money to
implement an alternative program. In Sumter County, South Carolina4 the jail
administrator told me plans for a tri-county detoxification center failed. How
hard it.4ts to cooperate with our neighbors!

T h e Mentally Disturbed

One of the most shocking facts about jails is the number of mentally ill
they confrhe. Going through my old clippingp, I found a New, York Times
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article dated 1974 which noted suicides in jails were sixty percent above thenational average. In my own tour one of the questions I asked was "Whenwas your last Auicide?" Between eighty% and ninety percent of all the jails hadsuicides in the past three or four years'. IT we talk about attempted suicides,the figure jumps to between ninety-five and ninety-nine percent: Some pri-soners are' in earnest and some attempt suicide as an attention-getting mecha-nism. Why are jails centers for self-destruction? (,.think there are severalreasons:

Mentally ill people get dumped into jails because alternative
programs do not exist or because mental institutions are over-
crowded and can't handle them.

Today court, decisions will of allOw a person to be committed
unless it can be 'shown he a threat to himself or to others.
The alternative is to char him with disorderly conduct andlock htm in jail.

'Most jail staff receive no training in recognizing, and dealing
with the problems of the mentally ill. Most jail training- -whereit exists - -is still too heavily skewed in the direction of custody
and not enough in the 'direction of dealingwith-people- who
have serious pzgl2lems.

County governments may refuse to spend the money to pro-perly.. staff the jail . Most jails are, in fact, understaffed?,

In a Massachusetts institution,a woman was chained to the bars for threedays until they finally calmed' her down with. tranquilizers. She shouldn'thave been there but the jail staff encountered tremendous diffiCulty in gettingher into a mental institution. I. observed a female prisoner in a Florida jailwho had, been mute ..for six weeks and who was just vegetating. At an Iowainstitution, the jail administrator described a situation where one inmatewatched another inmate hang himself in the shower room; the inmate latercommented "I figured he knew what he wanted- to do." A few of the largerjails have developed programs where..staff and inmate's are given training insuicide-prevention but I have yet to find this in a rural county.

In Galveston, Texas, the' Galveston County Sheriff's 'Department and the
Gulf Coast Regional Mental Health/Mental Retardation Center hive cooperatedto create the mental health, deputy program. In the written introduction to
their program, the authors begin?'

\ Society's problems pften end up in jail. People who display disrup-
tive or dangerous behavior, however, .may need psychiatric treat-,
ment rather thlarf 41carcerations and experience shows intervention
is more effective if it occurs before the inidividual has, become
enmeshed in the criminal justice system."

- _

At the moment I understand Galveston County and Alameda County,California, are the only two places, where the training is taking place. I withto emphasize that correctional staff in the jails need this kind of training justas much as the officer on the road. Rural counties- have the expertise toprovide it bu't with a handful of exceptions, it just isn't- being done. Oneexception -I found the rural level was in. Greene County, Alabama, wherethe- persuaded the local mental health staff to come by on an on-Call
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basis and work with his mentally ill prisoners. Additionally, in Belknap
County, New -Hampshire (Lacc5nia, N.H.), a psychologist sees every inmate
brought into the jail. In Barry County, Michigan, the jail administrator
functions 'as the recreation director. Both,, the jail administrator and sheriff
have recognized the need for physical exercise as a preventative to mental
problems.

-

One study on jails and drug treatment examined 118 jails and found
eighty-thrde percent of the jail services provided to inmates came from. nonjar1
ggencies.18:, For the small jail, a system was recommended where the jail
a\dministrafor'interacts with outside agencies to provide inmate services. An
important point 'made-in thiS study is that jail 'do not traditionally have
contact with the information network as do other community service agencies.
It recommended management-level jail person,nel should participate in com-
munity human service coordinating councils to communicate the jail service
needs. I could not agree 'I-lore.

In Washington County, Maryland, the sheriff designated me the depart-
ment representative to such a council which had been organized by the county
health department. Through meeting with people representing, other county
agencies, the. sheriff's department was able to cooperate with -others in spon-
soring a seminar on rape crisis. Ultimately, a consultant to the health
partment and I wrote a manual on treatment for victims of sexual assault.
From my experience, I suspect directors of health agencies at the local level
must be motivated to assist. Occasionally a health department will mane the
first move. A jail administrator in Indiana told me the rocal mental health
people came to his jail and said, "Tell us what you wan us to do and we'll do
it!" This is the exception to the.rule. Most health ad inistrators have their
own problems and won't come fcfrward to volunteer. It i the responsibility of
the sheriff- or jail administrator to establish contact wit outside .agencies
and to keep after them until they begin to provide s es to the local jail.

Juveniles in Jail

Three states, Maryland, New Jersey *.;rid Massachusetts, hold no juve-
niles- iri their focal jails:. 'The rest of the states still do and some hold status
offenders'- -the runaway, the incorrigible and the truant. Jail seems. to be the
preferred solution where there are no alternatives. ,In 1978, twenty-seven of
the forty-three rural county jails in North Dakota detained status offenders.

To some extent; turning this situation around is entirely dependent on
the -attitudes and perceptions of law enforcement and jail personnel- For
example,' in one Texas county a sheriff allowed the single' juvenile in his jail
to ride with him on patrol rather than keep him confin-ecr a jail cell.
foster homes- are certainly options if the _family situation of the -juvenile in
question is untenable and if they`are available. An outstanding example of a
find 'home for juveniles is to -tie found in Upshur County, West Virginia; Dr.

i'John Warner, a contributo to this publication, and his students organized
an6 established-the home.

. .-
\

I.njustice to Jail Staff

I have mentioned in this pape how jail staff are frequently treated -low
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pay, long hours, few fringe benefits. In. fact, ip all of the departments Ivisited I found 'only two where the sheriff 11ays the jail staff a highels-al-ary
than the patrol deputies. In one Oklahoma county I. was told -`that. up until
two years ago, the jai" officer was expected to work twenty-foS- tiour; on
and twenty-four hours off! A. North Carolina jailer told me to'''. . . remember
to tell them how rotten' the pay is here!" Low. pay is generallyhe complaint
of those who work in rural jails.

Jail clientele area unde r considerable. stress and this in turd _places the
jail staff under stress. At times a jailer must endure people screaming and
banging objects in their cells, fight off physical assaults both at- Clio booking
desk and ,in the 'cell block, take verbal abuse from the prisoners for irrational.
reasons, clean up the vomit ff'om the drunk tanks, observe tKe results of
successful suicides and watch the demented individual drinking *from his toilet

lbowk This is compounded by the fact that the correctional person frequently
rotates shifts. One month, week or whatever, he works the day, the -swing-
or the midnight shift and the next period a different shift. It's the, natureof the job. The officer in the jail rub's elbows with everybody boOlsed-,--the
alleged rapst,i.murderer, child molester, burglar, shoplifter,, check forger,
car thief, purse snatcher, bank robber, &drunk and occasionally even a whitecollar criminal. These are his companions during the eight-hour .

e;

It long has, been recognized 'police work is conducive to a great deal of
stress; studies indicate high rates of suicide attempts, heart disease, circula
tory and digestive problems, drug addiction' and alcoholism, etc. Though not
as much research has been done, people are beginning to fin stress among
correctional officers just as high, if' not higher, than among police, pRe
excellent study conducted among county and state correctional< staff in New
Jersey was recently presented at the Annual Meetjng of the American Academy
of Criminal Justice Sciences.19 A person undergoing stress isn't the most
pleasant to live with; they, families of these correctional officers have found
this to be true,...--People under stresSrneed help and it is up to the community
to provide it. It often doesn't get !provided for the same reason the county
government allows the jail staff to continue to suffer low pay, long ,hoursa no
training and ob protection. As far as community priorities are concerted,
jails are alway t the bottpm7schools, roads, health, police and fire protec-
tion, 'parks,. ut es, etc. Come before jails.

Solutions to these problems are difficult to conceive.. Lawsuits have
forced many counties to build new jails whether the citizen 'ry -liked it or mot*.
The deliberate neglect of jail pel-sonnel will, I" susioect, push local level COr-.
rectional staff into the direction of unionism in one form or another. A few
farsighted sheriffs have placed their departments under civil service protec-
tion to eliminate the job patrokkage, feature still so prominent since most sher-
iffs gain office through the elective process. Gradually, standards enun-
ciated by the state and professional organizations will bring about more =and
better training and With it a better qualified recruit will be sought.. 4. 4,
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Solutions t

. To me the cry of "no money" is a specious argument--It's a matter of
priorities about which the total ,public must be educated. If the people in the c*--

county can't operate a "constitutional jail, then it would- be better to close it.
d
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Today regional jails are touted as one solution--provided multi-county politic,s
can be harmonized to reach such an objective. Anther solution, of course,
is to place the operation of the local jail uhdeqf the state Department of Cor-
rections as is now done in five states. The. community has the potential
resources to meet' human needs and we have the capacity to place in the
hands of all indiViduals the knowledge of What those resources are, and how to

. use them.20

In closing, I would note the 1978 National Jail 'Census reports thirty
percent, of those detained are in the violent offense category; thus it would
seem a great many nonviolent peopleAih the pretrial status might be diverted
from the jail into other alterhatives to' incarceration. Remembering my earlier
point_ about a consensus among those in the criminal justice field, I see the

a following as necessary to achieve that result:

I .

Police would need better training in .the direction- of using
options other than arrest, i.e.., citations, detoxt centers;
'remand to the custody of legal guardians. They should be
better oriented to the probletn of, jails and need training in
mental health techniques.

Judges would need to be better educated to community alterna-
tives" for the nonviolent offender and utilize these ,resources to
a much greater extent than is now done, restitution,
foster and group homes, work release centers.

\ Probation 'would need to be beefed up considerably since many
of those who ordinarily would be in jail would be on probation

sand under 'the super-Vision of probation officers. This would
save money ;since incarceration is expensive.

For the sented eople in the local jail, the sheriff and jail a
administ4tor Voulid seek the cooperation of the courts in
gettin9 the largest number possible out on .work or study
releaSe: They would work actively to gain the support of
community agencies which can provide the services in 'areal"-,

. such as medical, education, libraries, reecreationservices
which would be available if the persons were' not institutional-
ized. The jail staff needs more training in mental health
techniques ,and counselihrg.

Transcending each of these points is the' key element to -any meaningful
progress in reSqving our jail crisis. All of those with responsibility _in
criminal justice need to do a better job jn teaching the public how each a-
gency of, criminal justice impacts on the other,agencies and to suggest better
ways of handling offenders.,
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CHAPTE'R XI I

. A:NEEDS ASSESSMENT FOR SMALL JAILS 'IN THE UNITED STATES

by Rod Miller

This small jail needs assessment has been produced as part of the
"Management Development for Small jails" grant awarded to.. Community Re-
source Services, Inc. .(CRS) in August, 1979, by the National Institute of
COrrettion (NIC) which has taken a strong interest in the needs and pro-
blems of small jails. NIC has defined small jails as facilities whi6h house leSs
than\ twenty-fiVe inmates on an average day. ,The assessment is based on
data._ collected from a statistically significant sample of ,small jails (eleven

\percent of all smell jails represented), site visits to ninetyone jail's in thirty-
seven states and surveys of jail inspectors? from forty:fourstates._ ,-.1Res'ponse
-to. the needs assessment by. jail managers Was :excellent:

The characteristics of small jails were identified through the 'surveys and
through data provided by the lX.S", Quregu of CenSus. .The?e aremore thah
2,000 "small" jails in ..tbe.United-f tate's: loccated _in forty:seUen gates: Fifty-.
-one percent of all "small {jails serve_ communities or regions) witK populations
of 20,000 or -less. tSmall-jails have mited training _available to staff. and staff
are rarely available for increased raining. Many facilities reportedly are
undecstaffed. Jail managers are aw re of standards and current case law.
Most facilities have some written .,po icies and procedures but _ in'-many
stances- these are not adequate.

a -
\ .Many, negatkie aspects~ of small ails were identified during the needs

assessment; conversely, small jails off r some unique resources and settings.
The Challend'e to the small jails proj.ect is.to assist in the solution, of problems
while attempting to maintain the positive features of small jails.

Jail managers, jail inspectors and GRS staff identified many problems in
small jails. Managers and inspectors generally agreed on the areas 'which:
pose the most difficulty with standards compliance (facilities, operations,
inmate services/activities/programs; and administration). Managers and
inspectors disagreed on the general problems facing small jails. Managers
tended to attribute problems to facilities and operations; inspectors cited"
administration and staff as key problems.

Jail managers display ed a n overwhelming interest in spfecifit topics and
'in resource materials for those topics. Managers displayed the most interest,
in standards and compliance, legal issues, safety and security, .inspecting
their own jails, policies and procedures, records, budget, trairting,

Prepared under grant Rumber -B0-5 from the National Institjte of °Corrections,
U.S. Department of Justice. Points of view or opinions stated in ^this clOcu7,
ment are those of the author and do not necessaril `represent tHe officio('
position or policies of the U.S. Department of Justice.
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gencies and inmate services. Substantial interest was also reported for modelpolicies and procedures, and a workbook to assist with developing or 4revisingpolicies and procedures.

. Managers .conSistently reciuested' resource materials" more often thantraining or technical assistance as the vehicle for receiving assistance. Thisreprep4nts a dramatic departure from the assumptio'n that training is usuallythe preferred option. This also lends credence to the NIC' approach with thesmall jails project which stresses material's development.
,

The needs assessment cbncludes that small jails have pressing Problerhs°and heeds, that small jail managers, are interested in 'improving their jails;And that substantial resources are available. All of the requisites for changeand improvement have Ieen. identified. The challenge which emerges is tocombine the needs, interest land resources into an effective response to sma1,11jail problems.

NIC Looks At Small Jails
o

Introduction

In Septembe "1980,, the National Institute of Corrections Jail Center inBoulder, Colorado launched an intensive effort to focus on small jails in the( United States. As the final step in this effort, the N'IC funded a twelve-month ,project with several purposes, one of which was toconduct a 'Small jails.needs assessment.

In December 1978, a group of jail adminiStrators, sheriffs, state trainersand others assembled at the NIC Jail Center for a three-day workshop (RuralJail 'Management Planning Program). This.group produced a series of analysesof the needs of rural and ,small jails, and propospd a variety of solutions toidentified needs..
,

What is a Small Jail?

Defining a "small" or. ,"rural" jail has been a difficult and controversial'task: The NIC Jail Center settled on a definition of "facilities with a capacityor average da,ily Population of twenty-five inmates or less. ", Some NIC staffpreferred to define small "jails by the amount of staff available, the type oforganization, or by the .nature of the communitj/ whidh is served by thefacility, .To date, the prevailing 'determinant has been the "twenty-five orless" rule.

Why Small

. ,The NIC staff and the participants - -in the December 1978 confererce.concluded that: .

.

Small jails have special
solutions and efforts;

problems and constraints
. 4
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. Small -jails have a variety of needs which are currenily Unmet;

In addition to "sensitizing" existing efforts and grants to the needs of
small jails, a separate effort was needed to identify and address small
jail nqeds.

.
g

a A

;(I0

- fhe NIC participants' conclusions were based primarily on,,p,ersonal expe-
rieke; n.o data had been developed to assess the characteristics,, and needs of

-'Small jails .3 a special group, nor . had- rerany' managers of small jails been .
involved in WC training programs:, Becaue., of the tentative basis for the
grant initiative( a mo're detailed and thorough needs assessment was felt" 06c-
essary as a means of verifying or disputing the concluSions of NIC, and its-
advisors. To assist NIC ih the needs assessment, Community Resource Ser-
vices, Inc., (CRS) was enlisted. CRS we's also responsible for: .

.

.

1. Developing resource and training materials for small jails;

2. 'Testing materials ,and revising them in response to review by
jailers;

,
Orienting state trainers to the materialS (three regional
workshops); and

'4. Delivering final, copy-ready materials to "N C for distribu-
- tion.

II .1 Needs Assessment` Methodology

Pr'eparation and execution of the needs assessment involved a series of
stages described in the following sections. Many of these stages were imple-
mented simultaneously.

ldentifying Small Jails

The first task, required identification of. small jails in the.URited States.
Several agencies provided partial listings of jails, sheriffs' offices and other
sources; however the only coMprehensive listing encoantered was'the 1978 :laic
Census (United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census). This,:ef'.,
listing of jails proved to be the most reliable and comprehensXe source.

According to the jail census, a total sf 2 facilities could be considtir-
ed small jails 21978 average daily popufati ns With -twenty-five inmates qr
less). Mot of the- facilities were operated b -counties although approximately
twenty percent were operated by 9ther units of governMent (usually cities or
towns). Through mailing and site\ visits, ma y of the small facilities in the
censusi,which are operated by cities and towns were found, in fact, to be
"lock-ups,"' used only for short-term detention.' The Census. Bureau asked
facilities to indicate in its ,1978 'survey if they held inmates, for more than
forty-eight hours. However the-.lock-ups that hold inmates for Lip to seventy
two hours also responded and were recorded as jails. CRS estimates that
there Care only approximately 2,000 small jail 'facilities in the, Unife'd States
based ori* the nate of error' encountered with the Census information.
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... .- ,A further,.
problem 'with the census data is that many facilities have 6,either been closed since 1978 or,hpve increased 'in capacity and/or population :Theses situations eliminated aill'aeidictional number of facilities .from involvementin, the needs assessment. r-In spite of the problems encountered with thecensus infermaticsn -, it -proved AO' be the best available source and was usedsuccessfully -as-a basis for the mail survey. .I, . . '.

Table '1 `(oil 'fhe following page) shows the number of small jails' in each , .' s;iate-,anci 'tlie District of Columbia (from Bureau of Census statistics). Thenumber of small" jails in each \state ranged from a high of 240 in T-exag ,tostates, which. reported' neY small jails (Connecticut, ,Delaware, Rhode Island,VermOnt and the District of Columbia): _ The table also presents information

;

on the Mail survey conducted by CRS.

4:Identifying Previous Surveys. and Research,

. Considerable effort was -made to secure copies of any relevant researchand surveys which had' been conducted. Several were identified including "arecent survey by the National Sheriffs' Association and a cuf-rent. survey byITREC' for Inforrhation, on the results of these surveys was secured asit v available ..

In addition, articles and publications were researched for inications of-small jail needs. Generallythese did not produce information which describedsmall jail, situations-._

ow-Although subStantiat demographic infprmation was available (primarilythrough the jail census),, it was concluded that a separate initiative was'needed to secure information- and insights fOr the small jails project.

The information needs for the .small jails project were carefully outlined.Needs which were met by existing data and research were deleted from amaster= list of questions. The remaining questions were translated into a"comprehensive survey instrument which was. designed 'as a mail survey and asite interview instrument.
o °

A six-page survey form was developed; although -this appeared too longfor the respondents, efforts to consolidate 'questions resulted, in loss of valu-able information. In spite of serious concerns about the willingness of 'small .jail staff' to respond, the six-page instrument was selected for use:
.

The survey instrument was designed to secure maximum information andinsights from respondents. As a result, the survey, included checklists,
multiple choice. responses and several open -ended questions. This variety ofquestions complicated the coding and analysis process but ultimately. yielded awealth of information.

, 1 4

Securing Information

CRS decided to produce several sets of information capable of comparison.
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TABLE if

Small Jails, Surveys and Returns

1

. .

Number of Number of Percent of Percent dumber of
-' Small Survey§ Jails -. Number of Respon- Site

. State' Jails* ' Sent SurVeyed Responses ses: Visits

AL

.AK

AZ

AR

CA

CO

CT

DE

FL

GA

HI

"ID

IL

IN,

IA

KS

KY

LA

ME

MD

MA

MI

MN'

MS

MO

MT

NB

NV

NH

50 . 17 34 11 65

.6 2 ' 33 1 50

21 .8 38 5 63

77 25 32 7 28

35 12 34 7 59

51 -16 31 5 '31

0 0 0 0 r 0

0 0 0 0 0

. 45 15 33 3 20

141 47 '33 6 13
-.

4 2 50 2 100
go,

.-

38 13 34 4 -31

. 77 27 - 35 11 .41

68. 23 33 13 57

85 29 34 11 38

77 .25 . 32 7 28

94. 32 34 6 .19 1

51 11 33 6 3 ° 18

. 8 3 37 2 67

7 2 29 2 100

'1 0 0 0 0
n.

57 20 35. 8 40
1 .,

55 v, 19 34 8 42 (

66 22 33 4 18

120- 39 33, 14 36

55. 19 35 4 21

72 23 32. 6 26

17 6 35 3 50

3 1 33 1 100

3 1' 33 0 0
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0

0

1
.

0

1

0

0

1

2

0

0
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1

1

2

0
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1
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32

1

1 ..
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

State

Number of
Small
Jails*

Number 'of
Suisveys

'Sent

Percent of
Jails

Surveyed

op.

Number of
Responses

Percent
Respon"

ses

Number of
Site

Visits
NM 28 9 32 - 22 1

NY 24 8, - 33 4 50 3
NC 21 34 6 , 26

- N6 39 13 33, 3 23 -t
OH \, "100 34\ 34 ,14 41 2
OK 89 30 34 9 30 2
OR 28 9. 32 2 22' 0
PA 31 9 29 3 33 2
RI. 0 0 0 0 0 1

-t+ SC 34 11 32 5 4§1 2
SD 42 14 33 5 36 2
TN 62 21 34 .7 33 3
TX 240 80 433 ,2
UT 20, ,

35 . 2 29 0
VT .0 0 0 -0 0 0
VA 46 -15 33 4 27 1.

WA 39 14 36 43 2
WV 38 12 32 4 33 . 1

WI .53 18- 34 6 33 1

WY 29 9 31' 2 22 0

Total 2,388 799 33 257 32 91

3

*U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of Census, 1978 Jail Survey.
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C , b and contrast using a variety of methods to collect information for the need's

. , assessment.. it
4,...

(.. .

The primary method was an extensive mail `urvey of small jail adminis-
.

trAtors. Surveys were mailed to a random sample of thirty-three., percent of
all small jails in the United States (using Census Bureau data). The survey,g-
Were mailed in early December 1979, along with an lintroductorY letter.:

In- all 257 responses were, recqived. from 799 surveys mailed. This
represented a returmsrate of more than thirty-twd percent which,, considering
the length of the survey and the tithe of 'yearz", was very encouraging. Based
on these rzesults, it appeared h4 matey small jails.were both available and
interested. _\

.

The Z57 surveyS received represented an eleven, percept 'Sample of all
small jails in the United States. The number of susrve\ls returned and the
method of sampling resulted in a data base which has a high statistical signi-
ficance and majf- be used to project. characteristics and interests of all small

jails. pf course a.' mail survey is inherently biased by the type of persons
who choose to resportd. The data base probably reflects characteristics of a
group of administrators who are ,at least a little interested in the project.

In 'addition to the. Mail survey, a.seiiies of 'site visits were conducted ,by.
CRS Staff.based..in Maine and in five other' states. These site ilsits Used the
same instrument as the basis fort an intemliew with the jail administrator and
were supplemented- ,by a checklist of' information and impressions to be
cured during thevrsit and a tour of the facility. In all, a total of thirty-six
formal site5visits were made it twenty-eight states: The' information collected
in these Visits has been tabulated, separately and. compared to the information',_
fcom the,mail survey. - o.

The site visits weresupp'lemented\by CRS staff reports of visits to small
jails. made within the past two, years. These visits, although not originalI
made for the- purpose of the grant, were revieVed and relevant iivights were
extracted. These contacts brought the number of actual on -site contacts with
small jails to ninety-one jails in thirty-seven states.. ,

'.Finally, /different sources of information were itapped through Surveys
and interviews. State jail inspection personnel who have close(-contact with
small jails were surveyed during two seminars an Boulder'i Coldrado. They
were asked about their ,impressions of small jail characteritits, problems/
needs and interests. In all, forty-seven jail inspectors, fifteen state of-.
ficials, six state sheriff association stiff and six others (jail staff and train-
ers) Were surveyed, representing forty-four states. The results of these
surveys provided interesting comparisons' and contrasts to -the data collected
in the field and through the mail.

The small jails, needs aisessment was a cprkprehensive and thorough
attempt to secure valid and usable insights into the needst, and interests)of
small jails and their administrators. The following sections present many of
theefindings, of the needs assessments. along with commentary and preliminary
analysis.
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11,1 Characteristics of Small Jails
.

. .

-The 'char.acteristi.cs of small jails have' been described in several publCa-tions issued by the U.S-. Department of . Commerce, Bureau of Census idLEA'A. Theseprcivide an indication of .thenumber -and types of jail facilities'in the pnitecg 'States but' do not provide detailed irtgl'ghts into small jails.
A 1972 -jail census identified 2,401 jails tri.th 'fewer than twenty -oneInmates. By 1978, this number had epparentIV decre.ated to 2,'388. .Thesesurveys indicated' that small jail,s did not,separate-inmetes ,by status kpre-trial'From sentenced) as frequently as larger facilities. This practice was alsoidentified' fort the separation of intoxioeted inmates, work rele,ase inmates andfirst, offenders. Small jail practices appeared to be consistent with larger...facilities in the separation of oth,er types of inmates..

...Similar demog aphic ihformation is available through the 1978 census.This data was. us d,,,to complement the inforniatibn collected .in this needs.4 assessment and is tnot reviewed here.
...

, N

%Small' jails contacted. through the mail survey, reported' vacant staff...positions in :thirty -nine percent of all responses. 'Fifty-six percent of allrespondents indicated, that current Staff levels were not adequate to operatethe facility. :
/ .

S . ..
.

,
. .

Steff, .availabilit for trail:ling' was reported by small, jail staff in-the
i

mail.survey. ''Res4- its ale seen below' in Table 2.
,.\ I

.
.. .,.

Table 3 Con the following page) ,displays the datp from the .mail, survey\ regarding, .,the type, of training ppovi'ded tp 'ail staff .1 The table" shows thatprip.eFy training efforts are i-sen/ice and oh-the-job, and that pre-serviceti".. k ""..-is cseldomoffered. 4,,,,,

TABLE 2 .

.
s

.

.Availability Of Line Staff, Supervisors-and Atimihistrators

Number.
df hours
per year

Percent

On-site . Aways-from .jail `-

1-40 28. 2141 or mote 18
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TABLE 3

Types, of Training Available

, .

Perceni of Facilities, Offering Training

'Type of Staff Which
Reckives the Training

Pre.,
Service

, In=
/Service

'On'-the-
Job

Line-Staff (guards, matrons,
correctional officers, .etc.) 15 44 69'

, _Supervisors (shirt com'cliss,
sergeants, etc.) 20: 52

'Adniinistrators (sheriff; un-
ciersheriff, jail admin. etc.) :1 26.

,

56-
Other (took, ,cUstodiahr pro-
gram staff, etc.) 12 , 22 . 17.J.

Other

16

16

20

8

it f

--These figures are ,..based 'on mail survey responses which were ,predicated on
the availability for increasedor improVed training opportunities. . -

, - it '4 .: . . ,iv, . . . -
Forty-three percent of.. all )iss,pondents6 reported dis_satisfactioh. wit*
.

current training oppaqunities. Several _reported that securing replaceriAnt
staff during training was difficult; others ceported that training locations
were, tbo distant to facilitate' invOivement Lack of available titne/ and funds
were cited'', se' instances.- Results(froth field vigitsrifyid these re=
sponses and ,We t on to identify diseatis9ctioth.wiLth aihing providers, 'length
zrtraining progre-iiii (some cOmplaified.Vat seg'siotis were too long, others.'too.....)
short)- and: lack of relevant training topic and ,pcogams

r

4.

. ,

Fifty-four= percent *of, all mail survey, 'respondents reported familiarity
x, with current tor recent' court: cases cOncerAing jails and detention. Most

rep,,arted hearing 'about ihe cases. from other, administrators and sheriffs
through their own experiences'-in being sued at.it1 through state and 'nationals

4organizations. NI

1

V

Ninety7four percent of al-I respondents'.reported having read applicable
state jail standarkis (in ,states which had standards). T-Itirty-fipercent of

, The, resporfclents reported having read ,othex sets Of standafds including other,
state stoandards and national, standards,.. Site 'visits confirmetl tbese insights;
most administrators/ interviewed seemed to, Nye a good working knowledge of
state standards.

Table 4 (on the followinq page) presents "in`formation,'bn Written policies
and procedures. The. table indicates most respondehts reported. having either
.complete or partial written pOlicies and procedures in all ''categories except in-
mate' services and programs. Field visits' allowed CRS staff to inspect written
policies and procedures, Observations from field staff indicate that written
policies and procedures which most administrators-consider "complete" were

t

I.

N

r
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TABLE 4

Written Policies and Procedures

4

Facilities Reporting by Category
Percent

Complete Some None

General Operations& 54 35 .., 8Security 56 34 7Organization/Administration 51 31 11Inmate Rules and Regulations 63 23 10Inmate Control and Discipline. - 52 ° 31 11Admissions and Release .68 23 6Health Care 6 ' 30' 10Personnel
. 54 2871p. ' . 13Emergencies

58 .. 26 11Inmate Services and Programs 24 . 40 30

so-rely, lacking in accuracy and content. "Partial" procedures usually werejust that; brief sketches and directives for the staff assembled in a file fold-er, displayed on a bulletin board or scattered- throughout the facility. The'field visits identified a greater lack' of written policies and procedures thanwas indicated in the ,mail survey; these fihdings were verified by the surveyof jail inspectors who--:noted lack of written policies and procedures as a majordeficiency in most small jails.

Small jail adminiVrators were asked to list agencies and, organizationswith which they had frequent or regular, contact. The 'respondents to themail survey reported' contacts with:
.,State sheriffs' associations - -48 'percent

National Sheriffs' Association--39 percent
State police officer organizations--11 percent
Other state organizations--36 pereent
Other national organizations--18. percent
Other types of agentles/organizations- -24 percent.

The mail survey indicated that sheriffs' . associations, both state andnational, might be good sources of contact with small' jail administrators.These,cfindings were confirmed and amplified by the field visits and jail in-spector's surveys.

Small jails are located throughout the United States.. Largest concen-trations of slice!! jails were found in4 the south, south central and north cen-tral states. Response rates for each state varied (see Table 1).

the size of -the jails surveyed was identified through the census data.Thirty-nine percent of the jails responding to the survey' had five or less
. .
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inmates on an average day in 1978; seventy-five percent of all respondents
had average daily populations of fifteen or less. Ninety-one percent of all
respondents had average daily populations,of twenty or less.

The size of the governmental 'unit served by -eabh, facility was also iden-
tified through the census data. Fifty-one percent of all survey respondents

-served communities or cotcties with populations of 20,00 or less. Ninety-one
percent of all respondents served communities/countia with, populations of

,50,000 or less.

Jail inspectors were asked to describe the characteristics cif tlnall jails.
In'all but a few instances, the characteristics cited by inspectors were nega-
tive and appeared in later sections of the survey as problems and needs
(i.e., slack of staff, lack of funding, outdated facilities, etc.). The only
positiv_e_characteristics. reported ,by the inspectors were:

higher use lof community resources
more attention provided to inmates
More rehabilitation success
infOrmal and positive atmosphere.

. These positive characteristics were reported by less than five percent of
all jail inspectors surveyed; hoWever the field staff identified these and other
positive characteristics more frequently. OField visits identified the attributes
listed above and ,others, including good sanitation, apparently good working
environment and staff attitudes and often low rates ofstaff turnover (usually
in rural locations). 4, .._

The negative characteristics of small jails ire reported in the )folloWing
section. Although negative aspects of -sMall jails surfaced more frequently an
the mail survey and the jail inspector survey, many positive aspects of small
jails were also identified. Thus it is clear the real challenge in improving
small jails is to address and facilitate the correction of their deficiencies and
problems while retaining the positive aspects of their filciiities and operations.

HIV. Problems

NIC assumed that small jails faced many problems, some of which might
be different than those of larger facilities. The problems of the small jails
were assessed through the maisgrvey, on-site visits and surveys and dis-
-cussions with jailsirispectors.

The definition of problems was approached from two perspectives. In
bqth surveys respondents were asked to cite difficulties encountered in. com-
plying with standards. They were then asked to cite the most pressing
problems they faced. This approach produced some interesting comparisons

' and contrasts. -

Site visits consistently verified the information produced by tha two
surveys. The site visit data have been analyzed but is not included as de-
tailed information in the tables in this section.

215 0 "
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Compliarace with Jail Standards

Table 5 (on the following, page) dascribet the results of the two, sur-
veys. Jail managers were asked to list areas of least compliance with jailstandards in the mail survey.
which small jails have the most

Jail inspector's we're asked to list areas with
k.f.tr+ty complying with jail .stan'dards.

The results of both surveys were tabulated. Responses were grouped.
into seven categories and the 'results'were ranked to reflect the ,frequency of
responses (a "1" ranking indicates the most frequent response; a "7" indi=cates the least frequent).

. .
. "\Jail managers cited standards compliance problems with facility operations

and inmates services/programs/activities as the most pressing areas of diffi-
culty; jail inspectors cited inmateservices/activities/prograrns, operations andstaff:

Table 6 (on page 218). displays the ranking by both groups of respon-
dents and indicates some of the specific problems listed by the respondents.
Jail manager and jail inspector responses are compared and contrasted, in
Table 7 (on page 220).

Most Pressing Problems

Both ..groups of respondents were asked -to list the most pressing pro-blems faced by small jails. Although some respondents perceived this as aduplication of the question which asked for areas of ,cdmpliance difficulty,
many respondents listed different problems in this category.. In additi,ori, the
frequency, of response .varied substantially" in the respOnses to this question.

Table 6 presents, the ranking of response's of the jail managers and jail
inspectors. This table, as in Table 5, reveals discrepancies between the
ranking ,of responses b'y respondent groups. Responses and rankings are
compared in Table 7.

Specific Problem Areas

Respondents were asked for information on specific problem areas in the
mail survey of jail managers. If a respondent indicated that his/her current
staff was not adequate, he/she was asked to describe why the staff was not
adequate'. Similarly, respondents who indicated dissatisfaction with current
training were asked to discribe why they were not satisfied.

Respondents who indicated that their staff was not adequate clarified
their responses as follows:

Reason Cited for Inadequate Staff
(Numbers are frequency of response/rank)

1. Not enough staff to provide 24-hour supervision of inmates.
2. Jailer has law enforcement duties (i.e., dispatch).

21641,10o



TABLE 5

A as Posing Standards Compliance Difficulties
R n king of Jail Managers and Jail Inspectors
asecf on Frequency of Responses in Surveys

a

Area of Compliance
Difficulty identified

In Surveys
Ran king

Jail Manager Jail Inspector

Facilities (general, age, crowding,
equipment, support systems,
lighting, space) 1 4 .

Operations (food service; safety
and security, separation,
classification) 2

° Inmate Services/Programs/
\\ Activiti es \( recreation ,

library, programs, medical/
dental services, juveniles,
mentally It 3 1

Administration (writtO policies
. and- procedures; funding) 4 5

Staff (not enough, training) 5 3

Legal Issues (liability, inmate '
rights, discipline) 6

Other (. lack of community support,
etc.) 7 7

Note: Lower number indicates higher rank.
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TABLE 6
A ,

A -
Protlems Cited- by Jail Managers and Jail Inspectors

,Ranking- of Problems Cited Based on Frequency in airveys

\ . Problem Area
Identified

Facilities ": .
.crowding, space, lighting, age)

Operations.
(problerb inmates, sep. atio ,
safety and security, ommunica-
tions, food service, sanitation,
admissions, 'release, in ate assaults,
transportation) \
Staff
(need morel. low pay, more
ing, motivation, stress, morale)

train-

Inmate Services/Activitie's ,

and Programs
(recreation, medical programs,

1 mental health)

Administration
(policies., and procedures,
coordination with other agencies,
funding and budgets, records)

Legal Issues, ' .,
(inmate rights, liability)

Other
(standards not sensitive to small
jails, standards' change too often,
community support, courts)'

-

Ranking
Jail Manager Jail Inspector

1
.e- 3

,
4-

2 5

,

. 3

4 4

,

5 1

6
...,

6

I
7 7

Note: Low number indicates high frequency of response in surveys..

.1 0 .2 0 3
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3. Not enough staff to provide coverage for staff days-oft.
4. Insafficient funds for staff/relief.
5. Not enough female staff. ,
6. Other--training, trustworthy guards.

Respondents who were dissatisfied with current, available training de-
scribed their concerns as follows (in order or frequency,): ,

1. Staff are not available! for training (no replacement staff, not
enough staff time for training, understaffed):

2. Location of training (too distant). . 4,...,

3. Trainers hot adequate/qualified (not sensitive to *all jail neecito or
issues,. not professional).,

4. Frequency (not frequent enough).
5. Content (not enough corrections training, too general).
6. Type of training (no pre-service, no on- the -job, no in-service).
7. Lack of training resources.
8. Do not hear 'about resources and training programs.
9. Timing/scheduling (too long or top short, respondents did not agree

on desired scheduling and timing).
10. Other (staffturnover too ,high to accomodate training, training not

useful, no uniformity in training).
11.- Specific topics needed, (jail standards, fir'st aid, legal issues, pro-

grams, security, and control, human behavior).

-I

Comparative Analysis

. The insights and information obtained from the two surveys did not
always cOrrelate. .Respbndent groups prioritized problems differently in
response to similar questions; the priorities of the two respondent groups
seldom matched those of the other group.

Table 7 presents a comparison chart of the rankings assigned to problem
areas by the two respondent groups. The table also shows a "cumulative
index" which is the .sum of the four rankings. This index provides a rough
means of assessing the overall priority assigned each problem area by the two
grobps. The index indicates that problem areas of concern could be ranked'
in the following overall.priority: ,

'.1. Facilities
2. Operations ,

3. Services/Activities/Programs
4. Staff
5. Administration
6. Legal Issues
7. Other

Table 7 shows that the responses of jail managers were generally con-5
sistent with regard to general .problems and compliance problems. The cate-
gory with the largest discrepancy was "staff" which was assigned a low
priority with regard to standards compliance and a substantially higher prior-

.
ity as a general- problem.

/ ,

)
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Jail inspector responses- were less consistent between the two questions.Operations was assigned second priority as a standards compliance problembut was viewed as fifth priority as a general problem; inmate services/activi-
ties/programs was assigned first priority as a standards problem, but onlyfourth priority as a general problem. Similarly, administration problems wereviewed as fifth priority as a standards.issue but were tated first as a generalproblem. These discrepancies could be viewed as indicative of the jail inspec-fors' sense%of the "symptoms which are eviderice of jail problems (evidencedby lack of compliance with jail, standards) and the underlying causes of theproblems (administration and staff rated as highest prioritiesi).

TABLE 7

Comparison of Jail Manager and Jail Inspector Responses
to 'Compliance Difficulties' and 'General Problems'

from Tables 5 and 6

v.

Area of Jail Manag: rs Jail Inspectors CumulativeResponse Compliance General Compliance General Index

Facilities 1 1 4 3 9

/Operations 2 2 2 5 11
;toStaff 5 3 2 13

Inmate Semi/
ProgjActivities 3 4' 1 4 12

Administration 5 1 15 ,

Legal Issues 6 6 6 24

Other 7 . 7 .7 7 28
4

, .Note: Cumulative index is .total of ranking numbers; lower number indicates higher,cumulative frequency of response (higher cumulative ranking).

Comparison of manager priorities to inspector priorities offers someinteresting observations. Managers tended to attribute problems to facilitiesand operations; inspectors seemed to assign the causes of problems to theadministrators and staff. Perceptions of areas of compliance difficulties werenot substantially different; the major area of disagreement was with facilities.which managers viewed -as the principal area of difficulty and which inspec-tors assigned a lower priority. Perceptions of general problems varied mark-
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edly between the tw- o respondent groups. The area of most disagreement was
administration which inspectors ,cited as the major problem and which 'mana-
gers cited :as a much lower priority.

V". Interests

,

One of the primary concerns of the small jailpproject has been to assess
the interests of small jail administrators and managers. An extensive check-
list was included' with the mail survey and ,was administered during site
visits. While" there was some uncertainty pat jail managers would take the
time to fill out such ,a long. checklist, the responses were overwhelming with
more than ninety percent of all surveys returned including the checklist com-
pleted in detail. The responses were also surprising, as the charts and
narrative. which- follow describe.

Table 8 below shows the Vevel of interest which respondents showed in
speceic topics in three ways: percent of respondents interested and the
level of interest (a, b, and c), the cumulative percent of all respondents who
were interested (d) and an index which reflects the "inteighting" from the
levels of interest (e).

The interest levels are ranked in Table 9 (on page 214). Table 9 also
displays data on the type, of interest which respondents indicated.

Perhaps the most striking conclusion from the interest survey is the
consistent amount of interest -displayed by all respondents. Even the topics
with the lowest expressed interest captured the attention of more than half of
all respondents.

TABLE- 8

Level Of Interest in Topics

a b c d

No Sortie Much Cumul .
Topic Interest Interest Interest Interest Index*

.Gen era I

Inspecting your own jail 4 27 61 -"; 88 ' 984

Legal issues (liability,
case law, responsibilities) 2 25 ; 67 92 1057

Standards and compliance 3 21 .I 71 92 1069

Publicity and
-

community 4

relations 10 33 / 49 , ' 82 885

221- 0.1
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Table 8 (Continued>

Topic

Administration

lt,
,

. a b c ...,a e
e

. No Same Much
Interest -: Interest. Interest

Organization 6

Reducing conflict in .
the organization 131

,--- Written ,poqies and
procedures 2

Records 4.

Budgets (developing, -
managing,, etc.) 9

Planning, grantsmanship 9

Management
. . . .. . ,
Staff' development (selection,

. . retention, etc.)
Motivating employees 8

. Increasing staff morale/
'decreasing 'burn-out' 9

Training 4

Management Styles. 11

Delegating responsibility 9

r Reducing stress 11

28 . 148

25 51

25 6'3

'24 64

28 55

21 60
.

,
.-

..,.

. 51

23 56.

22 56

19 67

36 ' "39,
i,

.34 48 '

27 49
.

Writing skills 12 35-;- 41

Verbal communications
(interpersonal, etc.),' 10 . 31-

Operations

47

Cumul.
Interest Index*

-. 76

.76

836

.845

$8 ' 1007

88 ° 1011

.

83 928

1 930

72 809

79 905,

' '78 891

86 1007

75 776

82 839

76 837
.. a

76 7.90

78 .842
4 -3.

Intake/admissions/release :9 34 47
, ..79 -$92.. ,,

Identifying problem imitates .
escape, "'etc.-) 11 v. 27..A 0

Iassifications and
sepbration . 14

(Reclassification 16

Emergiericies and problem
situations '.

31

-32

I I)
in11, 4. (

.,
,. , :

49 '' 76

44. 75

37 69
_,...

',.63 .85 .4

.

984-

800

719,
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Table 8 (Continued) '. 4 .'

4 d

4.1f<t" 1
, a b.. c

No
Topic Inferest ti4reee'" sitterest

Alternatives to incarcera-
, tion, -pre-trial release . 20

Safety and security 3

Sanitation 7

Food geiwice 12

Alnmates

.21 r

'2a, ``;
27 ,"'4\ .

e--;-,

Control,. rights and .33

eitscipline 4 23 i
Inmate services (health, , 0 .

religious, library, etc.) 7 35 -J0
FInmate activities (indoor,

'outdoor, etcc) 16

in-mate progrotits' (coup- ,
0.

,33; ,,

6

a 1

. seling, edilation, etc.) 20 '36

Involving the \community
in inmateOr grams 32 32

Using 'Volunteers 37 28

Facilities
,,

Physical plant (how to op- ..

.. _)...-erate, maintain, etc.) 12 28 ,

Using space effirjently 14 24

Changing your jail (reno-
vation, addition, etc.) 18 ., 21

Working with. an architect 26 1,9 I. r,

Cumul.
Interest

e

Index*

67

.613.7* 90

82

77'St

702

1039 )k.,

908

849

b

64 ' 98 820

49 84 895

ii2 75 787
1.

35 71 726

25 57 566

25 53 528.

46°
J..

74 814

51 '75, 841
e

50 71 794

40 59 649

Note: Sum of a, b and c does not total 100 scent; citfference between the
sum and 100 is the percent ,of respondents who did, hot answer.

*Interest index calculated by. multiplying the number of persons with same
interest by "3" -and adding to the product of the' number of persons- with
"much" interest multiplied by "5" (presents analysis of interest based on
wei4hting-by level).
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Type' of Interest

PerhapS the greatest surprise which the mail survey produced was the
overwhelming interest of jail managers in resource, materials. In every in -
stance, resource materials were 'requested more frequently. than training or.

.technical assistance. This represents a dramatic contrast to.the NIC emphasis
01-1 training programs and again verifies 'th'e approach of its new small jail
project and emphasis on materials development.

Table 9 presents the type of interest displayed for all topics. ,Interest
in training was substantial but site visits confirmed that,most jail managers do
not or cannot avail themselves of training.1

TABA 9

Interest Ranking .and Type of Interest

4,14 2

Interest Ranking
3 4 S.

Interested In
Cumul. Res. Train- Tech.Topic Inter. Index Matt. ing As't

General

Inspecting.-your own jail S. 6 58 P , 6.Legal issues 1 2 63 35 . 6,,
Standards and compliance 1 1 51. 30 6
PubliOity and community

*relations' 10
b

15 50 32 5

fatAdministration
..----------

Organization 15 . 22 45 27 6
Reducing conflicts in the .,

organization 12 11 42 - 28 5
`Written policies and procedures 4 5 59 . 31 6
Record's . 4 4 52_ 34 6
Budgets. 9,. . 9 50 29 6
Planning and grantsmanship 11 8 52 '4 28 6

q .

Management

Staff developmeni 18 25 40 29 5,
Motivating employees 12 11 42 28 5,
Increasing morale/de-

creasing burn-out 13 14 44 27 4Training 5 44 40 6
Management styles 16 3t 41 24 . 3,
Delegating responibility 10 20 42 26
Reducing .stress 15 21 41 29 5 .
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TABLE 9 (Continued)

-.Topic ,'

1 , 2

Interest: Ranking
3 4- 5

Interested In
ciimui."
Inter. Index

Res.
Matl.

Train-
ing

Tech.-
As't

.

Writing skills
VeAbal 'communication'

Operation

15
13

.

28
18

34
37

I
31

31
4
4

Intake /admissions /release 12 13., 46 28 5
Identifyend problem inmates 15 6 48' 37 6
Cras-sifications and separation 16 26 42 26 : . 4
Reclassification 20 32 40 22 4
Emergencies and problem

situations 7- 7 47 34 8
Alt. to incarc/pre-trial .

release 21 33 42 19 5
Safety and security 2 3 57 37 5

. Sanitation 10 10 47 23 4
Food service 14 16 52 23 006.0
Inmates

, Control/rights/discipline 5 23 39 35 4
Inthate, services _ 8 12 51 20 ' 4
Inmate activities 16 29 49 19 4
Inmate programs . 19 31 48 20 6

4
Involving the. community,
.in programs 23 35 40 18 "4

Using volunteers 24 36 37 16 4

Facilities

Physical plant 11 24 Q 42, 23 3
Using space efficiently . 16 19 41 23 5
Ganging .your jail 19 25 , 40 25 8
Workin9 /with an architectrx t

22 .34
r

35 18 5

Note: This table presents the levels of interest in each topic rank-ordered based
on cumulative percentage of.interest (1) and the index shown in Table 7 (2).
Columns 3,1 4. And 5 display the percent of respondents to the mail survey who
indicated an interest in resource materials (3), training (4) and technical assistance
(5). Percents in these three columns'clo not total 100 because respondents were
allowed to check any or all of the choices.
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N IC is preparing reSource materials which are versatile enough to beused on-site at a jail without outside support as pact of training prograrrks formanagers or as 'pare of training offered 1:4y managers. The results of the
interest checklist'seem. to conclude that such versatility is required.

The figures in Tables 8 and 9 indicate substantial interest on the part of
respo,ndents in all topics: Several topics rated consistently high with all jailov.,managers who responded, Including:

Standards end compliance-,---
Legal issues
Safety and security
Inspecting your own jail
Policies and procedures
Records
Budgets
Training
Emergencies
Inmate services

The two tables provide the best display and review of interest levels.
Interests corresponded generally with the:problems and needs identified byjail managers and jail inspectors. Ndtable exceptions are physical plant topics(physical plant, using space, changing the jail, 4orking with an architect)
which, scored consistently, low. This contradicts the heavy emphasis which jailmanagers seemed to place on the importance of physical. prOblems and com-pliance difficulties.

1Other areas in which managers showed little interest include programs,c lassification, community resources and volunteers:

CRS disagrees with the expressed interests identified through the mailsurvey. Site visits and discussions with jail managers and inspectors haveled CRS to conclude that physical issues, community involvement, inmateprogramming and cla'ssification are all key needs and problems in small jails.
' The lack of interest displayed by jail managers is Perhaps indicative of theproblem that jail managers do not perceive the need to improvei-ry theseareas. CRS will be making major efforts to convince jail managers to use

resource materials which ...are being developed in these areas.

One section of the mail -survey focused written policies and proce-dures. Mail responses, jail inspector survey ;and site visits 'identified thelack of written policies and procedures as.a major problem. It was encourag-ing to find the level of interest eXpressed by jail managers in response to thequestions shown on :table 10 on the following page. The emphasis of thesmall` jail /project .on -preparing a set of model policies, arici procedures and aworkbOok appears justified.

<5k"
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TABLE 10

Jail Manager Interest in Policies and Procedures

0

Question'

a

-Percent

N9 Some Much , Cumul
Interest4, Interest Interest Interest

, Are you einterested in:

1. Developing new policies/RroWues
revising current4ones2

2.

. 3.

4.

. . ,'
Reviewing a. set of model policies and
prOdtdures fdr ,small jails?

Receiving a workbook ..0%.fi17iNr-4,e-idevelop
and revise policies ahci procedures? .,

Receiving .assistan in ''cl
,

iriIdpc re-....

vising your -policies and- proe dares?
° o.

12

7

8 11

18

/
, .

63 1 84

91

79 9g

25 54 ." 79
. .

I. ,, .

<, te: The tabulation cat res ses.to=questkins in, the mail- survey are displayed, here.
. We percent of respondents, who stioWed no interet (a), some interest. (I?) and

strong, interet '<O.:FS shown faveatli, qrstior?, A et.irsulative percent of all respon-
dents show g. interest 'is also djspp,,yed

)
(, calculated as the -sum of a, b and c.

. ; ,

Summary

The needs assesrrient effort yielded a -wealth of data and ,information
which NIC can use to refine and focus its efforts; resource materials and
training programs will refIct the findings of the needs assessment/ The
subsequent imple entation Mans and 'strategies for the small jails initiative,it#'

-also' have, been s aped by the assessment esults:-
.. ..

.4 :The, needs assessment effort has produced' insightS -which have not been
secured at the national le-riel. ,Unfortunately,' a .comparable -fiket of insights for .\- .411

larger jails does nett exist and rt is impossible, to compare -snlall jail needs
systrmatically. to larger jail needs. ,f

.
.'

This assessment' has rev ealed that small jails have
/-
p9ressing problems and

needs, and' that small jail ,managers are concerned abou't their. problems, are
available for assistance and are interested lin improving. In addition, a
sabstanthl support system has been identified, including, jail inspectors, state..
sheriff associations, trainers and other groups an.d individuals.

_ , .
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All of the requisites for change .and improvement have beeri identified'
The challenge is to merge the needs, interests ,and, resources into an effective,
response to small jail problems. Hopefully, time will demonstrate that the -NIC
has taken the first, major step to that end.

4 .
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Editors' Note

Community Resource Services, Inc., will produce five separate but inter-
related small jail publications:

Resource Manual for Managers (a collection of reprinted ma-
terials, original text, case law abstracts, resource listings and
a problem-solving glide).

Management-Units for Small Jails (checklists to allow managers
to assess' their compliance with jail standards and current case
law).

Policy and Procedure Workbook for Small Jails (a 'step-by-step
approach to developing or revising policies and procedures):

go

Policy and Procedure Manual of Oxford County, Maine Jail (a
sample of a comprehensive policies and procedure; manual for

"small jails).

Delivery Guide (ideas and resources for individuals and groups
involved with the distribution and use of small jail materials).

For information, write: CRS, Inc.
RFD #1
Kehts Hill, Maine 04349
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CHAPTER XIII

A NATIONA6, STRATEGY FOR CHANGE IN RURAL JAILS

by Paul A. Katsampes

Introduction

The problemrs faced by rural jail managers and change agents trying to
affect the smaller jails have been many and difficult to :solve. Historically, all
jails have overlooked areas of concern such as management and Organization
development, correctional philosophy development and facility improvement.'
Small jails with an average daily inmate population of twenty-five or under
have been totally ignored as the emphasis on jail improvement has focused on
large urban detention facilities and prisons.

Although approximately 2,500 of the 144000 jail systems in the United
States have average daily populations of under twenty-five inmates/2 the
problems of small jails have been a low priority for change. agents. Larger
urban jails have received recent attention because of several factors:

1. The few large jail systems detain approximately ninety percent
of the nation's jail inmate. These systems have demanded
mediate attention because of large inmate populations.

2. Larger urban areas are often more up to date concerning legal
issues and requirements. Consequently, more .attorneys are
willing tolnitiate legal action against jail management.'

3. The small jail manager is often ha mpered by a lack of time to
'attend outside training or develop internal policy. This small
jail manager usually has responsibilities other than the jail
oper:ation. Frequently ;there is no replacement available to
allow absence from the job.

The mission of the National' Institute of Corrections Jail ,Center, a com-
ponent of the U.S.' Department of Justice? is to stimulate 'and support efforts
to -change and reform 'jail operations and administrations nationwide._ -Recog-
nizing the scant attention to date given to the problems of the small, rural
jail and mindful of the increased intervention by the judiciary into jail, func-.,
tioning,,,,the Center has launched a national initiative to begin addressing the
needs of. the small jail manager 'and creating change in the operation and
management of these facilities. The following pages describe the NIC initia-
tive and how it was developed. :

Needs'Analsis and Solution -Identification Process
.

Essentially the NIC goal Was to develop an effective strategy which could
have an impact on small, rural jails .throughout.the country. The first step
of the strategy development process was a thorough and organized needs.
analysis of the small jail situation. To that end atwo-day ."jail hearings"
session Was held in Boulder, Colorado, December 7-8,- 1978, under' N.IC aus-

.
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pices. Participants sfor this planning session were selected' from every. region
of the United States and represented various functions connected with small
jails. They included eight sheriffs, three jail administrators, two representa-
tives of sheriffs' associations, three state or regional planners, an AMA re-
presentative and one state jail inspector. All members had extensive experi-

ence with jails and specifically with small or rural jails.

The needs analy?is actually began prior to the Boulder hearings with a
preliminary questionnaire which was compiled and summarized for participants'
use early in the planning progra-m.

The two-day program opened with' feedback session of the summarized
questionnaires. The first major task of those in attendance was problem
identification. By employing a_ highly structured small work group process,
the final result of this problem-identification stage was a list of the five most
important problems or needs of small jail manager's as determined by the
selected members of the hearings group. These five major problems or needs
are as follows:

1. Lack of Comprehensive Criminal justice Planning

Federal, state and local planners have thus far failed to pre-
pare the criminal justice system to meet its responsibilitie,
particularly .in terms of the purpose, funotio'n and implementa-
tion of the county jail. A principal reason has been the
failure to involve all the various players in the planning pro-
cess--sheriffs, judges1 bar associations, district attorneys,
county commissioners,: state legislatures, local citizen groups,
inmates, et al. The realities of the political process have been
inaction, misunderstanding and the increasing intervention of
the federal courts.

2.- Lack of Written Policies and Procedures

A written policy proyides a guideline to train. and educate new
employees. It furnishes a working guideline for all perSonnel

-(as well as inmates) to follow' pertaining to obedience and
providing information.. Policies and procedures also give
direction and training to employees who, in rural areas, often
work, without basic training. The lack of wgitten policies has
resulted in legal penalties for sheriffs and. staff members of
departMents.

'3. Lack of Alternatives to Incarceration

There is an excessive,. amount of jail 'time
due to the lack or nonexistence of pre-
tives to incarceration. Adequate progra
adverse effects, of incarceration placed u
well as society. -

4. Lack of Staff,Development

at offenders face
post-trial alterna-
would reduce the

p n the offender as

Small WI managers do not have adequate kil101gOr resources to
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recruit, hire, train and retain qualified personnel to carry out
the goals and objectives of their agencies.

5. Lack of Adequate and Realistic Jail Standards

a. Throughout the United States, standards for the con-
struction and operation of jail facilities are inadequete.
Or where standards have been devioped, they have been
written by a multitude of special interest groups who
have made it difficult for jail operators to meet the eco-
nomic impact of such standards. '

b. Law enforcement at the state level must establish stan-
dards for correctional operation and construction to
preempt the area from concern of federal government and
courts. Such standards also could be used in requesting
funds from local governments to comply with standards.
Such standards would take into account, specific local
conditions. ,

There should be a distinction between minimum "constitu-
tional" standards and idealized "standards" promulgated
by special interest groups.

With the major problem areas determined, the Boulder conference moved
to the next major task--suggesting solution strategies for itile identified prob-
lem areas. Once again, through the use of a structured small group process,
both short- and long-term solution strategies were proposed as follows.

Comprehensive Planning

Shok-term Strategy:

.Three short-term prototype programs should be developed with
no more than one program being facilitated by any professional.
planning organization. The preparation of each comprehensive plan
should be by a local group including the. sheriff, a county com-
missioner, a judge, the district attorney, a state legislator, a

citizen and an inmate.
..

Each plan must include an analysis of the following:

a. The function of the local jail.
b. The operation of the jail--state, county.
c. Projections of future community needs.
cl. Physical plant.

(1) An evaluation of requirements of likely /existing
standardi.

(2) The ability of the present plant to serve
(3) The need for a anew plant.'
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(4) Design in terms of standards.

,(5) The need for specific policies and procedures.

(6) Methods to attain desired policies and procedures.

( 7 Program requirements .( community resources).

(8) Staffing requirements.

Alternatives_to incarceration.

f. The.need fOr expert resources.

g

h.

A method for, publishing and releasing the plan to the,
press, local service groups, town officials and other
prime movers in the community.

A demonstration program of public education, from the
local level to state government, designed to create pres7-

t sure for discussidel and implementation of the plan.

Long-term Strategy:

The long-term `strategy should include continuing

)*.
encourage other communities to develop their own plans
Seminars and training programs to teach local people how
for comprehensive criminal justice planning.

Development of Model Policies and Procedures

Short -term Strategy:

grants to
as well as
to prepare

Through a granting process, a model, policy and proce-
dure manual should pe developed including guidelines to assist
agencies in developing policies and procedures which meet
their specific needs and explanations of legal decisions which
-make.certain__Policies and procedures necessary. Copie_s_ofthe
model policy and,. procedures manual should be provided to
requesting agencies.

Long-term Stratkgy:,

The group suggested 'the
or some other federal agency
basis,, the following steps:

National Institute of Corrections
should develop, on a long-term

a. Developa training seminar at the NIC Jail Center for jail
administrators involved -with departmental policy manual
development. \

b. ProYide regional seminars for policy development training
for jailers.

c.. Proyide a model training manual,to all rural jails.
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.d. Furnish updated information material on changes that

should be made in outdated departmental policy rules.
(this would be provided as information when court deci-
sions become available). .

e. Periodically review: the state of the art on policy deel-
opment:

.14 4

Alternatives to Incarceration'''.

. Short-term Strategy:

a. Develop adequate technical assistance resources tb provide
seminars or training sessions for law enforcement, and
corrections officers regarding pre- and post -trial alternp-
tives. The seminars should be directed at various region-
al and subregional levels.

b. Develop a feasibility of economic analysis of the pre=trial
and post-trial alternatives, to incarceration as they relate
to construction and operating expenses. How the pro-
grams can reduce monetary costs to the community- and
reduce the social costs to the offender and the cortmunity
should be clarffied.

Long-term Strategy:

a. Distribute data ffom various jurisdictions that have suc-
cessfully implemented pre- and post-trial alternatives.

b. Develop a comprehensive list of pre- and post-trial alter-
natives that can be initiated in-house _or ,6xternally from
the jail.

OL

c. Develop a "Funding- Source Information Sef-Vice" and
"Grant Application Assistanc°e Service" to inform the rural
community of the many sources that,, can be utilized to .

support the program. .

d. Develop in-house, release .programs (ROR, Citati,on Re-
lease, Stationhouse Release, .etc.) that can be immediately
implemented by law enforcement or corrections officers.
This would .'result -ic on-site sessions by NIC t6 local

agencies and communities.

Staff Development

Short-term Strategy:

0

a r An agency should be allowed funds to develop personnel
administration materials in the areas of pre-service train-
ing, Inl.Service training and career development facilita-
tion. Programs to conduct on-site testing of the materials
should be developed. . .

1
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b. Materials should be developed and on-site testing conduct-s
ed for the areas of recruitment, minimum entry-level,
qualificatiOns, and valid assessment tools.

Long-term Strategy:

On a long-range basis, NIC should:

a. ContintAlly update and validate the previously developed
personnel administration materials and techniques.

'b. Inform agency officials of the availability of personnel
administration materials.

c. Provide necessary technical assistance on-site to selected
jail admrhistritors,.

Jail Standards and Standards' Implementation Development

Short -term Strategy:

An agency should complete the following aspects of stand-
ards development:

1. Some agency should becofne an information clearinghousefor all special 'interest groups Nho wish to assist in
developing standards for jails and should disseminate this
information to state sheriffs' associatiaft associations of
chiefs of police, state corrections divisfons or others who
request\soch information.

b. There should be a central repository for' - ;present stand-
ards developed by 'states for the operation' °flails. Such
information should be provided_ to requesting agencies.

c. A professional sound/slide program on possible desirable
correctional or jail standards- should be developed that
could be sent to states for prebentation to special interest
groups, professionals and government personnel as wellas lay citizens.

d. There\ should be identification of a mechanism for stand-
ards "development---i.e., Who are the developers, legis -,lators, sheriffs' associations, bar associations or special
commissions? - - .

e. Impact .of implementation of standards, especially economic
-, impact, should be- detailed. .

f. Techniques for "good faith coinplianCe" should be devel-
oped \and disseminated to bridge the gap between adoption
of standards and the reality of complete implementation.
Such "good faith"- techniques could include time phas4
implementation, compliance with the spirikof a specific
standard, etc.

-,
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A z Jed ertcy--: should-- :grant- futfcls -1-6-- lhose states.... - - .
:InifiTch:11:4ve noX-tle -ero-Pecl:=Stan:Clarids for construction or oPera-
ii8ii---a_jefl:S-

.. .

Because the -Iletioglat,....ha-spti4e,of CorrecticFrs-.Jail. Center -is .mandated to
offer. training, Stechnical,-aS.*StaiiCef,,.in;fprrhation and pplicy:cevelopment asSis-
tance to jail systeMi, th-pagh.-::ffi---Oleei- in .Bouicler-,- the agency as developed
an implementation strategy....id..deal yvitn_j_ha.,Problesris and Sdltt' ns identified'
by the participants n the.-!!-Ama!I.Jail1.-jearirig.S.:ft- MC- :derVeloped the strategy
by integrating _411i.:1-.1.earisigS, isSpes. *1-th _exisking jail systems:. development!
programs and byAesidninq .a-9ritt-1-roposaT specifically ,a-dctresSing,heecls not
integrated in the existing programs. The implefnentation- -Strategy- includes
the five major problem areas' prevjc19.s.ly.:iclentWed and discussed. '

-..,---

Compriehensive "Plannind
. °

Ari existing NIC program entitled Planning to Open a New, Institution
(PONI) is a training and community organization program which establishes-
comprehensive planning for communities planning new jail facilities. Informa-
tion from Phase I of PONI which concerns small communities will be ,collected,"
summarized and made available to other communities.

c
The NIC Area Resource center in the Boulder County Sheriff's Depart-

ment is utilized as a demonstration model for comprehensive community plan-
ning. Community criminal justice practitioners, especially sheriffs, are in-°
vited. to visit the Boulder system to receive information relating to the Boulder
experience.

The NIC Jail Center Clearinghouse and the LEAA Criminal Justice Re-
source Center possess written materials relating to 'the development and
experience of comprehensive community planning.

a.

)
Development of_ .a Model Policy and Procedures Manual

,8

Nl e. has developed an instructional -manual for jail managers describing
the techniques for developing jail policies and procedures. This booklet. is
available to agencies on request.

A grant proposal was developed by- NIC to spec\fically meet the policy
and procedures development needs, of small jail systems. The grant includes'

?, the .following elements:

I 'A text will be developed\ entitled "IVI/anaginb the Small Jail"
which will be a comprehensive review of small" jail management.' The
content of the text should include all basic -internal functions of
small i,ls--staff development strategies, techniques and materials;
community services development for in-houses jail programs and for
alternatives to incarceration-,_ and criminal justice System and com-
munity planning for jail needs.
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The develliment of materials would facilitate the individual jailmanager. and th74-cprrectional trainer in the formulation- of jail poli-cies and procedures. These materials, will include the followingelements: Yee

(1) A ,--manual describing how to write policies

(2)

and proce-
e.

.A manuscript discussing, court decisions and stan-dards that- relate to jail policies. Model policies andprocedures 'should be included as examples of thedesired, end results.

(3) A student's', workbook and fan instructor's Manualdesigned for a training2session which would' assisttrainees in learning how to write' constk4conal and_effective jail policies and procedures.

A pilot training program will be organized utilizing the ma-terials and involving twenty -five jail managers of small jails astrainees to test the validity-.of these training materials. Threemanagers of progressive small jails should be designated as readersof ."Mpaging A Small Jail" to assess its content., The weaknessesof the materials and the process. should then be adjusted and Mate-,-rials revised accordingly.
.

The implementation of a training program for state trainingacademy trainers will be accomplished. The objective' of this 'ele-ment is to train trainers in the use of the developed materials so.they would be able to extend the )policy and procedure, developmentto their respective small jail agencies. The target should t;e totrain three to. five trainers from twenty states in' three regionalworkshops.

aAlternatives to 'Incarceration

LEAA and the- NIC- Clearinghouse functions have several documentsavailable for agencies requiring information concerning" ,alternatives to incar--ceration, and concerning techniques of community °planning necessary to deuel-op alternatives. NIC has designated area .:(jail) rensoarsce centers in BentonCounty, Oregon and Fort Scott, Kansas.- Both of-,these' resource centers areexamples of small jails which use alternatives to, incarceration to effectivelylimit their jail populations and to effectively integrate with community re-sources. Visits to resource centers by jail adMinistrators are part of the NICtechnical assistance program'. The text of "Managing A Smell Jail" which will\be developed" through the NIC small jail management gran will jnclude a'chapter on alternatives to incarceration in.smaller coMmunities.

-Staff Development

.The NIC Jail Center conducts reilar jail management programs for'Sheriffs and administrators at a University of Colorado conference 'center inBoulder.. These two-week sessions are. available to all jail manad,ers at no
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cost to individuals or local counties. The training covers the area of person-
nel administration as 'regular program content., The resource text will include
information concerning personnel *functibn and this 'document will be the basis
of regional training programs f6r small jails.

i

Developmtnt of State Jail ,,Standards

Through. grants LEAA and N1C have funded, many state efforts for state
jail standard development and state standard implementation programs have
been developed.' For <example, there are currently severalstates (California,
Nebraska, ,Maine, Michigan and Georgia) which are revising their standards
with some federal agency assistance -- either through grants or technical as-
sistance.

(

The American Correctional Assoiation has devel?ped and distributed
ACA standards for local adult detention facilities. These standards are used
by some as model standards for developing policy and procedures for jails.
The ACA standard development process was funded byLEAA and includes an
audit and accreditatidn 'process-.

Summary

The National Institute of Corrections, an agency of the U.S. Department
of Justice designed to assist correctional agencies, held hearings on small jail
management to identify the problems of small 'and rural jails and to focus on
strategies for solving these problems.

Through .a needs analysis process, five major problem areas were identi-
fied and corresponding short- and long-term solution strategies proposed.
The major problems were: lack of comprehensive community criminal justice
planning; lack of Written policies and procedures for small jails; lack of
alternatives for incarceration; lack of staff development-procedures; and lack
of -effective state jail standards.

After solutions were prOrSed, NIC integrated the small jail's needs with
existing federal programs Sand developed a small jails management grant to
address remaining needs not met by current programming.

1
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CHAPTER XIV

MARENGO COUNTY JAIL
INMATE SERVICES PROGRAM

by Michael Haley
and

W.H. Smith

The inmate services program in the Marengo County Jail in Linden,
Alabama, is applicable to any other ,small jail. They do, not exist because of
an acceptable jail facility, liberal community ,standards or any other such
external criteria. Instead, they':exist in spite of the reality of a poor physi-
cal facility., very conservative community standards and few resources, in-
cluding finances. To place the Marengo County program in perspective,
perhaps emphasis on a few key points is appropriate.

The .Marengo County flail, although it is only. sixteen ,years old, was
- built only as a detention facility. There is no space fortrecreatiorb,classroom

' instruction, group assem:1-41y or proper, exercise. There are no single cells
and the jail does not meet any .contemporary standards- of Physical jail con-
struction. 1

.
<-.

. .
Marengo County is located in a very conservative: section of the country.

'In fact, the predominate local attitude favors capital pupish'ment., long and
determinate' sentences, 'arid strict a-control of inmates' and institutions. Law

enforcement is held in high esteem; strict enforcement of the laW is a priority
among thecitizens of the county. _.

. . a
/

, . , .

.
Financially, the county operates on a "shoestring" basis. No local money

was (or is) available td provide extra inmate services.' the Marengo' County
Sail has been overcrowded 'for three years. A.:1978 'survey indicated the
average jail sentence was 25.15 years. The jail staff is inadequate both in
numbers and professional training. .

.
In spite of the negative ,o rtones of many of these points; the inmate

,services progrlam in (Marengo Cour y has been- successful: \simple elabora-
,tion may -explain why.'

- , $ #

k , .
There is no feasible way to remedy the fact that eight-per.son cells, must

bei*Jsed and there is inadequate space for desired inmate prograins. Our jails
have these cells andthere is no money available to. correct the problems they
create so we must live witr, the reality qf the building. However, a slight bit
of ingenuity allows the inadequate building to be useful' in providing services

.'s, for inmates:irimat
. i

k

I -. r/COnversionof,the former. jailerl&living quarters' into offices
for counseling and -.jail administratiOftl, /-..

,

:---.
. .

Designation of certain ,portions of the in'inalte living areas for
work retease and trusty, staitt nmites. 1

. I
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Installation of fluorescent lighting and the application of newpaint to make the jail seem less gloomy (paid' for by the in-mates).

Installation of emergency lighting arid smoke detection, devices4 (paid for by the inmates).

Installation of two-way telephones for visiting (paid for by theinmates). -

Other inexpensive modifications in the jail:

The philosophy of the bounty is conservative: Therefore the serviceprograms in the jail are stressed as pprt of the Overall task of jail administra-tion with continued public emphasisett.irity, the legality of inmate ma-,nagement and the reduction of the recidivism rate. NUirierotA "talks/ tochurch, civic, school and other groups preceded the 'development of any,programs in the jail. Presentations t citizens' ;groups_ continue. with anemphasis on the need for volunteer, assistance in the jail.

Development of the jail Rtiogram was an integral part of the law enforce-ment and judicial process. This required both- verbal and logistical supportfrom tht 'sheriff as well as cooperation from other Jaw enforcement officersand agencies. This helped "sell" the program to the public.. Grant moniesfrom LEAA, CETA, etc.,. were utilized to pay for services.

Overcrowding is a result of -a federali couet order. which ,prohibits/ theAlabama Board of Corrections from acceptir.4., any- new inmates irk the- 6tateprison system untiV the populations of the various systems are down to tbeiridesigned capacities. -Therefore all state- sentenced inmates have been kept in'the Marengo County Jail for sentences Iranging from thirty days to life.
.

Until very recently, the jail was forced 'to operate 6each' shift with, oneperson who served as a combination jailer/adio operator. Notv' two personswork each shift--one jailer and one radio operator.'
,

Another significant point that might need ,emphasis is the fact, that thereare few resources available in Marengo County for the jail program. With the-exception of the West Alabama Mental Health Centet,,,\ there .are no Aocationalrehabilitation or other social service agencies !boated in die county. . Thenearest college (University otiAlabama) is sixfy miles, away; ,the nearest.hospital Is ,fiftteen miles away. 'Still,' many Sociat services are available .to thejail through cooperative agreements with the appropriate agencies.
,, The key to the success of the program in Marengo County s ar,littie bit8:f innovation and-

ia lot of willingness, A progratn must have theie to developand exist and; in the long run,, these factors are more important than agie-quate- physical facilities, resources and finances.

It seems feasible for ahy small jail to develOP an appropriate inmateservices prcigram. The following ideas could be utilized in almost any situa-tion,.

A coope rative agreement with the local mental health -center to providemental health services. Most mental health centers are eager :to find new,.

*mid -{qv istiiipo 94311.
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avenues for service not only to provide better service to their areas but also
to be able to justify present and future funding. In many areas it is re-
quired that mental health centers provide service as requested. In most
cases local 'county governing bodies provide 05me funding for local mental
health centers and can "insist" that services be provided to the jail.

A cooperative agreement with the nearest Veterans Administrafioh Hospi-
tal to provide services to VA-eligible 'inmates. VA* hospitals4.have 'community
teams which will go to the jail and assist in providing services to VA-eligible
inmates at no Lost to the jail.

a

-

'A cooperative agreement with the nearest Vocational ,kehabilitation Ser-
vice (or the state's equivalent) to provide service to eligible inmates. Most
VR'S services will send counselors to the jail .to provide service at no cost to
the jail.

.A cooperative agreement with your state's GED testing agency (usually
the State Departmeht of Education), to provide GED testing ppportunities in
the jail. The cost usually is minimal and sometimes is free.

A cooperative agreement with the nearest college or university to provide
opportunities for field placement of students. Most colleges, especially schools

, of social work, are eager to find- new areas foc field' placement of students
who need a semester of clinical work. Such an arrangement could provide the
jail with a social worker at no cost to the jail.

A cooperative a ment with the local health department to provide a RN
or other authorized lital person to screen inmates who request to see a
physician and make a determination as to which ones actually should be car-'
.ried to the doctor. When requested, such service usually cannot be justifi7
ably denied especially when the county governing 'ibody funds the health
department., ,

.1

,Development of work release program. This proyidei work opportunities
for motivated and qualified inmates, provides a positive atmosphere of incen-
tive for inmates and promotes good behavior, and produces revenue for the
sheriff's department or the county governing body. Such a program could be
established as a result of local legislation or through a contractual agreement
with the county governing body or some other appropriate agency. [In
Alabama, a contract may be made with the; State Board of Corrections for
working state prisoners and local legislation allows, for working Eounty pris-
oners. The contract and/or: the legislation dictate the operation of the work
release Program to help reduce the liability orthe sheriff.] .

Solicitation of involvement by local community volunteer groups-Fchurch,
civic, other. Volunteer groups can be utilized to develop a jail _library, to
provide toilet articles for the inmates, to provide special "treats" at holiday
time (fruit baskets, gifts, etc.), and to assist in special apjects at the jail.,
Most groups are eager to become involved in such activities and need only to
be asked.

I

,,Utilization of LEAA and other ay.ailable grant monies to develop a pro-
gram and employ staff either on a full-time or a contractual basis: [In Mar-
engo ,County, the sheriffs department uses LEAA grant money to contract
With the West Alabama Mental Health' Center for a psychologist with cor-
rections experience to work in the jail thirty-six hours per week.]
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Anything'that might be appropriate to your particular jail, community or'situation.

Such programs offer assistance to the problems of inmate management inseveral ways.
.

involvement of the local mental health center provides appro-priate services to mentally ill inmates both on an acute (emer-gency) and long-term basis. In addition, all of the resourcesof the center are available to the jail--testing, counseling,diagnostic and evaluative services, mental retardation services,etc.
. .

Involvement of other services (VA, VRS, etc.) provides ser-'vice to "nuisance" ..tipe inmates who otherwise would require agreat dell of attention from the jail staff.

Inmate behavior improves when the inmates are offered anincentive' to behave. In turn, vandalism and physical attacksin the jail are also reduced.

Security in the jail is improved as inmates become involved inpositive programs and better communication develops betweeninmates and jail personnel.

Revenue generated by a work releas'e program can be used inthe jail to improve security features, to meet fire and safetystandards, to improve the physical facility itself, etc.
The rate of -recidivism can be reduced. -[The' recidivism ratefor those persons who have been involved in the mental health/rehabilitation program in the Marengo County Jail is approxi-mately . seven percent. There is a sixty-six percent recidivismrate in the State of Alabama for inmates who do not participatein inmate service programs.]

As the jail improves and begins to .receive positive local recog-inition, more citizens become interested in the operation of thejail, more persons volunteer to assist in the jail programs andthe community begins to take pride in the local jail as a cor-rectional facility. [Instead of tieing "the" jail, it becomesr "our" jail.]
!`

All of the above is not to say that the development of an inmate servicesprogram in the jail is a simple task. It. is not! It 'does .say new facilities,large budgets, large staffs and court orders are not necessary in order toinyrove our jails and to make-them productive institutions in our community.Also, it does not say- all inmates will participate in and benefit from suchprograms. Indeed, 'some inmates will refuse to participate and other inmatesCOI be ,refused the opportunity to participate because 'of the sect:Jr-it"( riskinvolved.

The important point is that such 'a` program is .feasible for the smallcounty jail. Properly implemented, this type of program benefits inmates, lawenforcement and the community, sand does not pose a threat to the primaryconcern of the jail--security.
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Whatever you might choose to do in your jail, be practical about it.

Cooperate with the courts and law enforcement agencies.
Don't isolate your jail and its programs fr6m the rest of the
,criminal justice system in your area. Cooperation and com-

' munication can only help. a

Conduct an "open"`Jail. Don't try to conceal what you a're
doing' from the community. Utilize the local press and speak-

..

ing engagements to inform and to elicit support.

Keeps things in \perspective. Security ins the \primary function
of the jail. Do not neglect security in iMplementing an inmate
services program. Use your program to enhance your se-
curity.

Let inmates participate in your programs on a voluntary basis...
Compulsary participation = poor results.'

Use community volunteers but screen them carefully. Set' up
guidelines for volunteer participation and stick to them.

Use the programs and resources of existing social service
agencies. They are already funded and services to the jail
probably won't cost Vou anything.

Remember mental health services are not limited to people who
are. in, a serious mental condition. Mental health should refer
to any jail programs or services. designed to meet the needs of
inmates. This includes programs designed to treat acute or
chronic mental disorders as well as proide rehabilitative
opportunities for motivated inmates.
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CHAPTER XV

GROUP PSYCHOTHERA IN A REGIONAL CORRECTIONS SETTING:
PHIL SOPHY AND APPLICATION

9

by Dan Lawrence
and '

Joyce Piispanen

Introduction

The Northeast Regional Corrections Center (NERCC),_a residential treat-
ment facility located in the Arrowhead region of northern Minnesota, is situ-
ated about twenty miles north. of, Duluth. NERCC receives its clients pri-
marily from the six counties that comprise the region. Approximately 300
adult male misdemeanants and first conviction felons are , placed at NERCC
each- year. Clients,. most between the ages of eighteen and twenty-four, are
placed at NERCC by 'the county courts as an alternative to jail or prison.

The NERCC treatment philosophy revolves around providing clients with
the "Maximum opportunity . . to avoid further contact with the crimiroal
justice system . . . by providing the individual 'with a vehicle to bring about
the changes necessary to enable him to once again become a productive mem-
ber of the community" (NERCC pamphlet, 1978). While working to accomplish
this, NERCC also serves the courts- and protects the community.

NERCC has a sixty-year history which dates back to 1913 when the St.
Louis County Work Farm was established. In 1929, the Work Farm was moved
from its original location to a new and larger location on . 3,200 acres that
enable the facility, to raise all the necessary meat -and produce. In the- past,
logging and farming were the main activities of the men senterted to the Work
Farm. This was extremely practical since most of those ,men Were either
woodsmen or farmers. In 1972; the Work Farm became the Northeast Regional
Corrections Center and began _serving Lake, Cook and ,Carlton 'counties as
well as St. Louis County. At about the same time, the main b_ uilding was
remodeled and education and treatment programs were begun. With these
changes, the courts began placing younger`offenders with linger sentences at
,NERCC. Mire felons and fewer misdemeanants were sentenced to NERCC and
approximately; eighty-five percent felons and fifteen percent misdemeanants
comprised the facility's population..

Further reorganization took place in, 1976 when two other counties,
koochiChing and Aitkin,' joinecit the ,original four, St, Louis, Carlton, Lake
and Cook, to become the six-Countyregion under the `Minnesota Community
Corrections -Act to forn4 Arrowhead Regional Corrections (ARC). The Com-
munity Corrections, Act offers financial incentive to counties which deal with
their offenders locally. The CCA allocates money to ARC for the purpose of
developing and Inaintaining regional corrections programs and services. The
more, Offenders kept in the region,. the greater the allocation since ARC must
Pay Aa per die charge to the state for every juveni.te and5dultcommitted to
aNstate instftuti n for a periodof five yearS or less.

NERCC receives funding for its $850,000 Per year budget from several
different sources, most of 'which predate the Community Corrections Act.
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These include: shares from the six participating counties whfch are arrivedat by demographic analysis; Department, of EdUcation funds allocated under
eligibility formulas according to number of students enrolled; Community
Corrections Act funds allocated according to annu.a4 daily average population
figures; p,er diems from nonparticipating counties; farm income from whatevercan be raised and sold.; ana income from a state-licensed shooting preserve
available for use by the public on a per-shunt contract basis..

The staff at NERCC is comprise-era thirty-six full- or part-time employ-
ees. Of the thirty-six, five are considered administrative staff. Being as
diverse an operation as NERCC is, the job descriptions include such positidns
as group leader/ caseworker, teacher, meat cutter, mechanic and herdsman.

°

Referral, Orientation and Daily Living

Residents are received at NERCC directly from the courts and arrive via
St. Louis County sheriff's deputies or NERCC's transportation unit. Upon
arrival, the individual is booked, photographed, assigned living quarters and
oriented by both staff and a representative of the resident council. Commit,.
ment papers are recorded and filed, clothing and personal items are checked.
Within two days the ;resident is assigned a caseworker. Felons ,pre generally
assigned to a therapy group within two weeks of arrival as an opening oc-curs. New residents are given a resident's handbook and an orientation toboth the physi'cal layout and the' expectations of NERCC. The handbook iswritten in a manner which emphasizes responsibility rather than rules. Theexpectation is that one will behave responsibly rather than irresponsibly at
NERCC. The resident is told the staff will not accept responsibility for
everything- that does or should happen at NERCC; staff will do their part and
residents are expected to do the same.

.' Residents at NERCC are allowed to bring clothing and personal poss'es-
. sions with them. 'Hot plates, food and food preparation are not allowed in the

rooms- for fire and sanitary 'reasons.'. Clean linen is available as needed and
is regularly exchanged twice per week. Work clothes and boots are prbvided
for those assigned to outside jobs. Meals are at 7:00 a.m., 12:00 noon, and
5:00 p.m.; the main meal is in the evenings and snacks are provided on a
limited basis around 9:Q0 p.m. Through their elected resident council,, the
residents operate a _canteen which is open at various times during the day
and evening. The profits go to the residents and with them they have pur-
chased a foosb1.11 table, refrigerator, washer and dryer for their us'e. The
resident Manager. handles his own inventory and ordering.

There is a resident council meeting on Wednesdays and a staff-resident
meeting the ,following day each week. This serves as the vehicle for generat-
ing suggestion's, complaints, changes where feasible and provides staff and
residents with a forum. Residents receive a weekly allowance that amounts to
75cr per day for either a five-day or a seven-day job dependihg on the resi-
dent's preference and .NERCC's need. Residents may carry up to '$20 al-'though thjs is not generally enforced since it is rarely a problem. Buying
and selling arming residents is discouraged because it leads to some residents
being taken advantage of and results in needless friction. Visiting hours are
9:30 a.m. to 4-:30 p:rn. on weekends and holidays but no one would be turned
down for a special` visit if appropriate. Visitors can include family and close
relatives; friends are cleared through the resident's caseworker.
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New residents are usually first assigned to the utility crew. This crew
is assigned general outside upkeep and maintenance. As with all work as-
signments, the residents work with and are supervised by a staff member.
After residents are at NERCC for a while and demonstrate some degree of
responsibility, they may move into jobs of preference as openings occur. If a_
resident is interested in schooling, he is tested and evaluated according to
need and prVerence and placed in the education program. This is usually a
half-day program alternating ,with a work assignment. Residents are expected
to be ready for work by 8:00, a.m., break for lunch from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. and finish with work by 4:15 p.m. Except for group meetings, the
remainder of the ,day is free for recreation and arts and crafts as preference
dictates.

,

Group Therapy and Educational Programming

Group therapy is the core of the program at NERCC and utilizes the
Positive Peer Culture., (PPC) methodology. This is a derivation of the Guided
Group Interaction method pioneered at Highfields, New Jersey, and uses much
of the same format and tenets, The basic philosophy and expectations of PPC
center around the following statements: _

You are "your brother's keeper:"
People can and will change if given the opportunity.
Everyone wants to feel good about themselves.
Everyone wants help whether. or nor they admit it.
First tlelp another and when you feel
help for yourself.

good about that, get

If you didn't need help and could do it alone, you wouldn't
be here.
YOu can only help, not hurt. "

-

Problems are healthy.
Insight alOne doesn't change one's behavio*r.

It is okay to care for another person and to show it.

T e philosophy of these statements typifies the whole NERCC approach of
igh ideas combined with an element of pragmatism.

Groups are comprise. of a maximum of ten members. Insofar as is pos-
sible, they live, eat, sleep, recreate and work together. This is done so the
members can get to know one another as intimately and as quickly as -possible
and to be present if another group member has a problem. The group pro-

., cess is considered a. 24-hour-a-day, experieke and group members are ex-
pected,' to respond, when needed by another group member whethtr help is
requested or not. It is prrimarily because othis group process that there is
a high trust level between Staff and residents at NERCC. This has served to
virtually eliminate traditional "plems such as drugs, intimidation, assault\
and institutional homosexuality.



After being placed in a group, a new member tells his life story so his
group members can establish' the pattern of behavior that got him into troubleand brought him here and to learn about his day-to-day behavior. Oncedone, they have a handle on the value system that underlies these behaviorpatterns. The process of change can then begin, mainly by focusing onreplacing the old destructive habit (e.g., stealing cars to impress an asso-ciate) with a new constructive habit (feeling good about one's self and haVing'no need to show off). 'Although this is primarily a conscious process, it isnot a simple one -anyone who has ever tried to quit smoking can attest tothat. The process is remarkably similar tb and incorporates a great deal of
the same philosophy used by Alcoholics Anonymous.

As' group members progress, they are eligible to earn home visits, Huber(work release) and an early release. This-is done not by "points," but bydemonstrating in everyday' life that the individual is a, helping, caring personwho 'is ma King progress on his problems, i.e., being responsible.. The* mostdifficult people to convince in this process are his Own' group members.
There' are a number of checks and balances-in acquiring these privileges forone's. self. First there is an intensive group investigation leading to a recom-mendation, then the group leader must agree. The staff,. the probation
officer ands finAlly the sentencing judgd must then agree to the recommenda-tion. Ther are five checks- and balances along the way,_ and a recommenda-tion can die at any juncture. Most recommendations are stopped .by thegroup; this is as it should be if group members ,really care and do not wantto see, an individual -hurt himself. By these methods, the NERCC/PPC pro-gram makes use of one of. the most powerful resources of society: the peers.

6
Group meetings are scheduled for an hour, and a half every night, four

nights, each week (Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday). They begin at_either 5:30 or 7:30 p.m. The format of the meetings is as follows:

ProbleM Session - -a discussion of the day's problems and events
by each member and any feelings that are causing him coheern.
Awarding the Meeting--deciding who should receive the night's
meeting abased on a discussion of an individual's' needs;',.seri-
ousness of problems, willingness to make use of the meeting, ,-
amount of time since his last meeting; usually between two or
three individuals, yet not a. "vote" or popularity contest.
Body of the Meeting--discussion between the,group and the
individual awarded the meeting about the issues of concern; .
not an intellectual exercise, as it deals with "gut" issues..
Summary--the group leader "ties" the significance of the grolip
meeting together with help from the group and puts the meet-
ing in perspective. Other than this, the group leader-is more
an observer than a participant.

Once a month, a progress report to each resident's probation officer ,is pre:-pared by the group leader. It is the group member's responsibility to askthat it be read on the day it is due. It is then read by the group leader itithe meeting prior to the problem ,session and any )comments are theri, voiced.
41t.
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Therapeutic problems are the lifeblood of ,the therap\ y program and the'
vehicle by which change in an individual is brought about. If problems can
be dealt with on a reduced scale, then everyone can get the help they need
and no one will be hurt as a result. The trick, then, is to reduce the
prciblem to a much lower denominator than society is accustomed to dealing
with. For example, stealing a pack of cigarettes denotes the same value
system as stealing a car, only the price tag is different. In this case, the
value system permits the individual to bake what he wants When he doesn't
have it and cannot buy it. If problems brought someone here, then his only
hope for "making it" on the "outs" is that these problems be identified and

`resolved; otherwise the' ,cycle is doomed to repeat itself. Traditional cor-
rectional iriktitutions gene ally develop their programming around suppressing
problems rather than developing and utilizing them 'productively. It is for
this reason the relent handbook and the institutional expectations system
were designed as they were. They,do nbt remove the possibility for probfems
to occur, yet address themselves to such issues as due process and pri-
soners' rights. .1

In keeping with NERCC's ph.ilo-Sophy of treating the 'whole person, the
education program is individualized and diverse. It proVides 'acjult basic
educatiOn, general and high, school level study, pre-vocation'al counseling and
training, driver's education and' defensive driving, recreational programming,
regional educational and vocational counseling, job development, a reference
library and access to off-campus educational and vocational programs through
work release. .1 .

At any time approximately one-half of the given population is enrolled
,in the education program. Most cesicients spend a half day rn school and are
assigned to a job for the ,.other half (the job may be a pre-vocational setting).
This, in effect,, breaks up the day for the resident and enables those in PPC
groups to ,attend school at the same time their group "memblirs, are in school.
This is an advantage for both the groups and the school, %s group. members
frequently Thelp one another with their assignrnents.4 ,

'i

Evaluation

A research proposal concerning the Positive Peer Culture program at
NERCC has been prepared by a staff member of the Arrowhead( Regional
Corrections Research Unit. if ate collection 'arid _analysis, when completed, will
provide an assessment cif program effectiveness, with recidivism (conviction of
a new offense) as ,the dependent variable. This ,study is ,of a quasi-experi-
mental nature since randarn assignment to programs does not tike place. An
ex post facto type nonecRivalent' control group design- will bte utWzed with,
multiple groups, multiple observations, pretesting on the qualititatRre 'aspect
of the dependent variable, and either Aatching across groups ov multivariate

.analysis ,of data. Comparison groups will be drawn from other probation
groups and from other incarcerated,,groups. croups wiV_be comparect on the
basis of recidivisrrV ratf across several variables including exposure] to PPC
and other conditions of Services or probation, race and marital status(

.s
When completed,-.recidivism rates will be a vailable on each of the five

PPC groups at NERCC, as -well as on each of the following groups: ".

1
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Pre-PPC groups--felons who were at NERCCJDrior to imple-
mentation of PPC.

Non-PPC groups--felons who were at NERCC after imple-
mentation of PPC but who were not PPC group members.
Intensive probation groups.
Conventlbnal probation 'groups.
State incarc, ation groups.

In addition, recidivism rates will be computd on groups, according to
race, marital status, length of participation in programzand program comple-
tion. Severity or seriousness of crime will be examined using an' index ob-,
tained by taking the maximum adult prison sentence for offenses and recoding
it into a scale of from one to 100. The recoding represents the proportion of
an Average adult' lifetime that could be spent, in prison for a particular of-
fense. Crime severity will be computed separately for adult priorres, current
convicting offense an )al future "recidivism" offenses. Differences in recidivism
rates and crime severity rates between groups will be eamined for,statistical
significance.
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Editors':Notes
& ,

1. It -is readily apparent from a; review of both the _Marengo County,
Alabama -jail program and .the experience of MinneSota's Northeast Regional
Corrections Center that two critical ingredIvnts for successful rural jail pro-
grams are community involvement and .support, and the resourcefulness of the
jail staff. An' outstanding example of -the incorporation of, these and other
important f.ctors in\. a rural jail staff ',training program is found/ in a 1967
two-yolume publication entitled Rural Correctional Staff as Agents of Commu-
nity Change available from the NCJRS Document Loan Program, Box 6000,
Rockville, Maryland. Thepublication explores the unique characteristics andt,iproblems of correctional pe., rsonnel and graining efforts in rural settings and
sets forth, guidelines for implementing staff training. programs for rural,
community-based correctional personnel.

2. For an account of another noteworthy rural correctional periment,
see J.L. Fleer and R.A. Pasewark, "Work' Release in a Rural Stat Offender

.Rehabilitation, Vol. 1 (2), pp. .173-179', Winter 1976-77. The apparent suc-
cess of this Wyoming program, undertaken despite the admonitions of the con-
temporary literature of that time, suggestsethat the' rural setting they indeed
be particularly well-suited to many of the jail reform corkepts receiving na-
tionwide endorsemeht today.
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